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ABSTRACT

The thesis of Jeremiah Chapter 2 contains five chapters,

which attempts to develop .R.Driver's suggestion (concerning the

literary links between Dt.32, Hos.2, Ps.106 and Jeremiah Ch.2) in

t e light of recent form-critical study.

Chapter one: extual Study and Translation of Jer.Ch.2.

In the D£S (fragments of Jeremiah), there are at least two

different traditions of the text of Jeremiah: one is the Massoretic

and the other is the eptuagintal type. A comparative study of MT

and LXX is made using BH 3rd. edition and Ziegler's edition of the

Septuagint.

Chapter two: Literary Characteristics of Jeremiah ch.2.

n examination is made of the structure of prophetic poetry:

1. R.Lowth's theory of the Parallelismus Membrorum;

2. Repetition;

3. The I-and-you style, which is a feature of the prophetic

covenant message.

Jeremiah ch.2 consists of positive and negative structures and

terminologies: positive in reciting the mighty acts of Y I, and

negative in presenting the apostasy and sin of Israel.

Chapter three: form analysis of Jeremiah ch.2.

Tee prophetic messenger speech form and in particular, the

covenant-Tib form which is the central theme of Jeremiah ch.2, is



examined. The special characteristics of the covenant Rib form in

Jeremiah ch.2 are dealt with.

Chaoter four: An examination of the tradition upon which

Jeremiah Ch.2 stands. Jeremiah ch. 2 is rooted in a stream of tradit¬

ion which has at its centre the covenant Rib pattern, a tradition

flowing ttirough Dt.32, Rosea, the Asaph—Jsalms, and Jeremiah ch. 2.

The covenant-Rib form originated and was formulated in

prophetic and levitical circles in North Israel during pei'iods of

religious crisis in the history of Israel, for use in the penitent¬

ial service, and as an expression of the repentance of rebellious

Israel.

This covenant Rib tradition was preserved and handed down by

the people of the Asaph-Psalms who constitute prophetic and

levitical circles through the centuries.

Chapter five: Theological study of Jeremiah ch.2.

The relation between the tradition and Jeremiah's personal

characteristics are examined. :nhe message of Jeremiah has two foci:

one is within the tradition of YH H and the other is within his own

personal experience and thought.

Jeremiah stands on the covenant Rib tradition, but he applies

it to the contemporary situation of rebellious Israel.
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INTRODUCTION

*
i any years ago B.R.Driver pointed out that there were literarjr

1)
links between Deut.32, Hosea 2, Ps.106, and Jeremiah 2.

This thesis attempts to develop Driver's suggestion in the

light of recent form-critical study. In particular, an attempt is

made to show how the material in Jeremiah 2 stands within a stream

of tradition which has at its centre the covenant Rib pattern.

I am indebted to the Rev. Robert Davidson and Prof. G-eorge

. Inderson in whose seminar on Jeremiah and the salms respectively

my understanding of the form-critical approach to the material was

deepened.

♦

Prof. Norman P.Porte ous has pointed out that there are two

foci in Jeremiah: one is within the tradition of YHV/H and the

2)
other 13 within his personal higher thought. I apply this under¬

standing to the theological study of Jeremiah ch.2, to explore the

relationship between tradition and Jeremiah's own experience and

thought.

Chapter 1 - The textual study of Jeremiah Chapter 2.

Chapter 2 - Literary characteristics of Jeremia Chapter 2.

Chapter 3 - Form analysis of Jeremiah Chapter 2.

1) ■ .R.Driver, n Introduction to the Literature of" the Pld
Testament, Edinburgh, 1913, (9th ed.), p.

2) cf. . .Porteous, "The Basis of the Pthical Teaching of the
Prophets", in Living the nystery, 1967, PP^ 55, 59«



Chapter 4 - An examination of the tradition upon which

Jeremiah Chapter 2 stands.

Chapter 5 - Theological Study of Jeremiah Chapter 2.
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CHAPTER ONE

Textual Study and Translation

I. Textual Study of Jeremiah Chapter 2.

A. The Proolems of the Text.

1)
1. The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Text of Jeremiah.

The most direct and obvious contribution of the Qumran scrolls

is in the field of Old Testament textual studies. The text of

Jeremiah is of particular interest.

In his book entitled The Ancient Library of Qumran and Modern

2)
Biblical Studies, Frank Mo®e Cross reports:

"Eleven caves clustered about ruins on the Wadi Qumran have
now produced manuscripts or manuscript fragments. These
include the cave of the initial discovery in 1947 (Qumran i),
and the most recent find, a cave discovered in January 1956
(Qumran Xl). Of the Qumran caves, only Caves I and XI have
produced relatively intact manuscripts. The largest single
cache, however, and probably the most important, wa^ dug from
the ancient floor levels of Cave IV found in 1952: tens of
thousands of fragments belonging to a corpus of more than
three hundred and eighty manuscripts. "*)

1) For the enormous literature devoted to the Dead Sea Scrolls,
see C.Burchard, Bibliographie zu den Handschriften vom Toten
Meer, Vol.1, 1957 and Vol.11. ( ZAW 69. 3erlin. 1965: to
which I contributed a Japanese bibliography of DSS-Studies,
cf. Vol.11, "Vorwort").

2) F.M.Cross, The Ancient Library of Qumran and Modern Biblical
Studies, London, 1958. (Revised edition, 1961, New York) -ALQ-

3) ibid., p.2.
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P. .Skehan has published the lists of Old Testament rnanu-

1 )
scripts from Qumran (I - Xl) with a full inventory. The text of

Jeremiah is represented by one fragment from "cave 2" (20 13) and
2)

by three fragments from "cave 4".

The fragment of Jeremiah from the "minor cave 2" is called

2Q Jer and was published in Discoveries in the Judaean Desert of

Jordan. Vol.3. It contains parts of Jer. 42-44, 46-49. ^

Gave IV has furnished three fragments of Jeremiah. MSP of

Jeremiah from cave IV are called 40 Jer, 44 Jer(a), and 4Q Jer(b).
5)

These texts are as yet unpublished, but F.M.Cross and

1) P. Skehan, "The Biblical Scrolls from 'umran and the Text of
the Old Testament", BA 28. 1965, PP« 87-100. - BSO -

2) cf. ibid. , p. 88.

3) .Baillet, J.T."ilik, R.de Vaux: "Les petites Grottes de
■umran", Discoveries in the Judaean Desert of Jordan, Vol.3,
Oxford, 1962. (21 13 = 2Q Jer)

4) ibid., pp. 62-69.
5) F.M.Cross, "Cave 4 of Qumran (4Q)", BA 19. 1956, pp. 83-96.

"A New «umran Biblical fragment related to the
Original Hebrew underlying the Septuagint", BASOR
132, 1953, P. 24.

0MQ "^he Oldest Manuscript from Qumran", JIO. 74. 1955,
pp. 147-72.
"The Dead ea Scrolls", IB 12. 1957, pp. 645-67.
"The Development of the Jewish cripts", Albright
Festschrift, The Bible and the Ancient rear East,
ed. by &.E.Wright, 1961, pp. 133-202.

HBT "The History of the Biblical Text in the Light of
Discoveries in the Judaean Desert", HThR 57. 1964,
pp. 281-99.

CQD "The Contribution of the Qumran Discoveries to
the Study of the Biblical Text", IEJ 16. 1966,
pp. 81-95.
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■j)
D.N.Freedman have indicated their character and contents.

As to 4Q Jer(a). D.N.Freedman reports:

"4Q Jer(a) contains Jer. 12:17—13:6 and 17J10-25 and is to be
dated between 225-175 »C. or about 200 B.C."2)

4Q Jer(a) is archaic and one of three very old documents found in

Cave IV.^

On AO Jer(b). F.M.Cross reports:

"The fragment of AO Jer(b) contains the left portion of a
column of Text. Ends of lines are preserved with the text of
Jer. 9:22-10:18. Lines 5-7 give the reading in question.

5)
AO Jer(o) is a Hasmonaean manuscript and contains the so-called

short recension of Jeremiah, identical with the old Greek (Septua-

gint) tradition.

The most striking feature of the Biblical manuscripts found in

Qumran is the diversity of their textual traditions.

As to the text of Jeremiah, F.M.Cross writes as follows:

1) D.N.Freedman, "The Massoretic Text and the Qumran Scrolls,"
Textus 2. 1962, pp. 87-102.

2) ibid., p. 93.

3) F.M.Cross, ALQ. p. 33, the archaic Samuel (AQ Sam ), Jeremiah
(AQ Jera), and Exodus (AO' Ex ).

4) ibid., p. 139. e explains that: line 5 (= MT. 10.4), line 6
(= MT. 10.9), line 7 (= MT. 10.11). Reconstruction demonstrates
what can be seen even from a casual comparison of the text with
MT and LXX, that 40' Jer(b) agrees with the LXX in transposing
v.5 after v.9 and omitting vv.6-8 and 10.

5) F.M.Cross, 0MQ, p. 164. He explains : Archaic, ca. 200-150 BC.
ALQ, p. 88. Hasmonaean, ca. 150-30 BC.
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"In the recension underl ing the Septuagint text it is one
eighth shorter than in the ebrew Bible. Scholars have
suggested that the translators simply abbreviated their text
for their own reasons. Other scholars have maintained that
two ancient recensions are responsible for the differences.
From Qumran comes a fragmentary Hebrew manuscript, which,
where preserved, follows the si ort text of Jeremiah found
hitherto only in Greek. In Chapter 10, for example, the
Septuagint omits no fewer than four verses, and shifts the
order of a fifth. The Qumran Jeremiah (lQ Jer b) omits the
four verses and shifts the order in identical fashion. The

longer recension is also present at Cumran." ^)

Non-traditional text-types were first recognized when study was

directed to 4Q JerVb). It contains the so-called short recension

of Jeremiah, which underlies the old Greek (Septuagint) tradition.

The latter is about one-eighth shorter than the received text
2)(Textus Receptus : MT). The Proto-Massoretic family is also

represented at Qumran, especially well in 40 Jer(a), a manuscript

from ca. 200 B.C.

It seems that the MT and LXX of Jeremiah are based on different

recensions of the Hebrew text of that book, so that the differences

between MT and LXX are based not on translation idiosyncrasies, but
3)

on different textual traditions.

Study of the two textual traditions in the light of the new

data makes it clear that the Proto-Massoretic text was expansionist,

and settles an old controversy. Those who have defended the

1) F.M.Cross, ALQ. p. 139-

2) F.M.Cross, CQD, p. 82.

3) H.M.Orlinsky, "On the Present State of Proto-Septuagint Studies",
JAQS 61. 1941, p. 85.
W.F.Albright, "New Light on Early Recensions of the Hebrew
Bible", BASQR 140. 1955, pp. 27-33.
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originality of the traditional text by arguing that the Greek trans¬

lator abbreviated the Hebrew text before him are proved wrong. The

Septuagint faithfully reflects a conservative Hebrew textual

family.^ ^

On the other hand, the Proto-Massoretic and T5asscretic family

is marked by editorial reworking and conflation, the secondary

filling out of names and epithets, expansion from parallel passages,

2)
and even glosses from biblical passages outside Jeremiah.

G.R.Driver puts the issue in the following way:

"That two different types of text are found at Qumran, of
which the smaller group is "Septuagintal" and the large
"Massoretic", raises interesting questions: for example, do
both lots come from the same source or do the former derive
from Egypt and the latter from Palestine; and are the
Scrolls a unified collection belonging to a single group of
people, e.g. the Zadokites or Covenanters of umran, or are the
a miscellaneous collection brought together in the caves at
Qumran more or less by chance? This Zadokite acquaintance
with a Septuagintal text is significant; for no Palestinian
Jews but only those from Egypt will have had any use for the
Septuagint." ^'

In his essay "New Light on Early Recensions of the Hebrew

4)
Bible", ' W.F.Albright proposed a "theory of local recensions",

based on W.Pkehan's study on "A Fragment of the Song of Moses

1) F.M.Cross, CQD. p. 82.

2) ibid., (CQD). p. 82-3. Note 6. Cross refers to J.G.Janzen
and says: "As instances of glosses from outside Jeremiah, he
(Janzen) cites Jer. 28:16, 29:32, and 48:45-6 (all omitted in
the Old Greek)."

3) G.R.Driver, The Judaean Scrolls. Oxford, 1965> P« 447.

4) W.F.Albright, "New Light on Early Recensions of the Hebrew
Bible", BASOR 140. 1955, pp. 27-33.
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1)
(Dt. 32) from umran". F.M.Cross, Following WT. F.Albright, offers

additional evidence of his own. He states:

"We may sketch the history of the local texts as follows.
Three textual families appear to have developed slowly
between the fifth and first centuries B.C., in Palestine,
in Egypt and in a third locality, presumably Babylon." 2)

These three textual families are the Palestinian family from which

the Samaritan Pentateuch derives, the Egyptian, and the Babylonian

family.

On the contrary, M.H.Goshen-Gottstein criticizea the "theory

of local recensions."-^ He holds "an archetype" theory.

"Almost all our evidence from Medieval (Hebrew) M3S would be
explicable as a secondary development from a common
'archetype' and practically all of it as belonging to one
'recension'." ^

Each text has its own transmission history. No sweeping

1) A.W.Skehan, "A Fragment of the Song of Moses (Dt. 32) from
umran", BaSOR 136, 1954, pp. 12-15.
In Dt. 32:43> the Greek has 8 cola, as against 4 in MT, and 6
in the Qumran fragment.

BSQ (op. cit.), :A 28. 1965, pp. 87-100. He also adopts the
theory of the local recensions: "the 43 manuscripts are placed
in the context of the Samaritan recension, the Old Greek, the
Proto-jucianic Greek, and finally of the Masoretic text."
(p. 99)

2) F.M.Cross, CC^D, p. 86. HBT. pp. 287-290.

3) M.H.Goshen-Gottstein, The Book of Isaiah, sample edition with
introduction (Hjsp : The Hebrew University Bible Project),
Jerusalem, 1965*

(HBI_) - "Hebrew Biblical Manuscripts", Bibl. 48. 1967} pp.243-
290.

4) M.H.GoshenOGottstein, HBM, p. 285, (Bibl. 48).
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generalizations can be made about the text of the Old Testament.

The textual traditions for each book must be examined in their ovm

right, and the inter-relatedness of the different traditions

assessed.1^

YYhatever the true explanation, there are at least two differ¬

ent traditions of the text of Jeremiah. One is the Septuagintal

2)
type and the other is the Massoretic type.

In the case of the book of Jeremiah the comparative study

between MT and LXX is important.

1) Robert Davidson, The Pelican Guide to Modern Theology, Vol.3,
Biblical Criticism, p. 106.

2) An interesting example is found in the New-covenant passage:

Jer. 31:32 - MT OH 'D3K1

38:32 - LXX xcu eycb 'npeYvrpu autrcov

Behind this difference, there are two different traditions.
"The MT and LXX of Jeremiah are based on different
recensions of the Hebrew text of that book."

(J.Bright, Jeremiah, Anc.B., cxxiv.)

The LXX translation of Jeremiah must have been made at least by
the second century, and its Hebrew examplar (of Proto-Septua-
gint) must have been in existence at least a century earlier.

According to "Aquila" : the later Greek Version (A.D. 130),
the text is

xcu sj'-jo etpi exupteucra (ev awoiq)

This is a witness that the Massoretic type became dominant in
the period of the Destruction of the Temple (A.D. 70-130).

But in the New estament Epistle to the Hebrews, the text is
the same as the LXX tradition.

Heb. 8:9 x&ycb fipeXrpa auicov,
This is a. witness that the primitive Christian Church used the
LXX Tradition (Alexandrian Group).
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2. The Mas sore tic Text and, the Book of Jeremiah.

It is customary to designate the canonical text as the

Massoretic Text (MT), because it was preserved and secured against

every possibility of corruption by Jewish scholars of the second

half of the first millennium A.D. known as 'Massoretes' (trans-
"1 )

mitters), the successors of the older scribes ( CP "IDO ). In
2)

the modern Hebrew JT1DQ means 'tradition'.

a. The Scribal Correction in Jeremiah Ch,2.

In Jeremiah ch.2 we can detect one example of Scribal influence,

a so-called 'Scribal correction' ( CP "ISO ] T pD )-^ - (Jer. 2:11 ).

In about twenty places throughout the Old Testament the Massoretic

reading indicates a 'Scribal correction'.

1) C.Eissfeldt, The Old Testament. An Introduction, Oxford, 1966,
p. 680.
Concerning 'Sopherim': B. '.Roberts, The Old Testament Text
and Versions. Cardiff, 1951, P« 30f.

2) E.Ben- ehuda, English-Hebrew, Hebrew-English Dictionary, New
Yorx, 1964, p. 167, 275.

3) C.D.Cinsburg, Introduction to the Massoretico-Critical Edition
of the Hebrew Bible, London, 1897, p. 347f.
He quoted from the St.Petersburg Codex of A.D. 916, which is the
oldest dated MS known at present, and 3aid, on the 'Emendations
of the Sopherim' - "the Massorah Parva notices it in four
different places. On Hz. 8:17, Zech. 11:12, Mai. 1:13, 3:8, it
states it is 'one of the eighteen emendations of the Sopherim'."
He mentioned 18 emendations:

1. G-en. 18:22, 2. Num. 11:15, 3. Num. 12:12, 4. ISam.
3:13, 5. 2Sam. 16:12, 6-8. 2Sam. 20:1, 9« Jer. 2:11,
10. Ez. 8:17, 11. Hos. 4:7, 12. Hab. 1:12, 13. Zech.
2:12, 14. Mai. 1:13, 15. Ps. 106:20, 16. Job. 7:20,
17. Job. 32:3, 18. Lam. 3:20. (cf. on Jer.2:11,

P.Kahle gives the list with minor differences from that of C.D.
G-insburg. e adds I Kings 12:1 , II Chr.10:l6 for 7-8. (Cited
from B.T.Roberts, op.cit., p. 35*)



B.J.Roberts explains it thus:

"They all deal with attempts to avoid anthropomorphisms
and anthropopathisms, and as a rule, consist of a change
of suffix in order to avoid a direct reference to 0od, and
so incur the danger of blasphemy. An argument for the
early dating of the 'emendations' is that the Massoretic
text receives the support of the Septuagint, and for the
Pentateuch, of the Samaritan Pentateuch. Therefore the^\
are to be traced back well into the third centur B.C."

b. The Book of Jeremiah in the third Edition of Kittel's Biblia
Hebraica.

The third edition of Kittel's Biblia Hebraica (1937) marks an

important event in the history of the study of the Massoretic text.
BHK, from the third edition onwards, has been printed from
Manuscript B 19A written in the year 1008 A.D. and now in the

2)
Leningrad public Library (L. Leningradensis). '

Recently two new projects have started: The Hebrew University

1) B.J.Roberts, op. cit., pp. 34-6.

2) Concerning the third edition of Kittel's Biblia Hebraica:
0.Eissfeldt, The Old Testament - An Introduction, pp. 691-2.
B.J.Roberts, op. cit., p. 85f.

B.WUrthwein, The Text of the Old Testament, Oxford, 1957,
pp. 9 - 32.
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Bible Project1' has started with the publication (in 1965) of the

Book of saiah as a sample edition with introduction. On the

other hand Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (BHS) made its appear¬

ance in a new form in 1968, after forty years of Kittel's Biblia

Hebraica (BHK), 3rd edition.

The Book of Jeremiah has not yet appeared either in the Hebrew
5)

University Bible Project' or in the Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia

(BHS). Accordingly we must use for our study of Jeremiah the Book

of Jeremiah in 3KK' s third edition, which was edited by .Rudolph

1) M.H.Goshen-Gottstein, op. cit. . HUBP. V.H.G-oshen- ottstein,
who is the general editor of this project, explains:

"The text printed in this edition is an exact reproduction
of the Aleppo Codex. This is the most 'authoritative'
manuscript of the Bible produced by Aaron-Ben Asher and
it is this manuscript that was approved by i.'aimonides."
pp. 29-30.

n many respects this project is an important advance on Biblia
Hebraica, particularly in the apparatus criticus. Among the
non-Hebrew versions the Septuagint has been given pride of
place. The new material from the Dead Tea Scrolls has been
fully taken into account.

2) Concerning thi3 edition (EHS):
K.Kllinger and ..Rudolph, Prolegomena, in Liber Tesaiae ,

ed. by D.Winton Thomas, Stuttgart, 1968.
Israel Yeivin, "'"'he Hew Edition of the Biblia Hebraica - Its
Text and Massorah", Textus 7. 1969* PP* 114-123*

Two books of this edition (BHS) have appeared:
Liber Jesaiae. ed. by D.Winton Thomas, 1968.
Liber rsalmorum. ed. by H.Baratke, 1969*

3) The "Report on the Hebrew University Bible Project" states: -

"Work on the Edition of the Book of Jeremiah was begun
during the current year."
Textus 6. 1968, Jerusalem, p. 134*



in 1931 -

BHK 3rd edition has two main problems: one is the problem of

the textual basis and the other is the problem of the Septuagint

1)
in the apparatus cnticus.

P.Kahle explained the basic text of this BHK 3rd edition:

"Rudolph Kittel and I had hoped to be able to replace the
Leningrad MS.L., which was used as the basis of the Biblia
Hebraica in the course of our work, with the model codex of
ben Asher himself which is kept in the synagogue of the
Sephardim in Aleppo. That has not been possible since the
owners of the codex would not hear of a photographic copy."'

After examining the investigation of the work of Mischael ben

'Uzziel on the differences between ben Asher and ben Naphtali,

P.Kahle reached the following conclusion:

"We are therefore justified in using the Leningrad MS.B
19A (L) as the basis of the new edition of the Biblia
Hebraica."3)

1) Concerning the problem of Septuagint in the apparatus criticus:

H.M.Orlinsky, "The Septuagint - Its Use in Textual Criticism",
BA 9. 1946, pp. 21-34, p. 33.
'Current Progress in Septuagint Research'} in The Study of the
Bible Today and Tomorrow, ed. H.R.Willoughby, Chicago, 1947,
pp. 144-161, p. 151.

W.P.M.Walters (P.Katz), "Septuagintal Studies in the Mid-
Century", in C.H.Dodd-Festschrift, Background of the N.T, and
Its Bschatology. Cambridge, I956,ppl 17o-208.

Prof. J. Ziegler of WUrzburg and Dr. H.P.Rliger of Tubingen have
joined the BHS project acting as consultants for questions of
Septuagint and Targum in the apparatus criticus.

2) Biblia Hebraica 5 ed. by R.Kittel, P.Kahle, (1937), 1954,
p. xxix.

3) ibid., p. xxxi.



'hen I compared the Jeremiah ch.2 of the BKK 3rd edition

with Jeremiah 1:1-2:29 (T.T. 12, 197) - a Biblical MS. written

with the so-called Palestinian punctuation, which preceded the

Tiberian in Palestine, and a part of the Ta.ylor-Schechter Collect¬

ion in the Cambridge University Library - I concluded that the
1)

differences are very few and only in 'matres Lectionis'.

In these circumstances, I believe that there is no difficulty

in using the Biblia Hebraica 3rd edition (BHK 3) in my research on

'the Book of Jeremiah Chapter 2'.

1) cf. Ap endix A. Differences between BHK 3 and T-S 12. p. 15.
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APPENDIX A.

Differences between BHK 5 and T-S 12

BHK 3
1)

Cambridge T-S 12 '

Jer.2:7 iKnm -mem Fcriptio plena

8 a'spmm □'xnim Scriptio defectiva

11 "pD'nn -pnnn Scriptio defectiva

15 CP 1SD Scriptio plena

17 -pVlO Scriptio defectiva

20 Scriptio plena

21 pTff p"1V7 Scriptio plena

Hebrew Old Testament, ed. by N.H.Snaith, London, 1958.

The new edition of the British and Foreign Bible Society

Hebrew Bible edited by N.H.Snaith (1958) likewise returns to the

ben Asher tradition as it is preserved in the original hand of

British Museum Manuscript Or 2626-8, written in Lisbon in 1482,
2)

and in manuscript Or 2375-

N.H.Snaith agrees with BHK 3 except in v.21 when it reads

Scriptio plena :

1) Paul Kahle, lasoreten des ■Vestens IT. Stuttgart, 1930,
pp. 78-81.
He explains that these are remains of MS. . which date from
the sixth to the eighth centuries. (Jer. 1:1-2:29). 'ee p. 14.

2) N.H. Snaith,"The Ben-Asher Text", Textus 2, 1962, pp. 8-13.
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3. The Septuagint Text and the Book of Jeremiah.

One of the most important results of the discovery of the

Dead Sea Scrolls has been the revival of interest in the study of

the Greek text of the Id Testament. This text is customarily

called the 'Seotuagint' in Latin: Septuaginta), often designated

simply as LXX, because, according to a tradition preserved in the
1 )

Letter of Aristeas, it was translated by seventy (to be precise,

seventy-two) Jewish scholars, brought from Jerusalem to Alexandria

for this purpose.

a« The Kaige Recension in Jeremiah Ch.2.

In Jeremiah ch.2, we can detect examples of the so-called

Kaige Recension ( KaiYe XR) - (Jer. 2:33, 34) - in the Greek

translation of Aquila. Jerome, writing about A.D.400 in his preface
2)

to Chronicles, mentioned that there were three recensions of the

Septuagint (trifaria varietas)."The different provinces of the

ancient church had their own particular Biblical text of the

Septuagint: the Kexaplaric recension in Palestine, the Hesychian
4)

Recension in 'gypt and the Lucianic recension in Antioch.

1) Concerning recent studies on this subject:
D. .Gooding, "Aristeas and Septuagint Origins", VT. 13, 1963,
PP. 357-379.
.v.J.Klijn, "The Letter of Iristeas and the Greek Translation
of the Pentateuch in gypt", NT 11 , 1964-65, pp. 154-158.
P.Jellicoe, "The Occasion and Purpose of the Lett r cf
,risteas, A Re-Examination", NTs 13, 1965-66, pp. 144-150.

2) Jerome, "Preface to Chronicles" (Printed at the beginning of
the Vulgate).

3) S.Jellicoe, The Septuagint and J.'odern Stud; , Oxford, 1968,
p. 137f.

4) A.Sperber, "The Problem of the Sectuagint Recensions", JBL 54,
1935, PP. 73-92.
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Recent studies shed new light upon the recension-problem.

1 )D.Barth^lemy posits a 'Kaige' ( Kcuye ) recension.
2)

F.M.Cross accepts this theory of a 'Kaige' group.

J.D.Shenkel follows them in his study on the 'Chronology and

3)
Recensional Development in the Creek Text of Kings*.

1) Dominique Barthelemy, Les Devanciers d'Aquila. SVT 10, 1963.

J.D.Shenke1, Chronology and Recensional Development in the
Creek Text of Kings. 1968, pp. 11-18.

2) F.M.Cross, CCD, IBJ 16, 1966, pp. 84-85.

"The Hebrew textual families have left clearest traces in
the Creek Bible. We are able to trace a series of as many as
three stages in the recensional history of the Septua int
before the emergence of the Massoretic Text.

The Old Creek preserves a non-traditional text-type which
is represented at Qumran, - especially 4Q Jerlbi.

In the second or first century B.C., the Septuagint was
revised in Palestine to conform to a Hebrew text then current,
represented at Qumran by the manuscripts of Samuel from Cave
IV: this is the Proto-Lucian recension of the Creek. -

No later than the beginning of the first century A.D.
portions of the Creek Bible were revised a second time, this
time to the Proto-Massoretic Text. This Creek recension,
called Proto-Theodotian or Kaige, is extensively preserved in
a manuscript of the Minor Prophets from the Nahal Hever. In
Jeremiah, its text-type is preserved in Hebrew in 40 Jer(a),
in Creek in the supplementary additions to the old Creek.
These three stages in the History of the Creek Bible, the Old
Creek, the Proto-Lucianic recension, and the Kaige recension
reflect in turn the three families of the Hebrew text isolated
in the finds at Qumran. Proto-Massoretic Text, a fourth stage
may be discerned, represented by the Hebrew text-type, -
reflected in Creek in the revision of the Kaige recension

prepared by Aquila in ca. 130 A.D." (pp. 84-85)
See further Appendix C. p; .26-27.

3) J.D.Shenkel, op. cit.. pp. 11-18.
He says that "this Creek expression (kaige for Hebrew ' 01 ')
is used as a designation, but also occurs in the two later
versions, those of Aquila and Theodotion, both of which were
based upon the Kaige R."
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Concerning the book of Jeremiah ch.2, 'Kaige' occurs in the
1)

translation of Aquila which was preserved in the Hexapla. In

Jeremiah ch.2:33, 34, Aquila translated Hebrew ' ' into Greek

' KaCye It seems that at least the text of Jeremiah in Aquila's

translation strongly supports the 'Kaige' recension theory.

b. The Book of Jeremiah - Ziegler's Edition in the G-'dttingen

Septuagint.

The most satisfactory edition of the Septuagint Text of

Jeremiah is to be found in the larger G-ottin, en Septuagint
2)

published in 1957 under the editorship of Joseph Ziegler.

1) Origenis Hexaplorum quae supersunt, ed. F.Field, I-II, Oxford,
1875-6.

Origen's Hexapla (A.D. 185-254) was produced in Caesarea
between 240-245 by Origen. The contents of the six columns
are arranged as follows:

1. the Hebrew text,
2. the Hebrew text transcribed in Greek,
3. the translation of Aquila,
4. of Symmachus,
5. the Septuagint,
6. of Theodotion.

(cf. B.J.Roberts, op. cit., pp. 130f., S.Jellicoe, op. cit. ,

pp. 100ff.)

2) Septuaginta Ieremias, Baruch, Threni, Epistula Ieremiae,
edited by Joseph Ziegler, G-bttingen, 1957-
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1)
J.Ziegler classified the G-reek manuscripts and old trans¬

lations'^ into six groups:

1. B-Text (Codex-Vaticanus) Group - B. P.La.

2. A-Text (Codex-Alexandrianus) Group - A.Arab.

3. C-Text (Codex-Marchalianus) '.'roup - Q.V.

4. Hexaplaric Recension G-roup - Syh = 0.

5. Lucianic Recension G-roup - L' , Chr. , Tht.

6. Catena Group - C'

In group (l), 2. (Codex-Sinaiticus) is placed along with B. with

which it is in general agreement. Group (2) consists of variants

most of which are grammatico-stylistic and unimportant. "The

outstanding features of this group are held to be the pluses

against MT and word-changes. Group (3) is distinguished in the

1) In

1.

Die griechischen Zeugen -

The Uncials,
A. London, Brit. N'us. 'Codex Alexandrinus'.
B. Rom, Bibl. Vat. 'Codex Vaticanus'.
Q. Rom, Rihl. Vat. 'Codex Marchalianus'.
C;
• Leningrad 'Codex Sinaiticus'

(Now in London, Brit. Mus.).
V. Venedig, Bibl. f.'arc. 'Codex Venetus'.

2. 37 cursives and the papyri 951, 966 and 980.
(brg.449 contains Jer. 1 :1 -3:20, Mailand, Bibl. Ambr. )

3. Ireek fathers' commentaries.
(Chr) J.Chrysostomus (-407) '^ragmenta in Jeremiam' Migne
PG 64, 739-1038.
(Tht) Theodoret von Cyrus (-460) Migne PG 8}, 495- 06.

2) In Die alten Ubersetzungen
La. Die altlateinische ifbersetzung.
Co. Die fcoptische tfbersetzung.
Sy. Die syrische tfbersetzung, (Syh, Syp, Ty).
Aeth. Die athiopische tfbersetzung.
Arab. Die arabische tfbersetzung.
Arm. Die armenische tfbersetzung.

In/...



main for readings in common with the Hexaplaric recension."

J.Ziegler used the B-S texts as the basic text for his edition of

"leremias - Septuaginta".

We must compare Ziegler's text with wete's (Cambridge 1894)

and Rahlfs' (Stuttgart, 1935) Editions to find out the character-

g)
istics of Ziegler's Edition.

In the Book of Jeremiah ch.2, the text of Ziegler differs

twelve times from the edition of H.B.Swete which follows the

Codex Vaticanus (B). In four cases Ziegler followed 'S.a.Q.•

where they differ from B.

r\ nC9« _,C"fo / J ~ \
v, 2• O~OD TOD S , S , A.w• (B : cxdtod ).

v.20. omit crot : S.A.Qa. (with 'croc ' :

B.Q. V. Syh. L'.Tht),

v.22. %oav S.A.Qa. (B.C.: mnav ).

v. 28. with 0"e : S.A.Q. (B. omit 'se' ).

.../in Die jiingeren griechischen tfbersetzungen he mentions 11,
such as Q. Codex Harchalianus, Codex Barberinus (86),
yrohexapla (Syh).

1) S.Jellicoe, The Septuagint and Modern tudy, 0 ford, 1968,
p. 301.

2) See appendix B. Differences in the editions of the Septuagint.
- Jeremiah Ch.2. -

3) This is according to the textual apparatus in Pwete's dition.

Ziegler did not mention in his textual apparatus his critical
reasons for his choice of the readings in these 4 cases, even
though they are different from Codex B.



In one case Ziegler follows the Major Manuscript traditions

including the correctors of B against original B.

S\Y) QQ 1 ) /

v. 9 with Xeyeo ooijpooq ' B , S , A.Q.L',Tht. (B.omits
them).

In one case he follows Katz.

v. 36 1 o' to ' (Rahlfs: to , Swete: oto ).

2)
In two cases he follows H.J.Thackeray's suggestion: (vv. 20, 22).

v.20, ' mm1 instead of ' mv ' (Rahlfs, Swete: B.S.Q.)

v.22 ' raocov ' instead of ' ?cooav ' (Swete: B.Q.)"^

In two cases he omits the article on weak evidence.

v.26 '( ) uool IcrpariX ' (Rahlfs and Swete: with ' 00 '

B. reliqui.)

v.27 ' ev ( ) mo pep ' (Rahlfs and Swete: with ' ^p '

B. reliqui.)

Other cases: three.

v. 3 ' heyeo ' : 0. L. Tht. Ps. Th. Chr. (' epncriv ' Rahlfs,

Swete reliqui.)

1) Ziegler mentions L', Tht. (in Hexapla, 0' omits).
Swete: Bab , Sca , A.Q.

2) H.J.Thackeray, G-rammar of the Old Testament in Greek, Cambridge,
1909.

On v. 20 - p. 175.
On v.22 - p. 93.

3) v.22 is mentioned above : following S.A.Q.
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v. 7 ' etafrfaYov ' : S.Q.Cyr. Tht. (' t7yuYov '
Fwete : B.A.)

v.36 ' xa-t^wGrK 1 Bab, Q (with Rahlfa), ' mTaioxfiv&nc '
: Swete : B.S.A.)



V.

2

3

6

7

9

13

20

20

22

26

27

28

36

36

*)

2)
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APPENDIX B.

Differences in the Editions of the Septuagint.

- Jeremiah chapter 2 -

1) Rahlfs2)

sjc J$C4)

5)

Ziegler

cou rou S.A.Q.

Xeyet 0-L,Tht

avOpcoTOC IxeiT B.A. exeT utoc &v6pto7t:ou
S.Q.V.

eSafiyayov S.Q.

Cyr. Tht

upae, Xeyet xflptoc;

S.A.Q.

B.5uo xal

£%l mvra

Ou oouXevow S.A.Qa

%oav S.A.Qa

viol IcrpariX o.

ev xcupw

ovxrovo'C cre S.A.Q.

o xt Katz.

xaOcbc; xarT)cr^uv0ric

Bab,Q.

6i3o -

ijt 4c

11

4c 4c

Swete3)

airo u B.

cprjo't v

riYG-yov

Rel.6)

B-A.

upac;,- xat B.

#*

eri Tcav B.S.Q.

+ crot, B.G.V.L'

7i;ocav B.

oi + B.Rel.

ev tw xaipw Rel.

adxroucrcv B. Tht.

ott Rel.

xaQwc; xa/ccuoytvOric

B. S.A.

Joseph Siegler (e£.) leremias, Septuaginta, G-'dttingen, 1957.
This is 'Septuaginta' in G-dttingen major editio.

A.Rahlfs (ed.), . eptuaginta, Stuttgart, 1935.
This edition is Gottingen minor editio in two volumes.
It depends in the main on the three chief manuscripts B.S.A.
with/...
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Continuation of APPS;-ID1X B.

.../a short apparatus criticus.

3) H.B.Swete (ed.)> The Old Testament in Greek. Cambridge, 1894.
This is 'Ceptuagint' in Cambridge minor editio. This edition
consists of three volumes (1887-1894) which prints codex
Vatieanus (B), using S.A.Q. in the apparatus.

4) ** : This sign indicates a reading identical with fiegler's
edition.

5) = : This sign indicates an identical reading in Rahlfs'
and Swete's edition.

6) Reliqui.
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APPENDIX C.

The Problem of the Ur-Text of the Septuagint.

There are at least four theories concerning the origin and

the early history of the Septuagint.

(i) The theory of de Lagarde (1827-1891)•

This theory is called the 'Vorlage-, Ur-Text-, Ur-Septuaginta-,

Proto-Septuaginta'-theory.

The principles governing his investigations into the Proto-

Septuagint are set out in his book. He hoped by the application

of the principle to effect a reconstruction of the 'trifaria

varietas' as the first stage in the recovery of the original LXX.

He published the Lucianic reconstruction of Genesis to sther in

1)1883. Rahlfs followed de Lagarde's approach to the task of

recovering the proto-Septuagint. This theory is still accepted by

2)
many scholars (Margolis, Montgomery, Orlinsky, Ziegler, Roberts).

1) Librorum Vet.Test. Canonicorum pars prior graece, 1883, ed.
Paul A. de Lagarde.

2) M.L.Kargolis (1866-1932), The Book of Joshua in Greek, Paris,
1931.

H.M. Orlinsky, "On the Present State of Proto-LXX Studies",
JAOS 61 , 1941, 81-91. "The Septuagint - Its Use in Textual
Criticism", BA 9. 1946, pp. 21-34* "Current Progress and
Problem in LXX Research", in SBT^T 1947, pp. 144—161.

B.J.Roberts, The Old Testament Text and Versions, 1955,
Cardiff.
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(ii) The theory of P.Kahle (1875-19^5)•

This is called the 'Greek Targum theory of Septuagint-origin'
1)

in opposition to the theory of de Lagarde.

P.Kahle presents the theory that the history of the LXX does

not begin with a proto-text, but with various targumic renderings

of the vulgar Hebrew text. The Letter of Aristeas - neither a

letter, nor written as it claims by Aristeas in the third century

B.C., but an example of second centm'y B.C. Jewish apologetic

literature - is propaganda for an official version of the Torah

sponsored by Alexandrian Judaism towards the end of the second
2)

century B.C. to replace an existing confused textual situation.

The recent textual discoveries in the Judaean desert have

vindicated the essential soundness of the Lagardian position, as

opposed to that of P.Kahle.

D.Barth^lemy's study on the Greek fragments of the Dead

Sea Scrolls of the Minor Prophets arrives at results quite different

from those of P.Kahle. He values these fragments as testimony to

a stage in the evolution of the translation of the LXX not hitherto

attested. He sees them as evidence of a sporadic revision of the

text of the Greek in accordance with the MT undertaken by a Jew in

the first century A.D. This revised text was then taken over by

1) Paul Kahle, The Cairo Geniza. Oxford, 2nd, 1959> pp. 212ff.

2) cf. R.Davidson, The Pelican Guide to Modern Theology. Vol.3,
Biblical Criticism. 1970, p. 109.

3) Dominique Barth^lemy, Les Devanciers d'Aquila, SVT 10, 19&3*
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Aquila, Cymmachus and also Theodotion. He designated them as 'the

Kaige Recension Group' and the 'Kaige Recension' (KR) might be

considered as proto-Aquila, or proto-Theodotion. It is distinguish-

ed from the Old Greek and proto-Lucian, and shows greater conform¬

ity to the ",T. D.Earthelemy concludes that the KR. was a revision
1)

toward a Hebrew Vorlage of the same type as the ST,

(iii) The liturgical approach-theory of H.St.John Thackeray.

2)
In his book The Septuagint and Jewish Worship , he argued

that the real impetus towards the rendering of the rest of the Old

Testament into Greek came from worship in the synagogue and the

growth of a Jewish lectionary system. The translation of the

Prophets was done for lectionary use as a 'second lesson' in the

synagogue, in addition to a reading from the £orah which was

fundamental to synagogue worship. Such translations were later

incorporated into what became a translation of the Old Testament as

a whole. J ^

(iv) The transcription theory of F.X.Wutz (1883-1938).

The theory that translators used a Hebrew Text transliterated

1) cf. J.D.Shenkel, Chronology and Recensional Development in the
Greek Text of King3t 19&8, pp. 11-18.

2) .St.John Thackeray, The Septuagint and Jewish orship, London,
1 21. '

3) cf. i.Davidson, op. cit., pp. 108-109.

4) i.X.7/utz, Systematische Wege von der Septuaginta zum hebraischen
Urtext, Stuttgart, 1937.



into Greek Characters underlies the so-called 'Transcription

Theory'.

H.M.Orlinsky summarises critical response to the theory when

he states "the transcription theory has already become nothing
1)

more than a curiosity".

1) H.M.Orlinsky, "Current Prugress and Problem in Oeptuagint
Research" in PBTT. Chicago^ 1947, PP» 144-161, p. 156.
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It has long been recognised that a comparison of the Hebrew

(LIT) and Creek (LXX) textual traditions is of peculiar interest in
1)

the Book of Jeremiah. Comparative textual study of the MT and

the LXX in the book of Jeremiah has been undertaken by several

scholars.

The divergence between MT and LXX consists in differences in

arrangement^ and in omissions or additions. The striking example

of a different arrangement concerns the oracles against foreign

nations.^ The text of Jeremiah in the LXX translation is

5)
approximately one eighth shorter than that of the MT.

"!') Origenis Hexaplorum quae upersunt, ed. . Field, Oxford, 1875*
Origen in : p. ad Afric, (Migne, p. 56, Patrol. Gri. 11).

2) G.C. orkman, The Text of Jeremiah, Edinburgh, 1889.
A. Pcholz, Per masor:;thische Text und die LXX-Ubersetzung des
Buches Jeremias, Regensburg, 1875.

. .Streane, The double text of Jeremiah, Cambridge, 1896.
P.Voltz, Ctudien zum Text des Jeremia, Leipzig, 1920.

. udolph, "Zum Text des Jeremia", EAVv 48, 1930, pp. 272-286.

L. s'.dhler, "Beobachtungen am hebr. und griech. Text von Jeremia,
Cap. 1-9", LAW 29, 1909, PP. 1-39.

J.Ziegler, BeitrSge zur Ieremias-Septuaginta, Gottingen, 1958.

3) The comparative list of the different order between MT and LXX:
Ier.. mias-Septuaginta, ed. Ziegler, p. 147« See Appendix D.

4) MT : 46—51, + 25:15-38; LXX : 25:14-51. See further Appendix B.

5) P.Giesebrecht, Pas Buch Jeremia, HK, Gbttingen, 1907, p. xxv.
"Die starken Abweichungen der LXX vom hebr. Text bediirfen
einer Erklarung. IJngefahr 2700 forte des hebr. Textes fehlen
beim lexandr., wahrend er dem Hebr. gegeniiber nur einige
100 forte mehr hat."
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It now seems clear from discoveries of the Df. , where manu¬

script fragments repr>- senting both the longer and the shorter forms

of the text have been found, that the MT and the LXX of Jeremiah

are based on different recensions of the Hebrew t- xtual tradition.

e must examine the differences which occur in the two

versions of Jeremiah chapter 2.

1. The Differences between MT and Mi.

1
a. Adaitions and Omissions in '? and

1 - -d^itions in the '• T.

i* 2:1-2a XT. > Vx mil'-*133 U)

-iokV '3TK3 (c) riKipn iVn (b)

LXX. Kal s'liis

"he LXX simply says : "and he said".

These three phrases (A.B.C. in MT) have parallels elsewhere in

the V? of Jeremiah.

A. Jer. 1:4, 11; 1318; ic :5» 24:4. In these passages the

L . uses a formal translation: " Kal lyevsto Xoyoc

xuptou %poc, p.s Xsywv "
Jer. 3:12. Here there is no omission in the L\ . (

7topeuou ml dv&YVcoCi, )♦

1) Hexapla notes "0'. Vacat" on vv. 2, 6, 9» 17, 34. In this
comparative study of MT and LXX, I have used 3rd edition
and Ziegler's edition: Ieremias - : eptuatfinta.
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C. In Jer. 36 (MT) this phrase (B-C) occurs very often

(vv. 6, 10, 13, 14, 15: - '3TK3 Klj? ), and the LXX

uses a formal translation for them :

: LXX ch.43 = MT 36).

ii. 2:20.

mt. nsmT k1? (b) fiKn nrmri (a)

LXX. rep IcrpcrnX, Xeye <■ xuptoq

The mt is here (A) also parallelled in v.6. The LX• shows

a difference based probably on a double reading of v. 3» or a

different recension.

2 - Addition in the LXX. (Omission in the mt)

2:28b.

mt. -

LXX. xat Ham' dpiOpov biob<x>v vfj£ IspoucxaXrip. eOuov

mf! BaaX.

The LXX here seems to be different because of a free

3)
transcription from Jer. 11:13.

3 - Vord addition in mt.

i. 2L7 mt. 3d1dh

lxx. etc -vov K&ppr)Xov.

In LXX there is no equivalent of the word ' f*"lK !. There

are two possible explanations of this difference.

1) for detail cf. p. 45.
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1)(i) This is an interpretative addition on the part of MT.

(ii) The Septuagint takes the reference here locally and

applies it to Carrnel, not just to the 'fruitful land'.

This implies a text in which 'land' was omitted, where

there was possibly the simple identification of the
2)

land in which the Israelites settled as 'Carmel'.

An emphasis on ' ^"IX ' seems characteristic of the MT
3)tradition in Jeremiah ch.2.

ii. The name of YHWH.

v.19. m.T' mxnx mn* mx axn

LXX. Aaysi xupt,o<; o Qboq crou.

The YIT.VH's oracle formula • niX3X HIH' 'SIX DX 3 ' ( t) '

occurs only three times in the MT of the book of Jeremiah. In

these cases LXX has the simple formula

s'txe xuptoc (LXX. 30:5 KT.49«5)

Xeysi. xupioc (LXX. 27:31 M150r31) -

It is possible to imagine that ' mXHX ' (hosts) is a later insert¬

ion; the MT tradition has a tendency to emphasize 'YHVTf of hosts'

in connection with judgement speeches against foreign nations.

1) A.: cholz, op. cit.. pp. 35-36.
A.. .Etreane, op. cit. , p. 36.

2) P.H.Williams, The Fatal and Foolish Exchange; Living water
for "nothings", Texas, 1965, P« 24.

3) See further, pp. 41, 81-82.

4) cf. further, pp. i07f., 134f» (Appendix A.)



v.22. M.T. mrp 'HK QK3

LXX. Xeyet, xvpLog

This YHWH's oracle formula ' mn5 ' S*TK QS3 ' (l/T) appears

only once in the book of Jeremiah, but is more common in the book
1)

of Ezekiel. The word ' 'IIK ' may be a later insertion,

iii. The poor.

v.34a. M.T. □"p2 D'3V3X J1WS3 CH

LXX. aipa/ca ijfuytov &6$cov
The LXX has no G-reek word for ' □ '11^DX ' of Hebrew. Some

scholars have followed the LX in their translation, omitting this
2 ^

Hebrew word (so B.Duhm, ...Rudolph, A.. eiser, J.Bright, etc.)."' In

BHK 3rd, .Rudolph sug ested emendin,.. to read ' O'X'!]! ' 'a.id

so connecting with v.30, and A.Weiser agrees that this is a

ossibility. A.V/.Streane explains that the Hebrew may well be a

4) 3)
gloss and J.A.Soggin agrees t: at it must be a later gloss.

J.P. yatt said that it "refers to social injustice by which the

6)
poor were oppressed".

1) F.Baumgartel, "Zu den G-ottesnamen in Biic. ern Jeremia und
zekiel", in Rudolph-Festschrift, Verbannune und Heimkehr,
Tubingen, 19^1, pp. 1-29.

2) B.Duhm, Das Buch Jeremia. KHC, Tubingen, 1901.
..Rudolph, Jeremia, Tubingen, HAT, 1947, p. 18.
A.V eiser, Per Prophet Jeremia, ATD, G'dttingen, 1952, p. 14.
J.Bright, Jeremiah, Anc. ., New York, 1965* P« 13*

3) BHK 3rd edition, by ..Rudolph.

4) ..... Streane, op. oit. , p. 48.

5) J.A. Soggin, "F.inige Bemerkuncen uber Jeremias, 2:34", VT 8,
1958, pp. 433-435.

6) J.P.Hyatt, "Jeremiah", IB. Vol.5. 1958.
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In the book of Jeremiah the care of the poor is mentioned, in

1)
particular, in reference to king Josiah (Jer. 22 16) and moreover

in (Ur-) Deuteronomy it is emphasized repeatedly (Dt. 15:4, 7, 9,

11; 24:12, 14).

b. Double readings in MT and LXX.

1 ~ Double readings in the MT.

2:17-1 . t. -|-nV -]V-nn nnsn { ■) inn nyn (a)
JJCX. (A) - (£) xal yuv mi crot xcu xti ', oow

The phrase A (v. 17) is not found in the iJC . V.Rudolph
2)

suggested that it is a 'dittography' in the ?'T. ' J.Bri ht

comments that it (\) "may be a corrupt dittography of the first
3")

words of v.18". J.G.Janzen said that "more likely, the "?

conflates (B) with a variant tradition (a), which developed from

a misreading of ' ITl1? nWl 1 und»r the influence of the

preceding verse ' "IDIDD 13J"lK

It seems to me that this double reading indicates an

explanatory gioss added by the T-redactionist. to define the meaning

of the "way" of Israel: i.e. to indicate 'which way they ought to

walk'.

1) In the Book of Jeremiah (IT) the word ' 3K ' occurs four
times: Jer. 2:34; 5:28; 20:13; 22:16. cf. hisowsky, p.12.

2) . ...udolph, Jerecda. HAT, p. 14-, EHK 3rd edition.

3) J.Bri ht, op. cit.. p. 9.

l) j.g.Jansen, "Double readings in the Text of Jeremiah", H 'hR 60.
1967, p. 435.



2 - Double reading in LXX.

vv.2-3« LXX. (A) TO) ayuo Icrpar)X, keys t xuptoc.

(b) ayioq IcrpariX tw xupico,

MT* H7T1T K1? -Dim ('inK

mn'^ mp (®)
This phrase A in the LXX is not found in the MT, but the MT

1 ) c/
contains another quite different phrase. Rahlfs read ' ayioc;

Icrpari'X ' (v. 3 : (b)) as an apposition to the preceding word
'

xuptoc ' •' keyst xupcoq aytoq io'pa'nk . This would make the
2) «

punctuation rather difficult. L.Kohler explained ' tco ay £4)

Icrparjk ' from the ' "? ' of ' '"inX ' interpreting ' ' ' as

an aboreviation for 1 mil' '. In support of this Jer. 3:16 may

be cited where ' aytov loparik ' is used to render ' miT '.

J.Ziegler concludes that "Der Teil in v. 3 sc eint sekundar zu

sein",'^ so he puts this phrase ( ayioc; IcrparjX tcp xopCco )
, 4)

into ( ) in his edition.

It seems to me that this double reading reveals the character¬

istic understanding of the LXX-translators concerning the name of

5)
YHWH, i.e. as 'the Holy One of Israel1. '

1) .eptuaginta, ed. A.Rahlfs, tuttgart, 1935»

2) L.r.ohler, op. cit., Za.: 29. pp. 28-30.

3) J.Ziegler, op. cit. , p. 93«

4) Septuaginta, Ieremias, ed. J.Ziegler, Gottingen, 1957> p. 153*

5) cf. H.S.&ehman, aytoe ' in the LXX and its relation to the
Hebrew Original", V¥ 4. 1954, pp. 337-348.
See further, pp. 43-44.



2 i29. MT. >3 On$7275 DDVO

LXX.toxvttsq ujaetc rjcrePtjotxts xcu mvxec ujistc ^voprjcra/Te eps

BHK 3rd notes 'G.L,: versio duplex'. ' 7273 ' is translated by

' doEpstTv ' in v.8, 3:13 and elsewhere, and by 1 avopeCv ' in

Is. 43:27; Job. 35:6. In .-m. 4:4, ' 7273 ' is translated by
1)

' T)VO|ir)GUT£ ' (iV.A.C.O.L.) and ' T]CT£jSTlCKXTE ' (B.V.C.) . It is

therefore possible that the LXX text represents a double translat¬

ion. J.Ziegler explained that "Da der Ubers. dCTEpeTv auch 2:8,
2)

3:13 verwendet, kdnnte das zweite Glied sexundar sein".

It is also possible to imagine that our present LXX text is

based on a Vorlage of the LX v which has ' 0117273 OO'POI 03727*1 OO'PO
'3 1 (So P.Volz3^).

Since double readings are found elsewhere in the LXX recension

4)of Jeremiah, this seems the more likely explanation in this case.

c. Transpositions in LX '.

2:19. MT. *"}37*1 (B) -p3132?D (A)
LXX. (a) r] xaxta crou (b) 'h <ixocn;aa'ta oou

The proper renderings (*"[''m 3270 = r) cwcocnracn a o'ov , 371 =

rj xaxia ) are transposed in LXX. A.Scholz considers them to be

1) A.7. .Streane, op. cit. , 1896, p. 46.
J.Liegler, Beitra, e zur Ieremias-Septuaginta, Gottingen, 1958,
p. 90.

2) J.Liegler, op. cit., p. 90.

3) P.Volz, Studien zum Text des Jeremia. p. 12.

4) cf. J.G.Janzen, op. cit.. pp. 433~447«
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errors of 'ear' in dictation.1^ A.",Streane explained them as

transpositions which appear to have been made for the sake of s und.
2)(Greek sound).

2:3:. :,T. (b) nbmn (A)

4XX. (A) vupq/r] (B) mp0evoc

.V\. Streai e explained them as transpositions due to a

3)
confusion of the nebrew sounds 3 and D ' . The proper render¬

ing ( nVlJIT = TtapOevoe , = vupucni ) are transposed in
LXX.

d. Alterations in the MT or the LX'i.

V.17 - M.T„ 1'n1?K mrp-rix -p

LXX. to xaxaXiTistv ere epe; Xeyel xvpioc o Qeoq crow.

v« 19b - M.T» -pn^K mn'$nK -pry

LXX. to xaxaXi%stv ere ep.e, keyst xupioe o Geoc, cow.

v.17 and v.19b are parallel passages In each verse there are

the same differences between the MT and the LXX: i.e. in both

verses the nXX adds epe and keyst . A.A.Streane suggested that

' keyst ' ^as been added in both cases under the influence of the

1 QK3 ' in the last part of v. 19(c).

1) . cholz, op. cit.

2) . .Streane, op. cit.. pp. 19, 39.

3) • . ..Streane, op. cit. . p. 48.

4) • .Streane, op. cit., pp. •'8-39.



vv.50b-51a. MT. mil'-131 1X1 D1X "inn (B) - (A)

LXX. (A) mi obv. ecpop-nOrpre

(B) &xovo'axe Aoyov xupoou Td5e Xeyei xuptoq

In (B) the LXX preserves a common prophetic proclamation

formula: aououms Aoyov xupiou Ta&s Aeyei xuptoe
1)

(Jer. 2:4-5; 10:1-2; 17:20-21; 21:11-12 etc.)

The MT repeats the word ( 1X1) in vv. 10, 10, 19, 23, 31,

and the term 1 1111 ' with the meaning 'crooked generation' s

parallelled in Dt. 32:20, Ps. 78:8, 8; Jer. 7:29.

Both the MT and the LXX each existed in more than one recension.

J.Bright comments that in the MT (B) "seems to be a marginal

2)
comment by a later reader".

vv.23b-24a. MT. IBID 1DV 112 (B) mil 1211712 l5>j? 1122(A)
LXX. (A) otye cpoovri auvrje d)XoXu^e,

(B) to,q o6ou^ auTfjc; eTikatvvev scp* u8ara epfipou,

. Rudolph^suggested reading (B) as ' 1212*? 1X12 ' ('aus-

bricht in die Steppe hinaus') following L.Kohler.

In (A.) the LXX may have misread I1?;? 1122 as I'plj? 21512

(in the evening her voice).

ven so there is no word corresponsing to the Hebrew ' 1'211 '

1) cf.p. 119 in this thesis: proclamation formula. Ch. III.

2) J.Bright, op. cit.. p. 13, note.

3) BHK 3rd ed., .Rudolph, Jeremia, H T, p. 16.
4) L.l bhler, op. cit.. p. 35.

cf. f.L.Holladay, "The .young Camel and wild Ass in Jer. 2:27—29',
VT 18. 1968, pp. 256-260.
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in the LXX-translation. In this example of variant readings, the

I T recension has more emphasis on ' "]TJ ' (vv.23, 17).

2. The Characteristics of the FT.

The IsiT of the book of Jeremiah has its own transmission

history between the writing of the 'Ur-Scroll' (Jer. 36:4) and
1)

A. 0. 70. '

e can find some stages of 'scribal correction', alteration

and addition in Jeremiah ch. 2.

a. fcribal correction.

C.D.&insburg pointed out 'the emendation of the opherim' in
2)

Jeremiah 2:11, and explained this as follows:

"The ancient records emphatically declare that the original
reading here was: 'but my people hath changed ( ?31 13 )
my glory' and that the Sopherim altered it into: 'but my
people hath changed ( 131 3D ) his glory".

The expression 31 3D glory was considered to denote the
visible manifestation of the Deity: i.e. the Shechinah.
To say, therefore, that the Israelites changed this Supreme
glory for an idol was deemed too bold a statement and
derogatory to the Lord."

This is 'one of the eighteen emendations of the Sopherim'.''

1) T.H.Robinson, 'Baruch's Scroll", .TAvV 42, 1924, pp. 209-221.

C.Rietzschel, Das Problem der Urroll, 1966.
.H.G-oshen- ottstein, op. cit. , HUB?.

2) C.D.G-insburg, op. cit. , pp. 347-363, P« 356.
cf. The Scribal correction, in this thesis, p. 10.

3) ibid., p. 347.



The Ancient Versions exhibit this alteration of the opherim

which is also followed both in the Authorized V rsion and R.V. ,

1)
and by most scholars.

b. Peculiar Forms of Hebrew Particles.

In Jeremiah ch.2 there are some peculiar forms of Hebrew

words, due in particular, to the use of 'scriptio plena*.

v. 35b " v. 25b, 31 " X*lV", v.17: "K1*pn".3^

This peculiar diction occurs in passages which indicate

YHWH's judgement from the prophetic point of view. It is interest¬

ing that these forms are found in the prophetic tradition of

4)
Northern Israel.

1) BHk 3rd edition mentioned 'Tiq sop4. pr.. '"TlDO '.

2) In the book of Jeremiah, * - m K* occurs in 2:35, 10:5> 16:8,
19:10, 20:11, 30:14. In the boox of Hosea: 10:6.
. .Driver, An Introduction to the Literature of the Old

Testament, Edinburgh, 1913 (9th ed.),pp. 188-189.
e pointed out that ' ill K * occurs 12 times in I Kings 20-
„I ings 8 ( I Ki. 20:25-22:7, 8, 24; II Ki. 1:15, 3:11, 12,
26, 6:16, 8:8).
H.M. Orlinsky, "The Hebrew Root SKB", JBL 63. 1944, pp. 14--44.
In this article he distinguishes " - il'l K " from " - flX" and
says: "I see no alternative but to retain " - DIK" throughout
as original and to render it like " " (with)." p. 26.

3) In the book of Jeremiah, 'K11? ' occurs in 2:25, 31 J 3:12;
4:11; 5:9, 12; 6:8; 7:28; 8:6, 19; 15:11; 29:23; 49:20.
' KT'PH * in 2:17; 3:1,4; 5:3; 7:19; 13:21; 22:15;
23:24, 29; 33:24; 35:13; 38:15; 44:21. (cf. x.3'":16,
1 '"am. 12:17).
cf. S.Mandelkern, Concordantiae, 1955, &raz.

4) S.R.Driver, op. cit. , pp. 188-189.
"These narratives (the prophetic narratives of Kings) are
written mostly in a bright and chaste Hebrew style, though some
of them exhibit slight peculiarities of diction, due doubtless
(in part) to their North Israelitish origin. Their/...
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c• Characteristics of the MT as seen in its additions

In the differences between the MT and the LXX we may find the

characteristics of MT tradition manifested in Jeremiah ch.2.

i. The Prophetic messenger speech formula, vv.1-2a.

In the MT there are additions of the 'revelation formula' and

'the Commissioning formula', which do not occur in the LXX. The

MT tradition has a tendency to emphasize 'the prophet Jeremiah'

repeatedly (MT. 37:2,6; 46:1, 13; 47:1; 49:34; 50:1; 51:59),

but in the corresponding passages of the LXX^ the term 'prophet'

( 7tpo<j7rp;TK ) does not occur except in 28:59 (= MT. 51 :59)-

ii. ilderness, the earth, the way.

v.2c - MT has the additional words ' K1? /7X1 11701'.

v. 7 - MT has the additional word '/IK'.

v. 17 - T has the additional phrase ' "JTT1 "p'Vin J"1V1 '.

In Jeremiah ch.2, these words are repetitive, so these

.../authors were in all probability prophets, - in most cases,
prophets belonging to the Northern Kingdom."
The linguistic evidence cited in note 1) (previous pae) is
suggestive in the light of the strong form-critical evidence
of northern provenortfefor much of the material in this chapter
(cf. Jer. 2:17, 25, 31, 35).

Cf. further : Chapter IV, prp." 201 dff.

1) MT. 37:2, 6 = LXX. 44:2, 6
MT. 47:1 = LXX. 29:1
MT. 50:1 = LXX. 27:1

MT. 46:1, 13
MT. 49:34
MT. 51:59

= LX;,. 26:1,13
= LX ... 25:14
= LXX.28:59
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additions in the MT seem to be elaborating glosses on Jeremiah's

thought.

iii. Yd..11 of hosts.

v. 19 - The MT has the additional word ' niKDY '.

The MT has a tendency to emphasize the name YFVH of Hosts,

in relation to the judgement speech against foreign nations.

3* The Characteristics of LXa.

Increasing attention has been paid in recent years not only

to the problems concerning the reconstructing of a definitive

Septuagint text, but also to the character of the "eptuagint as a

translation. ^

2)
In his book H.J.Thackeray made a classification of the LXX

translation styles into 6 groups, and classed Jeremiah ch.1-28 in

the 'indifferent Greek'-group which is intermediate between 'good

koine Greek' and 'literal or unintelligent versions'. ^

1) Robert Davidson, op. cit., p. 110.

2) li.J.Thackeray, Grammar of the Old Testament in Greek, Cambridge,
1909.

3) ibid., pp. 12-13.
A. Translations. 1. Good koine Greek, 2. Indifferent Greek

(Jer.a ch.1-28. Ez.a-b, with minor prophets), 3« Literal
or unintelligent versions, (Jer.b: 29-51 )•

B. Paraphrases and free renderings, 4. Literary.
C. iAree Greek, 5« Literary and Atticistic. . Vernacular.
He divided the book of Jeremiah into 3 groups by diversities
of style. Jeremiah a. = ch.1:1 - 28:64 (51:64 AT)

Jeremiah b. = ch.29:1 -51 :35 (MT 45:5). Jeremiah c=
ch.52. The two styles in Jeremiah a. and b. are quite unmistak¬
able.
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Even though there are many different styles, the Septuagint

has characteristics and peculiarities of its own which can only be

explained by the fact that it is translation G-reek, preserving in

G-reek form many of the idioms, constructions and word meanings of

the Hebrew which lies behind it.

H. S.Gehman insists that the Septuagint has a Hebraic character

in its Greek, characterizing it as Jewish-Greek.

"It is wellknown that the Greek of the LXX is the koine, of
which the colloquial element is amply illustrated from the
papyri. Yet we have to admit that the language of the LXX
is different in many ways from other koine Greek.
We can hardly avoid speaking of a Jewish-Greek, which was
in use in the Synagogues and in religious circles.
The Hebraic character of LXX Greek, however, is not limited
to syntax including a Semitic use of conjunctions, preposit¬
ions and pronouns; the vocabulary also was bound to be
influenced by the Hebrew original. Certain Greek words had
to be adapted to Old Testament usage, and in this way they
received a meaning not found in classical or ordinary
Hellenistic Greek. "0

How we must seek to examine the characteristics of the

Septuagint and how it differs from the MT in its translation.

a. The LXX's characteristic understanding

of "YHWH" and "Jerusalem".

2^
1 - Yrl'i... as the Holy One of Israel.

In Jer.2:2 the LXX is different from the MT, reading 'to follow

1) H.S.Gehman, "The Hebraic Character of Septuagint Greek", VT 1,
1 51, PP. 81-90; p. 81, 87, (HC &)

2) cf. H. S.Gehman, "Ayioc; ' in the Septuagint and its Relation
to the Hebrew Original", VT A, 1934, pp. 337-348.
He mentions some Hebrew words which are rendered "agios" in
the LXX, such as Q'n'pK (God) Jer. 3:21, Is. 60:9, Lev.18:21.
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the Holy One of Israel' for the MT 'to follow Me in the wilderness,
1)

in the land not sown'.

There are similar cases in Jeremiah 3:16 and 21:

3:16 - LXX. SiaGfpoiC coytou icrpar]\ HIPP-J")'~D MT.

21 - LXX. Oeou aytou aftxtov □H'TPX nUT' MT.

In the judgement speech against the foreign nations YHWH

manifests Himself as 'the Holy One of Israel', a phrase which is

preserved in both LXX and MT.

(MT.50:29, /XIS" \PT7j?-(Vx) LXX.27:29, osqq ayiov Iapa,T]\)
(MT.51:5, rnK3S mrp (O) LXX.28:5, tcov ayuov Icrpar]4)

In the Septuagint which was translated in Egypt (Alexandria),

there is a tendency in the book of Jeremiah, to emphasize YHWH as

'the Holy One of Israel', because of the needs of the Jewish
2)

diaspora community in Egypt.

1) cf. See further, p. 31.

2) Concerning the 'Elephantine Papyri*:

E.d.Kraeling, "New Light on the Elephantine Colony", BA 15.
1952, pp. 50-68. "Elephantine Papyri", IDB Vol. II. pp. 83-85.
&.R.Driver, Aramaic Documents of the Fifth Century B.C., 1954.

J.B.Prichard, ed. ANET (2nd ed. , 1955), pp. 222-23.

R.Davidson, op. cit., Vol.3, pp. 66-68.

lephantine papyri of the fifth century B.C. revealed that
there was a colony of Hebrews at Elephantine (called Yeb) in
Egypt. This colony had their temple of Yahu (YHWH). The
religion of these Jews tended toward syncretism. A list of
contributions for the cult of Yahu shows monetary gifts offered
to other deities, Eshem-Bethel, and Anath-Bethel (cf. Jer.
48:13). lor the goddess Anath-Bethel is also called Anath-Yahu
(Anath, the female consort of Yahu).
In such a syncretistic environment it became imperative to
stress the uniqueness of YHWH, and the uniqueness of His/...
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2 - Sinful Jerusalem.

In Jer. 2:28b the LXX is very different from the MT, reading

'according to the number of the streets of Jerusalem they

sacrified to Baal', which does not occur in the MT and seems to
1 ^

be borrowed from Jer. 11:13 (=MT).

In spite of its frequent use of language strongly condemning

Jerusalem (as sinful Jerusalem), the MX still has a feeling of

nostalgia for Jerusalem, and looks forward to the coming of the

New Jerusalem: (LXX. 4:2, the phrase 'by him they shall praise
2 \

God in Jerusalem', is not in the MT.)

b. The LXX's Characteristic Translations.

1 - The translation of ' VD J_.

In LXX ' otl ' is s literalism for 'ki' ( 'D )•'^ In Jeremiah

ch.2, 'ki' is used in several ways (vv.10, 13, 20, 20, 22, 25, 27,

28, 34, 35, 37):

i. introducing direct speech (v.35, no translation in LXX)j

ii. following a phrase with a negative (vv. 20, 25, 34) -

not, but - in LXX v.20 '0>u - alia, v. 34 'ouk - all ',

v.25 : oti.

.../relationship with Israel. This double stress is made by
using the term "the Holy One of Israel".

1) The LXX phraseology in Jer. 11:13 is different from that in
Jer. 2:28b.

)t

LXf 2:28b - xcll xa/c' dpiOpov 8l68ojv Trjc; lepouaaXrip sOuov t(1 BclclX.
LXX 11:13 - xat xa/u' dpiQpov e£;66wv Trje lopoocraX'niJ. eTaHp/cs

(3ojpoi)c ouptav T'f) BaaX.

2) LXX 4:2 - ev aWp aivecroucn, tw 6ew ev IspououXrjp.

3) H.S.Gehman, op. cit.. (HCSG), YT 1. 1951, p. 83.
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iii. the heading of a sentence (vv.10, 13, 20) in

LXX. v.10: di&ti; v.13: oti; v.20: oti; the

heading of a subordinate clause (v.27: kai; 28: oti).

iv. with ' DK ' (v.22: eav ).

As J.Muilenburg pointed out, perhaps the most notable

illustration of the importance of the Hebrew particles is the
1)

morpheme ' D . The Hebrew word ' "O ' is the deictic and

emphatic particle, which performs a vast variety of functions and
2)

is susceptible of many different renderings.

2 - Translation of ' Dl '.

In most cases in the LXX, the Hebrew particle ' □! ' is

rendered 'kai', but in Aquila (and sometimes in Theodotion and

Symmachus) 'kaige' ( ocatys) was in use, from which is derived the

designation 'kaige recension'. In Jer.2, several occurrences of
' 01 ' (vv.l6, 33, 34, 36, 37) are rendered by 'kai' (vv.16, 34,

36), oti ml (v.37), and aXAa xal (v.33)• In some cases Aquila
, . 4)

renders by ' xaiys' (vv.33, 34).

3 - The LXX s translation problems.

The Translation of 'Rib' ( 3'H ) : vv.9, 9, 29.

1) J.Muilenburg, "The Linguistic and Rhetorical Usages of the
Particle 'D in the Old Testament1; HUCA 32. 19^1, pp. 135-160,
p. 136.

2) J.Muilenburg, "F^^m Criticism and Beyond", JBL 88. 19&9,
pp. 1-18, p. 14.

3) On the 'kaige recension': cf. see further, pp. 16-18.
4) leremias - Septuaginta, ed. J.Ziegler, p. 159. See further,0.18.
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In the MX, the Hebrew word 'Rib' is translated ' xp i Crp'opcu '

(v. 9, 9) which is similar to the translation of ' 03273 ' in

v. 35b ( r.pLVopcu ). The LXX does not distinguish the meaning of

'Rib' from ' 03273 '. In Jer.2:29, the LXX renders Rib as

' XaXeLte '. In both cases the particular meaning of 'Rib' is
1)

thereby obscured.

ii. The Translation of ' ' in v. 5, (LXX TtXrippeXrjpa, ).

This word ' occurs here in a description of the nature

of YHWH, as is the case also in Dt.32:4. In Dt.32:4, the LXX

translated it by ' aSixia ' which is often used as the translation

of 'V17 ' in the LXX. The Greek word ' rOcnppI ' is unusual

as a translation of ' but more usual for ' D27K ' (Jer.2:3b

etc.).^
There is no coherence between ' *7137 ' (2:5) and ' D27K '

(2:3) in this context.

iii. The Translation of ' KlV 27K13 ' in v. 25b.

The LXX translates this by ' op toopat, ' perhaps in mis¬

understanding. A similar example occurs in Jer.18:12. This

peculiar Greek word occurs only twice in the LXX. The MX trans¬

lators did not grasp the negative sense of the phrase.

1) On the particular meaning of Rib, see further pp. -|5if.

2) "'..Hatch, H.A.Redpath, A Concordance to the LXX and the other
Greek Versions of tne Old Testament, 1897*
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iv. The Translation of ' ID1? ' in v. 33b.

The LXX renders this by ' o«x ou'ccoc ' for ' SV ' by an

1)
"error of hearing". Such misunderstandings are comparatively

very few in the LXX of Jeremiah ch.2.

While some differences may be due to the LX... 's misunderstand¬

ing or indeed to the needs of the Jewish diaspora community which

produced the LXX, most of the differences between MT and LXX are

based on the different recensions.

1) A.W.Streane, op. cit., p. 48.
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APPENDIX D.

MT and LXX Order of Jeremiah.^

LXX MT MT LXX

1:1 - 25:13 *** 1:1 - 25:13 1:1- 25:13 *** 1:1 - 25:13

25:14-26:1 49:34-39 25:15-38 32:1-24

26 46 26 33

27 50 27 34

28 51 -4-100CM 35 - 50

29:1-7 47:1-7 44:1-30 51:1-30

29:8-23 49:7-22 45:1-5 51:31-35

30:1-5 49:1-6 46 26

30:6-11 49:28-33 47:1-7 29:1-7

30:12-16 49:23-27 48 31

31 48 49:1-6 30:1-5

32:1-24 25:15-38 49:7-22 29:8-23

33 26 49:23-27 30:12-16

34 27 49:28-33 30:6-11

35 - 50 28 - 43 49:34-39 25:14 - 26:1

51:1-30 44:1-30 50 27

51:31-35 45:1-5 51 28

^2 *** 52 ^2 *** 52

1) leremias - Feptuaginta, ed. J.Ziegler, p. 147.
The Hexaplaric and Lucianic recensions have the same order as
the MT.

NOTE - *** indicate no difference.
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II. The Translation of Jeremiah ch.2.

1. (The word of YHWH came to me saying :

2. Go proclaim in the ears of Jerusalem and say)^
Thus said YHWH

I remember (of you) the loyalty of your youth

the love of your bridal days

following (me in the wilderness

in the land not sown)."^

3. Holy was Israel to YHWH

the first-fruits of His harvest

All devouring him would be held guilty

Evil always came to them

4)the very oracle of YHWH.

# * * *

4. Hear the word of YHWH, house of Jacob,

All families of the house of Israel

5. Thus said YHWH

What iniquity did your fathers find in Me

that they departed far from Me
5)

following "Emptiness" and became empty.

1) LXX only 'Kcu elite '.

2) In LXi no word for ' "J1? ' + soi : B.Q.V. Syh. L' Tht.
3) LXX tcp ayttf IcrparjX, Xeyet xupioc.

((following) the Holy One of Israel, saith the Lord.)
4) The concluding formula of YHWH's oracle, cf. v.22.

5) Translation preserves Hebrew word play.
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1)
6. Never did they ask 'Where is YHWH',

who brought us out of the land of Egypt

who led us in the wilderness

2)
in the land of desert and shifting sands

in the land of drought and deep darkness

in the land no one crosses

nobody inhabits?

7. I brought you into a fruitful land

to eat its fruits and its goodness

but when you entered in, you defiled My land

and made My heritage an abomination.

8. The priests did not ask, 'Where is YHWH'?
4)

Those who handled the law did not know Me

The rulers rebelled against Me

The prophets prophesied by Baal

Go they followed "No-Profit".

1) It distinguishes ' ' from ' Kl? '. vv. 37, 27b. cf.
D.R.Hillers, Treaty-curses and the Old Testament Prophets.p.28.

2) cf. G-.R.Driver, "Linguistic and Textual Problems : Jeremiah",
J R 28, 1937, pp.97-129. "The meaning of niYP is not so much
'pit(s)' R.V. as 'soft sand', as the Arab; (the earth sank
under them/they sank in the earth) shows." p. 98.

4) + mou : S.A.Q. (Swete).
3) LXX dxdpTttO (barren) -o/cr'0 :cnua Gava/tou (shadow of death).

MT mo'pY BDB. death-shadow, i. deep shadow,
darkness; ii. fig. of extreme danger, Jer.2:6; Ps.23:4,44:20.

D.W.Thomas, JSS 7. 1962, pp. 191-200. " ■JTlD'pS ' in the Old
Testament." He explained "' ' means 'very deep shadow'".

J.Eaton, Problems of Translation in Psalm 23:3f«, pp. 171-6.
The Bible Translator. 16. 1965, pp. 173-4.
He said "darkness is death's principal symbol", and recommends
to keep the word 'death' (the shadow of death) in such Old
Testament passages, p. 174.

But it is the translator's interpretation.
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1)
9. Therefore I must still bring this charge

against you (the oracle of YHWH)
2)

against your descendants I will bring this

charge.

10. For, cross to the isles of Kittim and see,

send to Kedar and consider well,

See if^' ever it has happened like this

11. Has ever a nation changed its gods

though they are not gods?
4)

But My people have changed His Glory
for "No-Profit".

12. Be appalled, 0 heavens at this,

,5)shudder, and be utterly dismayed!'

the oracle of YHWH.

1) R.Gordis, "Hosea's Marriage and Message", HUCA 25. 1954, P«29,
note 47. "Preceding the ver^ ' ny ' means 'still, besides'".
BDB p. 729, Section C.

2) P.Volz, Studien zum Text des Jeremia. p. 6.
Per Prophet Jeremia. pp. 13-14.
He reads ' CD TURK 'CP ' ((mit) den SHhnen eurer Vater)
So also the suggestion of BHK 3rd.

The literal translation of the MT is 'children's children'.

3) w.Rudolph explained that ' aramaisierend fur DK ',
HAT, p. 12.

4) The Scribal Correction, see further, pp# <jo, 39.

5) Some versions of Greek Text read ' rj ft] ' for ' *TKG '.
Syh (mg), Bo, Ath, Chr. 1331, Cyr.II 63, Tht., PsChr.
+ r] YH : 4' Chr, Tht, PsChr.
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1)
13. For two evils have My people done:

They have forsaken Me,

the fountain of living water,

to hew for themselves cisterns

broken cisterns that can not hold

water.

* * * $

Is Israel a servant

or is he a house-born slave?

If not, why has he become a prey?

Upon him the lions roar

they uttered their voice

they made his land a desolation
2)

his cities are in ruins, without inhabitant.

1) Climactic usage of ' 'D '.

J.f/uileriburg, "The Linguistic and Rhetorical Usages of the
Particle '3 in the Old Testament", HUCA_j£2, 1961, pp. 135-
160.

2) 0n ' nnS3 ' (BHK 3rd)
Laa : xao at %oXa t q c,6xou xaxscrxaq^riouv

(and his cities are destroyed utterly).

BjB. niph. of nX' (kindle, burn)

Lisowsky also : Per. 2:15; 9:9; 11:16; 17:27; 21:14,
32:29; 43:12; 49:27; 50:32; 51:30; 49:2; 51:58.

Cornill comments : we have here the stem , not DX*

('n ' ' Lisowsky : 4:7; 9:11; 46:19; 2 1.19:25;
Is. 37:26.

BOB : to be laid waste, fall in ruin.

11.

15.
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16. vea the men of Noph and Tahpanhes''^
2) 3)

will humiliate the crown of your head.

17. Have you not brought this upon yourself

by forsaking (YiM.H your God),
5)(at the time of His leading you in your way)?

18. And now what means this going to Xgypt

to drink the waters of the Nile?"w

what means this going to Assyria

to drink the waters of the Euphrates?^

1) On Tahpanhes: .•.Eakin, "The Reed ea and Baalism", JBL 86,
1967) pp. 378-384) "a Phoenician papyrus published in 1939
has helped to substantiate this suggestion by its reference
to 'Raal-zephon and all the gods of Tahpanhes'. - The papyrus
indicated Baal-zephon a3 the principal deity of the Phoenicians
at Tahpanhes and attested the presence of a temple of Baal-
zephon at Tanpanhes."

2) On ' • (BiiK3rd)
2. *p$n' 771 J.Bright, R. .V. N. .3. - break)

"p "ly in BH 3. .Audol h suggested so, with Duhm and
Cornill. (kahlscheren)

La .. eyvtoodv ere (= "py )
D. .Thomas, "The Root 7T in Hebrew", JThf. 35, 1934, p. 140.
He explained the text by recourse to his theory of a Hebrew
root , equivalent to rabic : "to become still,
quiet, at rest : "The translation will then run - caused thee
to be submissive (humiliated thee) as to the crown of the
head - i.e. caused thy head to hanir in shameful submission."

3) cf. Jer. 48:45. BH3 :

4) LX :. v. 16 : epe ; v. 17 ksyet xuptoc, o OeoQ o"ou.

5) In the LXX there is no equivalent of these words of Hebrew.
The phrase is presumably a dittograph in the MT.

b) LX.. ypoiv

7) La. sotajooiv (river). MT. TliW (Literary translation : River).



19. Your evil chastises you

your apostasy^ condemns you.

2)
So know and see how evil and bitter it is

that you have forsaken (YHWH your G-od),'^
4)

No fear of me is in you

The very oracle of (the Lord) YHWH (of hosts). J

20. For long ago,^ 1^ broke your yoke

and burst your bonds.

1) LXv transposition : r} &TOcrracrta crou, mi r] xaxia, crou

2) LXX : oti "jil xpov crot, (no word for (T )) + mt
xovrjpov L. Tht.

1-AT : : not "and bitter", but adverbial usage,
"bitterly".

3) LXX : spe, \syet, xupioc o Oeoq crou cf. v. 17.

4) LXX : xcu oux eu&oxrpu S7U crot, (and I have taken no pleasure
in thee).

W.Rudolph, in BHK 3 and. in his commentary, following L. (spera
veris in me), . ( * TnflS ) suggested the emendation :

'mns (vgl. Hos. 3:5).

J.Bright, however, comments on the text, "this is corrupt and
can only be translated by conjectural emendation". (p.10).

It seems preferable, therefore, to retain the FT.

5) LXX : Xsyst xoptoc o Qeoq crou

6) On ' ' (Josh. 24:2; Jo. 2:2; Is. 45:9; 63:16, 19;
64:3; Ps. 119:52).

K.Baltzer, Das Bundesformular. p. 105.
He explains: "Diese Vorgeschichte beginnt zwar auch ' q'71^4'",
referring to the 'Bundesformular', (Josh. 24:2), in the sense
of the 'Heilstaten Ja. ves'.

7) on Tipon -
LXX : cruvexpt^Gc - 51 ectkojotlq (thuu hast broken thy/...
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Yet you said, 'I will not serve (you)

2)
but (I will go) upon every high-hill

and under every green tree',

then you bow down and commit harlotry.

I myself planted you as a Sorek vine

wholly a genuine seed.

But how are you turned into bitterness""'
a strange wild vine?

.../yoke and plucked - )

On grammatical note:
G-es.-K. p. 121, .,44 h note 1 - "Where the vasora apparently
regards the T) as the termination of the 2nd sing. fem., e.g.
in Jer. 2:20 (twice), it has rather taken the form as 1st pers.
sing."

The first person is adopted by a'cr'0' (Cornill, p. 44) :AV.
and the older scholars followed this (cf. Jer. 30:8, Ps. 107:
14, 16).

The second person is adopted by the LvX Vulg : Recent scholars
have followed this - S. ..Driver, J.fkinner, A.C.Yelch,
W.Rudolph, A.V/eiser, P.Volz, J.3rd ht, RSV, WEB.

I prefer to read the 1st person, rather than the 2nd person, as
being more in accordance to the Jeremiah's thought patterns
(cf. Jer. 30:8, where the 1st pers. is preferable
to the 2nd, which the LXX uses).

The 1st pers. also seems more appropriate in connection in this
context with ' ', a term elsewhere related to the
concept of 'Heilsgeschichte'.

In G-reek translations : + o'ot . B.O.V. Syh, L'.Tht.

LXX : TOpeuo"o|j.a!,

LXX : ( eIq ) Tuxpiav (to) bitterness
MT : niD (the degenerated (plant) unto me)
BH 3 suggests the emendation : iTDIDV
with Duhm : 'stinkende, faulige Rebe';
W.Rudolph : 'in Unkraut, p. 14;

'to a foul-smelling thing', p. 11.^Bright
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22. Though you wash yourself with soda

and use much soap for yourself

Yet the stain of your iniquity is before Me,
2)

the very oracle of (the Lord) YKWH.

23. How can you say, 'I am not defiled,

after Baals I have not gone.'?

See your way in the Valley!

know what you have done!

A young camel swift, interlacing her ways,"^
4)

24. A wild ass trained to the wilderness

.../follow the LXX, emending ' ill ID1? ' (to bitterness).

a. bitterness in the 'Rib* form; - in the vine-image :
Dt. 32:32, Dt. 32:24 ( n»T3 ), Dt. 32:32 ( n"l")D ),
Jer. 2:19; 4:18 ( "ID ), Hos. 12:15 ( Q'IITDJl ),
Jer. 6:26; 31 ;15»

b. In connection with frarah - bitter water Ex. 15:23 ( 'T1D )•

c. In Origen : - G-.W.H.Lamps, A Patristic Creek Lexicon,
Oxford, 1965-8.

Tcixpta, T) - bitterness. Lit. in the Simile of Israel
as a vine.

• GTpacpeCon eIq %. ' Or. horn. 2:2, in
Jer. (p. 18.6). (to the vine which turned into bitterness)
M.13, 280A. p. 1082.

1) MT : "in 3 LXX : vcrpw

H.J.Thackeray, Grammar of the 0.T. in Greek. Vol. I, Cambridge,
1909. He explained this as an example of "Hellenized Semitic
words used in LXX". ( -iipov = ~)H3 carbonate of Soda,
used as soap. Jer. 2:22).

2) LXX : keye!' xuptoe

3) LXX : oijre <ptovr) atafic coXoXuigE (her voice has howled in the
evening).

4) BH 3 suggests the emendation ' "DTD1? HYDD ' (breaking/...
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1)
in her living lust, snuffing up the wind

(in) her mating-time, who can bring her back?

All who seek her need not tire themselves,

2)
in her month they will find her.

3)
25. Keep your feet from bareness

and your throat from thirst!

But you said, 'It is hopeless, NO!^
but I loved "strangers" and after them I

will go'.

26. Just as a thief is ashamed when he is caught,

5)
so the house of Israel will be ashamed.

They, their kings (and) their princes,

their priests, and their prophets.

.../loose into the desert) with L.Kohler, ZA29. 1909, p. 35}
•/.Rudolph and A.Weiser.
LXX : tog obovq ctoTrjG sxX&xvvev icp' v&ata epfipou,

(She has extended her ways over the waters of the desert).
Chr.: wg SapaXcG 6e8i6aYp.evT} ev mvepripco aWeodai.

(as a young calf is taught in the desert how to jump).
In the light of v. 33b : ^'DTT-riX TnftV , the phrase 13373 373*?
seems to be repetitive.

1) 2 : double duty.
cf. W.L.Holladay, ,rThe young Camel and wild ss in Jer.2:23-25",
VT 18. 1969, PP. 256-260.

2) LXX.: ev af) acwis 1 voxre 1 a&afjG (at her humiliation).

3) LXX : 5t\jfouG. (rough way) - NEB : stony ground.

4) LXa : Av6ptoupat cf. 18:12. This seems to be a misunderstand¬
ing on the part of the LXX.
cf. Comparative study in this thesis, p. 47.

5) MT : IP 3
L .X : uiol IcrparjA,
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27. They say to a stock 'You are my father',

to a stone 'You have begotten me',

But they turned to Me their back,

never their faces.

Yet in the time of their disaster, they say

'Rise up and save us!'.

28. 'Where are your gods which you made for yourself?

Let them rise up, if they can save you

1)
in the time of your disaster.

For you have as many gods as you have cities,

0 Judah!

( )2)

29. Why do you make complaint against Me?"^
( All of you transgress against Me

the oracle of YH VH.

1) Repetitive : cf. v. 27.

2) LXX : ml xai' apcSpov 6o68cov Trje IspouauXrip eOuov fti BaaX,
(and according to the number of the streets of Jerusalem
they sacrificed to Baal), from Jer. 11:13b.

cf. the comparative study in this thesis, pp. 31f 45.

Ewald, Cornill, W.Rudolph followed G, L:-

W.Rudolph: HAT "und so viel Gassen Jerusalem hat, soviel
gibts Baalaltare", (p. 16).

3) LXX : XaKe tYce

4) LXX : + TiavtSQ upetc r)o"e!3r|oui:e
- perhaps a double reading on the part of the LXX.
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30. In vain I smote your children
1)

they took no discipline

your sword devoured your prophets

like a destroying lion.

2)
31. (You, 0 generation, see the wcrd of YHYH).

'Have I been a wilderness to Israel?

or a land of great darkness?"^
If not, why do My people say

'we roam;^ No more~^ we will come to Thee'.

1) MT : Hip1? 3rd person.
LXX : ebegaoOs 2nd person.

2) LXX : ml oi>x ecpo(3r]6r]T£. axooou/te Xoyov xupt'ou Ta8e Aeyst
xuptoc

3) LXX : xexepawpevr) dry (land)
On ' ' (MT) Darkness of Yah.
BDB : an enclitic part, of emphasis.
D.'A.Thomas, "A Consideration of some unusual Ways of Expressing
the Superlative in Hebrew", VT 3. 1953, P« 211.

4) cf. Hos. 12:1 ( 11 BDB Til p. 923).

LXX : Ou xup(,eu0r)o"6}ie6a (= HIT + X1? : 'e will not be
ruled over).
S. : *13TV

S.R.Driver: 'V.e roam at large' - the meaning is established by
the Arabic. (Lane's Arab. Lex, p. 1183). - The Book of the
Prophet Jeremiah, p. 339.

3) On * TO '. ith ( "TO - KV ) BDB p.729. no more.

"Following the Verb, it means 'again, once more'" (cf. Hos.
3:1). R.G-ordis, "Hosea's Marriage and Message", HHC 25.
1954, p. 29.
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32. Can a maid forget her ornament?

1)
or a bride her sashes?

But My people havt forgotten Me

days without number.

33. How well you direct your way

to seek for lovers!

2) 3)
Therefore even to do evil

4)
you have learnt your ways.

5)
34. Yes, on the corners of your robe there is

the life-blood of the (poor)^ innocent.

You did not get it by housebreaking"^
but under every oak.^

1) LXX transposition : vupcpr] - xcu mpSevoc;

2) LXX : oux outojc , perhaps misunderstanding p1? for p K1?
3) On the contrast between to do 'good' ( ' 3t9Tl ) and to do

'evil' ( msnn ) : Josh. 24:20, Jer. 10:5. ( W )
13:23 ( SHn -3»0»n ) 4:22.

LXX : eTOvrjpeucTto tou piavat (yuu have done wickedly in
corrupting - )
BOB Hiph of yjH : to do evil, Jer. 4:22; 13:23.

4) On • TiJDV ' 2nd fem.
Ges.-K. p. 121 044 h.

5) LXX : sv Tare Xspert °"ou (in your hand).

6) In the LXX there is no word for ' Q'lVllK * (poor).
Duhm, Rudolph, Weiser omit it following LXX, as also J.Bright.
BK 3 suggests a possible emendation ' cf. v. 30.

7) cf. Ex. 22:1 (MT) in Mishpatim.

8) BH 3 notes that the text is corrupted. Volz: "nicht mehr/...
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35. Yet, you say, 'I am innocent:

Surely His anger is turned away from me'.

Behold, I will bring you to judgement,

because you say: I have not sinned'.

1)36. Why do you go about so much,

to change your way?

Even by Egypt will you be ashamed,

as you were ashamed by Assyria.

2)
37. Even from here you will come out,

with your hands upon your head,

For YHWH rejected those in whom you trusted

and you will never prosper through them.

.../verst&ndlich". Hyatt: very obscure. J.Bright: the colon
can not be translated.

AT : ' 'D ' (but upon (or because of) all these:
a. S.R.DriVer : garments.
b. A.Weiser : bei alle dem (wegen alles dessen). - RSV. :

(yet in spite of all these things).
LXX : * era mop Spin. * (but upon every oak); NEB, 3.Skinner,
Soggin.
I have followed the LXX and interpreted the text as indicating
Baal worship, cf. v. 20 and'D ^(not - but) form (w. 20, 25).
J.A. Soggin, "Einige Bemerkungen iiber Jeremias 2:34", VT 8,
1958, pp. 433-435.
J.Skinner, Prophecy and Religion, pp.62-3. Note.

1) MT >TK BDB "go about" : Dt. 32:36; ISam.9:7;
Job. 14:11; Prov. 20:14.
LXX : xatecppovnouc; G-iesebrecht and Duhm vocalize
BH 3 suggests the emendation ' 'VTJI ' following G-.L.S.V.
v.,Rudolph : 'leicht nimmst du es'.
J.Bright : 'How slight a thing you think it'.
S.R.Driver commented: "it is thus, under the circumstances,
impossible to feel confidence that is right", p.340.

2) DNO The double preposition (from with :16.5)
.«.L.Holladay, "The Recovery of Poetic Passages of Jeremiah",
JBL 85. 1966, p. 418.
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CHAPTER TWO

Literary Characteristics of Jeremiah Ch.2.

I. The Composition-Structure: Prose and Poetry.

A. The Composition-Structure and the Prose -ections.

1. Composition-Structure in the Book of Jeremiah.

In BHK 3rd edition, Jeremiah chapter 2 consis's of two literary

1)
types: poetry and prose. This confronts us with the problem of

2)
reconstructing the original form of the material.

S.Mowinckel classified the material of the book of Jeremiah

according to three types A, B, and C. ^ S.Mowinckel used them

to designate the three major sources (later, he spoke of "circles
sk)

of tradition") from which the material of the book of Jeremiah

was drawn:

"A" is a collection of Jeremiah's sayings, almost without

exception genuine;

"B" represents the narrative by the Biographer, which is in

all essentials authentic;

"C" represents the work of later Deuteronomists.

1) Among translations, R 7 and NEB make a clear distinction:
Prose - vv.1-2a, 4-5a; the remaining verses are in poetry.

2) cf. W.L.Holladay, "The Recovery of Poetic Passages of Jeremiah",
JBL 85. 1966, pp. 401-435.

J.Bright, Jeremiah, ncB. 1965j cxxv-cxxxviii. He classified
only vv.1 2a as prose.

3) S.Mowinckel, Zur Komposition des Buches Jeremia, 1914.

4) S.Mowinckel, Prophecy and Tradition. 1946.
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1)Mowinckel's approach has been taken up by W.Rudolph.
T.H.Robinson classified the material into three types:

"A" Oracular poetry;

"B" Biographical and historical prose;

2)"C" Auto-Biographical prose and literary poetry.

The major critical problem of the book of Jeremiah arises in
* \

type C ana the 'Autobiographical framework'. There is complete

disagreement among scholars as regards their allocation of material

in the 'autobiographical style'. S. Mowinckel included these auto-

biographical-style passages in the type A.^4"' W.Rudolph, following
5)

S.Howinckel, classified it as 'Die SprUche Jeremias*.

T.H.Robinson classified them as type C (Auto-biographical

prose and literary poetry). J.Bright, at first followed

T.H.Robinson and classified it as the type C (prose discourses,

cast in a monotonous, wordy yet highly Rhetorical style, closely

akin to that of Deuteronomy). ^

1) W.Rudolph, Jeremia, HAT, 1947, xiij-xvii.

2) T.H.Robinson, "Baruch's Scroll", ZA\, b2, 1924, pp. 209-221.
The important differ nee between his position and that of
/iowinckel-Rudolph is the date assigned to the "C" passages.
Mowinckel follows Duhm and connects these with the activity

of an exilic or post-exilic school of Deuteronomists, but
T. .Robinson connects the work with Jeremiah himself.

5) J.Bright, "The Date of the Prose Sermons of Jeremiah", JBL 70.
1951, pp. 15-35.
"The Book of Jeremiah, its structure, its problems", Interp. 9.
1955, PP. 259-78.

4) S.Mowinckel, gur Koinposition des Buches Jeremia, 1914.

5) W.Rudolph, op. cit., p.xiv.

6) J.Bright, Jeremiad. AncB., lxvii.
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1

-fterwards, he proposed to use a new symbol "A " :

"I suggest, therefore, that a special category be created^
for them and that we call this category (provisionally) A .

I believe that this material had a history in some ways
parallel to that of A. ,/hereas in A we have the remembered
and recorded public utterance of Jeremiah, here we have his
personal reminiscences, either ^.s set down by himself or
as recorded by his disciples."1)

I would like, however, to classify the 'autobiographical
R 2)

ssaes' with the sign 'A ', i.e. autobiographical redaction.
R

I use in this thesis A, B, G, and A as symbols for purely formal

categories: -

A - prophetic sayings in poetry;

B - biographical accounts in prose;

G - prose discourses (prose oracle akin to that of

Deuteronomy);
R

A L - autobiographical discourses.

hether these were once separate sources or circles of tradit¬

ion is debatable, but they became parts of an intermingling stream

of transmission through which Jeremiah's words have been handed

down through so-called "Jeremianic tradition".' '

:) J.Bright, "The Prophetic Reminiscence" : its Place and Function
in the Book of Jeremiah, 1966, p. 15.

2) ee further, pp. 112, 122-3, 141 (Appendix C).
3) The problem of "Jeremianic Tradition" needs further research:

S.Towinckel, Prophecy and Tradition, 1946.
A. ielsen, Oral riradition1 .:T, 1954.

J.P.Hyatt, "The oeuteronomic Edition of Jeremiah", Vanderbilt
tudies in the -umanities, I, 1951, pp. 71-95.
"The Book of Jeremiah", :B 5i 1956.
.L.Holladay, "Prototype and Copies: a new approach to the/...



2- Prose in Jeremiah Ch.2.

BHK 3rd edition makes the distinction between prose and

poetry. Neither the MT nor the LXX distinguishes between them.

Recent translations, based on BrIK make a clear distinction
1)

between them.

Prose passages in Jeremiah ch.2 consist of formulary styles
2)

as follows : -

a. The revelation formula (v.l)

- 'The word of YHWH came to me' (in T).

b. The Prophetic commissioning formula (v.2a)

- 1 to and proclaim in the hearing of Jerusalem' (in MT).

c. The introductory messenger formula (vv. 2b, 5a)
- 'thus says YHWH'.

d. The proclamation formula (v. 4)
- 'Hear the word of YHWH, 0 house of Jacob,

and all the families of the house of Israel'.

.../poetry-prose problem in the Book of Jeremiah", J?n 79.
1960, pp. 351-367.
. ..Overholt, "The Falsehood of Idolatry", JTf 16. 1965,

pp. 1-12.

A.W.Nicholson, Preaching to the Exiles; A study of the .'rose
Tradition in the Book of Jeremiah, 1970.
He examines the close links between the prose sections (prose
discourses and sermons) in the book of Jeremiah and Deuter-
onomistic writings. He concludes that the Deuteronomists, by
whom the prose materials were developed on the basis of
original sayings of Jeremiah, developed the Jeremiah tradit¬
ion ip.138) f°r their preaching and teaching activity which
was carried on during the exilic period in Babylon (p. 134).

1) RSV and NEB classified chapter 2 : vv.1-2a, 4-5a as prose.

2) ' ee pp. 104ff.
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The LXX begins this chapter more briefly with ' Kcu sine Td6s

Xeyei xuptoc It seems to me that vv.1-2a as written in the

MT is the autobiographical redactor's writing which belongs to the

Jeremianic tradition.

The prose elements in Jeremiah ch.2 may be classified as the
R R

A (autobiographical redaction) group. This A style has the

characteristics of the reception of the divine word by the prophet:

autobiographical accounts describe the reception of the word of

Yn and the prophetic personal experience of Y : P' s commissioning'.

This material presents the prophet as a messenger of YHWI1 commiss¬

ioned by YHWH to deliver a message from YHWH to the community of

Israel.'^

The Prophetic Poetry.

1. Parallelismus J.'embrorum.

A new period in research on the prophetic poetry begins with

Robert nowth who was appointed Professor of Poetry at Oxford

University in 1741 and delivered his famous lectures on the ooetry
2)

of ancient Israel. In 1753 these lectures were published under

the title 'De sacra poesi Hebraeorum praelectiones academicae'.^
In these lectures, he referred to 'the Hebrew parallelism in the

1) See further, pp. 122ff.

2) cf. J.Huilenburg, "A Study in Hebrew Rhetoric: Repetition
and Style", SVT I. 1953, p. 97.

3) R.Lowth, De sacra poesi Hebraeorum, 1753, 1763 (2nd ed.)
HT. Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews, 1815, 1839
(4th ed.), p. 1.
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prophetic poetry, which consists of three species: Synonymous,
1)

Antithetic, and Synthetic or constructive Parallelism'.

In Jeremiah Ch.2, two kinds of Parallelismus Membrorum are

pointed out: -

a. Synonymous Parallelism in passages with positive and negative

meaning-content. In synonymous parallelism in positive

meaning-content, the gracious acts of YHWH are presented. In

1) ibid. , pp. 204-211.
"I shall endeavour to illustrate the Hebrew parallelism accord¬
ing to its different s ecies. - This parallelism has much
variety and many gradations. It may, on the whole, be said to
consist of three species. The first species is the synonymous
parallelism, when the same sentiment is repeated in different,
but equivalent terms. - The Antithetic parallelism is the
next, when a thing is illustrated by its contrary being
opposed to it. -

There is a third species of parallelism, in which the sentences
answer to each other, not by the iteration of the same image
or sentiment, or the opposition of their contraries, but merely
by the form of construction. This may be called the synthetic,
or constructive parallelism."

On this 'Parallelismus Membrorum';

K.Koch, The G-rowth of the Biblical Tradition, 1969, pp« 92-95«
He classified 5 types of parallelism: 1. Synonymous,
2. Repetitive, 3. Antithetic, 4* 'ynthetic, 5* Parabolic
parallelism.

G.Fohrer, Introduction to the Old Testament, 1970, pp. 4,-49.
He accepted two parallelisms: synonymous, and antithetical;
but not synthetic, saying that "the third category usually
mentioned, 'synthetic parallelism*, is not parallelism at
all". (p. 46)

2) J.Bright, Jeremiah, AncB., cxxix.
He criticized 'synthetic' parallelism in Lowth's words: -
"Here there is no real parallelism of thought at all."

G-.Fohrer, 00. cit. , pp. 43-49.
He t°° points out that "the third category usually mentioned,
'synthetic parallelism', is not parallelism at all". (p.46)

Basing on these criticisms, I take up two kinds of Parallelis¬
mus Membrorum.
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synonymous parallelism in passages with negative meaning-
1)

content, the sin and apostasy of Israel are mentioned.

b. Antithetic Parallelism in passages with positive and negative

meaning-contents. In antithetic parallelism there is a

contrast between the merciful acts of YKWH and the apostasy

of Israel, or a rhetorical question contrast in the unfaithful

response of Israel with the faithfulness of Yll'.il.

a. Synonymous Parallelism.

i. In passages with positive meaning-content.

v. 2. 'I-remember for-you ("J1? ) the-loyalty of-your-youth,

the-love of-your-bridal-days.

This offers us a parallelism which is synonymous in thought,

2)
but formally incomplete and uncompensated (a b c / b c ).

v. 3. 'Holy-was Israel to-YHVVH

the-firstfruits of-His-harvest.

The word order here is emphatic, (b a c / ac ).

v.6. '"Where is YHWH

who brought us from the land of Egypt

who led us through the wilderness?

in the land of -

Parallelism occurs in the description of the merciful

acts of YHWH (ab c d/b dc- ).

1) See further, pp. 8bff.

2) J.Bright, op. cit.. cxxxi.
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ii. rn passages with negative meaning-content.

v. 8. 'The-priests did-not-a3k ' ..'here is Y '.<Ii' ?

Those-who-handled the-law did-not-know-Ke,

and-rulers rebelled against-Me$

the-prophets prophesied by-Baal

So-after ""lo-profit" they-went.

(abc/ab/abc, abc/dcb).

v. 15* 'Upon-him the-lions roar,

they-uttered their-voice.

(dab/bc).

they made his land a desolation
1)

his cities are in-ruin without-inhabitant.

(abc/bcd).

v.19. 'Your-evil chastises-you

your-apostasy condemns-you

( a b / a b ).

v.26. 'As a thief is ashamed when he is found

so the house of Israel shall be ashamed.'

v.27. 'They say to a stock, "You are my father"

and to a stone, "You have begotten me".

( abcd/bcd).

i) cf. ?.G-iesebrecht, Jeremias Metrik, 1905.
According to the metre v.15 may be 'kinah' style, so that
"without inhabitant" seems to be outside of the metrical struct¬
ure.

But Jeremiah uses the phrase to give emphasis (cf. 2:6 = 49=33
= 18, 4=7, 6:8, 9:10=2:15), so this phrase can be kept.
See further, p> 345<



But they turned to Me their back,

not their faces.

(abc/dc).

In-the-time of-their-disaster, they-say

v.28b. "Rise-up and-save-us"

let-them-rise-up, if they-can-save-you

in-the-time of-your-disaster.

(bca-de/de-bc).

Antithetic Parallelism in passages with positive and negative

meaning-contents.

v.7. 11 brought you into a fruitful land

to eat its fruits and its goodness.

But when you entered in, you defiled My land,

and made My heritage an

abomination.

v.11. Has ever a nation changed its gods,

though they are no-gods?

But My people have changed His Glory,

for "Not-Profitable".

v.21. 'I myself planted you as a Sorek vine

wholly a genuine seed,

but how are you turned into bitterness

a strange wild vine?

v.32. 'Will a maid forget her ornament

or a bride her sashes?



But My people have forgotten Me

days without number.

In Jeremiah oh.2. the parallelism is found not only in the

poetic form, but also in the meaning-content, in particular, in

the antithetic parallelism.

Recent studies have paid attention to the parallelismus
1)

membrorum in the passages concerned with "covenant formulation".

J.Muilenburg pointed out that the "parallelism" is a feature of

"proclaiming or preaching style" in particular "the covenant

2)
message", in the context of fix. 19:3-6, the Covenant at Sinai.

I.Noth and l.Beyerlin pointed to the ceremonial character in this

literary type, conditioned by the covenant-cult.

we may find the parallelismus membrorum in the inai covenant

1) J.Muilenburg, "The Form and Structure of the Covenant ormulat-
ions", VT_2, 1959, pp. 347-365.

W.Beyerlin, Origins and History of the Oldest Sinaitic
"rwditions, 1965.

2) J.J.'uilenburg, op. cit., pp. 353-354.

3) . ...oth, fixodus. OTL, 1962, p. 157.
- "This message (fix. 19:3b-6) formulated in ceremonial language
(cf. the parallelismus membrorum as early as the formula of
command), is from the point of view of its style alone
remarkable in the brief narrative style of the older sources."

.Beyerlin, op. cit.. p. 70.
- "The style and language of Ex. I9:3b~8 reveal that the
present form of the passage stems from Israel's worship.
Its parallelismus membrorum - is exactly what one would expect
in the context of a religious ceremony of worship."
"The synonymous parallelism Jacob/Israel - this formula/...



1)
passage (Ex. l9:7-8). •

Ex.19s3> 'you shall say to the house of Jacob,

and speak to the sons of Israel.

5, And now if you will diligently listen to My voice

and keep My covenant,

then you will be to Me the treasure

you will be to Me a kingdom of priests

and a holy nation.'

rom this point of view, the parallelism in Jeremiah ch.2

with strong positive and negative meaning-content would be consist¬

ent with its reflecting the literary characteristics of the

preaching style as used in declaring the covenant message.

2. Repetition.

Recent studies shed new light upon the style and structure of

the prophetic poetry and, in particular, upon what can be called
2)

'the style of repetition'.

.../goes back to the linguistic usage of the cult."

1) See further, pp. 240-241.

2) On repetition: -

J.'.'uilenburg, "A Stud' in Hebrew Rhetoric: Repetition and
style", SVT I. 1953, pp. 97-111. (SHR).

.Oerleman, "The Song of Deborah in the Light of Stylistics",
VT I, 1951, pp. 168-180.

.H.Ridderbos, "The Psalms : Style-Figures and tructure",
0T; 13. 1963, PP. 43-76.

J. i . ,ard, "The Literary Form and Liturgical Back'.round of
Psalm 89", VT 11, 1961, pp. 321-339.

.F.Albright, "The Psalm of Habakkuk", T.H.Robinson-Festschrift/.



G-.&erleman exolains the style and the characteristics of

repetition as follows: -

"Its technique of repetition is different from the parallelis-
mus membrorum, characteristic of Hebrew verse. The repetition
in the Deborah Song is based on a quite different psycholog¬
ical foundation. Here repetition does not aim at checking,
but rather at giving emphasis. Its foundation is a strong
and unvaried passion. That part of a sentence which to the
poet, possesses the strongest emotional value, has been
chosen and strengthened by means of monotonous and emphatic
repetition. ""1 /

J.Muilenburg also recognized the important role of repetition

in ancient Hebrew literature as a major feature of Hebrew rhetoric

and style. He pointed out that an examination of the repetitive

style in ancient Hebrew rhetoric would reveal the importance of

this literary method not only for an evaluation of the Hebrew

2)
temperament and literary manner but also for hermeneutics.

" epetition plays a diverse role in the Old Testament. It
serves for one thing, to center the thought, to rescue it
from disparateness and diffuseness, to focus the richness
of varied predication upon the poet's controlling concern. -

Repetition serves, too, to give continuity to the writer's
thought: the repeated word or phrase is often strategically
located thus providing a clue to the movement and stress of
the poem. -

inaily, repetition provides us with an open avenue to the
character of biblical thinking."'-'

.../Studies in Old Testament Prophecy , 1950, pp. 1-18.
Yahweh and the (fods of uanaan, 1968.

Older works: -

J..''.Herder, The pirit of Hebrew Poetry, I, 1833, P« 41.
i. .onig, Stilistik, Rhetcrik, Poetik, 1900,pp. 155, 29-Bf.
L. ohler, Deuterojesaja, stilkritisch untersucht, B.-I-Q.7 37. 1923,
P. 93f.

1) Gv'-erleman, op. cit. , pp. 174, 177.
2) J.Muilenburg, op. cit. . pp. 98f, 109.
3) J.Muilenburg, op. cit., p. 99.
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e must examine the prophetic poetry in Jeremiah ch.2 to

find out its literary characteristics, in particular word-

repetition and sound-repetition (assonance).

a. Viord repetition.

v.6. in the land ( piKl ) of desert and shifting sands

in the land ( ) °f drought and deep darkness

in the land ( f""]K3 ) no one crosses, nobody inhabits.

v. 7. I brought ( K'HK ) you into -

but when you entered in ( 1K3iT7 )

v.9. Therefore still I must bring this charge ( H'lK ) against

you

against your children's children

CD>33 '33

I will bring this charge ( 3'IK ).

v.10 Cross the isles of Kittim and see ("lKH )

gee (iKIl ) if it has happened like this.

1) A major difficulty now lies in determining whether a repetition
is original in the saying or part of the secondary re-arrange-
ment of the material.

(cf. G-.B.G-ray, The Forms of Hebrew Poetry, 1915, P» 295).
It seems to be that a superficial, mechanical bridge probably
reflects a later juxtaposition. For example: -

Jer. 2:17 and 19
mt : -pnVK rnn'-nx inTS? , 7'nVx rnn'-nx -pry
LXX : keyst, xupioc o Qeoq o~oo, Xeyst xupioe o Geoc crou.

v.17.MT : *] "it2 "] 3 * Via nyn (dittography of IT: cf. v.6b)
v. 18.XT : - •>a rnnyh - 7m1? ih-na

- 'a ninffiV - 721"? "ih-nai
As to "assonance": -
P.P.Saydon, "Assonance in Hebrew as a Means of Expressing
Emphasis", Bibl. 36. 1955, pp. 36-50, 287-304.
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v. 11. Has ever a nation chan-ed ( TQTin) its gods,

though they are 'Not Nod'? (K1? )

But My people have changed ( Tftn )His Glory,

for 'Not-Profit'. (XT*?)

v.13. They have forsaken Me, the fountain of living water, (D'D )

to hew themselves cisterns, (ni")K!l )

broken cisterns ( JT1X3 )

that can not hold water. (p'DH)

v.26. as a thief is ashamed ( 1173 ) when he is found,

So the house of Israel shall be ashamed (14"'3H)

v. 34. 'ven on the corners of your robe is found ( )

the life-blood of the innocent (poor),

ot by housebreaking did you discover it ( O'flXXD)

but under every oak.

v. 36b. Even by Egypt will you be ashamed, ( 'ITl 311 )

as you were ashamed ( JV73 ) by Assyria.

b. Word Play.

As a variation of repetition, we may find the word play in
1)

Jeremiah Ch.2. Jeremiah is fond of the word-play, as well as

Hosea. ^

1) J.Bright, Jeremiah, AncB., pp. 5, 24, points out some of the
examples of word-play: -

Jer. 1:11-12 ( *Tj?7 _ )
3:12 ( ni7D - rm7 : cf. 8:4-5).

or a full discussion of Jeremiah's word-play on this verb
(317 ): - W.L,Holladay, The Root Subh in the Old Testament,
pp. 1-2, 129-139, 152-153.

2) iv.Rudolph/...



v. 5« 'following " Emptiness" and became "empty" ( T1 VHHH ).

The name of Ephraim is joined with " ' ~)3 " (fruit: Jer.2:7;

Hos. 9:16, 14:9), and with the noun " K1S " (wild ass: Jer.2:24,

(or H"1S calf) Hos. 8:9). Such word-play has an ironical tone.

Other examples of word-play in Jeremiah Ch.2 are: -

1)
v.12. 'Be appalled, 0 heavens!' ( CPD'17 1737 ) '.

v. 27. 'they turned to Me their back, hot t eir face' (0'13 113).

vv.34-35 'Even on the corners of your robe there is

the life-blood of the innocent (poor),( )

Yet you say, "I am innocent". ( 'D'j?! )

In v.11, " 'p'SH' XI *23" it is possible to imagine that this

term is a word-play on " " which might be "No-Profit",

(cf. Hos. 7:16).^

This kind of repetition is an important aid to fixing the

prophetic message in the mind of his hearers.

.../Hosea, KAT, 1966, p. 21 (Hos. 8:' ; 4:17; 9:11, 16), cites
the full list of occurrences of word-play in the book of
Hosea.

J.L.Mays, Hosea, OTL, 1969, P« 7 : the comment on 8:7, 9; 9:15*

M.J.Buss, The Prophetic Word of Hosea, pp. 39-40.
- "Allied to assonance are the frequent plays on words evident
in the book. - Though Hosea is not highly original in the
creation of literary symbols, he is effective in their
variation."

1) See further, p. i68f.

2) ilos. 7:16, the text K*?) is corrupt. BHK 3 suggests to
read it as ". Others suggest " *273 *2" (to Baal).

J. .Mays, op. cit..pp. 110, 112.
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As to the phenomenon of 'keywords' or 'catchwords' (Sichwbrter)

M.Buber and P.Rosenzweig have drawn attention to the fact that the

Old Testament in general and the Psalms in particular make a

1)
significant use of 'keywords'. A strong statement on this is

found in M.Buber's Right and rong - An Interpretation of Some

Psalms - . ^

"The recurrence of the key-words is a basic law of composit¬
ion in the Psalms. This law has a poetical significance in
rhythmical correspondence of sound values - as well as a
hermeneutical one. The Psalm provides its own interpretation,
by repetition of what is essential to its understanding.
This is why it often refuses to vary the expression of a
certain subject.

4)
L.J.Liebreich, J.M.V/ard and N.H.Ridderbos ' follow the key¬

word theory of M.Buber in their studies, in order to test the

validity of 'the basic law of composition in the Psalms'.

J.Muileriburg notes that 'more important is the repetition of

1) M.Buber - P.Rosenzweig, Die Sohrift und ihre Verdeutschung,
1936, pp. 211f, 262f.

2) M.Buber, Right and Wrong, - An Interpretation of Some Psalms -

1952.

3) ibid. , p. 54.

4) L.J.Liebreich, "Psalms 34 and 145 in the Light of their Key
ords", HUCA 27. 1956, pp. 181-192.

J.M.Ward, "The Literary Form and Liturgical Background of
Ps.89", VT 11. 1961, pp. 321-339.

N.H.Ridderbos, op. cit., OTS 13. 1963, PP. 43-76.



1)
central key-words throughout a poem'.

We must apply this 'basic law of composition in the Psalms'

to the prophetic poetry of Jeremiah ch.2, to make clear the

meaning of the prophetic poetry.

What are the central key-words in the book of Jeremiah ch.2?

"Yli,"Israel", "way" "land & wilderness" maybe pointed out

as the central key-words, judging by the frequency of their

occurrence.

i- YHWH and His word (1,2,3,3,4,5,6,8,9,12,17,19,19,22,29,31,37)

the word of YH" H (l,4,3l)j thus says YHWH (2,5).

the oracle of YHWH (3,9,12,29,22,19).

ii. srael and its synonymous words

Israel (3, 14, 32). the house of Israel (4, 26).

My people (11, 13, 31, 32). the house of Jacob (4).

Your fathers (5). your children's children (9).

"YHWH" and "Israel" (My people) are not only the central key-

2)
words out also determine the structural patterns of the poem.

Both of them are used in describing the relationship between YH'.H
3)

aad Israel, in particular, the dialogue form of *1 and Thou'.

1) J. uilenbur ", "A tudy in Hebrew Rhetoric", f/T 1, 1953,P^104.

2) cf. see further pp. 86ff.

3) J. uilenburg, "The Form and Structure of the Covenant
Formulations", VT 9. 1959, PP« 347-365, (FSCF)
- He explained that the 'I and Thou' form is the literary
type of the message or proclamation, in particular, of the
'covenant message', pp. 352-4»



This is characteristic of prophetic poetry.

1)
iii. way and its synonymous words.

The way ( -j*tt ),(17, 18, 18, 23, 23, 33, 33, 3$.
follow ( »iriK iVn ) on Israel's side, (2, 5, 23, 25).
bring, I'Vin, K»3H) onYHWH's side, (6, 6, 7).

In the Old Testament the way is not abstract or static but

actual and existential. M.Buber suggested that "the way, the way

of life of these men is so created that at each of its stages they

2)
experience the divine contact afresh."

The way of Israel is the way of following YH. TI (v. 2), where-

ever that may lead: YHWH who brought up Israel from Egypt,

brought them through the wilderness into the fruitful land,

(w. 6-7) •

Israel changed their G-od for 'No-Profit' (v. 11): then 'they

followed 'emptiness' and became 'empty' (v.5). They followed

Baal (v.23) and the strange (gods) (v.25). 3o YHlVH complains

(Rib) against the people of Israel in repeated rhetorical questions

'Why do my people say

"we roam, no more we will come to Thee"?' (v. 31)
' hy do you go about so much to change your way?'(v.36)

1) J.i. uilenburg, The Y.ay of Israel. 1962.
He emphasizes that the way of Israel is the central point of
the biblical message in the Old Testament.

2) M.Buber, Right and /rong, 1952, p. 59.
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'How can you say,

"I am not polluted, after Baals I have not gone?"

(v.23)

Other key-words are: -

iv. 'Land' ( fix ) and 'wilderness' ( )«
1 )

The words ' f IX ' and ' 1X173 ' occur frequently in Jer. 2.

a. The land ( V1X ) is parallel with wilderness ( HIP )

in Jer. 2:2b (MT), 6, and 31.

v.2 (MT): 'following Me in the wilderness
in the land not sown.

v. 6 (YHWH) led us in the wilderness

in the land of desert and shifting sands,
in the land of drought and deep darkness,
in the land no one crosses,

nobody inhabits.

v.31 Have I been a wilderness to Israel?
or a land of deep darkness?

In the wilderness YHWH showed His mercy to Israel, finding

them (Dt. 32:10; Hos. 9:10) and guiding them in the wilder¬

ness.

In the wilderness Israel found YHWH's grace (Jer.3l:2),

following Him.

P)
The land ( FIX ) is Yil.H's heritage ( n'?m )i Jer.2:7.

The word ' flX 'is described as 'a fruitful land'

1) Lisowsky: ' 11173 ' Jer. 2:2, 6, 24, 3U Dt. 32:10; Hos. 2:
5, 16; 9:10; 13:5, 15.
' fix ' Jer. 2:2, 6, 6, 6, 6, 7, 7, 15, 31.

2) cf. G.von Rad, "The Promised Land and Yahweh's Land in the/...
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( f~)K ) and 'My land' ( ) in parallel with
•My heritage' ( Tl^TiS ) in Jer. 2:7. The idea is rooted in

the passage of the Sinai covenant (Ex. 19:5 - 'for all the

earth ( yiKH 'PID ) is Mine').

c. The land ( f")K ) is made desolation ( HQ'7) by Israel's

apostasy.

The word ' f"lK ' occurs in relation to 'desolation'

( HOP ).1)
v. 15b, 'They (lions) made his land a desolation (HQS? )

- without inhabitants.'

Israel's sin and apostasy brought forth the desolation upon

the land (Jer. 2:7b).

'I looked, lo, the fruitful land was a desert ( ")TTDn )
before YHWH, before his fierce anger.' (4:26)

All the land shall be a desolation ( HQD'P : 4:27).

Thus the wilderness and the earth-desolation motif have

an important role in the covenant Rib form.

.../Hexateuch" in The Problem of the Hexateuch and Other
Essays, pp. 79-93.

lie pointed out that the notion "the land is Yahweh's 'inher¬
itance' ( )" does not occur in the Hexateuch but in
the following texts (I Sam. 26:19} II Sam. 1&:16; Jer. 2:7,
16:18, 50:11; Ps. 68:10, 79:1} of. Lev. 25:23). p. 82.

1) cf. J.Muilenburg, "The Terminology of Adversity in Jeremiah",
in H.G-.May-Festschrift, Translating and Understanding the
O.T., pp. 42-63, esp. pp. 50-52.
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1)
v. ' ny*l ' in its double sided meaning*

The evil ( (n)yi ) on Israel's side (w.13, 19, 33, 19).
Disaster ( n^~) ) from YHWH's side upon Israel and others

(vv.3, 27, 28). ^

The word ' (n)' is the sub-key word in this chapter 2

which characterizes the prophetic preaching in the chapter.

Jeremiah proclaims YHWH's judgement to Israel, because of ali

the evil which they have done (Jer. 1:16 - □Wl-'PD ). At first

Jeremiah made known to them 'what the evil is in Israel ':

'Ay people have committed two evils: ( JT1 SO )
they have forsaken Me, the fountain of living water,
and hewed out cisterns, broken cisterns

that can hold no water.' (v.13).

'Your evil ( ) will chasten you -
r.now and see how bitterly evil't ) is

your abandoning YHWH, your Hod '. (v.19).

Corresponding to the evil ( ) of Israel, the disaster

( HSH ) will come out from YHWH to Israel.^

'In the time of their disaster' (vv.27, 28):
I will bring disaster upon them (Jer. 23:12b).

1) Lisowsky : H77 : Jer. 2:3, 13, 19, 27, 28, 33«

2) BDB. n$n (n.f.) Jer. 2:3, 27, 28. NE" translated it as
'disaster'.

3) P.P.Saydon, "Assonance in Hebrew as a Means of Expressing
Emphasis", Bibl. 36. 1955, pp. 36-50, 287-304, esp. p.296.
He suggests that the idea expressed by the adjective is that
of "dreadfully wicked", not "wicked and bitter", (p.296).

4) Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT 12, 1947, p. 129.
He writes: "Aber diese seines Volkes wird Jahwe mit,"1571

beantworten." (cf. Jer. 23:10, 12b, 1:16).



3. I - You Style.

Prophetic poetry in Jeremiah Ch.2 is written for the most part
1)in the I-you style, the so-called proclaiming or preaching style.

Divine "I" address:

i. I (YHWH) and thou (Israel).

v.2. I remember for thee ( ) the loyalty of your youth

the love of thy bridal days,

v. 21. I_ ( 'D3K ) planted thee as a forek vine

v. 35« Behold, I will bring thee ( "|mK ) to judgement.

ii. I (YHYJH) and you (Israel) pi.

v. 7. I brought you ( DDPK ) into a fruitful land.

v.9. Therefore ][ must still complain against you ( ED.H& ).

v.30. I smote your children ( QD'll-flK ) in vain.

b. Divine "{ e" address:

Me (YHWH) and you (Israel) in YHWH's accusation against Israel's

sin.

v.22. Yet the stain of thy iniquity is before Me ('331? ).
v. 17. Have you not brought this upon yourself,

by forsaking YHWH your God) Me?

(LXX)^

1) J.Muilenburg, op. cit., (FSCF) VT 9, p. 353f«

Yi.Beyerlin, Origins and History of the Oldest finaitic
Traditions, 19^5, P« ^5» .Beyerlin explained that "the
historical prologue is in the I-Jrhou style just like the
Decalogue and the covenant-form."

2) fee further, pp# 37> 54.
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v. 29. V/hy do you dispute with he ( 'VK )?

all of you ( Q31?:) ) rebelled against Me (*3 ).

1)
c. Israel' s unfaithful response to YHs'.H - " ' "1QKD1 "

i. with the negative " K1? ".

v. 23« How canst thou say, "I_ am not defiled,

after Baals _! have not gone!"

v.31* Why My people say, "ae roam,

no more we will come to Thee!"

v.35. Because you said, "I have not sinned!"

ii. with the negative '">3 X1?" - not, but -

v.20. Thou saidst, "I will not serve (you),

but (l will go) upon every high hill

v.25. Thou saidst, "I have no hope: No!

but I loved strangers and after them

E will go."

v. 35. (v. 34 You did not get it by housebreaking,

but under every oak)

.you said "I am innocent: surely His anger is

turned from me."

ccording to J.Muilenburg this I-you style is a literary

characteristic of the message or proclamation, in particular, the

covenant message.^''

1) See further, pp. 90-91, 371.

2) J. uilenburg, op. cit.. VT 9. p. 353.
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The literary structure of Jeremiah Ch.2. consists of three

remarkable literary types: positive, negative, and rhetorical-

question types.

The positive type contains a positive description of the

communion between YHWH and Israel and it is YHWH himself who

initiates the positive relationship with Israel.

The negative type indicates a negative relationship between

YHWH and His people, and it is Israel who denies YHWH and apostat¬

izes against Him.

In the rhetorical-question type, YHWH complains to Israel

about this negative relationship towards YHWH.

1)
This is the background of the covenant Rib form 7 which is the

important tneme of Jeremiah Chapter 2.

1. Positive structure and terminology.

The positive structure and terminology found in Jeremiah

ch. 2:2-3, 7a, and 21 a< -

v. 2. I remember for you ( ) the loyalty of your youth
the love of your bridal days
following me in the wilderness.

1) of* See further, pp. 159-160, 368f.

2) LXI : IgaxokovOfjaai as tw ayiw laparik,
(following the Holy One of Israel).

Note:v. 20: I broke your yoke (Ps. 107.16) as YHWH's saving acts,
and burst your bond (Ps. 107.14)



v. 7a» I brought you into a fruitful land
to enjoy its fruits and its goodness.

v.21a. I planted you as a Eorek vine
wholly a genuine seed.

The subject of these passages is YH1H Himself who initiates

the positive relationship between YHWH and Israel. It is Y >H who

remembered, brought and planted Israel, who acted in the salvation

history: His delivering them from Egypt, His leading them through

v/ilderness, His bringing them into the fruitful land.

The positive passages are described in contrast with the

negative in the antithetic parallelism (vv.7, 21):

v.7* I brought you into a fruitful land
to enjoy its fruits and its goodness.

But when you entered in, you defiled my land
you made my heritage an

abomination.

v.21. a Sorek vine,
wholly a genuine seed / a strange wild vine

v.2. following Me / following 'emptiness' (v.5)«

The most remarkable thought in this positive structure here
1 ^

is 'YHY.H's remembering' ( Tl"DT ) in v.2b. In the book of

Jeremiah, 'YHWH remembers' is mentioned elsewhere.

31 <20 'I still remember him' Ephraim).
34 'I remember their sin no more' (New Covenant passage).

14:21 'Remember thy covenant with us'.

The most important features of 'YHWH's remembering' are seen

1) cf. see further, pp, 309—311.



in the covenant relationship (31:34) and in the complaint or plea

(14:21) in these contexts.

ccording to the historical narnative of the wilderness-

period, Israel was unfaithful to YHvJI and murmured to Y. ,H,

rebelled and apostatized against YliK: . But YHTH revealed Himself

to Israel as their hod and guided them through the wilderness. Po
1)

that ' remember' indicates the forgiveness of sin - 'r remember

their sin no more* in the saving act of YHYTi, to keep and to renew

the covenant relationship with srael. -,t the same time '
2)

remember' is a divine appeal to Israel in order to actualize the

fcithful relationship here and now.

The positive structure and terms in Jeremiah ch.2 are based

on the mighty acts of YHr.H in Israel's salvation history."''

2. Negative structure and terminology.

The negative structure and terminology are found in most

parts of Jeremiah ch.2. '''here are two types of negative expression

one is the negative with ' K7 ' (not)^ and the other is the word

1) . .Chiids, lemory and Tradition in Israel, 1%2, p.41.
Me mentions that "there are several other examples of the
prophetic use of tr.e verb 'remember' within the context of
forgiveness."

2) . .Porteous, "Actualization and the rophetic Criticism of
the Cult", in hiving the Mystery, p. 127.

3) cl • See further, j5p. 353ff*

ith ' K1? ' : vv. , , 8, 8, 11, 11, 13, 2 , 23, 23, 24, 25,
30, 31, 34, 35.

with ' XVV : vv. , b, 19, 27, 39.
with ' KT Vn ' : v. 1 7/...
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which is negative in its meaning. These indicate the apostasy

and sin of Israel. The negative prophetic saying is a threat

(or judgement speech), announcing disaster and judgement on account
1)

of the sin and apostasy of Israel.

a. The apostasy.

In Jer.2 there are many expressions which designate other

godsx

" o-profit" (l^yi'-K5? w. 8, 11); "no-god" ( □,n,7K-Xl? v. 11);

"emptiness" ( 'punn v. 5); "strangers" ( □ 'TTv.25);

"Baal" ( v. 8); "Baals" ( v.2J>)

"your h Ods"which you made for yourself" ( "pnVK v. 2 );
"broken cisterns that can not hold water"

( tpnn 127K D*n3W3 mX3 v. 13).

2)These negative words serve to manifest the ineffectiveness

of gods, idols and apostasy, in contrast with the living G-od who

is Almighty:

.../'Elsewhere in the 0. T. , Dt.32, Hosea, i saph-Psalm 78.
Dt. 32:17 ' ot-Ood' ( nVx x5 ), v. 21 ( VK-K1?);
Hos. 1:9 ' !ot-I A!,'' ( n'nx-x1? : cf. Ex. 3:13, the name of

God).
On Israel: ' XV '-usage is frequent in Hosea, in Dt. 32 and
saph-Psalms.

ot-pitied ( nam xV : Hos. 1: ,8; 2:25);
'ot-My people ('ay X9 : Hos. 1:9, 9; 2:1, 25);
ot his children (Dt. 32:5, 1*3 a x9 )
ot-people (Dt. 32:21 □y-x9);
ot wise (Dt. 32:6, Hos. 13:13, xV )
ot faithful (Dt. 32:20, JBX-xV);
ot faithful (Ps. 78: , 37; cf. 22, 32 nmxa x5 ).

1) cf. G. I'ohrer, Introduction to the Old Testament, 1970, p. 353.

2) V. .Overholt, "The falsehood of Idolatry",JT. 1 6 ,1 9' 5. .1-12.7.



V. 11

v. 13

v. 8

- His (YHWH's) Glory / o-profit;

- the fountain of living water / broken cisterns;

- YHWH arid Me / Baal and No-profit.

b. The sin of Israel - the denial of YH H.

i. In the literary expression of the negative ' X1?

The sin of Israel is described in Israel's denial of YHWH

expressed by means of negation: -

v. 6. 'They did not ( X1? ) ask: "Y/here is YHWH?" '.

v.8. ""he priests did not (X*?) ask: "..here is YHT?"'.
'Those who handled the law did not ( XV ) know Me',

The sin of Israel is described in Israel's denial of YHWH

expressed by rejection of His accusation: -

v.23. 'How can you say, "I am not ( X5? ) defiled,
after Baals I have not ( X1? ) gone

v. 30. 'They took no ( X1? ) discipline.'

v.31. 'Why do My people say, " e roam.
"o ( XT?) more we will

come to Thee."'

v. 35. 'You say, "I am innocent:
Surely His anger is turned away from me."

'You say, "I have not ( X? ) sinned."'

ii. In the literary expression of the negative ' '0

an expression of this negative structure unique to Jeremiah

Oh.2 is the description of the "two sins" of Israel (v.13)

which occurs with " ot - but ( ' 0 X1? ) form" in the three¬

fold style, (vv.20, 25, 34)t1^
1) The Prophetic three-fold expression occurs here in the/...
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v.20b. 'I will not ( K1? ) serve (you),
out ( '0 ) (I will go) upon every high hill

and under every green tree.'

v.25. 'It is hopeless, Mo! (KlV),
but ( '0) I loved strange (gods)

and after them I will go.'

v. 34. 'You did not ( K1? ) get it by he usebreaking,
but ( 'D ) under eve -y oak.'

These passages indicate to evils: one is transgression

a ainst YHWH (vv.20, 25) and His 'mishpatim' (v. 34) ana the

other is apostasy.

iii. In the words which are negative in meaning.

The covenant-breaking: -

vv.13,17,19- 'The (you) forsake ( 13T7) e (YH'H, your
&od).'

vv. 8, 29. 'They (you) transgressed against e ( 17133 ). '

v. 32. 'My people forget Me ' ( *11~I).

v.27- 'They turned ( 133 ) their back t<- Me,
not their face.

The separation from YHWH: -

v.5. 'They departed far from Me
following "emptiness" and became empty.

.../"not - but" form.

cf. Josh.24:l8, 21, 24 - Three-fold expression of "we serve
Thee" ( niPP-TlX -T373 ).

be. 19i8; 24:3, 7 - Three-fold expression of "We will
do what you have said" ( m773 111' *1X7-"KMX *23 )•

All of these passages are concerned with covenant formulation
(Ex. 19,24 and Josh.24)or, in the case of Jer.ch.2 covenant
violation. cf# see further, pp. 370-371.

y cf ■*- ' ""



The three-fold sphere: -

In the Baal-cult:

v.7« 'You made My heritage an abomination.'

v.25« 'I loved "strangers" and after them I will go.'

v.27. 'They say to a stock. "You are my father",
and to a stone, "You have begotten Me".

In the legal sphere:

v.34« 'On the corners of yur robe there is
the life-blood of the (poor) innocent.'

(cf. Ex.23:6).
'You did not get it by housebreaking.'

(cf. Ex.22:1).

In the international sphere:

vv.18, 36. On the problem of Israelis relation with

Egypt and Assyria.

c* The disaster and .judgement.

v.27« 'And in the time of their disaster ( DD^~] )
they say, "Rise up and save us".'

v.28. 'Let them (idols) rise if they can save you
in the time of your disaster' ( ).

v.35« 'Behold, I will biding you to .judgement. '( Q3jZ?3 ).
v.37. 'lor, YHWH rejected those in whom you trusted,

and you shall not prosper through them.'

The disaster ( nyi ) will come from YHV/H upon Israel, because

of the evil ( yR ) of Israel. YHWH will bring them to judgement

because of their sin and apostasy. Then Israel will have no help

and salvation through their idols and no prosperity through them.
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The negative expression is used especially in the prophetic

judgement speech, to express the prophetic radical criticism of the

actual apostasy of Israel and to indicate the ineffectiveness of

idols.

These usages of the word ' K1? ' , however, belong to a special

tradition of negative expression which is found in Dt.32, Hosea,

-vsaph-Psalm (78) and Jeremiah, i.e. in the tradition which was

1)
preserved in the northern Kingdom Israel.

3. Rhetorical questions and Rib ( IP 1 ).

Frequent occurrence of rhetorical questions is a literary

characteristic of Jeremiah chapter 2. In the rhetorical-question

type, YH.'.H complains to Israel through His prophet Jeremiah that

Israel might become aware of its sin and apostasy and then repent.

YH.H's complaints (Rib) are expressed in the rhetorical question

and in the imperative.

a. Rhetorical questions: -

" HP » (what?) -

1) 0.Eissfeldt, Das Lied Moses Deuteronomium 32:1-43 and Das
Lehrgedicht Asaphs Psalm 78 samt einer Analyse der Umgebung
des Mose-Liedes, 1958, p. 8, n. 1.
He pointed out: "Da der Dichter unseres Liedes offeribar
Zusammensetzungen mit ' kV ' ( icht) liebt".

.J. uss, The Prophetic orrl of Hosea. BTAY, 111, 1969, pp. 88-
89.

In relation to the Decalogue:
;. ielsen, The Ten Commandments in New Perspective. ?BT 7, 1968.

J.J.rtamm & h.B.Andrew, The Ten Commandments in Recent Research.
£BT 2, 1967-
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v,5« '"hat iniquity did your fathers find in me?
v.18. What means this going to Egypt - ?

■■.hat means this going to Assyria - ?

v. 23. Know what you have done!

v.33. How well you direct your way
to seek for lovers!

v. 36. Why do you go about so much
to change your ways?

" rPK" ("here?)

v. 6. Never did they ask, "Where is YHVvlI?"
v.8. The priests did not ask, "V.here is YHvVH?"
v.28. .here are your gods which you made for yourself?

" HP *7 "

v.29. Why do you dispute (Rib) with me? (cf.Ex. 17:2)

" HPS"

v.21. How are you turned into bitterness
a strange wild vine?

v.23. How can you say, "I am not polluted?"

ti n» ?

v. 11. Has ever a nation changed its gods,
though they are not gods?

v* 32. rill a maid for et her ornament?

" K~l'7n "

v. 17. Have you not brought this upon you?

" yna as n»1'

1) ' '. 'I.Robinson, ",'nacrusis in Hebrew Poetry", BZAW 66, 193^/...



v.14. Ts Israel a servant,
or is he a house-born (slave)?

If not, why did he become as a prey?

v.31. Have I been a wilderness to Israel,
or a land of darkness?

If not, why do my people say
"we roam, no more we will come to

Thee?

b. Imperative style: -

In Jeremiah ch.2, there are some repetitions of words in the

imperative form. YHWH accuses Israel of sin and apostasy not

only in rhetorical questions but also in imperative style.

v. 10. Gross the isles of Kittim and see ( 1KH )
fend to Kedar and consider well,

See (l K~1 ) whether there has been anything like this

v. 19. Know and see ( 'KIT ' SH ) how bitterly evil it 's
that you have forsaken Me!

v.23. See ( ^X") ) your way in the valley,
know ( ) what you have done!

v. 31 • See ( ) "the word of YHWB (LXX : hear;!

According to the classical usage of 'see' in Ex.19:4 (motif of
1 )

the covenant witness) , 'see!' is YHWH's calling Israel as witness

in the 'oovenant-Rib'. Accusation in rhetorical question and

.../p.40. He pointed out that "interrogatives, especially
yilD DX H ' are characteristic of Jeremiah (cf.

2:31; 8:4-3; 12:1; 14:19; 30:6; 49:1).

.R.Driver, An Introduction to t~ie Literature of t e Old
Testament, 1897, p. 275-
e mentioned it as one of the "expressions characteristic of
Jeremiah". (2:14, 31; 8:4f, 19, 22; 14:19; 22:28; 49:1;
cf. 30:6).
..L.Holladay, "The so-called Deuteronomic gloss in Jer.8:19b",
VT 12, 1962, pp.494-498. He takes up this "form of three fold
question" under his consideration.

1) J.i'uilenburg, op.cit., (PSCF), VT_9, 1959, pp. 347-365, p. 355.



imperative is a characteristic element of the covenant-Rib form

- rhetorical questions frequently occur in the Rib form (Dt.

32:37, 6, 20; Hos. 6:4, 4; 11:8, 8).

1) cf. see further, pp. 159, 263-266.
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CHAPTER THREE

Form Analysis of Jeremiah Chapter 2.

I. A Survey of the Investigation.

A. Messenger Speech Form:

the contribution of L.K'dhler, J.Lindblom.

The application of form-criticism to the prophetic writings

has illuminated in a striking fashion the role of the prophet as

1)
YHWH's messenger.

A new period in the research on the Messenger Speech form of

the prophets begins with L.Kohler's and J.Lindblom's works.

Ludwig K'o'hler was among the first to demonstrate the existence
2)

of the prophetic "Botenspruch". In his classic analysis of the

stylistic elements in Deutero-Isaiah he isolated numerous passages

where the prophet assumes the role of a messenger and couches his

oracles in the standard messenger style; we have not only the

usual opening, 'koh amar YHY i' (thus says YHIH), followed by qualify¬

ing titles, but also the standard conclusion, 'ne'um YHViH' (the
oracle of YH ,;i). He finds in this message style an important

characterization of prophecy as such - the prophets are messengers.

1) cf. R.E.Clements, Prophecy and Covenant, SBT A3. 1965, P* 24«

2) L.Kohler, Deuterojesaja ,stilkritisch unter8ucht, BZAW 37, 1923-
~ Kleine Lichter, Zurich, 1945, P« 13*
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J.Lindblom investigated the oracle formula, a structural

element of the prophetic speech: the formula, 'koh amar YHWH' in

the book of Amos. He found that the phrase (namely, "thus says

YHWH) belongs exclusively to prophetic literature and prophetic

narratives.

"The formula originally may have served to introduce a
real oracle, later it is used to introduce every conceiv¬
able kind of prophetic statement. At last, it was generally
understood as a self-evident signature of a prophetic
statement. "1 /

•J.Lindblom pursues the origin of the formula by his comparative

study:

"The oracle formula 'thus says Yahweh' was commonly used
by the early prophets as an introduction to their oracles
and from them inherited by the classical prophets. T is
formula was no invention by the Hebrew prophets, but
belonged to the oracular terminology of the ancient
world."2)

The works of J.Lindblom and L.K'dhler apparently originated

entirely independent of each other though their results show

that they made the same discoveries - they discovered the connect¬

ion of the prophetic style with the messenger style.^

1) J.Lindblom, Die literarische G-attung der prophetischen
Literatur, 1924, p. 100f. - quoted from C.Westermann,
Basic Forms of Prophetic Speech, 1967, P« 36.

2) J.Lindblom, Prophecy in Ancient Israel. 1962, p. 103.

3) cf. C.Westermann, Basic Forms of Prophetic Speech. 1967,
p. 36.
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B. Prophetic Speech Form:

the contribution of H.Gunkel, H.W.Wolff,

R.B.Y. Scott, C. v'/estermann,

Since Hermann G-unkel's pioneer works, the forms of prophetic

speeches have been examined by the application of form-criticism

to the prophetic writings.

prophetic speech is the short saying, the short, single saying

which is in itself independent. He establishes two classes of

prophetic oraclest visions and auditions. The style of the

visions is the narrative; auditions are prophetic speeches that

are developed in an almost boundless variety of ways.

"Within the prophetic speeches an almost boundless diversity
prevails: promise and threat, a recounting of sins, admon¬
itions, Priestly Torah, historical retrospection, disputat-

rt lyrical passages, liturgies,

The question must arise: What is specifically the most

essential prophetic speech form? H.Gunkel pointed out two forms:

"For the great judgment prophets, the exposure of sins is
an important part of their sermon. There are whole
prophetic books such as Amos, which exhibit the essentials
of both of these genres: the threat (Drohrede) and the
reproach (Scheltrede)."3)

1) H.Gunkel, "Propheten lIB seit Amos", RGG^, pp. 1538-1554.

2) ibid., pp. 1552-4. Quoted from C.Westermann, op. cit. , p. 25«

3) Quoted from C.Westermann, op. cit., p. 28.

In his research, H.Gunkel1) found that the basic unit of
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He explained that the threat and reproach represent two

independent, originally and naturally separate genres which were

only secondarily brought into connection with each other by the

prophets. ^^
2)

H.W.Wolff ' made an extensive investigation of prophetic

speech forms, which paid cloae attention to "the place and the

form of the Begrundung (reason)"^ in the prophetic speeches." "Wolff

finds a 'simplest' form of the prophetic speech:

"In the simplest form the reason (Begrlindung), as a
declaratory sentence, is joined to the threat (Drohrede) .\
with laken ( ID*? ) alken ( ), or similar connectives."''

According to H.W.Wolff, "through the reason (BegrUndung), the
5)

prophet developed from a mere messenger into a mediator", and the

regular form of prophetic speech is a unity consisting of the

reason (Begrundung) and the announcement (Heils- und TJnheilsspriiche).

In his essay entitled "The Literary Stimcture of Isaiah's

Oracles", R.B.Y.Scott^ distinguishes five kinds of materials: -

1) cf. C.Westermann, op. cit.t pp. 29-30 (ET).

2) H.W.Wolff, "Die Begrundung der prophetischen Heils- und
Unheilsspruche", LAW 52. 1934, pp. 1-22.

3) H.W.Wolff used the term 'Begrundung' for 'Scheltrede' (reproach).

4) H.W.Wolff, op, cit.. p. 2.

5) cf. C.Westermann, op. cit., p. 38.

6) R.B.Y.Scott, "The Literary Structure of Isaiah's Oracles", in
T.H.Robinson-Festschrift,Studies in Old Testament Prophecy,
1950, pp. 175-86.
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1. Autobiographical Narratives in which oracles are

incorporated;

2. Private Oracles not included in Narratives, but attached

to "ublic Oracles, usually as their introduction;

3. ublic racles not included in Narratives;

4. Biographical Narratives (Primary);

5. Biographical ;narratives (Secondary).

He pointed out the four rimary forms of the prophetic oracle

- threat, reproach, promise and exhortation - represented in

saiah (1—39). The first two forms (threat and reproacn) are the

most frequent and appear in combination. The premises, for most

part, are later insertions.

1. '-.'he r-o orouch is very often introduced by a word 'hoy' ( )
" oe! Oh!" or "Hear ye, introducing a complaint. die

core of the reproach is a literally described complaint.

2. "he threat begins with kx ( 'D ) or hinne Hlin , HUH)
and sometimes is linked to the reproach by laken ( ).

3. The promise is heralded frequently by a phrase such a3 'in

that day', 'at that time', and is based upon the preceding

oracle (a threat) and declares the fulfilment of the divine

purpose 'in that day'.

1. The exhortation is represented by two examples combined with

promises, one combined with a threat, and one combined with a

reproach.

cott recognized that the most dominant form of prophetic
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oracles in Isaiah is the combination of the Reproach and the

1)
Threat whose core is a complaint.

2)
In his book Basic Forms of Prophetic Speech, Claus Vestermann

distinguishes three majur kinds of speech in the prophetic books.^

1. Accounts (prophetic legend), either autobiographical or

biographical;

2. Prophetic speeches, either judgement or salvation speech;

3. Utterances from a man to Uod, either in the praise of

G-od or in lament.

C .Y.estermann e phasized three points in relation to the

prophetic speeches: the prophetic speech as the messenger speech,

'derichtsrede' as the basic form of prophetic speech, and

tradition and the individual personality.

(l) The prophetic speech as a messenger speech: -

C.Westermann followed the view of J.Lindblom and L.K'dhler

4)
and confirmed it with comparative study on Mari-letters.

1 ) On the relation between Reproach and Threat dunkel explained
that the Threat (Drohrede) and the Reproach (Scheltrede) are
originally separate and independent, but secondarily brought
into connection by the prophets. H.W.Wolff changed the term
'Scheltrede' (reproach) into 'Begrlindung' (reason) and
explained that the regular form of prophetic speech is a
unity consisting of the reason (Begriindung) and the threat
(Drohrede).

2) C.Vs'estermann, Basic forms cf Prophetic Speech. 1967.

3) ibid., p. 90, cf. Robert Davidson, Biblical Criticism, 1970,
p. 94.

4) ibid., pp. 98f. , 115f»
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(2) " -erichtsrede" as the basic form of prophetic speech, was

the answer to the question "What is the specific form of prophetic

speech?" C.Westermann classified it into two types of judgement

speech: one is 'against individuals' (Jl) and the other is its

developed form - 'against Israel' (JN). He analysed some elements

of Jl-structure with three examples (Am. 7J16—17; I Ki.21:18—191

II Ki. 1:3-4): Commissioning of the messenger, Summon to hear,
1)

Accusation, Messenger formula, Announcement. He agrees with

H."W. olff that the origin of the speech is to be sought in the

regular legal procedure. In JN-speech changes take place. A new

and freer formation arises.

(3) The relation between tradition and the individual personality

of the prophets; - He recognized that the judgement speeches vary

according to each prophet. In the tradition of the prophetic

speeches, "the most have a special and independent character through
2)

all kinds of variations of the basic form". Therefore, he con¬

cludes: -

"The form-historical investigation of written prophecy
should start with the definition and treatment of these

variations, but this cannot be carried through to
completion here."3)

Let us examine the particular forms which this tradition takes

in Jeremiah ch.2: the prophetic speech form, and the covenant Rib

form.

1) ibid., p. 130.

2) ibid., pp. 173-4.

3) ibid., p. 176.
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In Jeremiah Ch. 2 we may find many of its characteristic

prophetic speech forms in the materials of either prose and

poetry sections. The prose section in Jeremiah ch.2 may be class-

ified in the A (autobiographical redactor) group.

A. The Prophetic Speech formula in Jeremiah ch.2.

In his book entitled Jahwewort und prophetische Rede bei

1)
Jeremia. H. Wildberger dealing with all the formulae said: -

"A complete account of a revelation that has come to the
prophet is composed of the following elements:

a. Revelation-formula (die Revelationsformel)
b. Prophetic commission (Prophetenbefehl)
c. Summons (Hear the word of YHWH) (Aufruf)
d. Messenger formula (Botenformel)
e. Messenger speech (Botenspruch) ?\
f. Middle or concluding formula (Zwischenformel, Endformel)."

Following the analysis by H.Wildberger, we may classify the

prophetic speech forms in Jeremiah Ch.2:1-3 first of all.

1. Revelation formula - Jer. 2:1

'The word of YHWH came to me. '

2. Prophetic commissioning formula - Jer. 2:2

'G-o and proclaim in the hearing of Jerusalem. '

3. Messenger formula - Jer. 2:2

'Thus says YHWH.•

4. Messenger speech - Jer. 2:2-3

'I remember - .'

1) H.Wildberger, Jahwewort und prophetische Rede bei Jeremia. 1942.

2) ibid., p. 49.
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5. Concluding formula - Jer. 2:3

'The very oracle of YH H.'

105

In the second section of Jeremiah 2:4-37 the classification may

be made as follows: -

1. Proclamation formula - Jer. 2:4 (G. L. 2:31)

'Hear the word of YHWH.'

2. Messenger formula - Jer. 2:5 (&.L. 2:31)

'Thus says YHWH.'

3. Messenger speech - Jer. 2:5b-13; 14-19; 20-22; 23-28;

29-30; 31-37

Rib form (covenant-Rib form) - ( IP "1 : Jer. 2:9, 29)

Judgement speech formula - (with]!}1? ) (Jer. 2:33)

4* Middle oracle formula - Jer. 2:9, 29 (G.L. 2:19)

'Oracle of YHWH.'

5. Concluding formula - Jer. 2:19, 22 (G.L. 2:17)

From the comparative study of MT and LXX texts a problem

arise s: -

1. The LXX begins this chapter (2) simply with 'And he said
2~)

"Thus says YHWH"'. Revelation formula (Jer. 2:1) and

commissioning formula (2:2) are absent in the LXX,

2. In the LXX (Jer. 2:31) 'proclamation formula' and 'messenger

formula' oc cur.

1) The NEB translates it with 'This is the very word of the Lord'
. (w.3, 19, 22).

2 See further, 30 50 110f#3) See further, 3g



3. In the LXX another oracle formula occurs in v. 17 and v.19«

It is a question whether the oracle formula in v.17 is

originally a concluding formula and v.17c-19 is additional, or

not.

In the literary analysis of the text another problem arises.

The prophetic speech forms are found in prose and poetry sections:

1. Revelation formula (Jer. 2:1) and commissioning formula (2:2)

occur in the prose section of the MT, in particular, in the

A (autobiographica.1 redactor) group.

2. The simple messenger formula and oracle formula occur in the

poetry section.

Thus we are confronted with editorial and transmission

problems. ^''

It is clearly stated in the biographical narrative of Jeremiah

(Jer. 3^) that Baruch wrote the 'Ur-Scroll' of the prophetic speech

of Jeremiah: -

"Jeremiah called Baruch the son of Neriah, and Baruch
wrote upon a scroll at the dictation of Jeremiah all the
words of YH.VH which he had spoken to him." (36:4)

Jehoiakim the king of Judah

"cut (the pieces of the "Ur-Scroll") off with a penknife
and threw them into the fire in the brazier, until the
entire scroll was consumed in the fire that was in the
brazier." (v.23)

1) C.Rietzschel, Das Problem der IJrrolle. 1966.
T.H.Robinson, "Baruch's croll", rAV. 42. 1924, pp. 209-221.
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"Then Jeremiah took another scroll and gave it to
Baruch the scribe, who wrote on it at the dictation of
Jeremiah all the words of the scroll which Jehoiakim
king of Judah had burned in the fire; and many similar
words were added to them." (36:32)

There is a long history in the transmission of the text from Baruch

to the period of the destruction of the temple when the Massoretic

type became dominant (A.D. 70-130).

Even though we have such text-problems we must examine the

prophetic speech in its form and meaning.

2)
1. YH.-H's oracle formula.

YHWH's oracle formula mrP-DSH occurs most frequently in the

book of Jeremiah.^ In Jaremiah ch.2 this formula occurs five

times. We may classify this oracle formula as follows: -

I. The oracle of YK H and its variation.

1. The oracle of YH..H ( mrP-QKl ) 2:3, 9, 12, 29;

2. The oracle of the Lord YHAH ( mrP-'lTK ) 2:22;

3. The oracle of the Lord YHY.H of hosts (mOX Hin' 'UK)

2:19.

1) L.H.Goshen-G-ottstein, The Book of Isaiah, The Hebrew University
Bible Project, 19&5, PP» 13-14.

2) On YHWH's oracle formula: -

R.Rendtorff, "Sum Gebrauch der Formel ne'um jahwe im Jeremia-
buch", ZAW 66, 1954, pp. 27-37.

F.Baumgartel, "Die 'crmel ne'um jahwe", SAY 73. 19^1, pp. 277-
289. "Su den Gottesnamen in Biichern Jer- mia und Ezekiel", in
Rudolph-Festschrift' Ve-bannung und HaimKehr, Tubingen, 1961,
pp. 1-29.

3) cf. Appendix A, pp. 134-137.
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II. The place of the oracle formula in the prophetic speech:

1. ending (concluding formula);

a. single form, 2:12 (with ' D );

b. with rhetorical question ( HQ1? ), 2:29;

c. witn 'introductory messenger formula'

( mn' TO HD), 2:2-3, 2:4-19 (2:4-13 +

14-19).1j

2. middle; in the parallelism, 2:9.

There is no occurrence of the heading usage in Jeremiah ch.

2)
2. This formula is not always used with 'koh amar YHAH', but

rather in simple form to emphasize the prophetic messenger speech

as the word of YHWH. A question arises: What is the background

of this formula? The personal usage of the oracle is found in the

Cld Testament: in the oracle of Balaam (Num. 24s3-24).

The oracle of Balaam is the earliest example of this formula

in the Old Testament, and also it has some links with Jeremiah ch.2.

Then we must examine to find out the characteristics of the oracle

of Balaam in relation to Jeremiah ch.2.

Oracle of Balaam (Num. 24:3-24).

It is clearly introduced by the word 'ne'um (oracle), which

appears in prophetic sayings as a transitional or concluding

1) J.Bright, Jeremiah, AncB, p. 17.

2:4-13 section is second masculine pi.; 2:14-19 is second
feminine singular. These verses belong together and have their
own introduction (4, 5) and its concluding formula (19).

2) cf. Appendix A, -|yjm
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formula. I4, has similarities with Jeremiah ch. 2 in its literary

characteristics; -

2)
a. '0 Jacob' and '0 Israel' (v.5) occur in parallelism , (Num.

24:5, 17, 18-9). This usage seems to be the tradition of

Sinai-Horeb-periCope, (Ex. 19:3; cf. Dt. 32:8-9, Asaph-Ps.

78:5, 21, 71} 81:5, 105:10, 23; Jer. 2:4; Hos. 12:13).

b. The Exodus-tradition is cited here (Num. 24:8; 23:22),

'God brings ( K'YIft) him out of Egypt', (cf. Jer. 2:6).

c. Assonance repetitions occur"^ : -

Oracle of Balaam, Oracle of the man whose sight is clear

(vv.3, 15) ( DK31 , DK3 ) ;

'• racle of listener to the words of God, (vv.4, 16) (OXJ );
See the vision of the Almighty (vv.4, 16b) ( nTH' ilTHQ );

Blessed be every one who blesses you (v. 9) ( "pID );
Pursed be every one who curses you (v.9) ( 11 "IX :""p"THK )»
knows the knowledge of the Most High (v.l6a) ( Jiyi ; ).

d. Rhetorical question form occurs (v. 9).^
'Who will rouse him up?' ( HD1',?'' ('D) Jer. 2:28).

1) G.Fohrer, Introduction to the Old Testament, 1970, p. 353.

2) S.R.Driver, Exodus. CamB., pp. 169-70.
- "Jacob, as a poet.synonym of 'Israel' occurs also eften
besides in the prophets, in the Pant, only in Gen. 49:7, Nu.
23:7, 10, 21, 23, 24:5, 17, 19, Dt. 33:4," 10, 28)."

3) On the ceremonial character of the message style:
M.Noth, Beyerlin, J.Muilenburg.

W.F.Albright, Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan, London, I968,p.l3«

4) cf. see further, pp. 265, 93f.
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e. The oracle against nations is parallel with the one in

Jeremiah. Num. 24:17,

"He shall crush the forehead of Koab,
break down ( ) all the sons of Sheth"

( nw ).

Jer. 48:45,

"He has destroyed the forehead of Moab,
the crown ( *757p ' of the 30ns of tumult"

( jw).

f. Balaam was a person who recited a poetical parable,
2)

( VffiD W • Num. 24:3).

Thus it seems clear that there are literary and tradition

links between the oracle of Balaam and Jeremiah 2, which have

Exodus and inai traditions, repetition style, rhetorical question

and puophetic poetry in common.

2. Introductory Messenger Formula.

The introductory messenger formula " HIH' PD" (thus says

YHWH) occurs most frequently in the book of Jeremiah. In Jeremiah

ch. 2 it occurs twice in the MT (vv.2, 5) and the LXX (w.5, 31)»

1) ' ' (head, crown of head) occurs esp. in poet.:
Gen. 49:26 (Jacob's blessing) = Dt. 33:16 ( oses' blessing),
Is. 3:17 (Rib : v.13), Jer. 2:16. 48:45.

2) The book of Jeremiah has a link with 'the book of the wars of
YH'.H' (Num. 21:14), 'a certain poem which bards sing' (Num.
21:27f.) CPVSTD Jer- 48:46, Yum. 21:29.

3) See Appendix B, pp. 138-140.
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In ch.2:2 this messenger formula is put at the beginning of

the messenger speech (vv.2b-3) and used with the concluding

formula "ne'um YH'.YH" ( Pl'in'' 0X1 ).

In ch.2:5 the messenger formula occurs at the beginning of

the prophetic speech (vv.5-19)•

This messenger formula occurs neither at the end nor in the

middle of the messenger speech, but only at the beginning.

New research on the prophetic speech forms begins with
1 )

L.hhhler's and J.Lindblom's wurks. Both of them paid attention

to the messenger speech form. L.KcShler called it 'the introduct¬

ory formula', and J.Lindblom 'the oracle formula'.

2)
In new introductions to the Old Testament this formula is

taken up by A.Bentzen (1948), O.Eissfeldtt (1934, ST.1965),

A.Weiser (1948, ET.1961), G-.b. Anders on (i960), and &. Pohrer (1965,

ST.1968).

Bentzen said in his Introduction to the Old Testament: -

1) L.Kb'hler, Kleine Lichter. 1945»
Deutero.iesa.ia: stilkritisch untersucht, BPA/ 37. 1923*

J.Lindblom, Prophecy in Ancient Israel, 1962.

2) A.Bentzen, Introduction to the Old Testament, 1948, Vol.1,
p. 198.

O.Eissfeldt, The Old Testament : An Introduction, 1965, p. 78.

A.Vveiser, Introduction to the 0. T, , 1961, pp. 47-48.

G-. . nderson, A Critical Introduction to the O.T. , London, 1960,
p. 100.

&.Pohrer, op. cit. . p. 350.
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"?/e have to notice that the prophetic oracle like
other types of literature has its specific formulas
characterizing it as a word of Yahweh, i.e. the well-
known phrases 'thus saith the Lord' - at the beginning

F.Baumgartel pointed out that this scheme 'koh amar YHWH -

ne'um YHWil' obviously belongs initially to the diction of the
2)

"Schriftpropheten".

3. Revelation formula.

The revelation formula ( Tl'V the word of

YHi,iH came to N.I<) occurs very often in the book of Jeremiah.' '
There are three kinds of this formula (autobiographical, biograph-

3)
ical, and Jeremiah-the-prophet-style). In Jeremiah ch.2:1 the

'autobiographical-word revelation formula' occurs in the MT, but

4)
in tho oXX the primitive form is preserved.

The autobiographical word revelation formula includes the

following characteristics: -

a. The prophetic call of Jeremiah (ch. 1:4-19);

b. The symbolic action of Jeremiah (13M-11; 16:1—9;

18:1-12; 32:6-15);

c. The prophetic vision of Jeremiah (24:1-7)»

These are all described in 'A^' sources (autobiographical redaction)?

1) A.Bentzen, op, cit. . p. 198.

2) F.Baumgartel, op. cit. . ZAV> 73. 1961, p. 284.

3) See Appendix C. Editorial Revelation Formula, 0p. 141-144.

4) See further, pp. 30> 50.
5) cf. p. 65. 1

J.Bright classified with symbol A and explained:/...
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Recent studies of 'form criticism' have shed new light upon

1)
the word-revelation formula. This formula is varyingly called

'Revelation-Formula' (Revelationsformel) by H.Wildberger, 'Formula

of receiving God's word' (Wortempfangsformel) by Reventlow and

K.Koch, and 'Word event formula' by Zimmerli. S.Mowinckel inter¬

prets this Hebrew expression as 'the word of Jahveh became active
2)

reality for N.N.',

What is the background of this revelation formula?

a. In many texts in Samuel and Kings we find it in a narrative

context, reporting in the third person that the word of YHWH

had come to a prophet.^' In Ezekiel this formula appears

L)
exclusively in the first person formulation. In Jeremiah

we can find this formula either in the third person (biograph¬

ical) or in the first person (autobiographical).

.../"I suggest, that a special category be created for them
and that we call this category (provisionally) A*'. I
believe that this material dad a history in some ways
parallel to that of A. Whereas in A we have the remembered
and recorded public utterance of Jeremiah, here we have his
personal reminiscences, either as set down by himself or
as recorded by his disciples."

(J.Bright, "The Prophetic Reminiscence: its place and function
in the book of Jeremiah," 1966, p. 19«)

1) H.Wildberger, op, cit., p. 49.

H.G.Reventlow, "Prophetenamt und Mittleramt", ZThK $8, 1961,
p. 274.

K.Koch, The Growth of the Biblical tradition, 1969, p. 202.

W.Zimmerli, "The Special Form- and Traditio-Historical
Character of Ezekiel's Prophecy", VT 15. 1965, pp. 515-527.

2) S.Mowinckel, Die Erkenntnis Gottes bei den Propheten.1941. p.19.

3) See further, p#

4) W.Zimmerli, op. cit.. p. 516.
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1)
b. As to this formula (word revelation) there is a discussion

whether this is an addition by later redactors or comes from

an older source of tradition. It seems that this formula has

been transmitted orally among the disciples of the prophets

and written by redactors using the biographical or autobio¬

graphical style.

c. According to "the law of prophets" in Deuteronomy 18:22, it

is written,

"Yv'hen a prophet speaks in the name of the Lord, if
the word does not come to pass (n'lT ) or come true
( K13') that is a word which the Lord has not spoken."

So when prophets themselves or disciples of prophets or

redactors make sure that he (the prophet) is a true prophet

of YHAH, they should emphasize the criterion 'the word of

YHWH to him came to pass ( rpiT ) or came true ( KTD'' ).

What is the characteristic of this word revelation formula in

2:1?

It is written in 'autobiographical discourses' (A ).

This is not only a simple introduction formula of a prophetic

speech, but rather based upon the personal call experience of

the prophet Jeremiah himself.

1) K.Koch, op. cit.. p. 202. He insists that the 'formula for
receiving God's word' could perhaps be explained as an addition
by later redactors.

O.H. Steck, "tiberlieferung und Zeitgeschichte in den Elia-
KrzahIungen"T~4 Ar;r a, 1968, P. U2\
"die kormein _ doch bei den altesten ihm verbundenen Tradenten
verwendet wurden".

Jer.

a.
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b. This appears in the prophetic speech of Jeremiah. It indicates

that the prophetic speech of Jeremiah is completely dependent

on the word revelation of YHWH.

The prophet wants to emphasize his own experience that he has

been invaded by One who is greater than he. 'The word of YHY.H has
1)

come over me. ' The whole accent lies on the word of YHWH.

Note on the 'Revelation formula' ( -'PK mrP-ITT 'H* 1

2)
elsewhere in the Old Testament.

Samuel - I Sam.15:10

Nathan - 2 Sam.7:4 = I Chr.17:3

G-ad - 2 Sam. 24:11

Shemaiah - I Kings 12:22 = 2 Ghr.11:2, 2 Chr.12:7

The prophet in Bethel - I Kings 13:20

Jehu the son of Hanani - I Kings 16:1

Elija - I Ki.17:2,8, 18:1, 21:17,28

Isaiah - Is. 38:4 = 2 Ki.20:4

Ezekiel (50t) -Ez.1:3» 3:16, 6:1, 7:1, 11:14, 12:1,8,17,

21,26; 13:1, 14:2,12, 15:1, 1.6:1, 17:1,11,

18:1, 20:2, 21:1,6,13,23, 22:1,17,23, 23:1,

24:1,15,20, 25:1, 26:1, 27:1, 28:1,11,20,

29:1,17, 30:1,20, 31:1, 32:1,17, 33=1,23,

34:1, 35M, 36:16, 37:15, 38:1.

Hosea - Hos.1:1

1) cf. W. Zimmerli, op. cit., p. 527^

2) On the 'Revelation Formula' in the book of Jeremiah,
see further, pp# ^1-144 (Appendix C).
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Joel - Joel 1:1

Jonah - Jon.1:1, 3:1

Micah - Mic.1:1

Zephaniah ■
- Zeph.1:1

Haggai - Hag. 2:20

Zechariah •- Zeoh. 1:1,7, 4:8, 6:9, 7:1,4,8, 8:1,18,

In Ezekiel only the autobiographical word revelation formula

appears (in the first person formulation), and moreover with very

great frequency.

In Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Hosea, Joel, Jonah, Micah, Fephaniah,

Zechariah, this revelation formula is written in the beginning of

the prophetic books. It seems to be 'editorial' revelation

formula to make them 'YHWH's prophet'.

4. Prophetic commissioning formula.

The prophetic commissioning formula occurs once in Jeremiah
1)

ch. 2.2» MT„:: 'Go and proclaim in the hearing of Jerusalem.'

This formula which is the infinitive absolute of the verb

( "pVn ) followed by the perfect consecutive occurs often in the
2)book of Jeremiah and elsewhere.

1) In the LXX this is not found.

2) 'Go and wash' ( JlXnYl 11 Vn ) II Kings 5:10.
The commissioning formula is connected with the 'prophetic
personal call experience'.
Hos. 1:2 - Go, take to yourself a wife ( "[V-np 1 *? )

3:1 - Go, again love a woman ( b n X "j V T) V )
Is. 6:9 - Go, and say to this people ( man -\ 5 )
Am. 7:15 - Go, and prophesy to my people Israel ( XbUn "J1? )
Jer. 1:7 - You shall go - and you shall speak ( Tbtri "jVn )
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a. 'Go and proclaim' ( nmp : Jer.2:2, 3:12 (AutoB)

b. 'Go and buy' ( rimp ■pVn : Jer.13:1,19:1 (AutoB)

c. •Go and stand' ( mom "I *70 : Jer.17:19 (AutoB)

d. 'Go and say' ( mom -p'pn : Jer.28:13, 34:2, 35:13

39:16 (B)

e. •Go and speak' ( mm : Jer.35:2, 2 Sam.24:12,

Is. 38:5 (B)

This commissioning formula is described in the autobiograph¬

ical (AutoB) or biographical (B) prose section, and between the
1)

revelation formula and messenger formula.

Jer.2:1 - 'The word of YHWH came to me' (revelation formula).

2 - 'G-o and proclaim in the hearing of Jerusalem'.

"thus says YHWH". (messenger formula).

What are the characteristics of the prophetic commissioning

2)
formula in Jeremiah ch.2:2?

1) In biographical prose narrative it occurs with revelation
formula and messenger formula.
Jer. 28:13 - *The word of YHWH came to Jeremiah,

'Go, tell Hananiah,
"thus says YHWH"'.

Jer.34s 1-2 'The word which came to Jeremiah from YHWH
thus says YHW , the God of Israel
Go and speak to Zedekiah.'

In autobiographical prose it is simply written with ''nd YHWH
said to me' or 'thus says YHWH', except Jer.2:2 (MT, not LXl).
Jer. 3'-12 "And YHWH said to me, 'Go and proclaim".'
Jer.13'1 "Thus said YHWH to me, 'Go and buy'".
Jer.17:19 "Thus said YHWH to me, 'Go and stand'".

2) I use this term 'commissioning' for 'Go and say' or 'you shall
say' in the prophetic speech form, following C.Westermann.
C. .Vestermann, Basic Forms of Prophetic Speech, pp. 100, 103.



a. Its combination with 'Go' and 'proclaim'.

The term 'proclaim' ( Kip ) is employed to indicate a public
1)

speech or sarmon in a public place. Here it is xn

Jerusalem.

b. Such a phrase indicates that the prophetic speech or sermon

was based upon a personal reception of the revelation, and

when and wherever the formula accurs, it indicates that the

following speech was publicly proclaimed as what YHWH had

ordered the prophet to go and say.

c. This prophetic commissioning formula (Jer. 2:2) must be

connected with Jeremiah's prophetic personal call-experience

as well as Hosea's (Hos. 1:2, 3:1), Isaiah's (is. 6:9), and

Amos's (Am. 7:15)•

2)
d. The editor responsible for the autobiographical style put

this prophetic commissioning formula in the prophetic messen-ier

form to emphasize that Jeremiah is really a true prophet of

W.ll and a messenger of YHWH proclaiming YF .Ii's authoritative

word.

1) cf. J.Lindblom, Prophecy in Ancient Israel, p. 153.
BDB explains that the meaning of ' K1j?' here is to make
proclamation (Jer. 2:2; Jud. 7:3» etc.). Another meaning
is to read aloud (often with ' 'ITKj !) a roll, book
(Jer. 36:6, 8, 14, 15, 21, 23).

2) The editorial usage of this term reminds us of the redaction
history in connection with reading ( Kip ) the 'Ur-Scroll' in
the Jerusalem Temple and the additional words which were
written in the second scroll (Jer. 36).
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1)

ch. 2.

The proclamation formula ('Hear the word of ' r! H' -"HI *l!7Dt7

p;
3)

2)
mn' ) occurs frequently in the book of Jeremiah, and once in

2:4 'Hear the word of YHwH, 0 house of Jacob,
all families in the house of

Israel.'

This proclamation formula includes the following characterist¬

ics: -

a. It appears with the messenger formula.

i. with 'thus says YH,H' ( mrP HD )

2:4-5, 10:1-2, 17:20-21, 21:11-12, 22:2-3, 29-30,

34:4.

1) H.W.Wolff, Hosea. BK, pp. 82-3. He called it 'Proklamations-
formel'.

J.L.Kays, Hosea, OTL, p. 5. He called it 'Proclamation
formula'.

H.Wildberger, op. cit. , p. 49. He used another term 'Aufruf
(Summons).

2) Lisowsky, 2:4, 7:2, 9:19, 10:1, 17:20, 19:3, 21:11,
22:2, 29, 29:20, 31:10, 34:4, 42:15, 44:24, 26.

O.Grether, Name und «ort G-ottes im A.T. , BZAW 64, 1934, p. 69.
He did not mention Jer. 10:1 among themJ^Josh.3:9 .

In the 0.T. elsewhere: -
Joshua - Josh. 3:9
Micaiah - I Ki. 22:19 = 2 Chr. 18518
Elisha - 2 Ki. 7:1
Isaiah - Is. 1:10, 28:14, 39:5 = 2 Ki. 20:16, Is. 66:5
Ezekiel - Ez. 6:3, 13:2, 16:35, 21:3, 25:3, 34:7, 9,

36:1, 4, 37:4
Hosea - Hos. 4:1, (5:1)
Amos - Am. 3:1, 4:1, 7:16, 8:4 (11).

3) Jer. 2:31 LXX (Latin) read dxouoUTe ( I70C ) for IK "I
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ii. with 'thus says YHWH of hosts God of Israel'

( tiVk mxax mrp tox ro )

7:2-3, 19:3, 29:20-21, 42:15, 44:24-25-

b. It occurs with the covenant conditional phrase 'if' and

'if not'.

- with 'if' ( DK ), 17:24 ('if you listen to Me'),

22:4, 7:5, 42:15b, 44:26b.
- with 'if not' ( K? OK), 17:27 ('if you do not listen to

Me'), 22:5.

What is the background of this formula?

1. Gultic background (of covenant renewal or penitential
• N 0service).

a. e may find a similar formula in Ps. 50:7, 81:9, Dt.6:4«

Ps.50:7 - 'Hear 0 My people, and I will speak, 0 Israel'.
81:9 - 'Hear, 0 My people, - 0 Israel'.

Dt. 6:4 - 'Hear, 0 Israel, YHWH our God is one Lord'.

'My people' indicates 'covenant people' of YH , and

2)'YHWH our God' means 'covenant God' of Israel. The theme

of these passages is the confirmation of the covenant

relationship between YHWH and Israel.

'0 Israel, if you would but listen to me!'
(Ps. 81:9b).

This 'proclamation formula' occurred in the covenant

renewal festival. The most important prerequisite for

the renewal is precisely faithfulness to YH>7H"^ (to listen

to the word of YHWH).

0 Pp. 288ff.
2) H. -J.Iiraus, Psalmen, I. p. 376.
3) cf. A.Weiser, The Psalms. OTL, p. 394-
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b. This is based on the ancient covenant tradition (Ex.19-
1 )3-8). The finai covenant includes a condition: 'Nov?

if you will obey my voice'.

2. Legal background of Torah.

We can find the same formula in Hos. 4:1 (of. Jer. 21:11-12,

22:2-3). The violation against Torahis mentioned in Hos. 4:2 : -

Hos.4:1 - 'Hear the word of YHWH, 0 people of Israel:
For YHWH has Rib ( H''l) with the inhabitants

of the land.
There is no faithfulness or kindness,

and no knowledge of God in the land.
2 - there is swearing, lying, killing,

stealing, and committing adultery;
they break all bounds and murder follows murder.'

2)
These are corresponding to the decalogue. In the actual

circumstances of Israel's breaking the covenant and Tora^ the

prophets (Hosea, Jeremiah) proclaimed the covenant Rib speech

(Hos. 4:1f. , Jer. 2).

3. Faith in the living God.

In Josh.3:9 - 'And Joshua said to the people of Israel,
"Hear the words of YHWH your God"

And Joshua said, "Hereby you shall know
that the living od is among you '

The proclamation formula is connected with (faith in the liv¬

ing God' who reveals Himself in the saving history by mighty acts:

Am.3:1 - 'Hear this word that YHWH has spoken against you,
C people of Israel, against the whole family i/hich
I brought up (TP^n) out of the land of Egypt. '

1) See further,pp. 236ff.
2) "Killing" (cf. 6th : Sx.20:13, Dt.5:l7,

" tealing" (cf. 8th : Ex.20:15, Dt.5:l9,
"adultery" (cf. 7th : Ex.20:14, Dt.5.18,

nnn rV )
H31J1 RV )
^Kun R*P )
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4. Proclamation of Judgement.

when the people did not listen to the word of YH H, for this

disobedience, YHWH brought evil (judgement) upon the people; -

'Micaiah said, "therefore ( ]d't) hear the word of T" "r.,
YHVVP has spoken evil concerning you.' (I Kings 22:19,23)

What are the characteristics of the proclamation formula in

Jeremiah ch. 2:4?

a. The Sinai covenant tradition : The synonymous parallel¬

ism of Jacob/Israel is a Sinai-Horeb tradition which

occurs in Ex. 19:3b.

b. It is not only the proclamation of prophetic speech, but

also the indication of covenant-Rib (the breach of

covenant).

c. This proclamation formula manifests faith in the living

God (v. 13), Yrl'VH who acts in the salvation history

(v.6-7).1 ^

6. Messenger Speech Formula.

The BHK 3 made the distinction between prose and poetry in the

text of Jeremiah ch.2 and recent translations have followed it.

The prose oracles in Jeremiah 2 may be classified in 'autobio-
R 2)

graphical redaction' (symbol A ). Prophetic speech formulae
p

occur in this A' discourse in Jeremian ch.2, namely 'the revelation

1) See further? pp> 353ff.

2) See p. 65.
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formula', 'the prophetic commissioning formula', 't e introduct-
1)

ory messenger formula', and 'the proclamation formula'.

In the poetic section, prophetic speech is described as t e

"message" itself. In the prose section a change arises: the centre

of interest is shifted from the message to the prophet as the

messenger of YHwH.

'The word of YH , H came to me'
'Go and proclaim in the hearing of Jerusalem'
•Thus says YHV/H'
'Hear the word of YH,H, 0 house of Jacob,

and all the families of the house
of Israel'.

What is important is the change in the idea of what went to

2)
make a prophet a messen er of YHWH. The traditional 'messenger

formula' which is used inside and outside of the Bible is Iffound

by the comparative study of Mari text and the 0. T. But we must

discover the uniqueness and distinctiveness of the prophetic speech

form in Jeremiah ch.2. Then we must consider three problems: -

a. The messenger formula in ancient Israel.

b. The messenger formula in the Mari texts.

c. The uniqueness of the prophetic speech formula in

Jeremiah ch.2.

a. The messenger formula in ancient Israel.

The messenger formula was commonly used by the early prophets

1) See further, pp. H2f. , 1l6f., 11Of., 119f.

2) G.von Rad, Old Testament Theology, Vol.11, p. 197.



as an introduction to their oracles and from them inherited by the

classical prophets. This formula was no invention by the prophets

of Israel, but belonged to the oracular terminology of the ancient
1)

world. In the Old Testament there are many examples of this

stylistic peculiarity; -

i) Jacob's case in Genesis 32:4-5.

Report of the sending: And Jacob sent messengers before

him.

Addressee: to Esau his brother.

Place: in the land of feir, the country

of Edom.

Introduction to the

commissioning:

Commissioning of the

messenger:

Introductory messenger

formula:

Messenger's speech:

instructing them.

thus you shall say to my lord Esau.

thus says your servant Jacob.

I have sojourned with Laban, -

ii) Joseph's case in Gen. 45:4, 9.

Report of the sending: Joseph said to his brothers

"Haste (you)

Addressee: to my father.

1) J.nindblom, op. cit., p. 103.

L.Kohler, Deuterojesaja, stilkritisch untersucht, 1923,
pp. 102-5.
Kleine Lichter, 1945» pp. 13-17.

C.v,estermann, op. cit. . pp. 98-115*



Commissioning: and say to him.

Introductory messenger

formula: thus says your son Joseph.

Messenger's speech

report and imperative: G-od has made me lord of all Dgypt.

These occur in narratives, and the sender is not YIT .1 hut

Jacob and Joseph. Another example is offered by the Balaam story

in Num. 22:5f.

b. Messenger speech in the Mari-letters.

The recent studies on the Mari texts have been shedding

special light on such Old Testament fields of study as covenant-

2) 3)
making , and prophecy , as well as the

1) Information concerning Mari-letters in outline: -

H.Lewy, "Mari", in IBP.
.Rollig, "Mari", in RGC 3 ed. . Vol.4, i960, pp. 7^-747.

D.N.Freedman, "Mari", in HDB 2 ed. , 1963, p. 618.
A.Parrot, "Mari", in Archaeology and 0.m. Study, 1967,pp.136-144.

2) M.Noth, "Old Testament Covenant-Making in the Light of a Text
from Mari", in The Laws in the Pentateuch and Other Studies.
196' , Edinburgh. - LPOS -

3) W.von Soden, "Verkiindigung des Gotteswillens durch propheti-
sc :es ort in den altbabylonischen Briefen aus Mari", in Die
.elt des Orients, 1950, pp. 397-403.

A.Lods, "TJne tablette inldite- de Mari", in T.H.Robinson-Pest-
scurift, Studies in O.T. Pi'ophecy. 1956, pp. 103-10.

H.Schm'dkel, "Gotteswort in Mari und Israel", TLZ 1951, cols.
53-53.

. .Noth, "History and \vord of God in the Old Testament", (HWG0T),
1949, in The Laws in the Pentateuch and Other Studies, ^^66.
Remarks on the 6th Volume of Mari Texts, J3S 1 . 1956, pp.322-33

H.B.huffmon, "Prophecy in the Mari Letters", BA 31. 1968,
pp. 101-124.

A.lalamat, "Prophetic Revelations in New Documents from Mari/...



1)
Patriarchs. In particular several Mari texts shed a unique and

appreciable light on the source and nature of Old Testament

prophecy.

In 1932 Prof.V/. F.Albright suggested that Tell Hariri, near

the Ira^-Syria boundary line, must have been ancient Mari. Con¬

firmation was gained by excavation: In 1933 the French archaeolog¬

ist, Parrot began the excavation. The results were to become

one of the most sensational discoveries in a generation of very

2)
interesting archaeological finds. The important buildings

uncovered were: a. a temple of the goddess Ishtar, b. a

siqqur-at, or temple tower, c. the palace of Mari.

Mari's most valuable bequ st to us is doubtless the royal

archives. Since the publication, between 1948-1954* of six

documents from Mari (ARM: Archives royales de Mari, I-Vl)^,
various scholars have discussed the problem of the similarity and

difference between the prophets (diviners) in the Mari texts and

.../and the Bible", :VT 15. 1966, pp. 207-227.

.L.Moran, "New Evidence from Mari on the History of Prophecy",
Bibi. 50. 1969, pp. 15-56.

F.illermeier, "Prophetie in Mari und Israel", Theologische
und Orientalische rbeiten 1. Herzberg, 1968.

1) J.C.L.Gibson, "Light from Mari on the Patriarchs", JFS 7.
1962, pp. 44-62.

2) G-.E.Mendenhall, "Mari", BA 11, 1948, p. 2.

3) H.Lewy, op. cit. . p. 264.

4) ARM. (Archives royales de Mari, Musee du Louvre, ed. by
A.Parrot G-.Dossin.

A.Lods, op, cit., pp. 103-106.



1)
the Old Testament prophets.

The new "prophetic documents", published recently in Volume

XII of the Royal Archives of Mari, present a number of different

designations for "Prophets" and a variety of types. e c^n find

similarities in the figure as the messenger of God, and in the
2)

messenger speech formula,

i. Similarities: -

1 - Messenger of God. - lod sends his messenger to deliver

his word.

ARM. 11.90

"Speak to my lord: the mess e of hibri-Dagan,
your servant. - Dagan spoke a word to me, as
follows. 'as for making the (pagr&'u-) sacrifices,
Dagan sent me.«"

ARM.III.40

"Speak; to my lord: the massage of Kibri-Dagan,
your servant. - the muhhu-ecstatic of Dagan came
and spoke a word to me as follows, saying, "The

' iod sent me. Hurry, write to the king that they
dedicate the funerary offerings to the spirit of
Yahdua-lim.' This is what that (muhhy-) ecstatic
said to me, and I have now written to my lord."

1) A.I'alamat, op. cit., SVT. 15. 1966, pp. 207-210.

L.KBhler, J.Lindblom, M.Noth, G., estermenn, H.H.Rowley recogn¬
ized the similai'ity between the prophets in the Mari texts and
in the 0.T.

Doubt wa3 expressed by H.M.Orlinsky: Oriens \nticuus, IV,
19&5, p. 170. "It is divination and not prophecy that finds
its parallels in the ari-documents."

2) M.Noth, op. cit. ($WGOT), p. 186 : ,,,r,he similarity between
these messengers of God in the middle Euphrates with Old
Testament Prophets cannot be denied. Thus it can hardly be
doubted that the figure of the messenger of God new made known
to us in the Mari-Texts reappears in the prophets of the/...
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JffiM.XITI.1lV

""peak to my lord: the message of Kibri-Ds</an,
your servant. The day I had this tablet of mine
taken to my lord, before the darkening of the
mountain, a certain wife of a citizen came and
spoke to me concerning the news of Babylon as
follows, saying, 'Pagan sent me'."

In these texts we meet the figure of a messenger of god,

described in the following way: "Dagan sent me", "the

god sent me", "the god Dagan sent me".

2 - The messenger speech formula.

In the Mari texts, we find the messenger speech formula.

" peak to my lord, the message of Kibri-Dagan,
your servant."
"Pagan spoke a word to me as follows, saying,"
"The god (Dagan) sent me - (message),"
(ARM.II. 90, III.40).

RA.XLII (A.15)

"Speak to my lord: the message of Itur-asdu, your
servant.
- Before I left, he spoke as follows, saying,
- 'Now go! I send you to Zimri-lim (the king of
Mari).
This is what you shall say: 'Send your messengers
to me and put your full report before me - '."2/

In these texts we meet the messenger speech formula

including: -

'commissioning formula' : (speak! Now go!);

mention of the addressee : (to my lord, to Zimri-lim);

.../Old Testament."

1) K.B.Huffmon, op. cit.. on ARM.II.90, p. 116; ARM... . 40, p.113
ARM.XIII. 114-, p. 116.

2) RA: Revue d'Assyriologie, A.15 - A full edition by Dossin in
Revue d'Assyriologie, XLII, 1948, pp. 125-134.

3) H.B.Huffmon, op. cit. , p. 117-
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'introductory messenger formula': (Dagan spoke a word to

to me as follows).

The similarity between these messengers of Sod in the

middle Euphrates with the Old Testament prophets cannot
1)

be denied, as Martin Noth has mentioned. ' They, too,

categorically state that they are the messengers of Sod:

they too proclaim the prophecy with which they have been

charged, without being asked or requested. The usual

introduction to their prophecy - "thus saith Sod" - is

the traditional formula by which a messenger is represent¬

ed as a man charged witjb the delivering of a verbal

2)
message.

ii. Differences between Messenger-figure in the Mari-texts and in

the 0. T.

Even though we recognize that there are similarities between

them in the figure as the messenger of God and the messenger speech

formula, some differences immediately become manifest: -

1) M. :oth, op. cit, HVi&OT, p. 186.

2) ibid., p. 185.

Note on this problem:

H.H.Rowley pointed out moreover in »'rom Moses to Qumran, 19^3,
p. 113.
- "The view that the Hebrew prophets were an entirely unique

phenomenon in the religious history of the world - unique
not only in the spiritual level they attained, but in the
whole character of their work - is one that cannot be
maintained. More recently evidence of prophets at Mari at
a much earlier date has come to light. It is therefore
quite impossible to treat Hebrew prophecy as an isolated
phenomenon. It grew out of a background of ancient Near East¬
ern prophecy, going back very far and spreading widely."
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Messenger of YIHH.

Prophets in the Old Testament are the prophets of YP T'.

They are messengers of Y r II to deliver Y'lWK's word to

His people Israel.

The contents of the message.

The message of the prophets in the Mari-texts deals with
1)

political and cultic matters of very limited significance.

The common contents of the messages in the Mari texts is

an announcement of salvation. On the occasion of

announcement of judgment, it is the conditional announce¬

ment of judgment: the unconditional announcement of ill
2)

or judgment is completely missing from the Mari texts.

ARM.XIII.112

"The god (it was who did speak)
'Build not this house:
if thou wilt build it I shall cast it into $he

river! * * ■'

1) M.Noth, Baltzer, C. estermann, H.B.Huffmon, pointed out this.

H.Noth, op. cit. , HWG-OT, p. 187.
K.Baltzer, "Considerations regarding the ffice and Calling of
the Prophet", 61. 1968, pp. 567-581, p. 568.
C. estermann, op. cit., p. 123f»

H.B.Huffmon, "Prophecy in the Mari Letters", BA 31« 1968,
p. 123.
Tor example: ARM.II.90 : "As for making the (pagra'u) sacri¬
fices, Dagan sent me, end to your lord and let the pagra'u-
sacrifices be made on the 14th day of the coming month. Let
them not overlook this sacrifice in any way."
(H.B.Huffmon, op. cit., p. 116).

2) C. estermann, on, cit., pp. 127-8.

3) A.Malamat, op. cit., •VT. 15. 1966, p. 223.

1 -

2 -
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Thus there are some similarities and differences between the

prophets in the Mari texts and in the Old Testament in the form

and content of their respective messages, but the most important

result for the history and understanding of prophetic speech in

the Old Testament is that the character of the prophetic speeches

as messenger speeches is now fully confirmed by the religio-
1)

historical background shown in the Mari letters.

B. Uniqueness of the Prophetic Speech Form

in Jeremiah oh. 2.

What are the characteristics of the prophetic speech form in

Jer.2.?

a. First of all this prophetic speech form is clothed with the

traditional 'messenger speech formula'.

"Go and proclaim in the hearing of Jerusalem"
"thus says YH H" - "the very oracle of YH H".

Jeremiah's character is that of a messenger of YnYJI, commissioned

by YH: H to deliver a message from YH to His people Israel. The

biographer of the book of Jeremiah (ch.26) describes Jeremiah as

having 'messenger-consciousness':

"Then Jeremiah spoke to all the princes and all the
people, saying, "YITWII sent me to prophesy against
this house and this city all the words you have heard.-
for in truth Y .'.h sent me to you to speak all these
words in your ears." (26:12, 15)»

The prophetic speech form of Jeremiah is not only clothed with

the 'messenger speech formula', but more precisely, is based on

Jeremiah's prophetic life and activity as the messenger of YiT'H.

T)—li. , est5Ptaann.-gpr clt.; p.—rgft:
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b. The prophetic messenger speech formula in Jeremiah ch.2 is

confined to the autobiographical redaction section (2:1-2a). The

A section contains a prophetic vocation narrative (1:4-19), a

prophetic symbolic action (13:1-11, 16:1, etc.) and a prophetic

vision narrative (24:1-7). It indicates how the word of Yff.ll

became an active reality for Jeremiah, and how the word of YHWII

became an event in Jeremiah's life.

"The word of YHvff came to me." ( mil*-in TPl)

It manifests that every prophetic speech of Jeremiah is

absolutely dependent on the word revelation of YH H.

In relation to the law of the prophet in Dt. 18:22, the word-

revelation formula seems to be formulated to stress that Jeremiah

is a true prophet of Y: v,H. This is the autobiographical redaction-

al emphasis.

c. The proclamation formula in Jer. 2:4 seems to be a liturgical

covenant (renewal) formula.

The poetic synonymous parallelism of 'house of Jacob' and 'the

house of Israel' is a Sinai-covenant tradition usage (Ex. I9:3b)«

The proclamation formula "Hear the word of Yff'.H' v. 4) is the

covenant proclamation in connection with the covenant condition

in Ex. 19:5.

"Now if you will obey ( T) My voice."
(Ex. 19:5).

d. The prophetic speech in Jeremiah ch.2 is not only a messenger

speech, but YHWH'a prophetic speech: Jeremiah is not only a



messenger, but also a true prophet of YF II like Moses - the

covenant mediator.

e. The comprehensive usage of prophetic speech formulae is the

work of the redactor who edited the material, so as to collect

1)
prophetic speeches of Jeremiah under particular subjects:

ch.2 concerns the covenant Rib.

1) Ch. 7 - concerns the temple sermon.
Ch. 17:19-27 - concerns the keeping of the sabbath.
Ch. 19 - concerns Tophet.
Ch. 22 - concerns the house of the king of Judah.
Ch. 34 - concerns king Zeaekiah.

See further p. 145, (Appendix D).



APPENDIX A.

Y "'.H's oracle formula.

YH..II' s oracle formula and its variation.

1. The oracle of YH'/H ( mn' DK3 ) l62t.

1:8, 15, 19; 2:3, 9. 12, 29; 3:1, 10, 12, 12, 13, 14, 16,

20; 4:1, 9, 17; 5:9, 11, 15, 18, 22, 29; 6:12; 7:11,

13, 19, 30, 32; 8:1, 13, 17; 9:3, 6, 9, 22, 24, 25;

12:17; 13:11; 14:25; 15:3, 6, 9, 20; 16:5, 11, 14, 16;

17:14; 18:6; 19:6, 12; 21:7, 10, 13, 14; 22:5, 16, 24;

23:1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 11, 12, 23, 24, 24, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32,

32, 33; 25:7, 9, 12, 31; 27:8, 11, 15, 22; 28:4; 29:9,

11, 14, 14, 19, 19, 23, 32; 30:3, 10, 11, 17, 21; 31:1,

14, 16, 17, 20, 27, 28, 31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37, 38; 32:5,

30, 40: 33:14; 34:5, 17, 22; 35:13; 39:17, 18; 42:11;

44:29; 45:5; 46:5, 23, 26, 28; 48:12, 25, 30, 35, 38,

43, 44, 47; 49:2, 6, 13, 16, 30, 31, 37, 38, 39; 50:4,

10, 20, 21, 30, 35, 40; 51:24, 25, 26, 39, 48, 52, 53-

2. The oracle of the Lord YH. H ( HIT ' 3'7X ) 11. 2:22.

3. The oracle of the Lord II of hosts ( m KUX mil1 '

3t. - 2:19; 49:5; 50:31.

4. The oracle of YHWH of hosts ( J11KUY mn' ) 4t.

8:3; 25:29; 30:8; 49=26.

5. The oracle of the kins YP, H of hosts ( mKHY HI IT "[Von)
3t. - 48:15; 51=57.
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II. The combination with other forms.

1. with 'Behold, the days are coming' ( D'XH □TO'-TOn )

7:32; 9:24; 16:14; 19:6; 23:5, 7; 30:3; 31:27, 31,

38; 33:14; 48:12; 49:2; 51:52.

a. Message of Judgement - 7:32; 9:24; 19:6; 48:12;

49:2; 51:52.

b. Message of Hope - 16:14; 23:5, 7; 30:3; 31:27,

31, 38; 33:14.

2. with 'In that day' ( XI TO OV 3 )

4:9; 30:8; 49:26; 50:30.

3. with 'At that time' ( XTTO J173 ) 8:1; 31:1*

4. with 'In those days' ( TOTO □TO,H) 3:16; 5:18.

5. with 'Behold, I am against' ( "['VX TOin )

21:13; 23:30, 31, 32; 50:31; 51:25.

6. with 'As I live' ( '3X-TO ) 22:24; 46:18.

(in Pentateuch, Mum.14:21, 28; Dt.32:40).

7. with 'I swear by myself' ( ' 3) 22:5; 49:13.

(elsewhere, Gen.22:16).

8. wito 'For I have spoken' ( TT"D7 'IK TOl-TO ) 34:5.

III. The place of the oracle form ( TO TO DM3 ) in the prophetic

speech.

1* ending - (concluding formula)
a. single formula ( Din' QX3 )

2:12; 3:1; 5:11; 9:5; 23:12; 30:17; 2:29.

b. with a rhetorical question. Pi 23:23; 24:24; 23:29 (X^nj.

TO 23:28. ^ 2^29.



c. with an introductory messenger formula

( rnrp ids ro ).

i. 'thus says YHv:' 2:2-5; 9:22-23; 2:5-19; 12:

14-17; 23:2-4; 15:19-20; 31:7-14, 37; 32:42-

44.

ii. 'thus says YHWH of hosts G-od of Israel' 25:27-

29; 29:8-9; 21-23*

iii. 'thus says YHWH of hosts' 6:9-12.

d. variation formulae: -

The oracle of YHv,H of hosts, 8:3; 25:29; 30:8; 49:

26.

The oracle of Lord YHWH, 2:22.

The oracle of Lord YH,' of hosts, 2:19; 49:5; 50:31.

The oracle of the king Y9..H of hosts; 46:18; 48:15;

51:57.

e. in combination with other forms: -

with 'for I have spoken the word', 34:5*

middle in parallelism.

a. between two parts of a parallelism, (in a line),

2:9; 3:12, 12, 14; 4:1; 5:22; 8:13; 15:6; 23:

23, 29; 31:16, 17; 46:23; 50:21, 35.

b. between two parts of a parallelism (two lines),

1:15; 5:9, 15, 29; 9:8; 13:25; 21:14; 23:24;

31:36; 49:30, 31.



c. within one member of a parallelism (prose),

7:13, 19, 30; 13:14; 15:3; 16:5, 11; 21:10;

27:8, 11, 15; 28:4; 29:11; 34:17; 39:17;

45:5-

heading: as an introductory formula in combination with

other forms.

a. with 'Behold, the days are coming', 7:32; 9:24;

16:14; 19:6, 23:5, 7; 30:3; 31:27, 31, 38; 33:14

48:12; 49:2; 51:52.

b. with 'In that day', 4:9; 30:8; 49:26; 50:30.

c. with 'At that time', 8:1; 31:1.

d. with 'In those days', 3:16; 5:18.

e. with 'Behold, I am against', 21:13; 23:30, 31, 32;

50:31; 51 •' 25.

f. with 'As I live', 22:24; 46:18.

g. with 'For I have sworn by myself*, 49:13 (not 22:5).
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AP- tjPTDIX B.

'thus says ' ' in Jeremiah.

I. 'Thus says YITWH' ( niH' 10K i~D ) and its variations. (85t.)

1. 'thus says Y WH« (•> PD )

2:2, 5; 6:16,22; 9:22; 10:2; 12:14; 13:9; 14:10;

17:5, 21; 18:11; 19:1; 21:12; 22:1, 3, 30; 30:18;

31:2, 15, 16; 33:10; 34:4; 36:29; 37:9; 38:2, 3; 44:

30; 47:2; 49:28; 51:1.

with 'to me' ( ) - 13:1; 17:19; 27:2.

with 'if-then' ( OX) - 31:35-36, 37; 33:20, 25.

with 'saying' ( "IftK1? ) - 27:16; 26:2; 28:11, 13; 29:31;

32:3; 33:2.

2. With 'for' ( >d) - 4:3, 27; 10:18; 16:3, 5; 20:4; 22:6,

11; 24:8; 29:10, 16; 30*5, 12; 31:7; 32:42; 33:17;

48:40; 49:12.

3. With 'therefore' (|o5')-6:21; 11:11, 21; 14:15; 15:19;

18:13; 22:18; 23:38; 28:16; 29:32; 32:28; 34:17;

36:30; 51:36.

4. With 'you shall say to them' ( □rr'pX mnX )

8:4; 13:13; 15:2; 26:4; 34:2; 42:9.

.ith 'you shall say' ( "IftXD ) - 21:8; 45:4.

II. 'Thus says the Lggd YHWH' ( HIH' '31K), (it.)
ftith 'therefore' ( ID*? ) - 7:20.
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III. 'Thus says IT "'IT of hosts' ( mX3X mil* ) aad its

variations. (l9t.)

1. 'thus says YHWH of hosts'

6:9; 9:16; 23:16; 25:32; 29:17; 33:12; 49:7;

50:33; 51:58.

with 'saying' ( "IftX1? ) - 26:18: 49:35*

2. With 'for' (>:>) -6:6; 27:19*

3* With 'therefore' ( pV ) - 9:6; 11:22; 23:15; 25:8.

4* With 'you shall say to them' ( OrPPX fHftX )

25:28; 19:11*

-V. 'Thus says Y 'H the G-od of hosts' ( Tl'pX mil') (1 "t.)

with 'therefore' ( p*? ) - 5:14*

V. 'Thus says YH:H the God of Israel' ( 'W TlVX HliT ) and

its variations. (l3t.)

1. 'thus says YHWH the G-od of Israel' - 21:4; 24:5*

with 'saying' ( "TOX1? ) - 30:2; 34:2, 13; 37:7; 45:2.

2. ith 'for' (>D) - 33:4; 25:15*

3* '.ith 'therefore' ( p50 - 23:2; 32:36.
4. .ith 'you shall say to them' ( DH'^X mOX )

11:3; 13:12.

VI. 'Thus says YUWH of hosts the God of Israel' and its variations.

(3it.) ( Vxtv tiVx rnxax m.r )

1. 'thus says YH'WH of hosts, the God of Israel'

7:3, 21; 19:3, 15; 29:21; 31:23; 35:18; 42:15;

44:25; 48:1.

2. ith 'for' ( ^0) - 16:9; 27:21; 28:14; 29:8; 32:15; 42:18;
51:33*
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3. With 'therefore' ( p*? ) -9:14; 35:19; 44:11; 50:18.

4. With 'you shall say to them' ( DrpVx THEX )

25:27; 43:10.

with 'saying' ( IDXV ) - 27:4; 28:2; 29:4, 25; 32:14;

35:13; 39:16; 44:2.

VII. 'Thus says YK. II the G-od of hosts, the G-od of Israel'. (3t.)

With 'therefore' ( pV ) -35:17; 38:17; 44:7.
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APPENDIX C.

Editorial Revelation Formula.

Thematic Subject. The words of Jeremiah (1s1; 51:64)

to whom the word of YffVH came (1:2)

( v'px mn'-m irn )

I. Autobiographical formula : 'to me'

a. 'And YHY.TI said to me' ( ' HI IT "IOX'1 )

1:7, 12, 14; 3=6, 11; 13:6; 14:11, 14; 15:1; 11:6, 9;

24=3.

b. 'Then the word of YH H came to me' ( 'VX HI IT-"ON 'IT! )

1:4, 11; 2:1; 13:8; 16:1; 18:5; 24:4;

(with ' JTltf? • - 1:13; 13:3).
i ^

c. 'The word of YHvv'H came to me' ( 'Vx HI IT -121 IT H )

25:3; 32:b (LXX = 39:6 7tpoc lepep-ta-v ).
This (25:3) is a concluding part of autobiographical

editing (1-25).

II* Biographical Formula : '_to Jeremiah'.

A. Ordinary formula.

a. 'The word of YHWH came to Jeremiah'

( itqt-Vx mn' ) - 29=30; 32 = 26;

33=19, 23; 35=12; 36=27; 39:152); 42:7; 43:8;

33:1 (with 'jTIS?'); 28:12 ( ITDT).

b. 'The word that came to Jeremiah' (T-'PX IT H T?X UHl)

Subject concerning ( ) all the people of Judah (25:1 )

1) In LXX 25:3 the revelation formula does not occur.

2) Jer. 39=15 has a different word order.
'And to Jeremiah the word of YH came'

( mir-TH rrn ttdt-'pxi )
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concerning ( ) all the Jews dwelling in Ygypt

(44:1).

c. 'The word of YHWH which came to Jeremiah'

( imam-Vx mm-m mn Ttfx )

Subject concerning ( ) the drought (14:1).

B. ' nKD ' formula.

a. 'The word of Y" .11 came to Jeremiah from YTT H'

(mn' nxa imam-bx mm-w 'in ) -34:12.

b. 'The word that came to Jeremiah from Y>' H'

( mn' nxa in»aT-^s mn m?x inn )

7:1; 11:1; 18:1; 21:1; 30:1; 32:1; 34:1, 8;

35:1; 40:1.

c. 'This word came to Jeremiah from YHWH'

(;tnm riKo imam-1?*? ntn inn mn) - 27:1; 36:1

(26:1, without 'to (Jeremiah').

III. 'Prophet-Jeremiah' formula.

a. 'Then the word of YHWH came to Jeremiah the prophet'

(xmn imam-bx mm-m mm) - 37:6.

b. 'The word which YHWH spoke to Jeremiah the prophet'

( xnnn imam "?x mm in is?x inn )

Subject concerning ( *? ) the coming of Nebuchadrezzar 46:13

concerning () Babylon, the Chaldeans - 50:1.

c. 'The word of YHWH which came to Jeremiah the prophet'

(xmn imam *?x 111'-in mn tpk)1^
iubject concerning the nations - 46:1; 47:1; 49:34.

1) BilK 3 suggests the reference to Jer. 25:13b, 14c.
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1. The autobiographical formula is contained in ch.1-25» (the

Ur-Scroll). In 25:3> it occurs in a concluding position:

"For twenty-three years, from the thirteenth year
of Josiah the son of Amon, king of Judah, to this
day, the word of YHY/H has come to me."

This corresponds to the double statement in the editorial

introduction (ch.1:2):

"to whom the word of YH..H came in the days of Josiah
the son of Amon, king of Judah, in the thirteenth
year of his reign."

According to the description in II Kings 22:3f. Josiah's

'Deuteronomic reformation' started in the eighteenth year of

his reign. But according to II Chronicles ch. 34:3f«, 'Josiah,

in the twelfth year, began to purge Judah and Jerusalem'. In

the beginning of Josiah's reformation, Jeremiah began his

prophetic speech and activities.

2. The biographical formula occurs mainly in ch.26-45« (Legend of

Jeremiah's life). Chapter 25 is a triple cross section of

'autobiography', 'biography' and 'oracle against the nations'.

In this section (ch. 25-45) we find a stereotyped passage which

occurs three times:

"in the fourth year of Jehoiakim the son of Josiah,
king of Judah' (25:1; 36:1; 45:1 )•

This is twice connected with Baruch (36:4f; 45:1):

"In this year (the fourth year of Jehoiakim: 605 B.C.),
Jeremiah called Baruch the son of Neriah, and Baruch
wrote upon a scroll at the dictation of Jeremiah all



the words of YII. U. " (36:4).

The biographical narratives describe first of all the events

surrounding the temple sermon of Jeremiah (ch.26). It is

quite possible to suppose that the personal relation between

Jeremiah and Baruch began at this moment (Jeremiah's temple

soeech), and Baruch seems to have been one of the audience

in the temple court.

The 'Prophet Jeremiah' formula is contained mainly in the

oracle against the nations (ch.46-51). The editorial intro¬

ductory formula (46:1; 47:1; 49:34-1:2; 14:1) should be

connected with the subject heading Of the book of Jeremiah

(1 '• 1) •

The words of Jeremiah (1:1) - liTQT '

as to whom the word of YHWH came to him (1:2)

vVk mrr-TH n'n ivx

as to whom the word of YHwH came to Jer.(14:1)

m'm'-Vx mn»-m n'n nwx

as to whom the word of YHV 1 came to Jeremiah the prophet

(46:1; 47:1; 49:34) -

k'nan m'm'-Vx mn'-nm n'n nt?K



APPENDIX D.

Prophetic speech formulae.

In Jeremiah ch.2 we may find a beautiful 'prophetic speech

form' including many formulae: -

1. Revelation formula 'the word of YH;.H came to me' (v.l);

2. Prophetic commissioning formula 'Go and proclaim -' (v.2);

3. Introductory messenger formula 'thus says YH.'H' (vv.2, 5);

4. Concluding YHWH's oracle formula 'the very oracle of YII !T'(v.3)»

5. Proclamation formula 'Hear the word of Ylf.VH' (v.A);

6. Middle oracle formula 'oracle of YHvVH' (vv. 9, 29);

7. Judgement speech formula, 'therefore' (vv.9, 35b);

8. Covenant-JRib' (with its implications of the breaking of the

covenant) (vv.9> 29).

This prophetic speech form occurs in other texts of Jeremiah:

ch.7 - The temple sermon.

1. 'The word that came to Jeremiah from the Lord' (v.1)Bio.Rev.P.)

2. 'Tt*nd and proclaim and say' (v.2a: Proph.Com.P.)

3. 'Hear the word of YHVVH' (v. 2b: rocl.F. )

4. 'Thu3 says YHWH of hosts, God of Israel' (v.3:Introd.Mes.F.)

5. Prophetic speech - message -

Apodeictic law. Covenant condition ( DK , vv.5, 6)

Rhetorical question form (vv.9, 10)

6. 'YHWH's oracle formula' (vv.11, 13 : Oracle of YHWIl)

7. 'I will cast you out of my sight' (v.15 : Judgement)

1) In the LXX there is neither revelation formula nor commission¬
ing formula (7:1 of MT).
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ch.17-19-27 - On keeping the Sabbath.

1. 'Thus said YHY/H to me' (v. 19 : Autobio.Rev.F.)

2. 'G-o and stand, - and say' (Boph. Com. P. : vv.19> 20)

3. 'Hear the word of YHWH' (v.20 : Proclamation P.)

4. 'Thus says YHWH' (v.21 : Introductory M. F.)

5. Prophetic speech - message -

Apodeictic law. Covenant condition (vv. 24-27 ' if-j if not)

6. 'Oracle of YHWH' (v. 24 : IHWH's oracle F.)

7. Blessing and cursing.

This is a form developed by the redactor from actual words of
1)

Jeremiah on the subject.

6h.22:1-5 - Concerning t e house of the King of Judah.

1. 'Thus said YH.Ji' (Revelation P.) cf. 19:1; 17:19

2. 'G-o down - and speak, - and say' (Commissioning F.)

3. 'Hear the word of YHWH' (Proclamation P.)

4. 'Thus says YHWH' (introductory M. F.)

5. Prophetic speech - message -

vpodeictic law. Covenant condition (if, if not)

6. 'Oracle of YHWH' (YHWH's oracle F.)

7. Blessing and cursing.

This is an introductory prose discourse added by a redactor to

the prophetic speech in poetry concerning the house of the king of

Judah (22:6-22:30). This redactor's prophetic speech form has the

same framework as ch.17:19-27 (on keeping the sabbath).

l) J.Bright, Jeremiah. AncB. , p. 120.



ch. 34:1 -7 - Concerning Kinr "^.ekiah.

1. '^he word which came to Jeremiah from YHTIT' (Bio. Bev. F. )

2. 'Thus says YH H the Bod of Israel' (introductory ?.)

3. 'Go and speak - and say' (Commissioning F.)

4. 'Thus says YH H' (Introductory F,)

5. Prophetic speech - message -

ehold (future event)

6. 'Hear the word of YH H' (Proclamation F.)

7. 'Thus says YH-H' (introductory F.)

8. 'Oracle of YH H' (Concluding YHWH's oracle F. )

ch.19:1-13 - Concerning Tophet.

1. 'Thus said YHV.'K' (LXX : to me) (Revelation F.)

2. 'Go, buy and take, go out, and proclaim and say'(Commissioning

3. 'Hear the word of YHiVH' ( reclamation F. )

4. 'Thus says YHV.H of hosts, God of Israel' (Introductory 4)

5. rophetic s eech - message -

Behold (future event) covenant accusation.

6. 'Therefore, behold - ' (future judgement F.)

7. ' racle of YHV/H' (YH' H' s oracle F. )

This is a combined prose discourse by a redactor including

'symbolic action narrative'(which is the same as ch.13s1-11)

and prophetic speech concerning Tophet.

This prophetic speech form is written with the passage to

define to whom and where this speech is proclaimed: -

In ch.2 'Proclaim in the hearing of Jerusalem' (v.2)
'0 house of Jacob and all the families of the house

of Israel'. (v. 4)
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In ch.7 '"t- d in the gate of YH"r 's house and proclaim' (v.2)
'all you men of Judah who enter these gates to

worship YH'.'H'.

In ch. 17 'Stand in the Benjamin Gate, by which the kings of Judah
enter and by which they go out and in all the gates of
Jerusalem,' (v.19)
'you kings of Judah, and all Judah, and all the inhabitants
of Jerusalem, who enter by these gates.' (v.20)

In ch.19 'go out to the valley of Ben-Hinnom at the entry of the
Potsherd Gate, and proclaim.' (v.2)
'■ kings of Judah and inhabitants of Jerusalem.' (v.3)

In ch.22 'Go down to the house of the king of Judah,' (v.l)
'h king of Judah, who sit on the throne of David, you,
and your servants, and your people who enter these
gates.' (v.2)

In ch.34 ' o and speak to Zedekiah king of Judah and say', (v.2)
'0 Zedekiah king of Judah!' (v. 4)

. very int resting case is that of the temple sermon. In ch.7

the message of the temple sermon is recorded and on the other side

in ch.26 circumstances of the sermon and prophetic passion experi¬

ence is described. According to ch.26:1, the incident described
1)

in this chapter took place 'in the accession year of Jehoiakim .

Jeremiah stood in the court of the Jerusalem temple and proclaimed

a public sermon to the people who came to worship. Ch.19 also

reflects the cultic circumstances of Baal-worship.

1) J.Bright, oo, cit., AncB., p. 171. He explains that 'res
sarruti' (babylonischen) is a technical term for the period
between a king's accession and the following New Year from
which his first regnal year was counted: in this case, between
ca. September 609 and April 608.
.Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT, p. 144. He pointed out that the "Pitz

im Leben" of the sermon in this chapter (ch.26) could be a
' eier eines der Jahresfeste' and that this sermon should be
classed as a 'Busspredigt'. (p.144).
J.Skinner, Prophecy and Religion, p. 169. 'He found his
opportunity at a great convocation in the Temple court in the
beginning of the reign of Jehoiakim.'
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1)
In his book Basic Forms of Prophetic Speech Claus V.estermann

posed a question:

"The form-historical investigation of written prophecy
should start with the definition and treatment of these
variations"^) of the basic form of prophetic speech.

But he did not give a satisfactory answer, simply saying: "this

cannot be carried through to completion here"."^ He briefly

suggested some examples of variant formulations of the prophetic

speech, such as the legal procedure (is. 1:18-20; 3s13-15;

Mic. 6:1-5; Hos. 2:4-17; 4:1-3, 4-6; 5:3-15; Jer. 2:5ff. .

25:31; Mai. 3:5)4^.

5)
In his book on Form-Critical study, Klaus Koch left the

problem unconsidered and said at the end of his book: -

"These examples from the prophetic writings have revealed
a number of independent prophetic literary types -.
Of course this does not mean that all prophetic literary
types have been covered, for important examples such as the
lawsuit. - have remained unconsidered for reasons of space."

He concluded his book with the following suggestion: -

"Without a form-critical basis exegesis of the prophetic
language inevitably loses itself in pure speculation." 6)

1) C. estermann, G-rundformen prophetischer Rede. BEvTh 31, 1960,
ET. Basic Forms of Prophetic Speech. London, 1967*

2) ibid., p. 176.
3) ibid., p. 176.
4) ibid., p. 199.

5) K.Koch, Was ist Formgeschichte? Neue ege der Bibelexegese,1C;6l!f,
ET. The Growth of the Biblical Tradition. 1969.

6) ibid., p. 220.
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From this point of view, I will take the Form Analysis of

Jeremiah Chapter 2, and in particular, the Covenant Rib-Form (the

covenant lawsuit).

1 )
In Jeremiah Ch.2, the term 'Rib' ( 3*l) occurs 3 times.

1. YH .H is subject in the Rib between YHWH and His people.

2:9,9 - "Therefore I mu3t still bring a charge against
you ( 3'IK ) (the oracle of YHWH)
against your children's children
I will bring a charge" ( 3'IK ).

2. YHWH's rhetorical question to His people.
2)

2:29 - "'Why do you complain against Me? ( *13* in )

1) In the book of Jeremiah, both the verb and the noun Rib occur:
the verb : 2:9, 9, 29; 12:1; 50:34, 34; 51:3^.
the noun : 15:10; 25:31; 11:20; 20:12; 50:34; 51:3^;

(18:19).

The examples may be classified under 5 headings: -
1. YHv'/H is subject in the Rib between God and the people.

2:9, 9 ( IK 3*1 : Dt. 33:8; Is. 49:25; 57:16).

2. YHWH'8 rhetorical question to His people.
2:29 ( **?K 3*1 MOV : cf. Ex. 17:2) - LXX: AaXsure.

3. YH H is Judge in the Rib between man and man (nation and
nation).
a. 25:31 ( IH'V 3*1 : cf. Hos. 4:1; 12:3; Mic. 6:2).
b. 50:34; 51:36.
c. 11:20 = 20:12. (for to Thee have I committed my

cause (Rib)).

4. Man is subject in the Rib between God and man.
12:1 (Jeremiah) (cf. W.Holladay, "Jeremiah's Lawsuit
with God", Interp. 17. 1963, pp. 280-7).

5. Man of Rib.
15:10, a man of strife (3*1 u7'K ) Jud. 12:2, cf. Jud.
6:31-32. (cf. J.Bright explained: literally 'a man of
legal strife (Rib)', p. 109).

2) On the meaning of Rib here, Limburg explained: -
"In a case such as Jer. 2:29 where the object of the verb-/...



It is a characteristic of Rib in Jeremiah Ch.2 to emphasize

that YHwH alone has a Rib ( IP "1 ) and appears as the One to ask

or to complain against His people, not to be questioned or com¬

plained against by them.

A. The primary meaning of Rib.

A survey of the lexicons will help to elucidate the primary

meaning of Rib ( IP R).

The BDB lexicon gives a rather broad primary meaning for the

verb, defining it as 'strive, contend' and for the noun as 'strife

dispute'. It recognizes that Rib means to 'conduct a (legal case)
1)suit' in the narrow sense.

Kb'hler-Baumgartner' s definitions are more narrow, connecting

both verb and noun with the legal process. The primary sense

given for the verb is "(mit Worten, Anklagen, Behauptungen, Vorwiir

fen) einen ftechtsstreit fiihren; rechten", and for the noun

2)
"Rechtsstreit".

.../preposition combination is God, the sense is 'bring a
complaint before, about', because God is at the same time
judge and accused. - The people think that they have a com¬
plaint against Yahweh, but in reality Yahweh is the one who
has the complaint."
J.Limburg, "The Root Rib and the Prophetic Lawsuit Speeches",
JBL 88. 1969, p. 302.

1) BDB, p. 936. It states that in the narrow sense Rib means to
'conduct a (legal) case, suit: with fiK against whom:
Is. 50:8; Jer. 2:9. 9. and with 'pK it means to 'make com¬

plaint': Jud. 21:22; Jer. 2:29. 12:1; Job. 33:13-

2) KBL, pp. 888-889.
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1)
D.A.McKenzie examined the etymological meaning of Rib in

his dissertation of the University of Edinburgh: The Ribh Theme

in the Old Testament, and defined the primary meaning of Rib as

'quarrel or dispute', adding that Rib is used secondly in a

juridicial sense.

The turning point for the understanding of Rib is marked by

5)
J.Begricn's work published in 1958.

a. Before 1958. S.R.Driver pointed out that 'plead' (AV for Rib)
/ \ 4)

has become a misleading rendering (on Jer. 2:9). He translated

it as 'contend' (Jer. 2:9), and explained: "the meaning being

really 'expostulate' (Hos. 2:2)."

"It is a pity, in the case of such a word as this (Rib),
that we have no one equivalent, clearly understood,
which will suit all passages. For the cognate subst.,
see, in a literal forensic sense, Dt. 25:1 (controvers ),
2Sam. 15:2, 4 (suit) -."4)

1) D.A.McKenzie, The Ribh Theme in the Old Testament. Dissertat¬
ion of the University of Edinburgh, 1959.

2) ibid., p. 1. On the etymological meaning of Ribh McKenzie
says: -
"It is relatively easy to demonstrate the connection between
Hebrew U'~) , Syriac jj; , Arabic rlba, and Accadian rabu.
They are all derived from a primitive Semitic root signifying
an agitation. Accadian rabu (stem : rwb) refers to an
agitation of the earth or of the atmosphere (i.e. an earth¬
quake or a storm). Arabic riba is applied to mental agitat¬
ion (i.e. doubt or suspicion).
Syriac a> refers to an agitation amongst men, a row, but
especially to the loud noise caused by a disorderly crowd",
p. 2.

3) J.Begrich, *Studien zu Deuterojesaja , BWANT 4. 1958.

4) S.R.Driver, The Book of the Prophet Jeremiah, 1906, pp. 556-
557.
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J. Skinner also took the same line as S.R.Driver, offering

the explanation: -

form of a rhetorical expostulation - a Rib."

b. Since 1938. the primary meaning of Rib has been discussed.

J.Begrich.insists that Rib "ist die technische Bezeichnung der

3.WUrthwein challenged Begrich's conclusion and saw the

primary meaning of the word (Rib) as the presentation of an accus¬

ation (Anklage) either within or outside the official process.^

H.W.Wolff gave his attention to the term as used in combinat¬

ion with a preposition.^

H.J.Boecker also understands Rib as in most cases a term for

the conducting of the legal process as a whole. He sees this as

the usual sense of the root when used with 0^ , JlX , or absolutely,

but believes it to have the narrower sense 'accusation' (Anklage)

when used with 3 , and the sense 'bring an accusation before'

(Anklage erheben bei) when used with Vx .

1) J.Skinner, Prophecy and Religion. 1922, 1963, p. 66.
2) J.Begrich, op. cit.. BWANT 4, 1938, p. 37.

3) E.WUrthwein, "Der Ursprung der prophetischen Gerichtsrede",
STK 49. 1952, p. 4.

4) H.W.Wolff, Hosea, BK, p. 39. " IP"! bezeichnet den .echsel
der Reden vor Gericht (c. 4:1, 12:3) und somit die Prozess-
fuhrung im ganzen. Eingeschrankt und mit 4 verbunden meint
es Reden, die zur Verantwortung Ziehen, mit Vorwiirfen angrei-
fen (Gen. 31:36, Ri. 6:32), Anklagen erheben."

5) H.J.Boecker, Redeformen des Rechtslebens im lten Testament.
WMAHT 14. p. 54, n. 2.

Verhandlung des Streites vor Gericht."2)



Recent studies have shed new light upon Rib in relation to

covenant or treaty within or outside of the Bible.

1)
H.B.Huffmon is the first to apply the term 'covenant law¬

suit ' to the Rib type (Gattung), basing his choice of terminology

on H.Gunkel's study of 'Gerichtsrede' (lawsuit) and following

Mendenhall's comparative study of Rib-Gattung and Hittite treaties

2)
G.E.Wright, examining the lawsuit of God in Deuteronomy 32,

reached his conclusion that the 'form of the covenant lawsuit was

a reformulation of the form of the Mosaic covenant renewal',

B.von vValdow"^ considered that the form of the prophetic

"Gerichtsrede" is modelled upon the procedures developed in ordin¬

ary civil courts, but that the content is derived from the tradit-

i°n the covenant of Yahweh with Israel.

4)
'v'.Beyerlin used quite rightly the term "Bundesbruch-rib".

1) H.B.Huffmon, "The Covenant Lawsuit in the Prophets", JBL 78,
1959, PP. 285-295.

2) G.E.v,right, "The Lawsuit of God", IPH, 1962, pp. 26-,£7.

3) S.von Waldow, Per Traditionsgeschichtliche Hintergrund der
Prophetischen Gerichtsreden. BZAW 85, 1963. "Formal betrach-
tet wurzeln die prophetischen Gerichtsreden im profanen Rechts-
leben der hebraischen Rechtsgemeinde. Aber inhaltlich gesehen
weisen sie zuruck auf die Tradition vom Bunde Jahves mit
Israel." (p.20)

cf. R.B.Clements, Prophecy and Covenant. 1965, p. 79.

fee further, 197,

4) A.Beyerlin, "Gattung und Herkunft des Rahmens im Richterbuch",
in TUL, 1963, pp. 1-29.



In his new study, J.Jeremias adopted the term 'Bundes-

Anklage' (covenant-accusation) following TvUrthwein.

The meaning of the word "Rib" should be understood according

to its usage in each separate context. Such different terms

applied to "Rib" are based on the different understandings of the

' itz im Leben' of the Rib.

B. The covenant Rib form in Jeremiah 2.

2) 3)H.B.Huffmon and J.Harvey have analysed the structure of

the Rib form in Jer.2.

a) H.B.Hufi'mon is the first to apply the term 'covenant lawsuit'

to the structural form in Jeremiah ch. 2:4-13* He followed Menden-

hall's comparative study of the Rib-form and the Hittite treaties

of the second millenium B.C., with particular reference to the

invoking of 'heaven and earth' as witnesses. On this basis,

Huffmon has designated this and related pericopes 'lawsuits' which

are dependent on the existence of the YHWH-Israel covenant; hence,

they are 'covenant lawsuits'. This identification has been

generally accepted and has recently been supported by J.Harvey'^
4)

and W.L.Moran etc.

1) J. Jeremias, Kultprophetie und Cerichtsverkiindigung in der
spaten Konigszeit Israels. WMANT 35, 1970, p. 154*

2) H.B.Huffmon, op. cit., JBL 78. 1959, pp. 285-295.

3) J.Harvey, "Le Rib-Pattern", Bibl. 43. 1962, pp. 172-196.

4) .L.Moran, "Some Remarks on the Song of Moses", Bibl. 43.
1962, pp. 317-327.
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H.B.Huffmon pointed out that Jer. 2:4-13 is a particular

type of this covenant lawsuit and analysed it as follows:

v.4 the summons to the accused, Israel,

v.5 an accusation in the second person and in question

form.

v. 6-8 recitation of the mighty acts.

v.9 grounds for a case not only against contemporary

Israel, but also her future generations (descendants),

v.10-11 the inexcusability of the accused, even on the basis

of international morality.

v.12 appeals to the natural world.

v.13 reiteration of the accusation.

He has argued persuasively from the appeal to the heavens

and earth, which elements he has demonstrated to be regularly

among the list of witnesses to the treaties. But he has not brought

2)
forward any counterpart to the lawsuit itself.

J.Harvey*^ analyses the structural form of the Rib-pattern,

making a distinction between the Rib of condemnation (Dt. 32, Jer.2,

Ps.50) and the Rib of warning (ls.1, Mic.6). He sets these two
4)

types out following G-unkel's basic outline.

1) H.B.Huffmon, op. cit. . p. 288.

2) cf. P.H.Williams, The Fatal and Foolish Exchange. A Study of
Jer. 2:4-13« Austin Seminary Bulletin, 1965*

3) J.Harvey, op. cit. . pp. 172-196.

4) H.G-unkel-J.Begrich, Sinleitung in die Psalmen, 1933> P» 329*
(A.Bentzen, Introduction to the O.T.. Vol.1, 1952, pp. 199-200).



1)
The Rih of condemnation has the following contents:

I. Introduction (call to attention, appeal to heaven and earth

Jer. 2:12.

II. Interrogation (first implicit accusation), Jer. 2:5-6.

III. Indictment (declaration that the covenant is broken; gracious

acts of YHWH, and Israel's ingratitude), Jer. 2:7-13, 14-19;

26-28; 29-30.

IV. Reference to the vanity of cultic compensations for sin

(or foreign cults), Jer. 2:26-28.

V. Declaration of guilt and threats of total destruction,

Jer. 2:31-37.

We are confronted with the problem of the extent of the unit

of the Rib form structure: H.B.Huffmon makes the unit of the

covenant lawsuit include "Jer. 2:4-13". On the contrary J.Harvey

considers that the Rib pattern includes the whole of Jer.2:2-37.

2)
imilarly vi/.Beyerlin.

C.Westermann noted that the Rib (legal procedure) form has a

striking characteristic as "comprehensive".

"A striking characteristic of this form of the legal
procedure lies in the fact that the accusation, in every
case, is c ' ' ~ ... cerned with
the whole

1) J.Harvey, op. cit.. p. 178.

2) ./.Beyerlin, op. cit., pp. 19, 21.

3) C.Westermann, op. cit. . p. 200.
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wen though we may find some originally disparate short

units in this chapter, these are collected under the main theme

(Rib) of Jeremiah's early ministry in order to construct the

classic example of Jeremiah's preaching-attack upon the sins of the

people. J.Bright explained Jeremiah Gh.2 as follows: -

"The chapter thus contains a collection of Jeremiah's
sayings that deal with a single theme, the bulk of which
come from early in his ministry, but which were given
their present form in Jehoiakim's reign. This last may
well have been done by Jeremiah himself, no doubt in
connection with the scroll of 605.""0

r,e must proceed to analyse the covenant Rib form in Jeremiah
2)

ch. 2, following Gunkel's basic outline.

1) J.Bright, Jeremiah, AncB. , p. 18.
I agree with J.Bright that Jer.2 is not a single unit, but
rather a collection of prophetic poems which have the Rib-
theme in common.

2) The G-unkel-Begrich analysis of this "Jerichtsrede" has been put
into outline form by H.B.Huffmon as follows: -

I. A description of the scene of judgment

II. The speech of the plaintiff
A. Heaven and earth are appointed judges
B. Summons to the defendant (or judges)
C. Address in the second person to the defendant

One of the alternate forms is:

I. A description of the scene of judgment
II. The speech by the judge

A. Address to the defendant

1. Reproach (based on the accusation)
2. Statement that the accused has no defen5e

B. Pronouncement of guilt
C. Sentence (in second or third person).

1.
2.
3.

Accusation in question form to the defendant
Refutation of the defendant's possible arguments
Specific indictment
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1. Appeal to the heavens:

v.12, Be appalled, 0 heavens at this.

2. Historical prologue: the mighty acts of YH H (Covenant History).

a. Exodus: (' ' formula).

v.6, 'YHvVH who brought ( ) ua from the land of
Egypt. *

b. In the wilderness: ( *"DH(00)

v.6, YHWH who led us in the wilderness.

c. Entry into the fruitful land ( K'BH and formulae)

v. 7, 'I brought you into a fruitful land'.

v.7b, 'This fruitful land is 'My land' and 'My heritage'.

v.21, 'I planted you ( "]Tl!7t93 ) as a Sorek vine.'

1)
3. Interrogation - Rhetorical question -

a. Where ( D'K ), vv.6, 8, 28.

v.6, Where is YHWH ... ?

b. n (?)

v.11, Has eger a nation changed its gods?

v.17, Is not this - ?

v. 32, Will a maid forget her ornament?

c. What (HD), vv. 5, 18, 33 , 36.

v.5, What iniquity did your fathers find in me?

d. Why (HQ1? ), v.29, Why do you dispute (Rib) with me?

2)
4. Accusation against the covenant-breaker.

a. Rebuking of 'Baal worship' - cultic sphere -

1) See further, p. 93f.
2) See further, pp. 198-200.



Baal worship constitutes a breach of the covenant

relationship.

i) YHWH versus Baal:

v.5, Th^y followed 'nothing' and became 'nothing*

( Vnn)

v.8, The prophets prophesied by Baal
and followed 'no-profit'.

v.11, My people have changed their Glory for
'no-profit*.

ii) Baal-cult:

v.7, you made my heritage an abomination

v. 25, I loved 'strangers' and after them will I go

v.27, They say to a stock, 'you are my father'
and to a stone, 'you have begotten me'.

b. In the legal sphere.

i) Against the commandments.

Baal worship itself is a violation of the command¬

ments.

ii) Against the 'mishpatim' ( CPQStTO ) of the book of the

covenant.

v.34, 'Even on the corners of your robe there is
the life-blood of the (poor) innocent.

(Ex.23:6)
You did not get it by housebreaking, (Ex.22:1)

c. In the international sphere.

vv.18, 36, on the problem of Israel's relations with

Egypt and As syria.

Jeremiah pointed out that the fundamental sin, from which

every kind of guilt is derived is "forsaking YHWH" (vv.13, 17,



19: nry).
*1 )

'My people have forsaken Me* (v.13).

2)
In the autobiographical section it is put in the following

way as:

'I will utter my judgments against them,
for all their wickedness in forsaking i.'e',

(Jer.1:16).

5. The sentence - covenant curse

a. YKWH's wrath

v.35, You say 'surely His anger is turned from me'.

b. The lion as an image of destruction.

v.15, upon him the lions roar
they uttered their voice.

c. YHWH's judgment.

v.35, Behold, I will bring £ou to judgment.

1) The term 'to forsake me' ( 'UK 3T$7) occurs 7 times in the
book of Jeremiah (2:13; 16:11, 11; 1:16; 5:7, 19; 19:4).
- Lisowsky.

It seems to be that the poetic prototype is 2:13 and others
are the copy-type. (cf. Holladay, "Prototype and Copies",
JB.j 79. 1960, pp. 351-67).

2) On Jer. 1:16, S.Mowinckel: G-ruppe A.
T.h.Robinson: A. oracular poetry (1:14 - 3;5).
J.P.Hyatt: The Dtmic Edition (1:15-16; 18-19).

J.Bright, recently classifies this autobiographical section
as a''. But this section begins with 'the word of yhwh came
to me', so I prefer to include it in the 'autobiographical
section'.

See further, p. 65.

3) J.Harvey applies this term: 'covenant curse' in Covenant,
p. 133f.
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1* The Appeal to the Heavens in the Covenant Rib Form.

The covenant Rib form in Jeremiah Ch.2 still offers some

problems which we must examine.

a. The Appeal to the Heavens.

It is a question what the role of the heavens in the Rib

form is. There are three different understandings on this question:

i. The heavens as judges, ii. the heavens as witnesses in the

covenant Rib, and iii. the heavens as members of the divine

assembly.

i. The heavens as judges.

H.Gunkel stated that it was characteristic of prophetic

'Rerichtsrede' that Jahweh summons heavens and earth as judges

(Ps. 50:6f; Is. 1:2f; Jer. 2:12; Mic. 6:1f.).1^
2)

J.Begrich and A.Bentzen followed H.Gunkel's view.

G. B. .right criticised this interpretation of H.Gunkel's, i.e.

of the heavens and earth as judges; -

" t the root of the problem is Gunkel's mistaken assertion
that 'heaven and earth' are summoned in the Biblical form
to act as judges. It is impossible, in my judgment, to a
mftiie coherent sense of the passages on such an interpretation."^

1) H.Gunkel-J.Begrich, op. cit.. 1933> P« 364.
2) J.Begrich, Studien zu Deuterojesaja. BY/ANT 25. 1938, p. 31 •

A.Bentzen, Introduction to the Old Testament, 1948, p. 199«
- "In speeches of this kind (lawsuit), Yahweh does not occupy
tne seat of the Judge, but stands as one of the contesting
parties, while as judges are named heaven and earth, the
mountains, the foundations of the earth etc."

3) G.E. . right, op. cit. , pp. 46-47*
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On the other hand, E. iirthwein and C.V'estermann take another

interpretation, viz. that YHYH is Judge. S.Ylirthwein took up the

Rib form (Anklagerede) and found its origin in a cultic event, -

an act of the cultic drama - in which Yahweh appears as Judge

(pss. 76s8-10; 50:1-7).^

C.Lestermann also accepted his opinion and said:

"One can agree with Ymrthwein that the prophetic judgment
speeches are certainly related to the speech of God as a
judge." 2J

In prophetic judgement speeches, Judge is not 'heavens and earth'

but YHM Himself. (Jer. 2:35; Ps. 50:6; Dt. 32:36, etc.)3'*

ii. The heavens as witnesses in the covenant lawsuit.

L.Kohler^ stressed the role of the 'Zweizeugenruf' in the

lawsuit, in civil judicial practice, and cited proofs of "Zwei-
5)

zeugenruf' in the Bible.

The discussion reached a turning point with the study by

G.E.Mendenhall Law and Covenant in Israel and the Ancient Near

Sast^ . He noted the list of gods as witnesses to the international

1) 3.VJirthwein, op. cit. , ZTK 49. 1952, p. 15.

2) C. estermann, Basic Forms of Prophetic Speech, 1967, p. 80.
3) See further, pp. 268, 314f.

4) L.Ii'dhler, Deuterojesaja : stilkritisch untersucht. BZAvY 37.
1923, pp. 11Of.

5) ibid., pp. 111-113. (Nu. 35:30; Dt. I7:6f. ; Mat. 18:16; -
Is. 5:3; 1:10; 32:9; Ps. 50:7; Joel 1:2; Mic. 3:1» 9;
1:2; 6:2; Jud. 5:3; Dt. 32:1; Is. 18:3; 34:1; Ps. 49:2;
- Dtjes. 41:1; 43:9).

6) G.E.Mendenhall, Law and Covenant in Israel and the Ancient
Year East, 1955-
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covenants in the Hittite treaty texts and its close parallel with
1)

the appeal to the heavens and earth in the Old Testament.

H.B.Huffmon, W.L.Moran, and J.Harvey followed Mendenhall and

expanded his comparative study. H.B.Hufrmon concluded that the

natural elements are witnesses to the covenant: -

"The natural elements appealed to in the 'lawsuit' oracles
discussed above are addressed because they are witnesses
to the (prior) covenant."2)

J.Harvey identifies without hesitation a parallel to the

Biblical appeal to heaven and earth, not only in the Hittite treat-
3)

ies, but also in the Tukulti-Ninurta Spic.

W.L.Moran, following Mendenhall and Huffmon, provided addit¬

ional supporting evidence from Ugaritic Texts and from the Aramaic

treaty from Sefire, to certify that heaven and earth along with

other natural elements are summoned as witnesses to the treaty.^

Even D.J.McCarthy recognized that heaven and earth are cited

as witnesses: -

"It is very difficult to avoid a conclusion that this
appeal (to heaven and earth) is an appeal to witnesses who
had been invoked at the making of a covenant."5)

1) ibid., esp. pp. 32-34, 40.

2) H.B.Huffmon, "The Covenant Lawsuit in the Prophets", JPL 78,
1959, p. 292.

3) J.Harvey, op. cit., BihL. 43. 1962, pp. 182-4.

4) W.L.Moran, op. cit., Bibl. 43. 1962, pp. 312f.

5) D.J.McCarthy, "Covenant in the O.T.", CBQ, 27. 1965, P» 232.
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It is quite true that in the prophetic "Gerichtsrede" of the

Sih form the heavens and earth are appealed to as witnesses of

YHVHI's Rib and His judgment (Dt. 32:1; Jer. 2:12; Ps. 50:4, 6).

The heavens and earth in this form are not as witnesses to the

covenant between YHVvH and His people, but as witnesses to YHWH's
1)

Rib and His judgment against His sinful people. "This kind of

appeal is found, other than in connection with a lawsuit only in
2)

three prose passages (Dt. 4:26; 30:19; 31:28)" in Deuteronomy

whenever these are not in connection with the covenant itself, but

more precisely, in connection with YHWH's wrath and anger (Dt. 4:

25; 31:29) against the covenant-breaker: the sinful and rebelli¬

ous people of Israel: -

"I call heaven and earth to witness against you this day,
that ye shall soon utterly perish from off the land -
shall utterly be destroyed." (Dt. 4:26).3)
"I denounce unto you this day, that ye shall surely perish,
-

. I call heaven and earth to record this day against you."
(Dt. 30:18-1977

"Ye have been rebellious against the Lord; -
Gather unto me all the elders of your tribes; -
that I may speak these words - and call heaven and earth
to record against them.
Ye will do evil in the sight of the Lord, to provoke him
to anger through the work of your hands." (Dt. 31:27b-29).

1) cf. J.Jeremias, op. cit.. WMANT 35. 1970, pp. 154-6.
"Zeugen sind Himmel und Erde also auch in den prophetischen
Gerichtsreden, aber Zeugen des Rechtsstreites Jahwes mit
Israel, nicht Zeugen eines frUheren Vertrages oder Bundes.
Hur so ist auch verstandlich, dass sie besonders in Is. 1:2,
Jer. 2:12, Dt. 32:1 durchaus informationsbedurftig erscheinen
und nicht als Kenner eines f'ruheren Bundesschlusses, auf den
nirgends angespielt wird." (pp. 155-6).

2) H.B.Huffmon, op, cit.. p. 292. Kuffmon emphasized the connect¬
ion with covenant, defining "heaven and earth" as "covenant-
witnesses".

3) I have used here the A. V. to make clear the distinction/...
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iii. As members of the divine assembly.

It is G.E.Wright and F.M.Cross who suggest that the heavens

and earth in the lawsuit (or indictment) function as members of the

divine assembly. This understanding of the problem has been dis¬

cussed by H.B.H'uffmon and G.E.Wright.

1 )
G.E.Wright suggested that the heavens and the earth in

Is. 1:2, and the mountains and foundations of the earth in },lie.6:2,

can best be interpreted "in the light of the Divine Assembly", the

members of which constitute the host of heaven and of earth.

This suggested connection with the divine assembly has been

2)
taken up and expanded by F.M.Cross, who has supplied additional

.../between 'thou' and 'ye'.
cf. E.W.Nicholson, Deuteronomy and Tradition. 1967, p. 23f.
Note: - E.".Nicholson rightly said: "It is interesting to note
that now and again the prophets in inveighing against Israel's
violation of the covenant call upon the heavens and the earth
as Yahweh's witnesses, (is. 1:2; Mic. 6:2; Dt. 32:1; Jer.
2:12). Similarly in Dt. 4:26; 30:19; 31:28, Moses calls
heaven and earth to serve as witnesses to any future breach of
covenant by Israel." (p. 44)•

1) G.E. Wright, The O.T, against its Environment. SBT 2, 1950, p.36.
"The Lawsuit of God", in IPHm p. 44-f.
On the discussion with Huffmon, "The Lawsuit of God", p. 45f.
This is concerning the precise role of "heaven and earth".

2) F.M.Cross, "The Council of Yahweh in Second Isaiah", JNEI 12,
1953, PP. 274-277.

Concerning "The Council of YHV.H": -
James F.Ross, "The Prophet as Jahweh's Messenger", in IPH,
pp. 98-107.

E.&.Kingsburg, "The Prophets and the Council of Yahweh",
J L 83 (1964), pp. 279-286.
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evidence for the theory that heaven and earth in the lawsuit-

appeal function as members of the council of Yahweh. Moreover he

said: -

"The lawsuit oracle type undoubtedly has its origins in
the conceptions of the role of Yahweh's heavenly assembly
as a court. "I-)

Huffmon criticised this view of Wright's and Cross's: -

"One basic problem with interpreting heaven and earth,
the mountains and the hills, and the foundations of the
earth as members of the divine assembly is that there
is no direct evidence for it."2)

Even though this is so, Huffmon accepted the view in one sense, to

support his own theory of 'the divine council lawsuits' (is. 1:18—

20; Mic. 1:2-7; Pa. 82) in contrast to the covenant lawsuit.'

Both of them stand on the same line in this at least, that

the appeal to heavens and earth in the covenant Rib (lawsuit) is

the appeal to YHVm's witnesses of the broken covenant^ (coven¬

ant Rib).

b. Uniqueness of meaning in Jeremiah Ch.2.

How we must seek to discover the characteristics of the appeal

to the heavens in Jeremiah ch. 2:12.

1) P.M.Cross, op. cit., p. 274.

2) H.B.Huffmon, op. cit., p. 291.

3) H.B.Huffmon, op. cit., p. 294.

4) cf. G-.E.Wright, op. cit.. IPH, p. 44.
"The heavenly Assembly is in this case" (when the covenant/
treaty has been broken) "only witness and council (cf. 1 Ki.
22:20-22), nothing more." (p. 47)
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In Jeremiah ch.2 the appeal to the heavens is stated thus:

"Be appalled, 0 heavens, at this,^
shudder, be utterly dismayed

the oracle of YHWH."

'Heavens' here is not in any sense a judge at all. But YHWH him¬

self is Judge in this prophetic Rib form speech (Jer. 2:35)«

What are the characteristics of this expression in Jeremiah

ch.2?

i. The manner of expression is unique to Jeremiah.

The expression 'be appalled, 0 heavens' ( Q'7327 *17327 ) is

unparalleled in the Old Testament. In other cases the expression:

'Hear, 0 heavens' ( El* 73 27 1 $77327 ) is more usual.

Dt.32:1 "Give ear, 0 heavens.
and let the earth hear."

Is.1:2 "Hear. 0 heavens.
and give ear, 0 earth."

Mic.6:2 "Hear, 0 mountains."

In Jeremiah ch.2:12, this normal mode of expression is changed

into that unique one, - in which we find word play and assonance

in the Hebrew ( D*7327 - Q7327 ).2^

1) W.Rudolph, in BHK 3. suggests reading ' fix ' instead of
' HK73 '. The sole evidence for this is the reading of certain
Lucianic texts on the LXX tradition (J.Ziegler, Septuaginta,
Ieremias, Gbttingen, 1957). He cited the reading with 'earth'
( y*3X ) from the/a Lucian group: (L' 130, 613, 239, 544,
Clem, Didgm, Chr, Tht, PsChr.).

2) See further, p. 77.

P.H.Williams, op. cit.. p. 39.
He preserves the assonance in English, by translating:
'Heave, 0 heavens at this.'
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Another question arises regarding this expression in Jeremiah

ch.2:12. Why did Jeremiah deliberately change this expression,

not using the traditional form of appeal to heavens and earth? Why

is 'earth' missing?

ii. The uniqueness of meaning in the Jeremianic phrase.

The appeal to the heavens in Jeremiah ch.2 conveys unique

nuances of meaning. One is the suffering of the heavens because

of YHWH's ■wrath against His covenant-breaking people. The other

is the manifestation of YHWH's anger against Israel's defiled

land.

(a) The suffering of the heavens because of YH H's wrath against

His covenant-breaking people.

- >

"Be appalled, 0 heavens!" ( )•''

These terms ( OQ'y , nOtttZ? ( riftS? ) are wery often used in
the book of Jeremiah.

"I will make this city a horror (
every one who passes by it will be horrified."
( DEP ), (Jer. 18:16; 19:8; 49:17; 50:13).

"They have made it desolate ( DDDtC )
desolate ( nftOS? ) it mourns to me.
The whole land is made desolate ( HQE?! )•"
(Jer. 12:11).

0 Lisowsky: the verb occurs 11 times in Jeremiah (2:12.
4:9; 10:25; 12:11; 19:8; 33:10; 49:17; 20; 50:13, 45;
18:16).
the noun occurs 15 times in Jeremiah (4;27; 6:8; 9:10;
10:22; 12:10, 11; 25=12; 32=43; 34=22; 44=6; 49=2, 33;
50:13; 51:26, 62).
the noun HDr7 occurs 24 times in Jeremiah (2:15; 4:7; 18:16;
19:8; 25=9, 11, 18, 38; 29=18; 42:18; 44=12, 22; 46:19;/...
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This is a Jeremianic assonance and word-play on the Hebrew

( , nDDC )• The desolation ( nDD'Y ) is connected with
1)

YHY.H's wrath ( ejK : 2:35; 4:8, 26; 12:13; 50:13; 44:6). '

His covenant-breaking people have provoked YH H to anger with

their idols (Dt. 32:21), with their abominations (Dt. 32:16;

Jer. 2:7)j and with their 'No-Profit' (Jer. 2:11). Therefore

the land would be reduced to desolation, and 'heavens' and
2)

earth would suffer (Jer. 4:23-28).

'Be appalled, 0 heavens!' (Jer. 2:12) : this alternative

form of the appeal to heavens is rooted in Jeremiah's unique

personification of nature."'''

(b) Destruction of the earth by YHV/H's anger against Israel's

defiling the land.

Jeremiah did not use the appeal to the earth in v.12. The

term 'earth' ( fHK ) very often occurs in Jeremiah ch.2.^

.../48:9} 13} 17; 50:3, 23; 51:29, 37, 41, 43; 5:30; 8:21).

1) Lisowsky: the noun occurs 24 times in Jeremiah (2:35;
4:8, 26; 7:20; 10:24; 12:13; 15:14, 15; 17:4; 18:23;
21:5; 23:20; 25:37, 38; 30:24; 32:31, 37; 33=5; 36:7;
42:18; 44:6; 49:37; 51=45; 52:3). p. 131-2.

2) Jer. 12:4 - How long will the land mourn, -?
For the wickedness of those who dwell in it
the beasts and the birds are swept away -.

(cf. Jer. 51:9).

3) J.Skinner, Prophecy and Religion, p. 67.
",.e may find in Jeremiah's poetry traces of a closer sympathy
with the life of nature than in any other prophet. - He gives
expression to the most profound of spiritual truths in a form
which only the sympathetic contemplation of nature could have
suggested." (p. 22)

4) See further, p# g-j
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YH.'.H brought up from the land ( p-|K ) of Egypt
led in a land ( fIK ) of deserts and pits

in a land ( "f'lK ) of drought and deep darkness
in a land ( ) that none passes through

I brought you into a fruitful land ( flK )
But when you came in, you defiled my land. ('Y1K )

Therefore Jeremiah prophesied: -

"I looked, and lo, the fruitful land ( ) was a desert,
and all its cities were laid in ruins before YH'.H

before His fierce anger." (4:26).

YHWH who brought His people into the fruitful land (YHWH's

land) out of the 'desert' was about to turn the fruitful land into

desert, because of their defiling the land and making it an

abomination. W.Rudolph explained that this refers to the Baal

It is striking to hear the land named as YHvH's heritage

( Tigris ) and YHWH' s land ( ' Y"1K ). When His people defiled

'My land' and made 'My heritage' an abomination, the land suffers.

"An appalling and horrible thing ( HTl "lSHZn . HQC )
has happened in the land." (Jer. 5:30).^'

Therefore, His people and His land are put together under

YHWH's fierce anger (4:26) and under evil (6:19)5 so that the

earth should 3ee the evil.

"Hear, 0 earth, behold,
I am bringing evil upon this people." (6:19).

1) ...Rudolph, Jeremia, HAT, 1947, p. 13»

2) Jer. 2:12 and Jer. 5:30 form a striking contrast.
2:12 - nym my ; 5:30 nil-wsn
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'This people' is not 'My people' any more, and at the same time

'this land' is not 'My land' any more, until the time when YH H

creates a new thing on the earth (Jer. 31)•

2. Historical prologue in the covenant Rib form.

G.S.Mendenhall pointed out that the historical prologue con¬

stitutes a point of similarity between the covenant form in the

Old Testament and the Hittite treaty texts.^ ;

H.B.Huffmon, following G.E.Mendenhall, takes up the historical

prologue as an important element of the 'covenant lawsuit', by

which he distinguished the covenant lawsuit from the divine

2)
council lawsuits.

In his analysis of the structure of Dt. 32, G-.E."''right de¬

fined the historical prologue as 'Old Testament kerygma' - recital

of the mighty acts of God. D.R.Hillers called it by the new

1) G.E.Mendenhall, op. cit. . 1953, p. 32f.
"The structure of the covenant is again the same (in Israel -
and in the Hittite treaty texts): the delivery from Egypt was
the first event in the previous relationships between the two
parties, and this is the historical prologue which establishes
the obligation of Israel to their benefactor." (p. 37)•

2) H.B.Huffmon, op. cit., p. 295.
He distinguishes two types of lawsuits: "One type is connected
with the divine council. The other, especially if it has an
appeal to the natural elements, the covenant witnesses, and a
historical prologue, is an indictment of Israel for breach of
covenant." (p. 295).

3) G.S. "Wright, op. cit. . pp. 35, 52.
He analysed the structure of Dt. 32 and commented on it: -

"Section 2, Kerygma: Appeal to the mighty acts of God (vv.
7-14). It consists of a call to remember what God had done
for Israel." (p. 35).
On the form of the covenant lawsuit: - /...
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1 )
name of 'covenant history'. In Jeremiah Chapter 2:6-7a, the

historical prologue occurs in the Exodus (v.6), ilderness-

wandering (v.6), and Entry into YHv.H's land (v. 7) themes.

It is remarkable that the historical prologue in Jeremiah

ch. 2 is described in the framework of YHV.H's Rib against unfaithful

Israel (they did not ask: v.6a) and in the rhetorical Question

form (Where is YII ?): the historical prologue is connected

2)
closely with the covenant-Rib form.

a. The Exodus formula in Jeremiah Ch.2.

In Jeremiah Chapter 2, the Exodus event is described in the

' n'p^n ' formula which may be distinguished from the ' X^Yin '

formula.^

v.6, "Where is YHWH
who brought ( ) us out of the land

of Egypt.?"

,../"3. Recital of the benevolent acts of the Suzerain. -

The form, content, and unstereotyped nature of this recital
are precisely parallel to the first main part of the covenant
renewal (cf. Dt. 32:7-14; Mic. 6:3-5; Jer. 2:5~7a etc.)."
p. 52.

1) D.R.Killers, Covenant: the history of a Biblical Idea, p. 129.
"v,e may deal more briefly with other covenant elements in
these lawsuits. Yahweh's complaint is made, in both the cases
quoted, on the basis of history, and we may rightly call it
covenant History."

K.Baltzer, Das Bundesformular. 1960, pp. 20, 29.
He called it 'Die Vorgeschichte'.

2) G.von Had and M.Noth have proposed to separate Sinai tradition
from Exodus tradition. This hypothesis, that 'Sinai'
constituted a separate tradition from the Exodus-conquest, has
been sharply attacked by A.Reiser, J.Bright, '.Beyerlin,
M.L.Newman, H.B.Huffmon and G. I. right.
fee further, pp. 348-373.

3) J.Wijngaards, " X^XIH and : A twofold Approach/...
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1)
Jeremiah emphasized that YHWH Himself is the One who brought

Israel from the land of Egypt. This emphasis is the same as

2)
that in Dt. 32:12, in Hosea and in the decalogue. At the

same time this proclamation constitutes a polemic against

the worship of the golden calf, which ascribed the power to

a molten calf:"^

"These are your gods, 0 Israel,
who brought you ( ) out of the land of Egypt."
(Ex. 32:4, 8; I Kings 12:28; Neh. 19:18).

ii. This Exodus " " formula occurs here (Jer. 2: —7a) in

the three-fold expression of the saving acts of YHVH (the

Exodus, the wilderness-wandering, the entry).^ The

.../to the Exodus", VT 13. 1965, PP« 91-102.
The Exodus ( ) formula occurs 42 times in the Old
Testament; -
Gen. 46:4; 50:24; Ex. 3:8, 17; 17:3; 32:1 , 4, 7, 8, 23;
33:1; 12:15; Num. 16:13; 20:5; 21:5; Dt. 20:1; Josh. 24:
17; Jud. 2:1; 6:8, 13; I Sam. 8:8; 10:18; 12:6; 2 Sam.
7:6; I Ki. 12:28; 2 Ki. 17:7, 36; Lev. 11:45; Num. 14:13;
I Ghr. 17:5; Neh. 9:18. Jer. 2:6; 11:7; 16:14; 23:7.
Hos* 12:14; Am. 2:10; 3:1; 9:7; Mic. 6:4; Ps. 81:11.

The Exodus ( ) formula occurs 5 times in the book of
Jeremiah: -
Jer. 7:22; 11:4; 31:32; 32:21; 34:13.

1) In Jeremiah Ch.2, "YHWH" is one of the key-words emphasized by
Jeremiah.
cf« Pp. 79, 307ff.

2) Dt. 32:12, "YHWH alone did lead him
and there was no foreign god with him."

Hos. 13:4-5, "I am YHWH your G-od from the land of Egypt.
You know no God but Me, and besides me there is
no saviour."

Ex. 20:3, "You shall have no other gods before Me."
(cf. Dt. 5:7).

3) See further, pp. 282f.
4) See further, pp. 368-369.
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examples in which this Exodus " il'pyn " formula and the entry

" S'Hn " formula occur together are connected with the Rib-
1)

motif or murmuring motif (Num. l6:12f.; 20:3-5) and the
2)

weeping (Rib) motif (Jud. 2:1—5)• In Jeremiah 2 this com¬

bined formula in the three-fold style is connected with the

covenant-Rib form.

iii. Ihe Exodus formula is connected with the recital of the

historical prologue in the covenant renewal festival.

Josh. 24:17 at Shechem by Joshua:

"Then the people answered -
'For it is YHVdi our G-od who brought ( nWfOH )
us and our fathers up out of the land of Egypt.'"

The n'pyn Exodus formula is found in the faithful response

of the people of Israel, in the covenant renewal festival at

Shechem.

I Sam. 12:6 at Gilgal by Samuel:

"And Samuel said to the people: 'YffWH is witness,
w^° ~ brought ( nVyn ) your fathers up out of
the land of Egypt. Now therefore stand still,
that I may plead with you before YH'.H concerning
all the saving deeds of YHWK.'"

This covenant renewal was solemnised in the "peace offerings

before YH'.H" at Gilgal where "all the men of Israel" gathered.

The Exodus formula is recited by Samuel with the covenant

form, (12 s 7)•

1) cf. G.i¥.Coats, Rebellion in the Wilderness, 19&8, p. 15^f.
Num. l6:12f.: murmuring motif.
Num. 20:3-5 : murmuring (Rib) mutif.

2) See further, pp> 251ff.
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iv. ^he Exodus ( nVyn ) formula is connected with the particular

time (covenant renewal festival) and the particular place

(the amphictyonic centre), but more precisely with a partic-
1)

ular person: the prophetic messenger of YFAH.

2)
b. The ilderness-Jandering in Jeremiah Ch»2.

In Jeremiah ch.2, the wilderness-wandering motif occurs

twice, (vv.2, 6).

Jer. 2:6, "Where is YHvVH?
who brought us up from the land of Egypt,
who led us in the wilderness,

in the land of desert and shifting
sands."

The 'leading-in-the-wildemess' form is expressed by the

Hebrew ' *mDD *.3^ The verb 'lead' ( -pVin ) is
hiphil-participle form of the root 'go' ( "J^n ).^ Then the

1) hoses: Ex. 3:8f.; Ex. 33:1-2. At inai/Horeb.
Joshua: Josh. 24:l7f« At Shechem.
Samuel: I Sam. 12:6; (8:8; 10:18). At Gilgal (?).
The angel ( ) of YH.TI: Jud. 2:1. At Bochim (Bethel).
The prophet of YH..H: Jud. 6:8.
Nathan: II am. 7:6; I Chr. 17i5«
Hosea: 12:14.
Amos: Am. 2:10; 3-15 9:7.
Micah: hie. 6:4.
Jeremiah: Jer. 2:6; 11:7* 16:14; 23:7.
^saph (the people of Asaph-Psalms): Ps. 81:11.

See further, pp. 353f., esp. 356.
2) See further, pp. 328ff.

3) 'Leading-in-the-wilderness' form: "DIDD
Am. 2:10; Dt. 8:2, 15; 29:4; Ps. 136:16; Jer. 2:6.
See further, pp. 335f.

4) BDB. The hiphil participle form ' ' occurs 5 times in
the O.T.
(Dt. 8:15; Jer. 2:6, 17; Is. 63:13; Zc. 5:10).
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1)
'going-into-the-wilderness1 form may be its primitive or origin¬

al form and the 'leading-in-the-wilderness' form seems to be the

alternative form expanded under the influence of theological

2)reflection.

i. The 'leading-in-the-wilderness' form is connected with YH'.K

Himself. This is distinct from the 'going-into-the-wilder-

ness' form.

ii. The 'leading-in-the-wilderness' form occurs with the

Exodus formula twice in the Old Testament (Am. 2:10; Jer.

2:6).

iii. Jeremiah's concern is neither with the idealization of the

wilderness-period nor with a positive evaluation of the

wilderness-period, but with the gracious mighty acts of YH H

guiding them in the wilderness, which the people should
3)

remember and recite as 'Heilsgeschichte'.

1) 'G-oing-into-the-wilderness' form: "lITTftD "I*?!!
Ex. 3:18; 3:3; Josh. 24:17; Neh. 9:18; Judg. 11:16; Jer.
2:2.

2) cf. J.Muilenburg, "The intercession of the covenant
mediator (Ex. 33:1a, 12-17)", in I'.ords and Meanings. Cambridge,
1968, p. I72f. " ""

3) On Heilsgeschichte in this context: -

Y.Rudolph, Jeremia, HAT, p. 12.
He comments on Jer. 2:6: "Vielmehr hatte er sie mit vVohltaten
uberschuttet (6): die G-rundtatsachen der Heilsgeschichte wer-
den aufge zahlt:".

A. eiser, Das Buch Jeremia. ATP, pp. 16—17-
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1)
c. The sntry ormula in Jeremiah Ch.2.

In Jeremiah ch.2 the fentry event' is expressed hy the

' K'Un ' formula as distinct from the ' ]n3 ' (landgiving)
formula.

v. 7» "And I brought ( iPHX ) you into a fruitful land
to eat its fruits and its goodness."

i. This settlement formula appears in the literary style of the

2)
covenant 'I and you' (YHV.H and Israel).

ii. This settlement formula seems to be an expansion from the

older Sinai covenant tradition (Ex. 19:4):

"You have seen what I did to the Egyptians.
and how I bore you on eagles' wings,
and brought you to Myself." ( ' VX CDflX X3X )

1) J. ,ijngaards, The Formulas of the Deuteronomic Creed, 19^3*
He differentiated several sub-types of the 'landgiving'
formula: -

The ' X'Hn ' formula of settlement.
Ex. 13:5, 11; 15:17; 19:4. 6:8; Num. 14:3, 8, 16; 16:14;
20:5; 14:24; 15:18; Josh. 24:8; Jud. 2:1; Dt. 6:10, 23;
7:1; 8:7; 11:29; 26:9; 30:5; 31:20, 21, 23; Jer. 2:7;
3:14; 23:8; 31:8; Ez. 20:15, 28, 42; 34:24; 37:12, 21;
Lev. 18:3; 20:22; Neh. 1:9; 9:23; Zech. 8:8; 10:10; Is.
43:5; 56:7; 60:9, 11.

The ' fJ13 ' formula of landgiving is more dominant in the Old
Testament. In the book of Jeremiah several types of this
formula occur; -

a. 'YHVsH gave us this land' $er. 3:195 32:22.
b. 'The land that YHWH has given to us' Jer. 7:7; 15:14;

16:15; 17=4; 23:8; 24:10; 25:5; 30:3; 32:7, 9.
c. 'The land that YHWH swore to our fathers to give to us'.

Jer. 11:5; 32:22.

2) J.fuilenburg, "The Form and Structure of the Covenant Formulat¬
ions", VT_2, 1959, pp. 347-365, p. 352.
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iii. This settlement formula occurs in connection with the

PJxodus- and wilderness-wandering-formula. This is the

theme of the 'Heilsgeschichte' which we find in Exodus 19:
1)

3-8, Jud. 2:1-3, Deuteronomy 32, Hosea and the Asaph-Psalms.

The Rhetorical Question in the Covenant Rib-Form,

2)
In his article "form Criticism and Beyond" J. uilen'ourg

made a plea for "rhetorical criticism" and pointed out that

"rhetorical questions are quite characteristic in the legal en¬

counters. Many years ago, J,Skinner noted: -

"In the passage (Jer. 2:4-13), we recognise some of the
profoundest and most characteristic of Jeremiah's ideas.
It is in the form of rhetorical expostulation - a Rib
(v.9)." ^

H.B.Huffmon described the 'Gattung' of the lawsuit following

the Gunkel-Begrich analysis and pointed out the question form in

5)
it (the accusation in question form to the defendant).

1) Exodus 19:3-8 : Sxodus, wilderness, and settlement (v.4).
Dt. 32 : Wilderness-wandering(pictured in terms of the

eagle's caring for her youngjand the settlement.
Hosea: : Exodus: Hos. 11:1; 12:14, 10; 13:4«

Wilderness: Hos. 2:16; 9:10; 11:3; 13:3*

Asaph-Psalms : Sxodus: Ps. 81:11.
Wilderness: Ps. 78:52-3«

lee further, pp, ^0f.

2) J.Muilenburg, "Form Criticism and Beyond", JBI. 88. 1969, PP«
1-18.

3) ibid., p. 16.
4) J.Skinner, op. cit. , p. 66.,

5) H.B.Huffmon, op. cit. . p. 285.
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Now we must examine the rhetorical questions in Jeremiah

ch.2, to find out what characteristics they have. In Ylf/JH's Rib

form rhetorical questions occur (Dt.32:37, 6, 20; Hos. 6:4, 4;

11:8, 8; Mic. 6:3, 5, 6, 7, 8; Is. 1:12; 5, 11). In Jeremiah 2,
1)

we find many such rhetorical questions.

a. Jer. 2:11

"Has a nation changed its gods ( TOTin )
even though they are no gods?

But y people have changed their Glory,
for 'no-profit'. "

The content of this rhetorioal question is very interesting.

The terminology 'to change the glory' ( 113D TDM) occurs three
2)

times in the Cld Testament (Jer. 2:11; Jos. 4:7; Ps. 106:20).

Hos. 4:7 "I will change their Glory into shame."

Ps.106:20 "They exchanged the Glory of God
for the image of an ox that eats grass."

In Hos. 4:7 it occurs in the context of the sin of the people

and of the priests, and in connection with the 'covenant Rib form'

(Hos. 4:1f).3^

1) See further, pp. 93-95.

2) cf. C.D.Ginsburg, Introduction to the Massoretico-Critical
edition of Hebrew Bible. 1897« He pointed out 18 passages as
'the emendation of the Sopherim' including: -
Jer. 2:11. Hos. 4:7. Ps. 106:20.
He suggested that the original expressions were as follows: -

(P. 352)
Jer. 2:11 - My people hath changed My Glory;
Hos. 4:7 - My Glory they have changed into shame;
Ps. 106:20 - They changed My Glory.

3) See further, pp. 215-216, 219f.
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In Ps. 106 it occurs in reference to the sin and disobedience of

the people which seems to have been recalled in the covenant
1) 2)

renewal festival or in the 'Bussliturgie' . Thus this literary

expression has its link with the tradition-stream through Hos.4:1f«,

Jer. 2 and Ps. 106.

ccording to the description given in Ps. 106:19-20 this

latter passage refers to the 'golden calf' incident at Horeb^
recorded in Ex. 32: -

"They made a calf ( *21.7 ) in Horeb
and worshipped a molten image ( DDOD ).

They exchanged the Glory of God
for the image of an ox (1127 )
that eats grass." (Ps. 106:19-20).

The description of the golden calf incident at Horeb ("Ex. 32)

has a close link with the aberrations of Jeroboam (i) as recorded

in I Kings 12:

1) A.V.'eiser, The Psalms, ATD, p. 679f. (ET).
2) H.-J. Kraus, Psaimen II, BK, p. 728.

3) t Horeb (Ex. 3:1 J 33:6), Moreb is the more Deuteroncmistic
name for , inai (Dt. 1:2, 6, 9:8 etc.). In p. "the name "final"
is dominant, (>x. 19:1-2; 31:18; 34:29; Lev.).

4) In articular, M.Noth insists on this position: -
"The history of the tradition of the narrative of the golden
calf cannot be separated from the setting up to two 'golden
calves' in the sanctuaries of Bethel and Dan by King Jeroboam
of Israel, reported in I Kings I2:28f."
He says further: "We must reckon with the possibility that
the narrative of Sx. 32 was originally composed with reference
to Jeroboam's cult-politics."
M.Noth, Exodus. GTL (ET), p. 246.
cf. S.Lehming, "Versuch zu Ex. 32", VT 10, 1960, pp. 16-50.

Even though we cannot agree with M.Noth at all points, we can
recognize that there is a close linic between the two passages
(Ex. 32 and I Ki. 12).
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"Is not the very raison d'etre of this incident the
aberrations of Jeroboam I in I Kings t2:28?" 1)

In these descriptions, in Ex. 32 and I Ki. 12, we find the

history of the religious crisis as the background of the covenant-
2)

lib. The serious sin of Israel was introduced here on two

counts: -

(i) They made other gods, refusing Moses and YBNH.

"Up, make us gods, who shall go before us." (Ex.32:1).
"He (Aaron) made a molten calf; and they said
'These are your gods, 0 Israel, who brought you up

out of the land of Egypt!'" (Ex. 32:4) -
(I Ki. 12:28)

The confession of the rebellious Israel under \aron (Ex. 32:

4, 8; Neh. 9i18) is the same as Jeroboam's in I Kings 12:28.

Such a confession is nothing short of flouting the sovereign

claim of YH H - the covenant Lord. Against this false con¬

fession, the commandment"'^ declares: -

"I am YH H, your God, who brought you out of the land
of Egypt." 0 (Ex. 20:2 = Dt. 5:6). "You shall have
no other gods beside Me."

1) l.C.Habel, Yahweh versus Baal. 1964, p. 20.

2) See further, pp. 276f., esp. pp. 282-283-

3) Much recent scholarship has been concerned with the Ten
Commandment s: -

cf. J.J.Stamm-M.S.Andrew, The Ten Commandments in Recent
Research, SBT 2, 1967-
S.Nielsen, The Ten Commandments in New Perspective, SBT II, 7,
1968.

4) On Ex. 20:2: -

.Limmerli, Ich bin Jahwe, 1953,(PP- 11-40; in GAAT.)
K.Elliger, Ich bin der Herr - Euer Gott, 1954.

immerli suggests that the oldest form in its shortest/...
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(ii) They made for themselves the calf image.

"Aaron made a molten calf." ( HOOD ) -

Ex. 32:4, 24, 8.

The incident of the making of a molten calf to be their god,

is identical with that recorded in connection with Jeroboam

who made two calves of gold and set one in Bethel and the

other in Dan (I Kings 12:28-29), YH H has no image and He

is 'unseen' (Dt. 4:15; hx. 33:20), but He reveals Himself in

His G-lory ( TDD : x. 33:18, 22). The bull (calf) image was

an idol and has associations with the Baal religions of

Canaan. Against such a. making of idol-images, the second

commandment declares: "You shall not make for yourself a

1 )
graven image." ( ^03 ) (Ex. 20:4; Dt. 5:8).

Concerning Ex. 32 new problems arise: - i. Moses takes up the

Rib against the people of Israel (v.21f.) and ii. The breaking of

the covenant and covenant renewal (32:19; 34:1-28).

.../version is 'Ich bin Yahweh'.

Elliger classifies two forms: shorter and longer -
shorter forms are used at the end of the law to confirm the law;
longer forms include the statement of the 'Heilsgeschichte' as
in the 'classic standard passage'. (Ex. 20:2; Dt. 5:6).

1) Ex. 34:17 ( MDOft ), Dt. 27:15, a graven or molten image
( HD0D1 /03 )•
As regards this decalogue-sentence, the problem is whether the
reference is to an image of YH H or to Canaanite cultic images.

W.Zimmerli has shown that it is mainly directed against Yahweh
images which appeared in Israel at a quite early period.

II. Th. Obbink per contra suggested that it was not a matter of
images of Yahweh but of Canaanite cultic images which might
have been set up in Yahweh sanctuaries.

.Simmerli, "Das zweite G-ebot", G-.A.A.T. , 1963, PP« 234-248.
K.T.Obbink, "Jahwebilder", 47. 1929, pp. 264-274.
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(i) loses takes up the Rib against the people of Israel.

'Moses said to aaron, "What did this people do to
you that you have brought a great sin upon them?" '
•Moses said to the people, "You have sinned a
great sin ) - (Ex. 32:21, 30).

The important problem here is that Moses takes up the Rib

against the people of Israel. The Rib in the rhetorical

question "hhat did this people do?" ( TO ) is made to refer

to a great sin ( : v. 21, 30) : that is "they have made

for themselves gods of gold" (v.31) - breaking the covenant

relation between YHH and His people. It is Moses' office

to do with 'judging every great ( hVTI ) matter' (Ex. 18:22),

to make them know the way in which they must /alk and what they

must do (Ex. 18:20).

(ii) The Breaking of the Covenant and Covenant Renewal.

The broken and duplicate tables of stone apparently symbolize

the broken and renewed covenants respectively (Ex. 32:19;

34:1f», 28). These tables of stone pose a problem of inter¬

pretation. BotP Exodus 34:1-4 and 34:28 seem to refer back

to the original ten debarim ( D'HRlil ) formulated on the

first tables. Why, then, is the so-called "ritual decalogue"

(Ex. 34:11-26) introduced at this point and made part of the

covenant renewal situation?

1)
To this question N.C.Habel answered with two suggestions:

a. Concern for a"de-Canaanized' cult.

1) N.C.Habel, op. cit., p. 23.
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This legislation is concerned with the crises of life

for the Israelites in Canaan. This "ritual decalogue"

stipulates that all Canaanite cultic symbols and sacrifices

are to be shattered (vv. 13, 17). /ihile Canaanite agricultural

festivals are to be modified to conform to the cult of Israel

as YH/H's festival (vv.18-26).

b. Concern to stress 'the connection between the covenant

and the cultic festivals.

The very juxtaposition of the festivals with the renewal

of the covenant at inai would suggest that the festivals and

cultic acts of Israel are the provided means of communion

whereby the Israelite tribes in Canaan can regularly maintain

and renew the covenant with YH'H. Theoretically, then, all

festivals could be considered covenant renewal festivals.

The double reference to Rib, in Ex. 32:19 (the breaking of the

covenant) and in Ex, 34:10; 27-28 (covenant renewal), makes

it clear that covenant Rib refers to both these aspects.

b. Jer. 2:29

"Why ( noV> ) do you dispute (Rib) with Me?
( V : All of you rebelled against Me,

the oracle of YHWH."

This is a comprehensive and composite expression referring to

the form, content and significance of Israel's Rib in the wilderness.

The understanding of the murmuring in the wilderness varies among

the texts of the Old Testament. Three main texts are traceable

1) See p. 59, 36.
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Ex. 17:2; Num. 20:13; Ps. 78:18.

The rhetorical question form ("Why do you dispute with Me?"

v.29) is identical with the one which occurs in x. 17:2

describing the murmuring of Israel in the wilderness:

"Y,hy do you dispute with Me?" ( 11 3' "Ifl ).

This dispute here is between Moses and Israel. The murmuring
1)

motif in Sx. 17:2 is written with the local aetiological

concern for the name of Meribah (Ex. 17:7) : this nam- is

explained simply 'because of the Rib of the children of

Israel'.

ii. Num. 20:13.

The bearing of this rhetorical question is shifted from Moses

-Israel (Ex. 17:2) to YH.YH-Israel (Num. 20:13).

"These are the waters of Meribah, where the people
of Israel contended (Rib) with YH-'H,
and He showed Himself holy among them." (Num.20:13).

iii. Ps. 78:18.

The Rib in the wilderness is taken up, with a new significance,

in the Asaph-Psalm 78:17 :

"They sinned still more against Him
rebelling ( mID5? ) against the Most High in the desert."

The Rib in the wilderness is not only connected with the

murmuring motif, but also with the rebellion of Israel against

1) G-.h.Coats, Rebellion in the wilderness, 1968, p. 531.
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YfflYH.

In Jeremiah ch.2:29# we can find comprehensive expression of

these three passages. The rhetorical question form is similar to

the one in Ex. 17:2, the Rib with YH»<H is the same as in Num. 21:

13, and 'ail of you rebelled against :e' is t e same idea as that

expressed in Ps. 78:17. The characteristic of Jer. 2:29 is to be

found not only in its standing on the historical tradition of the

l)
Rib in the wilderness, but more precisely in its 'Vergegenwartigung''

(actualization into the here and now) of these traditions.

4. "Sitz im Leben" of the "Rib".

In hi3 book Prophecy and Religion, J.Skinner pointed out that

the Rib form is one of the characteristics of Jeremiah's ideas:

"In the passage (ch.2:4-13) we recognise some of the
profoundest and most characteristic of Jeremiah's ideas.
It is in fhe form of rhetorical expostulation - a Rib
(v.9)." 2)

It is quite evident that the prophet Jeremiah used the Rib form

in his prophetic judgement speech.

The progress of research on this Rib form is associated above

all with the name of Hugo Gressmann and Hermann Gunkel."^

1) N. ..Porteous, Living the Mystery, 1967, pp. 127, 37.
"The Old Testament and ome Theological Thought orms", pp. 31-
46.
"Actualization and the Prophetic Criticism of the Cult",
pp. 127-141.

2) J. Skinner, op. cit. , pp. 66-67. He supposed that "the prophet
might have spoken to an assembly in the temple courts".(p.67).

3) H.Gressmann, "Die literarische Analyse Deuterojesajas", L 34,
pp. 254-297. He had already discussed the Rib in this article.
H.Gunkel-J.Begrich, op. cit.. 1933, pp. 329-304.
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In his book, H.Gunkel isolated a particular form (Gattung)

of the "prophetische Gerichtsrede" among the various literary
1)

forms. He analysed not only the 'Gattung' but also the ':its im

Leben' of the 'Gattung', holding that the special form of the

'Gerichtsrede' came from the 'Rechtsleben'. Since the time of

Gunkel, the problem of the Titz im Leben' of the prophetic 'Ge¬

richtsrede' - Rib form - has been taken up: Did the 'Gerichtsrede'

(Rib-form) originate in the sphere of (a) the civil court at the

gate,^ (b) the cult, or (c) international relationships?^

(a) The legal process in the civil court at the gate.

5)
J.Begrich laid the foundation for the study of legal forms

with his analysis of the Gerichtsrede. Following anearlier descript¬

ion of 'Gerichtsreden' by Gunkel, J.Begrich defines the structure

of the legal process.

The first stage of the structure is an initial quarrel

between two parties, either private individuals or groups. This

quarrel is composed of an exchange of accusations and counter-

1) H. unkel-J.Begrich, op. cit.. p. 22: -

1. Bestimmung des "Sitz im Leben", 2. Bestimmung des Inhaltes
einer Gattung, 3« Bestimmung der Formensprache.

2) L.Kohler, J.Begrich, H.J.Boecker, H.i.Wolff, D.A.McKenzie,
C.Westermann, E.von Waldow.

3) E.V.Urthwein, A.Vveiser, D.J.McCarthy, G.E.Wright, J.Jeremias.

4) J.Harvey, G.E.Mendenhall, K.Baltzer, J.Limburg, P.H. -illiams.

5) J..! egrich, op. cit. , BWANT 1938, PP« 19ff.

cf. E.von Y/aldow, op. cit. . BZAW 85. 1963, pp. 1f.
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accusations. The point to note here is that this stage is informal.

There is no judge present, no witness. (For example: the quarrel

between David and Saul in I Sam. 24". 12ff.)

1)
The second stage is the formal process of law. The plain¬

tiff and defendant present themselves at the jublic square where

the judges and witnesses can be chosen from the assembled citizens

of the community.

J.Begrich feels that the whole scope of the legal process

from the pre-official accusation and response to the official court

procedure contains enough cohesion to be considered a unified form

(Gattungseinheit). He found that the term Rib does not describe

the total process but serves instead as 'die technische Jezeich-

2)
nung der Verhandlung des Streites vor Gericht'.

It is the important contribution of udwig Kohler*' that he

made clear the struature of Israel's 'Rechtsgemeinde'. He ex¬

plained what role the legal assembly had in the Hebrew country

side, using the illustration of the book of Ruth, (4:1-2): -

"The legal assembly carries out its functions in the gate.
The prophet repeatedly warned men that righteousness
should dwell in the gates. -
The legal assembly comes together when there is need.
(Jer. 26).
In the villages and country side of Palestine the legal. .

assembly met in the open air and administered justice." !

1) Jer. 26 presents the full scope of this legal process.

2) J.Begrich, op. cit.. BWAHT, p. 37*

3) L.Kohler, "Justice in the Gate", appendix in Hebrew Han, 195&.

4) ibid., pp. 151, 153-
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1)

H. J. Boecker apparently agrees with this position of

Begrich and Kohler, but refines the definition one stage further.

Ke includes the whole Gerichtsrede, both the official process and

the pre-official quarrel, under this term Rib. He understands

Rib as in most cases a term for the conducting of the legal process

as a whole. On the question of 'Sitz im Leben' he concludes that

"die G-erichtsreden bei den Propheten durch die flbernahme der Rede-

2)
formen aus der hebraischen Rechtsgemeinde zu verstehen seienl'

H..olff also explained Rib ( R'"l ) in ^osea on the same

lines: -

"Rib bezeichnet den ftechsel der Reden vor Gericht (c..
4:1, 12:3) und somit die Prozessflihrung im ganzen."

C. estermann is the first specialist in the prophetic style

to give a considerable importance to the 'Gerichtsrede'. He con¬

siders that 'Gerichtsrede' is a reflection of secular legal life,

and states, "the origin in the profane judgment-speech is con¬

firmed". Thus he stands in the same line as J.Begrich and H.J.

Boecker. C. estermann recognises that the 'Gerichtsrede' against

the people is a development of the 'Gerichtsrede' against individ-
5)

uals, and further on he admits that the Rib pattern which he

1) H.J.Boecker, Redeformen des Rechtslebens im Alten Testament.
WMANT 14, 19641 (Redeformen des israelitischen Rechtslebens,
Dissertation Bonn 1959, vgl. ''Anklagereden und Verteidigungsre-
den im A.T.", SvTh i960, pp. 398ff.)

2) ibid., p. 93. cf. E.von V.aldow, op. cit. , p. 9»
3) i:. . olff, Hosea, BK, p. 39«

4) C. estermann, Basic Forms of Prophetic Ppeech, 19^7, P« 221.

5) ibid., p. 169.
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calls 'Rechtsverhandlung' (legal procedure) is only a simple

literary 'clothing': -

"The only variant formulations of the prophetic speech
that will be treated here are those in which the speech
is placed in a borrowed form such as that of a legal
dispute.

.WUrthwein is the first person to criticize the theory that

the ' itz im Leben' of the 'G-erichtsrede' is the legal sphere.

(b) The cultic background.

2)
E. .Urthwein explored the problem of the connection between

prophetic judgement speeches and cultic events, leaning on the

general 'Gattun-sforschung' and on the observations of A. eiser.

Proceeding from this question, he finds the origin of a small

group of speeches, termed 'prophetic judgment-speeches'"^ in a

cultic event - an act of the cultic drama - in which Yahweh appears

as judge.^ To WUrthwein it does not seem correct to say that the

1) ibid., p. 199.
Note: - R.E.Clements, Prophecy and Covenant, p. 78, n.2; p.79.
"It is much more probable that the prophets borrowed directly
from the language of civil lawsuits. Fo far as the origin of
the prophetic law-suit-oracles is concerned, ... the form
itself was modelled upon the procedures developed in ordinary
civil courts."

cf. E.von W'aldow, op. cit. . p. 20.

2) B. . urthwein, "Der Ursprung der prophetischen frerichtsrede",
ZTK 49. 1952, pp. 1-6.

3) E.WUrthwein stresses the interpretation of Rib as prophetic
'G-erichtsre^e' and favours the translation 'Anklagerede'
(accusation-speech: Hos. 4:1f«, 12:3f• 5 is. 3:13f.; Mic. 6:
1 f. ; Jer. 2:5f. 25 = 30f. ; Mai. 3:5).

4) E.Wurthwein finds the allusion to the original place of the
'Anklagerede' in a group of texts in the Psalms in which Yahweh
appears as judge (Ps. 96:11-13; 98:7-9; 76:8-10; 50:1-7).
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prophetic 'Gerichtsrede' is an imitation of the profane judgment-

1)
speeches or borrowed from civil legal procedure. He proposes to

look for its bacKground in the cultic 'Gerichtsszene', the accusat¬

ion of YHWH against His people, pronounced by the prophet at the
2)

temple on the occasion of a religious festival. So he concluded

that "der Ursprung aer prophetischen Gerichtsreae in einer kulti-
3)

schen Gerichtsszene gesehen werden muss." He makes an attempt

to prove the relation between 'prophet and cult' and 'die Stellung

des Propheten im Kult'.

iirthwein does not succeed in determining the particular feast

in the context of which the prophetic judgement-speeches were

actually spoken in the cult, and with which the appearance of God
4)

as judge was connected.

G.G.Wright pursues the problem concerning the particular feast

which provided the cultic background of the Rib form. In his study

5)
on Dt. 32, G.E.Wright suggests that the covenant renewal ceremony

1) cf. C.Westermann, op. cit., p. 77 (ET .

2) cf. J.Harvey, op. cit. , p. 174.

3) S. iirthwein, op. cit. . p. 15-

4) C. .estermann, J.Harvey and G.E.Wright criticize this point.
C.Westermann, op. cit., p. 77; J.Harvey, op. cit., p. 174*
G..^. .^right, op. cit. , p. 59, note 64.

Note: Hesse opposes Wiirthwein's position: -
F.Hesse, "Vurzelt die prophetische Gerichtsrede im israeliti-
schen Kult?", bAvV 65. 1953, pp. 45-53.

cf. .vonValdow, op. cit., pp. 1-2.

5) G.-. ri ht, "The Lawsuit of God", in IPH, 19&2, pp. 26-67-
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was altered into a penitential service by the use of the Rib-motif:

"To me it appears possible that at one time in North
Israel the covenant-renewal celebration was revised and
turned into a penitential service by the use of the Rib-
motif. )

J.Harvey and '.Beyerlin take up this line:

J.Harvey noticed the connection between the Rib and the day

of fasting, basing his view on Jud. 20:26, I Pam. 7:5f., 31:13,

Jer. 14:11, 36:6, Joel 2:12-19, and found especially in these
2)

days of fasting the opportunity for the prophetic Rib.

. Beyerlin pointed out that the cultic 'Sitz im Leben' of the

covenant-Rib ('Bundesbruch-Rib') is the 1amphiktyonische Buss-

und Fasten-Feier' (Jud. 20:26, 21:2f., I Fam. 7:)•

This is very suggestive, in particular, when applied to

Jeremiah's case. According to Jeremiah-biography"^ (MT. Ch.36):

1) ibid., p. 59*

2) J.Harvey, op. cit., Bibl. 43, 1962, p. 195-

3) V4Beyerlin, "G-attung und Herkunft des Rahmens im Richterbuch",
in 'A.'eiser-Festschrift' Tradition und Situation, pp. 1-29,
esp. p. 27.

4) On ch.36, S.Mowinckel, G-ruppe B (Zur Komposition des Buches
Jeremia) which Rudolph followed: Die Srzahlung liber Jeremia
(i.iowinckel' s Quelle B).

T.H.Robinson: B-Biographical and historical prose (Baruch's
Roll).
J.Bright: Type B-Biographical prose by Biographer with
chronological date (Jeremiah, AncB.), Hyatt: Baruch's
memories (Jeremiah, IB).
On Baruch's Fcroll, T. Robinson, "Baruch's croll", TA, 42/...
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"Jeremiah ordered Baruch, saying, - 'you are to go, and
on a fast day in the hearing of all the people in the
Lord's house you shall read the words of the Lord from
the scroll which you have written at my dictation.'"

(36:5-6)

"In the fifth year of Jehoiakim the son of Josiah, king
of Judah, in the ninth month, all the people in Jerusalem
and all the people - proclaimed a fast before the Lord.
Then in the hearing of all the Deople, Baruch read the
words of Jeremiah from the scroll." (36:9-10).

It is quite true that the fast day provided an opportunity

for Jeremiah to proclaim the prophetic Rib-form speech. The aim

of the prophetic covenant Rib-form speech is repentence and

1)
penitence of His sinful people.

(c) The international treaty.

In his article "The Covenant Lawsuit in the Prophets",
2)

li.B.Kuffmon throws new light upon the study of the Rib form and

its ' itz im Leben'. Following G.E.Mendenhall^' who finds a close

parallel between the covenant forms in Israel and the international

treaties (Hittite) of the end of the second Millennium, he classi¬

fies the lawsuits into two different types: one is the divine

council lawsuit and the other is the covenant lawsuit which has

close parallels with the Hittite treaties; -

"There are two fairly distinct types of lawsuits. One
type is connected with the divine council. The other,
especially if it has an appeal to the natural elements,
the covenant witnesses, and a historical prologue, is an
indictment of Israel for breach of covenant. It is

1) e8 further,
p_ 292f_

2) H.B.Huffmon, "The Covenant Lawsuit in the Prophets", JBL 78.
1959, PP. 285-295.

3) G-. i. endenhall, Law and Covenant in Israel and the Ancient
ear Last. 1955.
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ultimately dependent upon the covenant concluded between
Yahweh and Israel at Mt. Sinai.>

Accepting Mendenhall's contribution, PI.B.Huffmon pointed out

the close parallel between the Hittite treaty and the covenant

lawsuit. Both of them have two elements: an appeal to the

natural witnesses and the historical prologue.

2)
J.Harvey makes his hypothesis the search for the origin of

the Rib pattern in international law and illustrated the existence

of extra-Biblical parallels from Rib of Tukulti-Ninurta (the king

of Assur) and from the archives of Mari etc. J.Harvey endeavours

to derive the pattern of the prophetic lawsuit from the idea of the

covenant as based on the form of near-eastern suzerainty treaties.

He tried to apply the international treaty-structure to the

covenant Rib relation between Yahweh-sovereign and Israel-vassal.

It is very cuestionable that the covenant relation between

YH'H and His people is in fact conceived as a treaty between

sovereign and vassal.

D.R.Hillers^-' set about considering such parallels as exist

between treaties and biblical covenants following the lead of

1) H. .Huffmon, op. cit., p. 295.
The divine council lawsuits: Is. 1:18-20; 3:13-15; v'ic. 1:

2-7; Ps. 82.
The covenant lawsuit: Mic. 6:4-5; Jer. 2:4-13; Pt. 32;

Hos. 4:1-3; Ps. 50.

2) J.Harvey, op. cit.. Bibl. 43. 1962, pp. 172-196.

3) D.R.Hillers, Treaty-Curses and the Old Testament Prophets.
1964.
Covenant: The History of a Biblical Idea, 1969.
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G-.E.Mendenhall, who was the first to call attention to the resembl¬

ances. As to the relation between the Sinai covenant and the

treaties, he wrote: -

"At some early date, probably even before the conquest,
Israel entered into a covenant with Yahweh modelled on a

particular sort of international alliance, a suzerainty
treaty.>

In the prophetic 'lawsuit of G-od' or covenant lawsuit, D.R.

Killers pointed out certain parallels to the international treaties:

an appeal to natural elements, covenant history, and traditional

curses. These are associated with treaties, so said he: -

"Outside the Bible, appeal to heaven and earth as witnesses
is practically limited to treaties. It is a standard
feature of the second-millennium Hittite treaties, is
attested at Ugarit, recurs in a different form in one of
the Aramaic Sefire treaties (eighth century B.C.), and
stands in Hannibal's treaty with Philip V of Maceaon
(.235 B.C.)."2;

James nimburg draws attention to occurrences of Rib in a

sphere of international relationships, which occurs in the Jephthah

story (Judg. 10:17-12:6) and on the third of the eighth-century

efire steles: -

"In both the Jephthah peri-cope and Fefire III the root
(Rib) is used in connection with international complaints."

1) D.R.Hillers, Covenant, p. 70.

2) ibid., p. 128.

3) J.Limburg, "The Root Rib and the Prophetic Lawsuit Speeches",
J 0, 1969, pp. 291-304.

4) ibid. p. 301.



1)
It is D.J.McCarthy wno criticized the argument from the

Hittite vassal treaties,maintaining that there is no evidence of

suzerainty treaty influence on any of the early Sinai traditions,

-s to the covenant lawsuit, the Rib form, he recognised its

similarities and relations with the treaty: -

"Thus the prophets indicted Israel along lines suitable
to the treaty tradition."2)

E.von i.aldow's work^ may be seen a3 the most comprehensive

one. He sees the prophetic 'G-erichtsreden' (lawsuit-speeches) as

'Sammelbegriff1: -

1. as employing forms from the court at the gate;

2. as modified by the content of the Sinai covenant traditions;

3. and as standing in an interesting parallelism with the old

Hittite treaty (&.E.Mendenhall), in particular, at the point

of the role of heavens and earth as its witnesses and the

historical prologue: -

"Formally considered the prophetic Gerichtsreden are
rooted in the profane juridical activity of the Hebrew
juridical assembly (Rechtsgemeinde). But seen from the
standpoint of the content, they refer back to the,\
tradition of the covenant of Jahweh with Israel."'"'

1) D.J.McCarthy, Treaty and Covenant, 19&3-
"Covenant in the Old Testament", CBQ 27. 1965, pp» 217-240.

2) ibid. , p. 232.

3) S.von .aldow, Per traditionsgesohichtliche Hintergrund der
prophetischen Gerichtsreden, BLA''. 85, 1963.

4) ibid., p. 20.
R. Clements, Prophecy and Covenant, FBT, 1965, P« 79^ He also
stands on the same line. He states: -

"Whilst it is clear that the content of the accusations which
the prophets levelled against Israel in the lawsuit was derived
from the tradition of the covenant, the form itself was /...
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In the next chapter (IV. Tradition Analysis) we must conduct

our own examination to discover whether Jeremiah Chapter 2 has any

connection with the tradition of the covenant and the covenant-Rib

of YH H with Israel.

7. The Uniqueness of the Covenant Rib Form

in Jeremiah Ch. 2.

The book of Jeremiah chapter 2 contains the comprehensive

usage of prophetic speech which redactor(s) edited in order to

collect the prophetic speeches of Jeremiah under a particular

subject: that is concerning the 'Covenant-Rib' (the Rib of coven-
1 )ant-breaking).

A striking characteristic of this form of 'covenant-Rib' lies

in the fact that the accusation is comprehensive. Each time it is

2)
concerned with the whole state of the nation before God.

Accusation against the covenant-breaker in Jeremiah ch.2

covers every sphere: cultic, legal and international.

a. The cultic sphere: Apostasy.

i. YHvH versus Baal

Jer. 2:5> "They followed 'emptiness' and became 'empty"'.
8, "Prophets prophesied by Baal

and followed 'Not-profit'."
11, "My people have changed their Glory for

'!'ot-profit'. "

.../modelled upon the procedures developed in ordinary civil
courts."

1) See further, p> 131f>

2) cf. C. vestermann, op. cit.. p. 200.



These accusations manifest the ineffectiveness of the

gods, and the idols of the apostates.

ii. Baal worship.

v.7, "You made my heritage an abomination."

v.25, "I loved 'strangers' (gods)
and after them will I go."

v.27, "They say to a stock, 'You are my father',
and to a stone, 'You have begotten me'.

b. The legal sphere:

i. Cn the Torah

v.8, "Those who handled the law did not know Me."

ii. On the 'mishpatim' ( O'lDSHTO) Ex. 23:6; 22:1.

v. 34, "Even on the corners of your robe there is
the life-blood of the (poor) innocent."

(cf. Ex. 23:6).
"You did not get it by housebreaking."

(Ex. 22:1).

iii. Violation of the Decalogue.

Baal worship (apostasy) itself is a violation of the

decalogue.

c. The international sphere:

v. 18, "Now what means this going to Egypt
to drink the waters of the Nile?
What means this going to Assyria
to drink the waters of the Euphrates?"

v. 36, "Even by Egypt will you be ashamed, \
as you were ashamed by Assyria."

1) On Jer. 2:18, and 36.
J.Milgrom, "The Date of Jeremiah, Chapter 2", JNBS 14. 1955,
pp. 65-69. He wrote this article from a chronological concern,
saying, "This paper has shown that the chronological peg of
622 (B.C.) ... (chaps. 1 and 2 being pre-reform;) p.69.
I am more concerned with the editorial processes which produced
the comprehensive character of the covenant Rib form in Jer.2.
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Even though Jeremiah's accusation against Israel covers

every sphere, Jeremiah pointed out the fundamental sin from which

all their evils are derived: that is 'forsaking YH..H' (Jer. 2:

13, 17, 19). In the autobiographical section the matter is put

in the following way: -

"I will utter my judgement against them,
for all their evils in forsaking Me."

(Jer. 1:16).

This indicates Israel's breaking covenant with YHWH.

A question arises: What is the role and aim of the covenant

Rib?

i. In Jeremiah ch.2 the covenant Rib has the role of making

them (Israel) know their sin and apostasy:

"How evil and bitter it is to have
forsaken YHWH." (Jer. 2:19).

ii. It is the aim of the covenant Rib that Israel might repent

their sin and apostasy (ch. 3f«) - Phubah Heshubah Israel

- (Jer. 3:12b) and then make renewal of their covenant

with YHWH (ch. 31:31-34).
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CHAPTER FOUR

The Analysis of the Tradition

upon which Jeremiah Ch.2 stands:

Introduction:

any years ago S.R.Driver suggested that there is a literary
1)

link between Dt. 32, Hosea 2, Ps. 106, and Jeremiah Ch.2.

"The Song (of Moses: Dt.32:1-43) shows great originality
in form, being a presentation of prophetical thoughts in
a poetical dress, which is unique in the 0T. -
The thought and the style of composition exhibit also a
maturity which points to a period considerably later than
that of Moses. The style of treatment, as a historical
retrospect, is in the manner of Hos. 2, Jer. 2, Ezek. 20,
Ps. 106. The theme is developed with great literary and
artistic skill; the images are varied and expressive;
the parallelism is usually regular, and very forcible."

e must examine not only the literary links, but also the

relation of the respective occurrences of the Covenant Rib

2)
in Jeremiah Ch.2 and Deuteronomy 32, Hosea, and the Asaph-Psalms.

1) S.R.Driver, An Introduction to the Literature of the Old
Testament. 1913, (9th ed.), p. 96.

Yv. F.Albright, "Some Remarks on the Pong of Moses in Deuteronomy
32", VT_2, 1959, pp. 339-346.

.F.Albright has criticized S.R.Driver's suggestion: -
"He (S.R,Driver) comments on the 'maturity' of thought and
style, comparing Dt. 32 with Hos. 2, Jer. 2, Ez. 20, Ps. 106.
Needless to say, there is little in common when we turn to
compare form and language." (p. 339)•

2) Twelve Psalms are attributed to Asaph (Pss. 50, 73-83) through
their headings, and some others (Pss. 96, 105, 106) are linked
with Asaph through I Chr. 16:7-36.

See further, p. 225f.
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I. Literary - and Covenant - Rib Tradition.

A* Deuteronomy 32.

1. Literary Characteristics of Dt. 32.

Some scholars have recently re-examined the gong of Moses in

Dt. 32. O.Eissfeldt, W.F.Albright and P.W. Skehan have set forth

the view that the song may be dated as early as tne late eleventh
1)

century B.C. Most scholars, however, have preferred a late date

because this Song of Moses has appeared to be too heavily in¬

fluenced by the prophetic movement to bear an early date.

O.Eissfeldt recognized the similarity between Deuteronomy 32
2)

and the book of Jeremiah in style and vocabulary.

Yv.L.Holladay paid attention to the same relation in his essays

"Jeremiah and Moses'', in which he tried to prove some parallels

between the Song of Moses and Jeremiah and aaid: -

"It is perhaps significant that more of the parallels with
the Song of Moses cited above are found in Jeremiah 2 than
in any other chapter." 2)

1) O.Sissfeldt, Das Lied Moses Deut. 32:1-43 und das Lehrgedicht
Asaphs-Psalm 78 samt einer Analyse der Umgebung des Mose-Liedes.
1958.

W.F.Albright, "Some Remarks on the Song of Moses in Dt.32",
VT 9. 1959, PP. 339-346.

P.W.Skehan, "The Structure of the Song of Moses in Dt.",
CBQ 13. 1951, pp. 153-63.

2) O.Eissfeldt, op. cit. . p. 17.
"Was 1. angeht, so wird etwa die Ahnlichkeit einiger Ftellen
unseres Liedes mit solchen des Jeremia-Buches so erklart, dass
Jeremia von Dtn. 32 abhangig ist. Dtn 32 also alter sein muss
als Jeremia."

3) .L.Holladay, "Jeremiah and Moses. Further Observations",
JBL 85. 1966, pp. 17-27, p. 27.
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1)
There are some terminologies and literary characteristics

common to Deuteronomy 32 and Jeremiah Chapter 2: a. Repetition

and parallelism, b. negative expressions.

2)
a> Repetition and parallelism.

A literary style featuring repetition and parallelism is also

characteristic of Deuteronomy 32.

v.2, May my teaching drop like ( 0 ) the rain

my speech distil lixe ( D ) the dew

like ( D ) gentle rain on the grass

like ( D ) showers on the herbs.

v.6, Is not He thy father who created thee? (K1H )

He who made thee and formed thee? ( Kill )

34,Is not He - ? ( KID )

v. 39 the first person pronoun is repeated four times:

See now that ^ ( '3K), even I ( 'UK) am He

I ( ' 3X) kill and restore to life,

After I have smitten I_ ( ' 3 K ) heal.

There is no ( ) god beside me -

there is none ( ) that can save from my hand.

1) On "Terminology common to Dt. 32 and Jer. ch.2',' see further,p<25'/E

2) '(V.P.Albright, Ya.oweh and the G-ods of Canaan. London, 19&8, p.15«
He points out that Dt. 32 contains some instances of repetitive
parallelism, (vv.2, 6, 14 (in LXX), 43, 39, 22, 21).
He explains that "Deut 32 contains only echoes of true repet¬
itive parallelism and that it dates from a time when assonance
and paronomasia had become characteristic features of poetic
style." (p.17)

One other example of parallelism in Dt. 32:43 may be restored
from the G-reek and a Qumrah fragment: /...
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v.32, For their vine ( }31 ) comes from the vine ( )
of Sodom,

from the fields of G-omorrah.

v.21, They have stirred me to .jealousy with No-God, ( )

they have provoked me ( 'lIKlj? ) with their idols,

So I will stir them to jealousy with Wo-people ( QSh-KVD )

I will provoke them ( with a foolish nation.

b. Negative expressions in Dt. 32.

In Deuteronomy ch.32, there are many occurrences of the
1 )

negative words K1? and 1 ft . This may be said to be character-
2 j

istic of the chapter. most cases the negative expression is

used for Ylf.YH's condemnation of Israel's apostasy.

i. Sinful Israel.

v. 5, Not His children (viR KV)

v.6, Not wise ( CDn )

v.28, No understanding ( n3 *11111 f' K"l )
v.20, Children in whom is no faithfulness ( JftK N1? )

.../ "Rejoice with Him, 0 heavens,
and bow before Him, 0 sons of God!

Rejoice with His people, 0 nations,
and honour Him, all sons of God!"

cf. P.W.Skehan, "A Fragment of the Song of Moses (Dt.32) froij
Qumran", BAS1 R 136. 1954, pp. 12-15.

1) For the use of the negative KV in Dt.32, cf. Dt. 32:5, 17,
17, 17, 20, 21, 21, 30, 31,
with * N1?*! ' : vv.6, 27} with ' ' ' vv.6, 34.
For the use of the negative fK*1 : vv.28, 39, 39, 4, 12.

2) 0.Eissfeldt, op. cit., p. 8.

M.J.Buss, The Prophetic Word of Hosea, BJSAY/ 111 , 1969, pp. 88-
89.
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ii. Apostasy of Israel.

v. 17, demons which were no sods. ( n*?K Xb )

gods they had never known, ( 0*1 X1? )

before whom your fathers had never shuddered ( 0*15^7 X1? )

v.21, They have stirred Me to jealousy with 'No-god' C?X X1? )

They have provoked Me with their not ings ( )

v. 51 > For their rock is not as our rock. ( XV)

iii. YHWH's judgement.

v.21b, f!o I will stir them to jealousy with 'no people'. ( oy X1?)

iv. YH H himself.

v.4, A god of faithfulness and without iniquity ( 'piy f'x)
v. 59, And there is no god beside me ( OTlVX fX*) )

and there is none that can save from My hand ( I'XI )
v. 12, and there was no foreign god with Him ( 'pX-fX )

Such negative expressions are, as we have seen, common in
1)

Jeremiah Ch.2. Even though we find such similarities between

Deuteronomy 52 and Jeremiah ch.2, there are also differences: -

c. The differences.

i. Religious leaders.

In Deuteronomy 52 there is no criticism against the religious

leaders.

Dt.52:7, "Ask your father, and he will show you
your elders, and they will tell you."

On the contrary Jeremiah criticises the religious leaders

1) On the negative expression in Jeremiah ch.2, see further p. R8f.
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heavily (Jer. 2:8, 26). In Hosea criticism against the

religious leaders occurs at Hos. 4:4-6; 5:1-2; 9:7-9. The

non-occurrence of such criticism in Deut. 32 is a difference

from the book of Hosea and Jeremiah.

ii. Editorial difference.

The Song of Moses (Dt. 32:1-43) is transmuted from 'the song'

( rnv4 ) into 'Torah' ( ilOlO Dt. 32:46) in the prose section

which seems to be the result of Deuteronomistic editing.

The prophetic poetry in Jeremiah ch.2 is put into the frame¬

work of the 'autobiographical' prophetic editing - prophetigat-

ion -.

2. The covenant-Rib form in Dt.32.

Recent studies have shed new light upon the Rib form in Dt.32.

H.B.Huffmon, J.Harvey, &.E.Wright and W.Beyerlin have contributed
1)

to the Rib-form study in relation to Dt.32.

H.B.Huffmon classifies Dt.32 as belonging to the covenant

lawsuit type, which includes address to heaven and earth (v.l),

covenant witnesses, and a historical prologue - the mighty acts of

Yahweh (vv.6b-l4), the indictment (vv. 15-18), and then the sentence

(vv.19-25).^
1) H.B.Huffmon, The Covenant Lawsuit in the Prophet,,, JBL 78,

1959,PP. 285-95.
J.-arvey, Le Rib-Pattern , Bibl. 43. 1962, pp. 172-196.
G.E.Wright, "The Lawsuit of God: A Form-Critical otudy of
Deuteronomy 32"in Israel's Prophetic Heritage, 1962, pp.26-67.
W.Beyerlin, "Gattung und Herkunft des Rahmens im Richterbuch",
1963, in Weiser-Festschrift Tradition und Situation, G'dttingen,
pp. 1-29.

2) H.B.Huffmon, op. cit., p. 289.
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J.Harvey has provided examples of parallel material in his

work on the Rib-pattern. The study of this extrabiblical material

together with biblical passages (Dt. 32, Is. 1, Mic. 6, Ps. 50,

and Jer. 2) has led him to identify two major types of Rib passages

in the Old Testament: the Rib of condemnation (Dt. 32, Jer. 2,

Ps. 50) and the Rib of warning (is. 1, Pic. 6). He analyses
1)

Dt. 32 as the Rib of condemnation.

0. E. 1,right examining the covenant lawsuit form in Dt.32 found

that the covenant lawsuit rests on the Mosaic covenant form for

2)
its legal basis. He concluded that "Dt. 32 is a 'broken' Rib,

or expanded Rib, that is a specific cultic form adapted and ex¬

panded b other themes to serve a more generalized purpose in

confession and praise",^ "bein^ based on the covenant renewal

form." He analyses the structur of Deuteronomy 32 as the form of

4)
the covenant lawsuit:

1) J.Harvey, op, cit.. p. 178.
His analysis is in the following way: -

1. vv.1-2 : Introduction (call to heaven and earth).
2. v.6 : Interrogation (first implicit accusation).
3. w.7-18: Prosecutor's address to the court (declaration

that the covenant is broken, recital of the gracious acts
of Yahweh, and of Israel's ingratitude).

4* vv. 16-17: Reference to the vanity of cultic compensations
or foreign cults.

5. vv.19-25: Declaration of culpability and the menace of
total destruction.

2) G.E.Wright, op. cit. . p. 49.

3) G.'. .right, op. cit.. pp. 40-41.

4) G.E. . right, op. cit. . pp. 34-36, 52-53«
1. Introduction (vv.1-6) : Call to the witnesses in heaven

and earth (1-3) and introductory statement (4-6).
2. Kerygma: Appeal to the mighty acts of God (vv.7-14).
3. Indictment (vv.15-18).
4. The sentence or penalty (vv. 19-29). Here enemy action,

fire that consumes the foundations of the mountains,/...
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In the conclusion he states:

"The covenant-lawsuit theme, was a reformulation of the
covenant-renewal theme. The reformulation took place in
North Israel among those who had preserved the amphictyonic
traditions.)

e must examine the covenant Rib form in Deuteronomy 32: -

1. Appeal to the heavens and earth.

v.1, "Gave ear, 0 heavens, hearken, 0 earth."

2. Historical prologue - covenant history.

a. In the wilderness (

v.10, "He found him in a desert land."

b. Poetic form of the salvation history based on £x.19:4.

v.11, "Like an eagle that stirs up its nest,
that flutters over its young,

spreading out its wings, catching them,
bearing them on its pinions."

3» Interrogation - Rhetorical questions:

a. no ? ;: v.20, "I will see 'What their end will be?"*

b. ? :: v.37, "Where are their gods?"

c. n 9 ;: v.6, "Do you thus requite YHwII?"

d. sVn ? :: v. 6, "Is not He your father, who created you?"

v.34, "Is not this laid up in store with Me?"

.../ famine, pestilence, and wild beasts - all are mixed
together in a cosmic reaction against Israel for breach of
covenant with Yahweh.

5. The poet's assurance of salvation (vv.30-38).
6. The word of Yahweh confirming the poet's words of hope,

(vv.39-42).
7. The poet's final exhortation to praise (v.43)*

1) G-.E.V,right, op. cit. , p. 65.
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4. Accusation.

a. Covenant-breaking:

v.15> "He forsook God who made him." ( 2R33 )

v. 18, "You forgot the God who gave you birth."

( naiwn)

b. Apostasy.

i. Ineffectiveness of Baal.

v. 16, "Demons, (which were) no gods.

v. 21, "They have made Me jealous with no-god
they have vexed Me with their 'emptiness'."

ii. Baal-cult.

v.16, "They Made Him jealous with strange (gods)."

v. 17, "They sacrificed to demons, (which were) ~
no gods."

5. YHVvH's judgement.

a. YHWH's wrath : v.22 ( ">£)£ ).

b. Disaster : v. 23 ( ni!7D )•

c. Judgement : v. 36 ( } •> J ), v. 41 ( QStTD )•
d. In the image of a beast : v.24

B. The Book of Hosea.

1. Literary Characteristics:

Literary Link between Hosea and Jeremiah Chapter 2.

In his book Jeremiah published in 1888, Prof. T.K.Cheyne

pointed out the close link between Jeremiah ch.2 and Hosea, in
1)

particular, Hosea 2:15. S.R.Driver, J.Skinner, A.C.Welch,

1) T.K.Cheyne, Jeremiah: His Life and Times, London, 1888, pp. 26,
29. "That Jeremiah was fond of Hosea's book is certain; /...
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N. W.Porteous, J.Muileriburg, K. ross, 0. von Had, O.Eissfeldt,

&.Fohrer, G." .Anderson have noticed Jeremiah's dependence upon

Hosea, in particular, in Jeremiah ch. 2.^

.../ the touching words which open chao.2 are closely parallel
to a passage in Hosea (2:15). A happy instinct guided him;
he felt himself allied in genius to the elder prophet; and
he must have noticed how similar his own circumstances were to
those of Hosea."

l) S. ..Driver, An Introduction to the Literature of the Old
Testament, pi 9^1
The quotation from his book is mentioned above.

J.Skinner, Prophecy and Religion, Cambridge, 1922, (19&3)» PP»
60-73. - -
"Strictly speaking, perhaps, this (characterising the papular
religion of Israel as a worship of Baal under the guise of
worship of Yahweh) applies only to Hosea and Jeremiah, the two
prophets who after Elijah emphasize the contrast between the
ethical religion of prophecy and the nature-worship into which
the popular religion had degenerated." (pp. 60-6l).
"In this idealisation of the desert religion of Israel Jeremiah
again follows Hosea (Hos. 9s10, 11:l)." (p. 64).

A.C.Welch, Jeremiah. His Time and His Work, Oxford, 1928, 1955,
pp. 180-194.
He explained that Jeremiah and Hosea stood on Yahwism:
"Jeremiah was using Hosea's favourite figure." (p. 181).
"Hosea and Jeremiah saw one sin, the fruitful mother of many:
the people knew not Yahweh, they had forsaken Yahweh." (p.185).
"It was this steel core in Yahwism, the demand that men must
submit to the claim of their God." (p. 187).

N.W.Porteous, Living the Mystery, Oxford, 1967* pp. 44, 135.
"The Old Testament and Some Theological Thought-Forms", pp. 31-
46.
He refers to Jeremiah as "his (Rosea'a) best interpx-eter."
(p. 44).
"Actualization and the Prophetic Criticism of the Cult", pp.
127-141. "The prophet Jeremiah, who was the spiritual
successor of Hosea" (p. 135, of. p. 118).
He adds moreover, "We can readily understand the influence of
Hosea's prophecies upon the young Jeremiah." (pp. 135-6).

J.Muilenburg, "The Form and Structure of the Covenantal
Formulations", VT 9, 1959, pp. 347-365-
He suggests that, "More important is the generally accepted
view of the relationship of Deuteronomic covenantal traditions
to the Slohist and Deuteronomy with Hosea and Jeremiah." (p.
349).
K.Gross, /...
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There are some terminologies and literary characteristics

common to Hosea and Jeremiah ch.2: a. repetition and parallelism,

b. word-play.

.../ "Hoseas Sinfluss auf Jeremias Anschauungen", NKZ 17. 1931,
pp. 241-255, pp. 327-343.
He expounds Hosea's influence upon Jeremiah with abundant
evidence, under these subjects: I. Gottes Gedanke, ii. Das
we sen der Religion, III. Das We sen der Slinde, IV. Busse,
V. Die Heilseschatologie.

G-.von Rad, Old Testament Theology, Vol.2, ST. London, 1965*
"In his early years Jeremiah was dependent on Hosea. This
dependence extends even to his choice of words, and far trans¬
cends what was traditional among the prophets, which was at
most a dependence in subject master. This forces us to
assume that Jeremiah had close contacts with rosea's disciples,
and possibly even that he had a thorough knowledge of the
writing which Hosea left behind. And, as we have already seen,
Hosea stood exclusively within the Israelite tradition." p. 192.

0. Eissfeldt, The Old Testament. An Introduction. (ET), p. 358.
"They (Jer.2) reveal the marked dependence of Jeremiah upon
older prophets, in the first place upon Hosea." p. 358.

G.Eohrer, Introduction to the Old Testament, p. 402, London,
1970.
"Like Hosea, whose powerful influence he shows, particularly
in his first period."

4.W. nderson, A Critical Introduction to the Old Testament,
p. 145.
"At all events, the book of Jeremiah makes it clear that,
whether by written or oral transmission, the teaching of Hosea
was still a vital force in prophetic circles at the end of the
following century."

Most of the commentaries on Jeremiah mention the close link
between Hosea and Jeremiah, in particular in Jeremiah ch.2.

l) On "Terminology common to Hosea and Jeremiah ch.2.", see
further, p. 257f., 269f.
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a. Repetition and Parallelism.

1)
irequent occurrence of repetition is also common to Jeremiah

and the book of Hosea.

Hos.3:4, "Without king and without prince, without sacrifice
and without pillar, without ephod and without
teraphim." ( } , X ).

4s 1, "For there is no faithfulness, and no loyalty,
and no knowledge of God in the land." ( j ? X )

5:14, "I» even ]C will rend and go arway." ('IX ) - cf.Kos. 14:9

4:16, "Like a stubborn calf, Israel is stubborn." ( (HJIRO )
cf. Jer. 6:28.

5:3, "I know Ephraim, and Israel is not hid from Me,
for now 0 E-hraim, Israel is defiled."

2:4, "Plead with your mother, plead!" ( R,*l)

7:8, "Ephraim is blended among the peoples,
"iphraim is a cake not turned."

9:7, "The days of punishment have come.
the days of recompense have come. " ('D' 7XH )

9:14, "Give them, YHWH,
what will you give?"

Give them a miscarrying womb." ( )

10:15, "Because of the evilness of your evil - " ( W7)

11:10, "He will roar like a lion, ( 1X2?' )
for he will roar, and his son will come trembling,

they will come trembling. "~T 1*7TP )

13:6, "As they were fed, they became full. ( ^33? )
they became full and lifted their hearts."

13:14, "T<,rom ir-heol ( VlX'R) I will ransom them,
from death ( DIG) I will redeem them,
I will be your plague, 0 death ( J77D )
I will be your sickness, 0 Sheol."( ).

1) On "Repetition in Jeremiah Ch.2", see further pp. 73ff.
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14:2-3, "Return, Israel to YHWH your G-od ( HR1IC )
Take with your words, and return to YHWH.

b. word play.

J.L.Mays refers to the word play in Hosea as follows: -

"He was also skilled in formulating and using word plays;
correspondence of sound spelling and meaning of words
juxtaposed within a saying is a rather regular feature of
his style."'')

2)
W.Rudolph and J.M.Buss also point out the word play in Hosea.

e must examine the similarities of word play in Hosea and Jeremiah

ch. 2.

i. Word play on 'Ephraim'.

'RD (fruit) Hos. 9:16; 14:9 (10:1, 13). Jer. 2:7.

Hcs. 9:16, Ephraim is stricken, - they shall bear no fruit.

14:9, 0 Ephraim, what have I still to do with idols?
- from Me your fruit is found.

KID (wild ass) Hos. 8:9; Jer. 2:24.

Hos. 8:9, a wild ass wandering alone,
Ephraim has hired lovers.

Jeremiah also used 'wild ass' as an image for Israel.

ii. Positive and negative contrast.

Hos. 2:25, "Pity and not-pitied" ( Om / flDm X1? :

2:3, 1:6, 8).

1) J.L.Mays, Hosea, OTL, London, p. 7»

2) W.Rudolph, Hosea, KAT, p. 21f. All the examples of word play
in Hosea are gathered here in a full list.

M.J.Buss, The Prophetic Word of Hosea, p. 39»
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"My people" and "not-My-people"

( / 'Dy-Ss1? • cf. 2:3; 1 '9; 2:1).
Jer. 2:11, "God" and "not-god" ( DTlVs / Q* ).

iii. Word play by repetition.

Hos. 9:11, "Like a bird, their Glory flies away" .

( *11 y / e]SW ).

10:12, "Till your unfilled ground." ( 1T3 / T] :

Jer. 4:3)»
1)

This phrase is used in Jeremiah 4:3»

Hos. 2:8, "I will fence up her fence". ( TlTTl / mil)

2:13, "I will bring to rest all her joy, -

and her sabbath." ( 'flXPn / nnXtf )«
2)

Fuch word plays are common to Hosea and Jeremiah.

c. Similarity in thought between Hosea and Jer.Ch.2.

Some thoughts such as 'marriage image', 'vine image' and

apostasy are common to Hosea and Jeremiah ch. 2.

i. The marriage image of the relationship between YHWH and Israel.

Jer. 2:2, "I remember of you the loyalty ( JOn ) of your
youth ( "pTiyT )
the love of your bridal days."

Hos. 2:17, "And there she shall answer as in the days of
her youth ( rPYiyi )•"

Hos. 2:21, "/bad I will betroth you to me for ever. ,\
I will betroth you to me - in loyalty."( TDH )

1) BDB.
2) On "Word play" in Jer.Ch.2, see p^. 76-77.
3) W.H.Snaith, Distinctive Ideas of the Old Testament, London, 1944,

(1962), On "the Covenant Love of God", pp. 94-130.
A.R.Johnson suggests as the translation of hesedh 'devotion'
( v. .Jorteous, op. cit. . p. 54)•
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This refers to the faithful covenant relationship existing

in Israel's youth.

1)
ii• The usage of HIT : Harlotry-motif.

•Jer. 2:20, "You bow down and commit harlotry." ( H3T )

Hos.2:7, "For their mother has played the harlot." ( HIT )

Hos. 1:2, 2; 4:12, 15: 9:1; etc.

2)
The vine image (Jer. 2:21).

The vine image as a description of degeneration is common to

iiosea, Jeremiah and Dt. 32.

Hos.10:1, "A luxuriant vine is Israel, fruit he produces.
( )

The more his fruit grows, the more altars he
builds,

the better his land becomes,
the better he makes his pillars."

iv. Israel's apostasy-image.

Changing t: e Glory. ^
Hos. 4:7, "I will change their Glory into shame."

Jer.2:11, "My people has changed his Glory."

Two sins of Israel.

Hos.10:10, "I chastise them for their two iniquities."
'jr.;1? )•

Jer.2:13, "Two evils have My people done." ( .0171 DTl/ )

cf. J.L.Mays, Hosea, 0TL, p. 38.
lee further, p.285-287. (The worship of Baal-Peor and the
harlotry-motif. )
The vine, used as an image of Israel in Hos.10:1, is a tradit¬
ional symbol of the nation (Israel) (Ps.80:9, Jer.2:21). -
.J.Buss, op. cit., p. 112.
fee p. 260.
.. .Ginsburg, Introduction to the fasoretico-Critical Edition
of the Hebrew Bible, London, 1897, p. 352. 'The emendations
of the opherim' (Jer.2:11; Hos.4:7; Ps.106:20). See further,p.10.

1)

2)

3)
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1)
Baal worship.

Hos.4:13, Upon the tops of the mountains they
sacrifice - ( mymn-'?? )

under the oak and the poplar and the
terebinth - ( pVK nHJI )

Jer. 2:20, Upon every high-hill ( ) and
under every green tree - ( Unfl )

34b, under every oak (LXX) ( nVK).

Apostasy of Israel (backsliding: ilDITO ) cf. Jer. 2:19.

Hos.11:7, My people are bent on backsliding from me.
( TOTfrDV )•

14:5, I will heal their apostasy. ( tinHI :270 )•

v. Against the leaders.

Another similarity between Ho sea and Jeremiah ch. 2 is the

criticism against the religious leaders, which is not found

in Dt. 32.

Hos.4:4-6, With you is my contention (Rib), 0 priest,
You shall stumble by day,
the prophet also shall stumble with you by
night.
I reject you from being a priest to Me.

9:7, The prophet is a fool.

4:9> But people and priest shall be treated alike,
I will punish them for their conduct,
and repay them for their deeds.

10:5, Its idolatrous priests shall wail over it,
over its glory which ha3 departed from it.

Jer.2:8,
26b,

The priests - the prophets.

1) cf. W.L.Holladay, "On every High Hill and Under Every G-reen
Tree", VT 11, 1961, pp. 170-176.
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d. Negative expressions in Hosea.

One of the characteristics common to Dt. 32, Hosea and Jeremiah
1)

ch.2 is the negative expression. There are many negative ex¬

pressions with 'not' ( X*? , |' X in the book of Hosea.

The negative expression is used in the prophet's radical

criticism of the real state of apostasy of Israel, proclaiming the

ineffectiveness of idols and the unfaithfulness of Israel.

The ineffective gods which are the objects of Israel's

apostasy.

2:12, "And no one will save her from my hand."

( n^'X'-X1? ) of. 5:14.

8:6, "A workman made it - it i3 not G-od." ( QTlVx X1? )•

Symbolical name for sinful Israel.

1:9; 2:1; 2:25, "not My people" X1? ).

1:6, 8; 2:25 , "not-pitied" ( nnm X? ).

The breaking of the covenant relation expressed in the

marriage image.

2:4, " he is not my wife ( T157K X? ) and
I am not her husband ( nr,7'K X1? )•"

1) See further, pp. 88f. , 204-5.

2) For the usage of the negative ' X1?'
Hos.1:6, 6, 8, 7, 9, 9, 9; 2:1, 1, 1, 4, 4, 6, 8, 9, 9, 10,
12, 18, 19, 25, 25; 3:3, 3; 4:10, 10, 14, 14; 5:3, 4, 4, 6,
14, 13, 13; 6:6; 7:10, 16, 14, 9, 9; 8:4, 5, 6, 13, 4;
9:2, 4, 4, 4, 17, 15; 10:3; 11:4, 7, 9, 9, 9; 12:9; 14=4,
4, 4*
For the usage of the negative ' ] "> X '
Hos.3:4, 4, 4, 4, 4; 4:1, 1, 1; 5:14; 8:8; 10:3.
' bX' - Hos.4:4, 4; 4:15, 15, 15, 15; 9:1, 1.



The sin and unfaithfulness of Israel.

4:1, "No faithfulness, and no loyalty,
and no knowledge of G-od. ( ]' ^ ).

5:4, They (Israel) do not know YHWH (cf.Hos.2:10, 11

5:4, Their deeds do not allow them
to return to their God.

4:14, A people of no understanding.

13:13, An unwise son (cf. Dt. 32:6).

7:10, They (Israel) do not return to YHWH their G-od,
do not seek Him.

7:14, They did not cry to Me from their heart.

9:3, They shall not remain in the land of YHvYH.

9:17, They did not listen to Him.

9:4, They will not pour out wine to YHWH,
they will not bring Him sacrifices.

10:5, We fear not YHWH."

YHWH's act against sinful Israel as judgement.

2:4, "Upon her children also I will have no pity.

11:7, Ho one will reinstate them.

2:12, No one will save her from my hand. K1?

5:14, I will carry off, and no one will rescue."
( pX ) - Ps.50:22.

YHWH's imperative in negative form.

4:15, "Let not Judah become guilty, ( -1?K )
Enter not into G-ilgal, ( -'PX )

nor go up to Beth-aven. ( )
and swear not. ( -Vx )

9:1, Rejoice not, 0 Israel.
Exult not like the peoples!

4:4, Let no one contend, ( )
and none accuse!" ( ).
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Recent studies shed new light upon the Rib form in Hosea, not

only in its form, but also in ±±s content and its background.

H.W.Wolff, H.B.Huff'mon, C.Westermann, K.Koch, D.J.McCarthy, J.L.

Mays, V».Rudolph have drawn attention to the Rib form in Hosea and in

particular W.Bruggemann, M.J.Buss, E.M.Godd have contributed to the

1)
study of the Rib form in Hosea.

1) H.V/.Wolff, Hosea. BK, 1965, pp. 39, 82f. , 93f.

H.B.Huff'mon, "The Covenant Lawsuit in the Prophets", JBL 78.
1959, pp. 285-95. He draws attention to Hos. 4:1-3 as
'covenant lawsuit' which is related to a breach of covenant.

C.Restermann, asic Forms of Prophetic opeech. London, 1967,
p. 199. He provides a list of the 'lawsuit speeches' (Gerichts-
reden) including Hos. 2:4-17, 4:1-3, 4-6, 5:3-15*

K.Koch, The Growth of the Biblical Tradition, London, 1969,
p. 220, n.21. He notes: "The few extant prophetic lawsuits
have been placed by the redactors at the beginning of the
prophetic books: Is. 1:2f., Jer. 2:4-12, Hos. 2:4-15, 4:1-10
etc." p.220.

D.J.McCarthy, "Hosea", JBC., p. 253f«
He writes concerning the Rib form: "It is little wonder that
the prophet (Hosea) favors the form of a judgment (Rib)."
p. 254.
- "Covenant in the Old Testament: The Present State of
Inquiry", CBQ 27. 1965, PP« 217-240, p. 231.

J.L.Mays, Hosea. OTL. , London, 1969, pp. 6, 37, 38, 62, 67, 162.
He comments: "He (Hosea) uses the announcement of a 'complaint'
(Rib, 2:2, 4:1, 4, 12:2) frequently enough to suggest that in
many other cases the style of his message of judgment may be
drawn from forms used in legal proceedings in the court in the
gates." (p.6).

W.Rudolph, Hosea, KAT, 1966, p. 64.
W.Bruggemann, Tradition for Crisis, - A Study in Hosea, Richmond^
1968.

M.J.Buss, The Prophetic ord of Hosea. LZA: 111, Berlin, 1969.
E.M.Good, "Hosea 558-6:6", An Alternative to Alt, JBL 85.
1966, pp. 273-286.
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a« The term Rib.

In the book of Hosea the term Rib occurs 7 times (2:4; 4:1,
1 ^

4, 4; 12:3; 5:13; 10:6). ' Characteristics of the Rib in

osea are: -

a) YHWH's Rib: 4:1, "YEAH has a Rib". (12:3)
2)

4:4, "Against you is My Rib, 0 priest."

b) with preposition ' □$? ':

4:1, 12:3 : "Y'/vVH has a Rib against

with preposition ' 3' : 2:4 "Make a Rib against ^

c) Rib with reference to a human subject.

4)
5:13, 10:6 : "To a king who will make a Rib."

4:4 : "Let no one make a Rib.2

1) Lisowsky, pp. 1332-1333.

2) MT. is different from LXX.

LXX: 4:4 o 6e>Xao£ pou ooc; dvxiksyopsvoc ospeuc.

3) cf. J.Limburg, "The Root Rib and the Prophetic Lav/suit Speeches",
JBL 86. 1969, pp. 291-304.
He pointed out that "each of these verb-preposition combinat¬
ions (with 0$? and R ) has the sense "complaint against'."

J.L.Mays, op. cit.. p. 62.

4) A.V. translates: 'to King Jareb' (5:13, 10:6).

A.Alt proposes to read ' RT "[570 ' a great king ( RR )•
R.SV and NEB translate: 'to the great king* , 'to the Great
King'.

E.M. ,ood, op. cit.» p. 276.
He proposes to read it in the sense of Rib and translates 'to
a king who will contend (Rib)'.
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b. The Prophetic Rib Form in Hosea.

1)
It is likely that chs.4-11 and 12-14 form two collections.

Each begins with an oracle which contains a Rib (YHWH has a Rib

4:1, 12:3) and each ends on a relatively hopeful note (11:1 —11,

14:1-8). Ch.2 also opens in the same way (with a Rib theme, 2:4)

and ends with the oracle of a new restoration (salvation oracle,

2:18-25). Let us examine the covenant Rib form in Hosea which is

paralleled in Jeremiah Ch.2.

2)
1. Call to the witnesses.

4:1, "Hear the word of YHV'H, 0 people of Israel."

2. Historical prologue - the mighty actB of YH.'H.'^
a) Exodus ( n'pyn ) formula

12:13»"By a prophet YHWH brought Israel from Egypt."

b) In the wilderness, ( ).

9:10, "Like grapes in the wilderness I found Israel."

11:3, "It was I who carried them in My arms."

13:5, "It was I who knew you in the wilderness."

(LXX: "It was I who pastured you in the wilderness.")

3. Interrogation: Rhetorical questions.

1) J.L.Mays, Hosea, OTL, 19&9.
"The book falls into two easily recognized sections which are
distinct in size and plan. The first is chs.1-3. -
The second section, chs.4-14 (contains) two sub-sections,
chs.4-11 and 12-14." pp. 15-16.

H.S.Buss, op. cit., p. 33«

2) G.E. Wright,''The Lawsuit of G-od/'in IPH, p. 52.
"Call to the witnesses to give ear to the proceedings. There
these are not 'heaven and earth' but Israel herself, the prophet
may begin by calling Israel to hear Yahweh's word."
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6:4, "''."hat shall I do with you, 0 Ephraim?
What shall I do with you, 0 Judah?"

9:5, "What will you do for the festal day?"

14:9, "0 Ephraim, what have I to du with idols?"

b) -pX ? : Hos. 11:8,8.

11:8, "How can I give you up, 0 Ephraim?
How can I make you like Admah?"

Accusation.

a) Covenant-breaking.

i. To forsake YH'.K ( 3T7 ).

4:10, "They have forsaken YHHH."

ii. To forget YHWH ( PD'" ).

2:15, "She forgot Me." cf. 13:6.

8:14, "Israel has forgotten his Maker."

iii. To rebel ( 7^73 ).

7:13, "They have rebelled against Me."

iv. To break the covenant ( "137 ).

8:1, "They have broken My covenant."

b) Three-fold sphere.

i. The cultic sphere: Baal-cult. (2:15; 4:10;

12-13; 17-18; 9:10; 11:2).

2:15, "I will punish her all the days of the Baals
when she sacrificed to them,
and went after her lovers."

11:2, "To the Baals they sacrifice,
and to the idols they burn offerings. "

9:10, "They came to Baal-peor,
and consecrated themselves to name." (Baal)

4:17, "Ephraim is joined to idols."
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ii. The legal sphere.

Torah: ( mifl Hos. 4:6; 8:1, 12).

4:6, "You have forgotten the Torah of your God."

8:1, "They have revolted against My Torah."

Decalogue: (Ex. 20:7, 16, 13» 15, 14).

4:2, "Cursing, lying, killing, stealing, adultery "

iii.The international sphere.

7:11, "Bphraim is like a dove, silly and without sense,
calling to Egypt, going to Assyria."

5. YH. H' s .judgement.

a) YHWH* s wrath ( ).

8:5, "My anger ( '3K ) burns against them."

14:5, "My anger ( '3K ) has turned from them."

b) YHrtH's judgement ( ).

5:1, "For the judgement pertains to you."

c) YHVvH's discipline ( ~|Q*l?0 ).

5:2, "I will chastise all of them."

d) In the image of a lion.

5:14, "I will be like a lion to Ephraim,
like a young lion to the homse of Judah.
I, even I will rend."

C. The Asaph-Psalms.

1. The Literary Characteristics.

g.R.Driver suggested the link between Dt.32, Hosea 2, Jeremiah

2, saim 106 in their thought, style of composition and style
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of treatment as a historical retrospect: in particular, in their
1)

common presentation of 'prophetical thoughts in a poetical dress'.

A.Bentzen discusses the Song of Moses (Dt.32) in relation to

Pss. 78, 106, 50, 81 and 95, saying that these belong to the same

category as a versified penitential address from a cirble of

cultic prophets, a type which is the presupposition of the prose

sermons and prophetic exhortations: -

"Original paraenetic oracles like Pss. 95, 81, and 50 were
probably joined to rites by which the covenant between
YH H and Israel was renewed. Prophetic paraenetic speeches
like Ps.50 etc. probably belonged to rites of the renewal
of the covenant.

O.Eissfeldt points to common features in Dt.32 and Ps.78

both in form and content: similar introductions, similar historic¬

al retnnspect, and similar paraenetic tone throughout. ^

Ii.B.Huffmon also discusses the 'covenant lawsuit' in relation

to Dt.32, Jer.2, Hos.4:1-3, ps.50 and Mic.6:4-5, distinguishing

this from the 'divine council lawsuit'.^

.T.Harvey distinguishes the Rib of condemnation (Dt.32, Jer.2,

1) S.R.Driver, Introduction to the Literature of the O.T. ,

Edinburgh, 1912, p. S&~.

2) A.Bentzen, Introduction to the Old Testament, Vol.1, 1948,
p. 160.

3) O.Eissfeldt, Das Lied Moses Deuteronomium 32:1-43 und das
Lehrgedicht Asaphs Psalm 78 samt einer Analyse der IJmgebung
des Mose-Liedes, Berlin, 1958.

4) H.B.Hufftaon,''The Covenant Lawsuit in the ProphetsJBL 78.
1959, PP. 285-295.
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\ ' 1 )Ps.50) from the Rib of warning (ls.1, Mic.6).

G. von Rad points out that Psalm 50 contains "a cultic ritual

2)
of similar kind to that presupposed by the Sinai narrative".

These Psalms belong to the so-called 'Asaph Psalms'. Let us

examine the relation between the Asaph Psalms and Jeremiah ch.2.

3)
a. The Asaph Psalms.

; ith the development of form criticism it is now possible to

recognize the function and meaning of the Asaph Psalms more ad¬

equately. Yet the form-critical tradition has tended to ignore

the name in the titles which are preserved in the Bible.

Twelve Psalms (Pss. 50 and 73-83) are attributed to Asaph by

their traditional title^ and some more Psalms (96, 105-106) are

linked to Asaph through I Chron. 16:7-36.

1) J.Harvey,*Le Rib Pattern," Bibl. A3. 1962, pp. 172-96.
2) G.von Rad, "The Form-Critical Problem of the Hexateuch", in

The Problem of the Hexateuch, ET., London, 1965, P« 22.

3) On Asaph-Psalm :

A.F.Kirkpatrick, The Book of Psalms, Cambi-B. (il-lll), pp. 276,
A27f.

I.Engnell, 'The Book of Psalms", in Critical Essays on the Cld
Testament, ET., London, 1970, pp. 68-122.

1.J.Buss, "The Psalms of Asaph and Korah,*JBL 82, 1963,
pp. 382-392.

F.N.Jasper, "Early Israelite Traditions and the Psalter,""VT 1?,
1967, pp. 50-9.

4) The twelve psalms (Ps. 50 and 73-83) have the Hebrew ' *? '
( ) being ascribed to Asaph.
AEngnell, op. cit., p. 79» He explained: "In this case,
' ' means 'of', even though its real meaning may be 'belong¬
ing to' (the asaph collection)."
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i. saph.

Chronicles preserves the Asaph-tradition. Asaph was one of

David's three chief musicians. Along with Heman and Ethan he was

selected by the Levites to lead the music when David brought up

the Ark to Jerusalem (I Chron. 15:16-19). He was appointed by

David to preside over the services of praise and thanksgiving in

the tent where the Ark was placed (I Chron. 16:4-7, 37). In later

times Asaph was ranked with David as the author of sacred songs,

and along with Heman and Jeduthun, he bore the title of "the
11

king's seer" (2 Chr. 29:30; I Chr. 25:5; 2 Chr. 33:15)• '

The 'sons of Asaph', that is the Levitical family or guild of

his descendants, are further mentioned in the reign of Jehoshaphat

(2 Chr.20:14), in connexion with Hezekiah's reformation (29:13)>

and as taking part in the Passover celebrated by Josiah (35:15).

Cn 2 Kings 18:18, 37 the son of Asaph 'Joah' was the recorder

( TDTOn = Is. 36:3, 22) in the reign of Kezekiah.

ii. Characteristics of the Asaph-Psalms.

In his commentary A.F.KirkPatrick pointed out the distinctive

characteristics of the saph-Psalms. They are distinguished by
2)

their prophetic character;

1. Like the prophets, they represent G-od as the Judge.

2. As in the prophets, G-od Himself is frequently introduced as

the speaker.

1) A.F.Kirkpatrick, op. cit., p. 427.
2) A.F.Kirkpatrick, op. cit.. pp. 428-430.
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3. The didactic use of history is also a prophetical feature.

Frequent references are made to the ancient history of Israel.

4» It is anotner feature that the relation of Yahweh to Israel

is expressed by the figure of the shepherd and his flock.

It recalls Yahweh's guidance of His people through the wilder¬

ness.

5. The combinations (ff Jacob and Joseph, Joseph and Israel which

indicate the reunion of Israel and the ultimate reunion of

the nation. fuch Asaph-Psalms are almost entirely national

Psalms, of intercession, thanksgiving, warning, and instruct¬

ion.

I.Engnell mentioned other characteristics of the Asaph

Psalms:1^
1. They originated in North Israel, although it is obvious that

they have been re-interpreted in a Jerusalemite spirit.

2. In the Asaph Psalms the idea of G-od is quite typically

connected with His role in Israel's history.

3. They are prophetic, emotional, - almost passionate.

4. They are predominantly National Psalms of Lamentation.

5» The idea of the covenant is quite prominent in them.

The Asaph Psalms fall into certain clear categories from a

a form-critical point of view: -

1) I.Engnell, op. cit., pp. 79-80.
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1. Lament of the community: 74, 79, 80, 83, 106.

2. Historical Psalms (Legend): 78, 105, 106.

3. Prophetic Psalms: 50, 75, 81, 82.

1)
There are some terminologies and literary characteristics

common to the Asaph-Psalms and Jeremiah ch.2: - i) prophetic

preaching in I-thou style and parallelism and repetition, ii) negat-

2) 3)
ive expressions and rhetorical questions.

b. I-Thou Style, and

Parallelism and Repetition.

The prophetic Psalms-of-Asaph (Ps. 50 and 81) contain partic¬

ular passages written in I-Thou Ptyle, the so-called 'proclaiming

or preaching style'.

i. Divine-I address. I (Y H) and thou (Israel).

a) To the faithful: -

Ps.50:7, "Hear, 0 My people, and I will speak,
0 Israel, I_ will testify against you ( ~p ).
YH\VH, your G-od am I." ( 'D1K )

8, "Not for your sacrifices do I reprove you.
nor for your burnt offerings that are ever

before Me."

9, "I will accept no bull from your village,
nor he-goat from your folds."

10, "For ('d) every beast of the forest is Mine."
(

12, "If I were hungry, I would not tell you ( ).
or ( "O) the world and all that is in it
is Mine." ( ^ ).

l) On "Terminology common to the Asaph-Psalms and Jeremiah ch.2,
see further, p. 257f. , 2b9f.
On " egative expressions", see further, pp. 88f. , 229f.
On "Rhetorical questions", see further, pp. 93f. , 233f. , 26-5f.



15, "I will deliver you, and you shall glorify_

^ ((

b) To the wicked: -

Ps.50:2lb, "I will rebuke you and lay the charge before
you."

ii. Divine-Me address. Thou (Israel) and Me (YHH).

To the wicked: -

Ps.50:17, "You ( nJlK ) hate discipline,
and you cast My words behind you."

21, "You thought that 'I-AM' ( rPHK ) was one
like yourself."

iii. Divine imperative.

a) To the faithful: -

Ps.50:14, "Offer to God a sacrifice of thanksgiving,
and pay your vows to the Most High,
and call upon Me in th9 day of trouble."

b) To the wicked: -

Ps.50:22, "Think well on this, You who forget God,
lest I rend, and there be none to save."

c. Negative expression in the Asaph-P3alms.

One of the characteristics common to Dt.32, Hosea, Jeremiah

and the Asaph-Psalms is a negative usage with 'not' ( ]'K , KV )
1) With ' pK '

Ps.50:22; 73:4; 74:9.
With ' '

Ps.74:19, 19, 21, 23; 75=5, 5, 6; 83:2; 50:3; 79:8.
With * '

Ps.50:8, 9; 73:5, 55; 74:9, 9; 75:7, 7; 76:6; 77:5, 8, 20
78:4, 7, 8, 8, 8, 10, 22, 22, 30, 32, 37, 38, 38, 42, 50, 53,
56, 63, 64, 67; 79:6, 6; 80:19; 81:6, 10, 10, 12, 12; 82:5
5; 83:5.
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a.) The sin and unfaithfulness of Israel.

The particular usage of the negative expression in this sense

occurs very frequently in the 'historical Psalms' (Ps. 78 and 106).

Ps.78s8, "A generation whose heart was not steadfast,
whose spirit was not faithful to G-od."

37, "Their heart was not steadfast toward Him,
they were not faithful to His covenant.

10,
56 "They did not keep God's covenant,

they did not keep the commands of the Most High."

22, "They had no faith in God,
and did not trust his saving power."

32, "They had no faith in His wonderful acts."

30, "Yet they did not abandon their lust."
(Jer. 2:24b - lust) - 106:14*

42, "They did not remember His power."

Ps. 106:

7, "Our fathers in Egypt took no account of Thy marvels,
they did not remember Thy many acts of faithful
love."

13, "They did not wait for His counsel."

24, "They had no faith in His promise."

25, "They did not obey the voice of YHvVH. "

Ps. 81 :

12, "My people did not obey My voice.
Israel would have none of :e."

Ps.82:5, "They have neither knowledge
nor understanding."

b) YJIiH's commandment in negative form.

Ps.8l:10, "There shall be no strange god among you,
you shall not bow down to a foreign god."

These sentences bear a similarity to the first and second
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commandments (Bx. 20:3, 5)•

c) YHWH's judgement against Israel.

Ps.50:22, "Think well on this, you who forget G-od,
lest I rend and there he none to deliver you."

This is similar to Hos. 5:14 ( V'XD fKI ).

d) Opposing the sacrificial cult.

Ps.50:8, "Not for your sacrifices do I reprove you,
nor for your burnt offerings that are ever before
Me."

9, "I will accept no bull from your village,
nor he-goat from your folds."

2. The Covenant Rib Norm in the Asaph-Psalms.

Recent form-critical studies shed new light on the Rib-form

in Asaph Psalm 50.

H. G-unkel classified Ps.50 as a particular form of ' oropheti-
1)

scher ierichtsrede'.

.Eentzen refers to 'prophetic paraenetic speeches (oracles)

like Ps.50, 81 and 95', and then he calls them 'prophetic liturgy'
2)which belongs to the rites of the renewal of the covenant.

. eis-r'^ classifies Psalm 50 as the 'Liturgy' which in his

1) H.G-unkel-J.Begrich, Einleitung in die Psalmen. Gbttingen, 1933,
p. 364.

2) A.Bentzen, Introduction to the O.T., Copenhagen, 1°48, Vol. ,

pp. 100-1.

3) A.Leiser, The Psalms. ET. 0TL, 19&2, p. 393.



sense belongs as a constituent part of the Israelite Covenant
1)

Festival.

£, v.urthwein found allusion to the original place of the

'anklagerede' (Rib-form Hos. 4:1f. , 12:3f», s. 3:13f*> iic. 6:

1 f. , Jer. 2:5f. , 25:30f. , Mai. 3:5) in a group of 'salms in which
2)

Jahweh appears as Judge (Ps. 50:1-7, 76:8-10 etc.).'

R.E.Murphy classifies Ps. 50 as 'a prophetic liturgy',^
following H.&unkel and ..eiser.

H. -J.Kraus called Ps. 50 a 'prophetische Oerichtsliturgie'. ^

M.Jahood also calls it 'a prophetic liturgy of Divine Judge-
5)

ment'.

■ saph Psalm 50 has the covenant Rib form as its literary type,

and the prophetic proclamation which is based on the covenant

renewal festivalas its 'Citz im Leben'.

Let us examine the Rib form in the Asaph-Psalms.

1) ibid., p. 35.

2) 1. tirthwein,*Der Ursprung der prophetischen Oerichtsrede,"
-'i'hn 49. 1952, pp. 1-16, p. 6.

3) .. .Murphy, JBC. p. 585*

4) H.-J.Kraus, JPsalmen, I, BK, p. 372.

5) M.Dahood, Psalms I. AncB., p. 305«

6) . . nderson. Peake's p.. p. 423*
He suggests that "It (Ps.50) is probably best understood as
associated with the cultic renewal of the covenant, the
implications of which are made plain in oracles uttered by a
prophet or prophets attached to the sanctuary."
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1. Appeal to the heavens and earth, and Israel.

50:4, "He calls to the heavens above
and to the earth."

7, "Hear, 0 My people, and I will speak.
0 Israel. I will testify against you."

81 :9, "Hear, 0 My people, while I admonish you.
0 Israel. if you would but listen to Me."

2. Historical prologue: the mighty acts of YH7H.

a. Exodus, ( nVyn formula).

81:11, "I am YH H, your God,
who brought you up ( "j'pyon ) out of the

land of Egypt."

b. In the wilderness ( ).

106:9, "He led then ( □D'V'P'l ) through the deep
as through the wilderness ( )."

c. Entry into the land ( formula).

80:9, "Thou plantedsfc (Tipton 1 ) it (vine)

1)
3. interrogation: Rhetorical questions inYHV.H's address.

a. no ?

50:16, "What right have you to do to recite My statutes?"

b. rfK ?

79:10, "Where is their God?"

1) In the Asaph Psalms:
Ps. 73:10, 11, 19, 25; 74:1, 9, 10, 11; 77:10, 8, 14; 78:19,
21, 40; 79:5, 10; 80:5, 13; 82:2; 50:13, 16; 106:2.

Their forms may be classified as follows: -
? - 73:10, 25; 77:14; 106:2.

nr:1? ? - 74:1, 11; 80:13;
? - 50:16.

HQ-77 ? - 74:9; 79:5. ('nn-W - 74:10; 80:5; 82:2).
H ? - 77:10, 8; 78:19, 20; 50:13.

|-PK ? - 79:10.
-J'X ? - 73:19, (m>X? - 73:11).
riGD ? - 78:40.



c. n ?

50:13, "Do I eat ( VDIKH ) the flesh of bulls?"

d. HQ*? ?

79:10, "Why should the nations say - ?"

80:13, "v'hy then hast thou broken down its walls?"

Accusation.

a. Covenant-Breaking.

i. To forget YHV7H ( rDtt ).

50:22, "You who forget Cod." ( TDS7 ).

106:21, "They forgot G-od, their Saviour." ( HIDE? ).

ii. Not to hear I*'y voice ( ).

81:12, "ivy people did not listen to My voice."

106:25, "They did not obey the voice of YHYH."

b. Three-fold sphere.

i. The cultic sphere. (cf. Ps. 106:19-20, 28, 36, 39)•

50:9, "I will accept no bull from your village,
nor he-goat from your folds."

106:19, "They made a calf in Horeb
and worshipped a molten image."

20, "They changed their G-lory
for the image of an ox that eats grass."

This is the same idea as Jer. 2:11; Hos. 4:7.

28, "Then they attached themselves to the Baal of
Peor

and ate sacrifices offered to the dead."
(Hos. 9:10).

36, "They s rved their idols, ( DY5? : Hos.4:17,
8:4 etc.)

which became a snare to them."

37, "They sacrificed their sons and their daughters
to the demons." ( n'Ti? : Dt. 32:17).
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106:38, "whom they sacrificed to the idols of Canaan
and the land was polluted with blood."

39, "Thus they were defiled by their acts
(Jer. 2:7b) ( IXDB'H ).

and played the harlot in their doings."
(Jer. 2:2Gb) ( ).

ii. The legal sphere: breaking the decalogue.

50:18, "When you see a thief ( 311 ), you associate
with him

and with adulterers ( ), you keep company."

These indicate the violation of the 8th and 7th

commandments.

19, "You give your mouth free rein for evil ( H77 )
and your tongue frames deceit."

20, "You sit and speak against your brother,
and you slander your own mother's son."

vv.18-20 indicate a breaking of the 7th, 8th and 9th

"words" of the Decalogue, and v.21 constitutes the conclus¬

ion, and climax of the rebuke.

106 : 38, "They shed innocent blood ( '73 (XT - Jer. 2:34)
the blood of their sons and daughters."

iii. The international sphere:

106:35, "They mingled with the nations,
and learned to do as they did."

5. Yd. 71s judgement.

a. YHWH's wrath ( ).

78:21, "His anger mounted against Israel."

106:40, "The anger of YHvV'H was kindled against His people."



b. YHWH's judgement ( ft37 ).

50:6, "For God Himself is judge." ( ft37 )

82:1, "In the midst He holds judgement." ( 0387' )

c. YHWH's discipline ( *1010 ).

50:17, "You hate discipline."

d. In the image of a lion.

50:22, "Lest I rend ( *]T0K : cf. Hos. 5:14)
and there be none to deliver."
( V'XD ]'in : Hos. 5:14).

D. Exodus 19:3-8

as 'Origo' of the Covenant Tradition.

The essential of Israel's covenant faith will be defined on

the basis of Exodus 19:3-8.1 E.Kbnig characterized this small

"Sinai pericope" as "die durchherrschende Dominante aller alt-
2)

testamentiichen eissagungen". A.Dillmann declared that

"Ex. 19:3-6 is the locus classicus of the 0. T. on the
nature and aim of the theocratic covenant." 3)

J.Muileriburg also distinguished this passage as 'the fons et

origo of the many covenantal pericopes which appear throughout

the Old Testament.'^

1) cf. N.C.Habel, Yahweh versus Baal, New York, 1964, p. 11.

2) E.KHnig, Das alttestamentliche Prophetentum und die moderne
Geschichtsforschung. 1910, p. 63f.

3) A.Dillmann, Exodus und Leviticus erklart, 1880, (cited from
S.R.Driver, The Book of Exodus, Camb-B., 1918, p. 169)•

4) J.f'uilenburg, "The Form and Structure of the Covenant Formulat¬
ions", VT_2, 1959, pp. 347-365, p. 352.
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Recent form critical studies have shed new light on the text

1)
and the importance of the finaitic covenant tradition.

In this study we examine Exodus 19:3-8 as the origin of the

covenant tradition upon which the literary style and covenant form

in Dt.32, Hosea, the Asaph-Psalms and Jeremiah Ch.2 partly depend.

1. Literary Characteristics.

a. dterary link.

2)
The house of Jacob: v.3b (cf. Jer. 2:4)«

Jacob and Israel in parallelism."^ (cf. Jer. 2:4).

Ex. 19:3b, the house of Jacob - and the sons of Israel.

1) H.' ildberger, Jahwes Sigentumsvolk, ZUrich, 1960.
K.Baltzer, las Bundesformular. i'J'A.: T 4. Heukirohen, 1960.

J.von Radj^Das formgeschichtliche Problem des Hexateuch,"in
esammelte Studien zum A.T., MUnchen, 1958.

ET. "The orm-Critical Problem of the Hexateuch," in the roblem
of the Hexateuch and Other Essays, London, 1966.

W.Beyerlin, Herkunft und G-eschichte der altesten Pdnaitradi-
tionen, Tubingen, 1961.
ET. Origins and History of the Oldest Sinaitic 'Traditions,
(xford, 1965.

.L.Newman, The People of the Covenant, - A ; tudy of Israel
from Moses to the Monarchy - London, 1965*

L.-erlitt. Bundestheologie im Alten Testament. Teukirchen, 196q,
A T 36. pp. 167-180.

2) Elsewhere in the O.T. : G-en. 46:27 ; 2 am. 3:29; Ps. 114:1;
Is. 2:5; 8:17; 10:20; 14:1; 29:22; 48:1; 58:1; Ob. 17,
18; Mic. 2:7; Jer. 2:4; 5:20; Am. 3:13»

S.R.Driver, The Book of Exodus. Camb.B., 1911, P» 169.
As a name for the people of Israel as a whole this expression
occurs nowhere else in the Pentateuch.

3) The house of Jacob and Israel: Is. 46:3; Jer. 2:4; Am. 9:8-
9; ic. 3*9 /• • •
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1)
Eagle's wings: v.4 (of. Dt. 32:11).

The same metaphor or image of the eagle who can carry its

young on its mighty wings also occurs in the Song of Moses (Dt.32:

11), in the context of the covenant history.

[ brought you to Me - in the KT2H formula - v.4 (cf. Jer.2:7).

The same word as designating the mighty act of YT H is used

in Jer. 2:7 with 'into the fruitful land'.

ow ( nrrn ) v. 5a.

The traditional 'now' ( ) appears in many covenant con-
2)

texts: Josh. 24:14, 23; Hos. 12; 13*2; Jer. 2:18; I Sam. 12:

7, 13, 17.

If you will diligently listen to My voice. v.5»

This is a characteristic phrase of Deuteronomy.^ In the

.../Jacob - Israel in parallelism, elsewhere, Dt. 33J4, 5, 28;
32:8-9; Hos. 12:13; isaph-Ps. 81:4; 78:5, 21, 71; 105:10,
23.
See further, Appendix Am f pp> 270> 259>

1) .Buber, Moses. London, 1946, pp. 101-109.

2) J.Iiuilenburg, op, cit. . p. 355.
nB'orm Criticism and Beyondy JBb 88, 1969, p. 15.

3) J. Bright, "Date of the prose sermons of Jeremiah^' J'-'.'. 70, 1960,
p. 35« He notes the occurrences of the phrase 'to obey (my)
voice':
50 times in Dtr., 12 in JE, rare in later prophets (only
Is. 50:10; Hag. 1:12; Zech. 6:15), Zeph. 3:2; 5 times in
Ps., 1 in Prov. 5:13) 1 in Chr. (2 Chr. 30:27), 3 in Dan.
(9:10, 11, 14).
3 times in Jer.'s poetry (3:13, 25; 22:21); 18 times in
prose (7:23, 28; 9:12; 11:4, 7; 18:10; 26:13; 32:23;
35:8; 38:20; 40:3; 42:6, 6, 13, 21; 43:4, 7; 44:23).

t.R.Driver, Deuteronomy. ICC, Ixxviii.
He mentioned that this phrase is one of the most character¬
istic of Dt. /...
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prophetic poetry (speech) 'Hear' ( 9DV7) occurs in the imperative

form. 'Hear the word of YH <Ti' (Jer. 2:4; Hos. 4:1; Dt. 32:1;
1)

?s. 50:7; 81:9).- It is called 'Proclamation formula'.

If - keep ;.y covenant, v. 5 TP "13-UK 009

The negative form of this phrase occurs in s. 78:10 "They

did not keep God's covenant". In Deuteronomy Y WH is the subject

of keeping covenant with Israel. (Dt. 7:9, 12; cf. I Ki. 8:23 -

YHVvH your God - keeps covenant.) The deuteronomic terminology is

rather 'to keep my Torah', when Israel is subject.

In Jeremiah, the phrase is "Hear the word of this covenant"

(Jer. 11:2, 3, 6 in prose).

Treasure ( ) v.5b.

In Deuteronomy the word occurs with 'people': Dt. 7:6;

14:2; 26:18 ( nVlD 09 ). In Dt. 7.6; 14:2 and Ps. 135 this

term is connected with ' DPiD' in the theological meaning of

election. In Ex. 19:5 it occurs without ' "IHG '.

For all the earth is mine ( fDKn-'PD ' *?—T ), v. 5b.
2)

i-imilar expressions occur in Ps. 24:1; 50:10, 12; 89:12

.../ H.Wildbergar, Jahwes Eigentumsvolk, Zttrich, 1960, p. 35.
he points out that this is connected with the 'Sinaitraditicn'
which we may find in Ex. 19:5; Josh. 24; Dt. 26:17-18.

1) cf. p. 1-n this thesis. (Ch. Ill, Proclamation formula).

2) Ps. 24:1, The earth is Yff.VH's ( flKil mn^).
Ps. 89:12, The heavens are thine, the earth also is thine.

( *pK "J1? ).
Some scholars have sought to explain it as an editorial re¬
flection of a later age (e.g. H.Holzinger, .xodus HC, p. 64,
p.67). /•••



(Lev. 25:23),

Ps.50:10, "For every beast of the forest is mine" (*53

12 "For the world and all that is in it is mine."
( 'V-'D )

Kingdom of priests, ( DDVoQ ), v. 6a.
1)

This expression is unique in the Old Testament.

» holy nation, ( u7*np> "> 11 ), v. 6.

In Jer. 2:3 a similar expression occurs:

Jer. 2:3, "Holy was Israel to YHH."

In Deuteronomy this term is not found. The Deuteronomic

terminology is rather 'a holy people' ( DY ) : 1:6; 14:2,
2) 3)

21; 26:19; 28:9. A similar expression occurs in Leviticus,"

with the difference that here the accent is on the special meaning

of "being sanctified from others".

b. Parallelism and Repetition.

Recent studies have paid attention to the parallelismus

.../ N.C.Habel, Yahweh versus Baal. New York, 19^4, P* 19,
p. 33, note 21. He assigns it to an older source.

"In addition to the fact that heroic gods of the ancient Near
East made somewhat similar claims," p. 19.
"oord of heaven and earth, in Hammurabi Code, line 2,
Prince, Lord of the Earth, Baal Y. i. 3f•" P«33, note 21.

1) J.i uileriburg, op. cit. , p. 355.
He points out that "'a kingdom of priests" has no close
parallel and is absent from Deuteronomy."

2) J.luilenburg, op. cit., p. 355.

3) Israel "Ye shall be holy" (Lev. 20:7, 19:2, 11:44 - )
canonic priests: they are holy to G-od, (21:6, 7). These a^e
in parallel with " DHpYin " (BDB - keep oneself apart from
unclean things, p. 873).
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membrorum in this passage (Ex. 19?3-8).

i. Paralleli sin.

v.3, "You shall say to the house of Jacob
and speak to the sons of Israel."

v. 4, "You ( CDilK ) have seen what I did to the Egyptians,
how I bore you ( uDilK ) on eagles' wings,
and I brougnt you ( DDHK ) to Myself."

v. 5} "Now if you will diligently listen to My voice
and keep My covenant

then you will be to me ( *> V ) the treasure

v.6, you ( OJ1SO ) will be to Me ( ^ ) a kingdom of
priests

and a holy nation."

ii. Repetition.

a) Word repetition.

The sons of Israel (vv.3b, 6b.): In the opening and

closing lines of the word of YIHVH, the stress falls upon 'the

sons of Israel'.

You ( QflK ) vv.4, 6. The first and last lines of the

message are introduced by the emphatic second person pronoun.

"You", "to Me", and "all". Note the effective use of the

two-fold ' DDflK ' (v.4, 4) and the three-fold 'to Re' ( ,1?)

vv.5, 5, 6. The emphatic particle 'all' ( *73 : vv.5, 5, 7,

8, 8).

b) Key-word. 'Word' is repeated throughout this passage .

( im): words of YHV.H : vv.6, 7, word of the people in v. 8

and the verb 'to speak ( *12*7 )' in 6, 8.

1) J.Muilenburg, op. cit.. p. 353.



c. Literary style.

In the Sinai pericope passage (Ex. 19:3-8) there maybe

distinguished two literary styles: one is the narrative form

(lS:3a, 7-8) and the other is the 'I and thou style' in poetry

form (l9:3b-6).

i. Dramatic framework in narrative form.

In this passage YHWH, Moses and the people (elders)

appear, and the account of the communication that took place

among them comprises the framework of the unit of Ex.19:3-8.

YHWH called to Moses, saying the words of YHViiH (actio-dei).

Moses came down and called the elders of the people,

saying all these words of YH7H (actio-Moses).

All the people answered, saying 'we will do' (reactio) v.8a.

Moses reported the words of the people to YHWH.

YIL7H - Mediator Moses - the people (elders).

'The words' ( D'lDT ) take the key role in this drama

(cov:nantal drama):

the words of YHV.H (4« 6), all these words of YH. ; (v.

the words of the people, all that YHv/H has spoken

we will do. (v.8).

ii. I-you style in poetry form.

The covenantal passage is written in 'I and you' style

In actio dei: 4

"You ( DflK ) have seen what I_ did to Egyptians,
and how I bore you ( CDflK ) on eagles' wings,
and I brought you ( DDflK) to 'jyself.

Now if you obey my voice
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and keep nr£ covenant
you will be my treasure among all peoples ( ,l? )

For all the earth is Mine. ( *'t? )
You ( DDK ) will be By kingdom of Priests, ( )

and a holy nation."

J. uilenburg called such a literary style the 'proclaiming
1)

or preaching style' in particular 'the covenant message'.
2) 3)

■>. oth and .Beyerlin described it as reflecting the ceremon¬

ial character of the covenant-cult.

2. Covenant- orm of Ex. 19: 3-8.

Analysis of the structural form of the covenant 'G-attung' in

the unit Exodus 19:3-8 has been attempted by J.3 uilenburg,

K.Baltzer and H.Wildberger.

a. J.Muilenburg defined the literary type of Bxodus 19:3-6 as

'a special covenantal Gattung, and it is scarcely too much to say

that it is in nuce the fons et origo of the many covenantal

4)
pericopes which appear throughout the Old Testament'. He analyses

5)
the structure of the message as follows: -

"i. Oracular opening (3b) - the messenger speech.
ii. Proclamation of the mighty acts (4).
iii. The covenant condition (5-6)

Introductory 'and now'
Demand for obedience - centre of the covenant relation.
Three promises."

1) J. I'uilenburg, op. cit., p. 353*

2) L.Noth, Exodus, OTL, ET, p. 157.

3) . .Beyerlin, op. cit. , pp. 70-71 , 76. ET.

4) J.Builenburg, op. cit.. p. 352.

5) J.Muilenburg, op. cit., p. 354.
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b. K.Baltzer analyses 'Das Bundesformular in der rinaiperikope'

(Exodus 19:3-8), finding the 'Elemente eines Bundesschluss-
1)formulars' in comparison with the Hittste treaty-form.

"i. Die Vorgeschichte (4).
ii. Die Grundsatzerklarung (5-6a).
iii. Der wesentliche Be standteil des Bundesschlusses

Jahwes mit Israel (7-8) in comparison with
Ex. 24:3-4a and v.7."

c. H.W ildberger divided the form-structure of Exod. 19:3-8 into

2)
tue following five elements: -

"i. Die Sinleitungsformel (3b).

ii. Die Vergegenwartigung des Heilsgescnehens. (4)
a. Die Nachttat Jahwes an den Agyptern.
b. Der gnadige Schutz in der WUste.
c. Die Hinfiihrung zu Jahwe.

iii. Die Bedingung fiir die GUltigkeit der folgenden
Zusage, eingeleitet mit ' nil71 '•
a. Das H'dren auf Jahwes Stimme.
b. Das Halten des Bundes.

■^-v* Die Erwahlungszusage: 'Israel soil sein'

a. Jahwes Sondereigentvun.
b. sein koniglicher Herrschaftsbereich iiber P iester.
c. sein heiliges Volk.

v. Die Verpflichtung des Volkes.
a. eine MitteJfeperson (Hose) legt den ^iltesten die

gottlichen Worte vor.
b. Das Volk verspricht, sich ihnen entsprechend zu

verhalten.
c. Die I. ittelsperson uberoringt Jahwe diese Antwort

des Volkes."

In this analysis H.Mldberger made his own hypothesis: ' xod.

19 is the proclamation of election' (Erwahlungsproklamation). ^
1) K.Baltzer, op. cit., pp. 37-39.
2) H.Wildberger, op. cit.. pp. 14-13.
3) H.i,ildberger, op. cit. , pp. 16, 17.
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Prom this point of view he sAid: -

"Die Erwahnung des Bundes erst sekundar in die Erwahlungs-
proklamation von Ex. 19 eingeschoben worden ist. "0

The question arises here: Is this passage Ex. 19:3-8 'die Erwah-

lungsproklamation' or 'origo of the covenant pericopes in the Old

Testament'?

In the passage Ex. 19:3-8 'the covenant-thought' and covenant-

structure are clearly described in the term 'covenant' ( fl'ID )

: v.5« The response of the people Aerresponds to the covenant

condition:

v.5, "Now if you will listen to my voice,
and keep my covenant -

v.8, And all the people answered together and said,
'All that YH H has spoken we will do."'

This is the covenant formulation. In the text there is no

term signifying 'election' ( "in 12 ) itself, but rather 'pre-elect-

ion-thought': you shall be my own possession among all people.

We must conclude that this is a covenant passage, with the follow¬

ing basic elements:

1) ibid., pp. 36-37.

Extending his theory, he supposed that the election-proclamat¬
ion of Ex. 19 has his own 'Sitz im Leben' in the 'Mazzenfest
in G-ilgal' (the feast of unleavened bread) which is different
from the Sinai covenant tradition, p. 61.

2) cf. K.Sacon, "The Study on Exodus l9:3b-8", in gp^ £ > ,

Tokyo, 196$-.



YHWH's act and words. (3-6)

a. YHWH's calling to Moses (covenant-mediator) v. 3a

b. YHWH's words (covenant-message) vv.3b-6

1. Introductory 3peech form. v. 3b

2. YHWH's mighty acts: covenant history (4)

in three-fold form.

i. Exodus.

ii. Protection in the wilderness.

iii. G-uiding to YHWH.

3. YHWH's covenant condition (5a)

i. Listen to YHWH's voice.

ii. Keep the covenant.

i£. YHWH's promise of blessing, vv. 5b-6

i. YHWH's possession.

ii. A kingdom of priests.

iii. A holy nation.

The mediator's act. (v. 7)

a. Moses' calling the elders (7a)

b. Moses' setting YHWH's words before the people.

The people's response. (v. 8)

a. All the people's response in three-fold form,

(cf. Ex. 24:3~4a, 7).

b. Moses reported the words of the people to YHWH.
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NOTE Ii On Ex.19:3-8.

The Problem of the unit/units comprising

the passage (Ex.19!3-8)«

There are different opinions about the extent of the unit/

units contained in this passage. M.H.Bennett and G.von Rad regard¬

ed 4-6a as the basic unit, making the separation between 3 fsRSP

1)v.4-6a. J.Muilenburg, however, regards vv.3-6 as a unit:

"The composition of Exod. 19:3-6 is so closely woven and
the structure so apparent that the excision of any line
of verse actually mars its unity and destroys its literary
character."2)

S.R.Driver and M.Noth made Ex. 19:3-9 the unit.^ But v.9 is

a particular passage concerned with the 'theophany' motif (in a

thick cloud). McNeile and Stalker^ like J.Muilenburg separate

vv. 3b-6 from vv.7-8.

Y/.Beyerlin insists that 19:3-8 is a unit and states: -

"There is not any reason to separate v.7 and 8. In view
of 19:6b, 'kol haddebarim ( □'ITTn /D ) in 19:7 must
undoubtedly refer to the words of Yahweh in 19:3b. They
were spoken by Yahweh 'out of the mountain', it is said.

1) M.H.Bennett, Exodus, Cent.B., Edinburgh, pp. 155, 157-
G.von Rad, op. cit.. p. 40. (ET).

2) J.Muilenburg, op. cit.. p. 351.

3) S.R.Driver, op. cit., p. 168 (w.3b-9 to J.)
M.Noth, op. cit. . p. 154.

4) A.II.McNeile, The Book of Sxodu3, Westm.C., London, 1908.
D.M.G.Stalker, Exodus. Peake's C., London, p. 226.
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According to this statement Yahweh is already on Oinai.
But this does not harmonise with what is said in verse

9 'lo, I am coming to you in a thick cloud'." )

The phrase 'to the sons of Israel' (w.3b and 6b) marks the

opening and the closing of the word of YHWH as 'the covenant

message'. This may be a primitive small unit. But this covenant

message is embodied in the narrative-form covenant-dramatic-

framework, and the recurrent term 'words' ( □ '"D"! (HJ : w.6, 7,8)

binds w. 3-8 together as a distinct unit.

We conclude, therefore, that it seems reasonable to assume

2)
that 19:3-8 is a unit of the Sinai covenant tradition.

NOTE II: On Ex.19:5-8.

Problem of the literary source.

It is hard to define which source the text of Exodus 19=3-8

belongs to, so that some scholars have said that it is 'die grotes-

ke Form des Berichts'."^ S.R.Driver and H.Gressmann tended to

1) W.Beyerlin, op. cit.» ET., p. 6.

2) cf. W.Beyerlin, op. cit., p. 7.
H. vVildberger, op. cit. . pp. 9-14.

K.Baltzer, op. cit., pp. 37-40.

L.Perlitt, op. cit.. p. 169.
D.J.McCarthy, Treaty and Covenant, Rome 1963, p. 155, n. 6.
G-.Fohrer, Introduction to the Old Testament, ST., London,
1970, p. 189.

3) E.Auerbach, Moses. Amsterdam, 1953> P» 16§.
L.Perlitt, op. cit.. p. 167.
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ascribe the passage to J. Some recent scholars tend to assign

it in whole or in part to the Elohist, e.g. J.Muileriburg, W.Beyer-

lin.2^

G.Beei-, A.H.McNeile, W.Rudolph, and M.Noth assign the passage

to the Deuteronomic or Deuteronomistic redactor whilst recognizing

a sub-stratum of the older sources in it.

1) S.R.Driver, The Book of Exodus. Camb.B., p. 168, (vv.3b-9 to
J. )
H. Gressmann, "Die Anfange Israels", °AT (i), p. 2.
"Mose und seine Zeit", PRLANT, I, 1913, p. 108, n.3.

2) J.Muilenburg, op. cit.. p. 351. He strongly supports the
ascription of the passage to E., saying: -
"In general the tendency today is to assign it to the Elohist
in whole or in part. (Note 4)» It is doubtful whether the
hand of the Deuteronomist is to be found anywhere in the
Tetrateuchj the lias which separates the literary style of the
Elohist from the Deuteronomist is often hard to define."

V/.Beyerlin, Origins and History of the oldest Sinaitic
Traditions. ET., p. 11.
"The unit of tradition Exod. l9:3b-8 could most easily belong
to the E. source." pp.11, 67.

3) G.Beer, Exodus. HAT, Tubingen, 1939, p. 12, 96.

A.H.McNeile, The Book of Exodus. Westm.C., London, 1908,
xxv, xxvii, pp. 109-11.
"The words are a very beautiful expression of God's relations
with His people, written by a religious thinker of the
Deuteronomic school."

W.Rudolph, "Der Aufbau von Exodus 19~34» Werden und We sen des
Alten Testaments, BZAW 66. 1936, Berlin, pp. 41-48.
"In Ex 19 sind zunachst v.3b-8 auszuscheiden, eine spatere
theologische Deutung der Ereignisse am Sinai mit stark
deuteronomischem Klang und in gehobener Sprache." p. 41.

M.Noth, op. cit. . p. 154.
"The section I9:3b-9a (9b) in particular looks like a later
addition. This passage, formulated in ceremonial language
remarkable in the brief narrative style of the older sources:
it contains deuteronomistic phrases, particularly in v. and
with the surrounding material represents a later addition."
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&.Fohrer presents another opinion: -

"Exod. l9:3b-8 is a short independent section in the ^\
Sinai narrative, belonging to none of the source strata."

"Exodus 19:3b-8 belongs to neither the Jahwist nor the
Elohist source, nor the oldest liturgical formula, but by
the description in v.6a ('goy', 'mamlaka') it originates
from the priestly circle in Jerusalem which was influenced
by the Deuteronomist and lived in the tradition of later
Holiness-code."2/

G-.Fohrer's position is similar to that of .Staerk and

C. j.Vihitley. Their opinions are based on their understanding of

Ex. 19:6a;

"The idea of Israel as 'a holy nation' (Ex. 19:6a) is basic
to the Holiness Code (e.g. L--v. 19:2; 20:7, 24, 26)."3)

"Ex. 19:5b-6a stands on the same line with Lev. 26 in its
contents, where the concept of Holiness is combined with
the election-belief."^-)

But we may draw a distinction between Ex. I9:5b-6a and Lev.

20:26. In Lev. 20:26 the basic component of the idea of 'Holy'

( S?T7j? ) is 'to separate from' ( V'THH )"^ which is the

Levitical expression of 'election' as separation from other peoples.

In Ex. 19:3-8 there is no term expressing 'separation' (V'THil),
but the simple statement 'you shall be my own possession among all

1) G-.Fohrer, Introduction to the Old Testament, London, 1970,
ST., p. 189.

2) C.Pohrer, "Priesterliches K'dnigtum Ex. 19:6", ThZ 19. 1963,
p. 362.

3) C. F. "Whitley, The Prophetic Achievement. London, 1063, p. 29.

4) V. Staerk, "Zum alttestamentlichen ErwShlungsglaubeny 7.A\'! 55.
1937, P. 8f.

5) Hiphil of ' V73 ' ( ) Lev. 1:17, 20:26, 24, 25, 25, 10:10.
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peoples' (5b). The passage maybe called 'pre-levitical'.

Now from this literary analysis we may conclude that Exodus

19:3-8 is a special tradition which may be pre-deuteronomic and

pre-levitical, and which preserves the older sources on the Sinai-
1)

covenant tradition, upon which Deuteronomy 32 , Hosea, the

Asaph-Psalms and Jeremiah ch.2 partly stood.

E. Judges 2:1-5 (6:8-10, 10:11-15) as

'origo' of the covenant Rib.

Judges 2:1-5, 6:8-10, and 10:11-15 preserve the covenant-Rib
2)

passages in the prophetic speech form. We must analyse the

literary style and form of these passages to find out the relation

to Jeremiah ch.2.

1• Literary Characteristics.

a. Similarity of terminology between Jud. 2:1-5 and Jer.ch.2.

Jud. 10-;13, "You have forsaken Me.""^ ( UTS? ).

1) G. Fohrer, op. cit. , (introduction to the Old Testament. ET,
pp. 186-189.
He distinguishes Ex. 19:3-8 and Deut.32 as special passages
which do not belong to the Source Strata.

2) w.Beyerlin, Gattung und Herkunft des Rahmens im Richterbuch,
in Tradition und Situation. Festschrift-A. . eiser, pp. 1-29.
e pointed to the passages Jud. I0:11b-14 and 6:8b-10 as
accounts of the 'Bundesbruch-Rib'. p. 27f.

3) The phrase "You (or they) (Israel) have forsaken Me (YH H)
( DT7 )" occurs elsewhere: Jer. 1:16; 2:15. 17. 19; 5:7,
19; Jer. 16:11, 11j 19:4; Hos. 4:10; Jud. 2:12, 13;
10:10, 13, 6;
(Dt. 31:16; I Ki. 11:33; 2 Ki. 22:17; 2 Chr. 12:5).
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This is parallel with Jer. 2:13, 17, 19, in having particular

reference to Israel's breaking the covenant with YHVvH.

Jud. 10:14, "Let them deliver you in the time of
your distress."

This is very similar to Jer. 2:28.

Jud.2:1b, "I brought you up from Egypt, ( )
brought you into the land - ." ( K'DX )•

The combination of Bxodus- ( nV^n ) and Entry- ( K'DH )

terminology in the description of the mighty acts of YHWH

occurs in the Rib-form passage Jer. 2:6a-7«

b. Negative expressions with ' K1? '.

Covenantal prohibition.

Jud. 2:2, "You shall make no ( N1? ) covenant with
the inhabitants of this land."

This corresponds to the terminology of the ritual Decalogue

(Ex. 34:11-26, especially v.12) or Ex. 23:32 (the book of

covenant).

Jud.6:10, "Fear not ( K1?) the gods of the Amorites -."

YHYH' s promi se.

Jud. 2:1b, "I will never ( X1? ) break My covenant
with you."

Sinful Israel's breaking of the covenant.

Jud.2:2b, "You have not ( KV) obeyed My voice."
(= Jud. 6:10; cf. Ps. 106:25)

1) The terminology elsewhere: (They or you (Israel) have not
obeyed My voice), Jud. 2:20; Jer. 3:13; 9:13; 22:21. (the
voice of YH,<H: I Sam.28:l8; Jer.40:3; 43;4,7; Dan. 9:14).
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This corresponds to the covenant condition in Ex. 19:5a.

YHlVH's .judgement.

Jud. 2:3a, "I will not ( X1? ) drive them out before
you."

Jud. 10:13b.There fore ( pV ) I will deliver you
no ( XV ) more."

c* I and you style.

The prophetic speech form in Jud. 2:1b-3, 6:8b-10, 10:10-14

is written in 'I (YH.H) and you (Israel) style'.

Jud.2:1b, "_I brought you ( CDflX ) up from Egypt,
brought you ( CDfiX ) into the land -

1^ will never break My covenant with~

££u ( DDTlX )."
v. 2, "and you ( QTlX ) shall make no covenant with

the inhabitants -

you &hall break down their altars.
But you have not obeyed My voice."

v.3, "I will not drive them out before you."( DD'lDfa)

Jud.6:8b, "I ( 'D3X ) led you ( DDDX ) up from Egypt,
and brought you ( DDJIX ) out of the house

of bondage
9, and delivered you ( DDDX ) from the hand

of all -
and gave you ( QD1? ) their land.

10, And I said to yuu 'I ( 'IX ) am YH.'H
your &od.'"

Jud.10:11-12,
"Did not - I deliver you ( DDJ1X )?"

13, "Yet you ( GflX ) have forsaken Me ( THK ).
Therefore I will deliver you ( QDflX) no

2. The Covenant Rib Form in Jud. 2:1-5*

1)
a. The covenant Rib form in Jud. 2:1-5.

vve must analyse the structure of the covenant Rib in Jud.2:1-5.

1) cf. p. 362f.
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Introduction.

v. 1a, "low the angel ( "IX'PQ ) of YH'H went up from
Gilgal to Bochim '' and he said."

Historical prologue.

v. 1b, "I brought ( n^K ) You UP fr&m
and brought ( ) you into the land which

I swore to give to your fathers."

Covenantal promise.

v. 1, "I will never break •/ covenant -with you."

rohibition (Covenant Condition).

v.2, "You shall make no covenant with the inhabitants
- you shall break down their altars." 2)

Interrogation: Rhetorical questions.

• HQ ' : Jud. 2:2b, "What is this you h ive done?"

This is very similar to Jer. 2:23 (What you have done?)

' ' : Jud.10:11-12, "Did not - I deliver you?"

cf. Jer. 2:17.

Israel's sin - breaking of the covenant -

v.2, "You have not obeyed My voice."

Conde .nation - covenant-cursing.

v. 3, "Then I say, 'I will not drive them out before you,
but they shall become adversaries to you,
and their gods shall be a snare to you."

1) l,vx: £7u tov xXauCpoova xal e%l BaiGrfA xal £%l tov otxov IcrparjA.
(to the place of weeping, and tc Bethel, and to the house
of Israel.)

2) LXS. Addition in LXX or omission in MT.
tco yXoato, aotcov crovTp C (pexe.
(ye shall destroy their graven images.)
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In this passage, though the actual word 'Rib' ( S"'"I ) does

not occur, the Rib-theme is present, and the covenant relat¬

ion between YHWH and the people of Israel is emphasized. The

main sin of Israel is the breaking of the covenant.

It is remarkable that the historical prologue which contains

Exodus ( rfryn ) and Entry ( K'BIl ) has the same terminologies

as Jeremiah ch.2 (vv.6a-7).

b. 'Sitz im Leben'of the covenant Rib in Jud. 2;1—5-

The "setting in life" of the covenant Rib is the assembly of

the sacral community when "all the people of Israel", v.4, gathered

at Bochim (Bethel). The reference to the people's weeping and

sacrificing to YH.VH (vv. 4-5) would seem to indicate that the sett¬

ing is the penitential service on the day of fast or fast rite

(cf. Jud. 20:26, 21:2-4).

i. Bochim(Bethel).

The passage Jud. 2:1-5 is an aetiological narrative giving

the popular explanation of the place-name Bochim (weepers),

possibly 'the oak of weeping near Bethel' (Gen. 55:8). Bethel

seems to be associated with ritual mourning (Jud. 20:26, 21:2)

or a fast-rite (Jud. 20:26). It is explained as originating

in the dismay of the Israelites at the rebuke of YH H, a theme

suggested by the pattern of God's Rib (contention) with His

people and would suggest that at one phase in its history,

Bethel was the sanctuary of the sacral confederacy.^

1) J.Gray, Joshua, Judges and Ruth. NewCent.B., 1967,pp.253-4-
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1)
ii. Jacob- and Bethel tradition.

Jacob tradition has t&e close link with Bethel tradition.

&en. 28:19, "He (Jacob) called the name of that
place Bethel ( JVljl )."

Gen. 31:11 -
13, "Then the angel ( ) of God said to

me in the dream, 'Jacob', - I am the
God of Bethel."

iii. Comprehensive description in Hos. 12:3—5«

Rib of YHWH, Jacob, Bochim (weeping) and Bethel are all
2)

linked up in Hos. 12:3-5.

The appearance of YHWH's messenger is related to the place

of Bethel (house of God) and aetiological concern

(weepers). Bethel indicates the place where the people of Israel

wept ( ). The messenger of YH H appeared in Bethel to bring

forth the message of YHWH's Rib and then the people of Israel

wept and were penitent.

1) See further, p. 289f.

2) See further, p. 291.



II. Terminology and Covenant Rib form common to
Deut.32, Ilosea, Jer.2, and the Asaph-Psalms
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'• Terminology cornmon to Deut.52 Hosea, Jer.2 and the Asaon-i-salns

Some words and expressions are common to Deut.32, liosea, the Asaph-

Psalms and Jeremiah Ch.2. Several terms amonf therr occur rarely in the

Old Testament.

1. YHWH

a. "Living1 God ( D'Tl )

Dt.32:^0, As I (YHWH) live for ever. ( ' n )

Hos.2.1, It shall be said to them "Sons of the living God." (Tl-'PK )
4.15, As YHWH lives. (mrP-'n)

Jer.2:13, The fountain of living; water. ( D'Tl )

b. "The wrath" ( ^K ) in the sense of the wrath of YHWH.

Dt.32:22. A fire is kindled by My anger. ( '3S3 )

hos.1'+:5i lor My anger has turned away from them.
CIIDD *ax yi? * o)

Jer.2:35» Surely His anger is turned away from me.
0 IDD iSK yy IK)

Ps.106:40, Then the anger ( *]K ) of YHWH was kindled against His
people.

c. "Judge' ( 0313? D ) indicating "YHWH is Judge" and YHWH's judgement.

Dt.32:^1, My hand shall seize in judgement. ( Q3H7D3 )

Hos.5'1, l or the judgement pertains to you. ( tOSuTDH )

Jer.2:35 Behold, I will bring you to judgement. ( 031373)

I s.50:6, 3 or God Himself is Judge. ( 0313? Ps.75;8)

d. "Discipline" ( 30*ID ) as YHWH's discipline upon Israel.

Hos.5;2, - I will chastise all of them. ( 30*1 D )

Jer.2:JO In vain I smote your children,
they took no discipline. (30ID )

Ps.50:17, For you hate discipline ( 301D )
and you cast My words behind you.

This word occurs only once in the Psalms.
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2. Other fods. Some designations occur to indicate other gods.

"Strange (gods)" (□'"IT)

Bt.32:l6, "They stirred Him to jealousy with strange (gods)."
( D'1T3)

Jer.2:25, "I loved strangers and after them I will go." ( CP IT )

Ps.8l:10, "There shall be no strange god among you, ( IT-
you shall not bow down to a foreign god."

"No-god" ( DTfpK K1? ): other gods are'Not god."

Dt.32:17* "They sacrificed to demons which were no gods." ( ClVX K1?)

Hos.8:6, "a workman made it - it is not ftod." ( D'il'PN K71)

Jer.2:11, "lias ever a nation changed its gods,
though they are not God." ( X1? )

"Unptiness" ( ) in the sense of idolatry.

Dt.32:21, "They have stirred me to Jealousy with "No-God* ( Vx-K1?!! )
with their idols." ( OrP^nm )

Jer.2:5, "They followed Emptiness." ( )

"Baals" (D''t?i;cn )

Hos.2:15 "I will punish her for the feast days of the Baals."
TTpVynn)

10, "It was I who gave her - gold,
which they used for Baal." ( )

uer.2;23 "low can you say, 'I am not defiled,
after Baals I have not gone'"? ( )

"Lovers" ( nnnN(D)) in the sense of apostasy.

Hos.2:9, "She shall pursue her lovers ( iTHilND)
She shall seek them7" T~□DS'pm J

Jer.2:33* How well you direct yoirvay,
to seek for lovers." ( HBHK )
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a. "My people" ( 'D7): for Israel, indicating "people of God."

Dt.32:kj>, "Praise His people, ( 0 you nations:
for He - will purge the land of His people." ( )

Hos.2:3, "Say to your brother, 'My people)
25, "I will say to 'Not-My-Peoplem, 'You are by people.'"

( niiK-^nV )
Jer.2:11, "My people ('fty ) have changed His Glory for No-Profit,

13, "Two evils have Ky peo|3e ( 'ft!? ) done:"

Ps.50:^ "He calls to the earth, that He may judge His peoj3e." ( )
7, "Hear 0 Mjf people, ( W ) I will speak."

81 :9, "Hear, 0 My people." ( "'D7)

12, "My people ( ) did not listen to My voice."
1'^ "0 that by people ( '07) would listen to My."

1)
b. "Jacob and Israel" in parallelism.

Ex.19:3i "Thus you shall say to the house of Jacob,
and tell the people of Israel."

Dt.32:8-9, "the sons of Israel (KT)2)
For YHWH's portion is His people,
Jacob his allotted heritage."

Hos.12:13< "Jacob fled to the land of Aram
there Israel did service for a wife."

Jer.2:H, "Hear the word of YHWH, 6 house of Jacob,
- the house of Israel."

Ps.81:5, "For it is a statute for Israel,
an ordinance of the God of Jacob."

■

78:5, "He established a testimony in Jacob,
and apppinted a law in Israd.''

21, "a fire was kindled against Jacob,
his anger mounted against Israd."

71, "to be the shepherd of Jacob His people,
Israel His inheritance."

105:10, "which he confirmed to Jacob as a statute,
to Israel as an everlasting covenant."

1) In Hosea the parallelism of Israel and Ephraim is common.

2) L.- . Dt.32:8, ayyeAjwv 0sou.

9, kao<z cx&tou ' Iaxd)[3 - ' Icrparjk.
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c. "Vine" ( ]D1 ) for the designation of Israel.1

Dt.32:32, "lor their vine comes from the vine of 'Sodom." ( |21)
Hos.10:1 "Israel is a luxuriant vine that yields its fruit." ( |31)
Jer.2:21, "Yet I planted you as a Sorek vine

But how are you turned into - a strange wild vine."
( pun)

Ps.80:9, "Thou (HHWH) didst bring a vine out of Egypt." ( )
15 "Look down from heaven, and see;

have regard for this vine." ( )
1)

d. "Generation" ( *111 ) in the sense of "crooked generation of Israel."

Dt.32:5, "They are a perverse and crooked generation." ( in)
20 "lor they are a perverse generation ( in J

children in whom is no faithfulness."

Jer.2-31 "See the word of YIWH, you 0 Generation." ( mn)
Fs.78:8,8v "A stubborn and rebellious generation, ( HI )

a generation whose heart was not steadfast , ( ~m )
whose spirit was not faithful to God."

e. "(Your) fathers" ((CD)'m3K ) in the sense of Israel's ancestor.

Dt.32:17, "They sacrificed to demons,
to r.ew gods whom your fathers ( nDTQK ) had never
dreaded."

Hos.9:10, "Like grapes in the wilderness I found Israel.
Like the first fruit on the fig tree, I saw your fathers."

( DD'mDK )

Jer.2:5 "What iniquity did your fathers find in he?" ( DDTlICK )
Ps.106:6, "Both we and our fathers have sinned." ( HTlILK )

7, "Our fathers, when they were in Egypt," ( 13'DICK )

Ps.78:3 8,12,37.

1) The vine, used as an image of Israel is a traditional designation
of the nation (Israel) (Hos.10:1, Fs.80:9, Jer.2:2l).

cf. M.J. Buss, op.cit., p.112.
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4. Apostasy

a. "Harlotry" ( HIT ) in the sense of apostasy.

YHWH has Rib ( 2T ) because of Israel's apostasy in committing

harlotry with Baal. (Hes.2:4)

Hos.2:4, "Plead with ( TT) your mother, plead - ( 12' 1)
that she put away her harlotr, from her face." ( ^

In Hosea this expression of harlotry ( HIT ) occurs very often:

(1:2 2 2:4,6,6, 3:3, 4:12,15, 5:>4, 6:10, 9:1).

Jer.2:20, "then you bow down and commit harlotry." ( HIT)

Ps.106:39, "they played the harlot in their doings." ( TTT )

b. "Go after" ( ' "IDX *]Vri ) ia the sense of apostasy.

Hos.2:7, "I will go after my lovers." ( ' 1HK HD'pX )

15, "when she went after her lovers -." ( THK )

Jer.2:25, "I loved strangers and after them I will go."
( *]"?K Dmnm )

c. "Seek for (lovers)" ( ) in the Bense of apostasy.

Hos.2:9, "she shall seek them (lovers) ( DJWpT )
but shall not find them."

Jer.2:33, "What good will it do your way,
4° seek for lovers." ( )

1)
d. "Chage the Glory for other" ( I HDD TDH )•

Ps.106:20, "Thsr changed their Glory for the image of an ox."
( DTI T-MK ITD'l )

Jer.2:11, "My people have changed His Glory for No-Profit."
{ ITT TQM )

cf.Hos.4:7 "I will change their glory into shame." ( TDK DTID )

1) On the Scribal correction: see further, p.1*-1' 'l,L)*



5. Some words which, are rare in the Old Testament.
1)

a. "Shudder with horror" ( 77*7 )

Dt.32:17, new gods whom your fathers had never dreaded. ( Q1 7717)

Jer.2:12, Be appalled, 0 heavens, at this
shudder. ( 117171 )

2)
Ps.50:3> And round about Him (there is a) mighty shuddering.

( ,117171)
3)

b. "Go about" ( ;>TK ): this verb is very rare in the Old Testament.

ht.32 36, when he sees that their power is gone. ( Jl^TK )

U4r.2:36, Why do you go about so much? ( ' V1 T1 )

c. "to roam" (111 )

The Qal form of this verb occurs only twice in the Old Testament.

Hos.12'1 But Judah still roaas with God. ( 17)

Jer.2:31, Why do My people say "we roam -?" ( 1111 )

1) BDB 77'7 vb. bristle with horror, Ez.27=35, 32 = 10 Jer.2=12 Dt.32:17.

BDB mentions only 4 passages with this sense in the O.T. (p.972).
S.R. Driver, Deuteronomy, ICC, p.363=-
"Shuddered not (Dt.32:l8): an uncommon word (Jer.2:12 Ez.27=35,
32 = 10) perhaps denoting here a superstitious horror or dread."

2) N.H. Bnaith H^mns of the Temple London, 1951j P«93«

He notes "It is customary to assume that the Hebrew word has to
do with the intensity and violence of the storm-wind, but it is
better to understand it in the sense 'bristle with horror,' as in
Ezekiel 27:35, and 32=10, and probably also Dt.32:17."

3) BDB. *??&: vb. go (mostly in poems), Dt.32=36, Job.14:11, Jer.2=36,
1.Sam.9=7 Pro.20:l4, Pu.pt.Ez.27=19.

4) cf. J.L. Lays Kosea, O.T.L., p.159.
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B. The Covenant-Rib lorm and its Contents

The Covenant-Bib form and its contents are common to Dt.32, xiosea,

the Asaph-Psalms (Ps.78, 80, 81, 106) and Jeremiah Ch.2.

1. Appeal to the heavens (and earth): Call to the witnesses.

Dt•32:1, Give ear, 0 heavens ( CPQWn ), arid I shall speak,
and hearken, 0 earth ( flKH), to the words.

Hos.^:1, Hear the word of YHWH, 0 people of Israel.

Ps.^tO:^, He calls to the heavens ( Q'DtPH ) above,
and to the earth. ( "plKf! )

v.7, Hear, 0 My people, and I will speak,
0 Israel I will testify against you.

81:9, Hear, 0 Ky people, while I admonish youi
0 Israel if you would but listen to Mei

Jer.2:12, Be appalled C heavens ( D'DP ) at thisl

2. Historical prologue - the mighty acts of YKWH.
1 )

a. Exodus. (" nWn " formula)

Ex.You have seen what I did to the Egyptians.

Jud.2:1, I brought ( ) you up from Egypt.

Hos.13:^, I am YHWH your God from the land of Egypt. (12:9)

12:13, By a prophet YHWE brought ( ) Israel from Egypt.

Ps.8l:11, I am YHWH, your God,
who brought you up ( out of the land of Egypt,

Jer.2:6, Where is YHWH,
who brought ( ) us out of the land of Egypt?

1) See further, p. 353-356.
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b. In the wilderness ( )•

Dt.32:10, He found him in adesert land. ( "DID )

Hob.9:10, Like grapes in the wilderness ( 1H"7D!3 )
I found Israel.

13:5, It was I who knew you in the wilderness ( IDTQH )

Ps.106:9 He led them ( DO'VT7 ) through the deep.
as through the wilderness. ( "DIDO )

Jer.2:6, YHWH who led us ( "p'plDn ) in the wilderness. ( HHDn )

c. Entry into the land. ( K'HM and formulae)

Ex.19=4, I brought ( K3K1 ) you to Myself.

Jud.2:1 and (ij brought ) you into the land.

Jer.2:7- 1 broight ( you into a fruitful land.

Ps.80:9, Thou plantedst( ) it (vine).

Jer.2:21, I planted you ( ) as a Sorek vine.
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1)

3« Interrogation: Rhetorical questions in YHWH's address.

h. rm ?

Dt.32:20 I will see what (HQ ) thar end will be.

Hos.6:^ What ( HD ) shall I do with you, 0 Ephraim?
What ( Lift ) shall I do with you, 0 Judah?

9 = 5, What ( ) will you do for the festal day?

14:9) 0 Ephraim, what have I to do with idols? (*? ' V'-ilO )

Jer.2:5» What ( HD ) iniquity did your fathers find in Ke3

v.23, Know what ( HO ) you have donei

v.18, Now what hast thou to do in the way of Egypt -
what hast thou to do in the way of Assyria ? ( V "[/-HQ)

Ps.50:16, what-hast thou to do to recite My statutes? (*? )

Jud.2;2, What ( HD ) is this you have done?

b. (,'rO'X?

Dt.32:37 Where are their gods? ( ^K )

v.38, Let them rise up ( 101 p" ) and help youl

Jer.2;28, Where ( IVK1 ) are your gods v&ch you made for yourself?
Let fern rise up ( 101 p' ), if they can save youi

2:6,8, Where is YHWH? ( H'K )

Ps.79:10, Where is their God? ( pp X )

c. n ?

Dt.32:6, Do you thus reqite YHWH? ( n )
Jer.2:11, Has ever a nation changed its gods? ( TO'ilil")

v.32, Can a maid forget her ornament -? ( fDSTin )

Ps.50:13, Do 1 eat ( *701KH ) the flesh of bulls,
or drink the blood of goats?

93f.
1) Concerning 'Rhetorical questions of Jer.ch.2', See further p.
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d. rnVri ?

Dt.32:6,

v.3^,

Jer.2:17i

Jud.10:11,

e. T K ?

Hos.11:8

Jer.2:21

f. rraV ?

Jer.2:29,

Ps.80:13,

79:10,

Is not He your father, who created you? ( KlVn )

Is not this laid up in store with Me? ( K^H )
* \

Is it not this you have brought upon yourself? ( XT5?!"! / '

Did I not deliver you from the Egyptians? ( X^il )

How can I give you up 0 Ephraim? ( )
How can I make you like Admah? ( "j •> ^ )

How ( "|'X1 ) are you turned into bitterness,
a strange wild vine?

Why ( HQ1?) do you dispute with He? cf.Ex.17-2.

Why ( Hio'? ) then hast thou broken down its walls?

Why ( HQ1? ) should the nations say?

1) J. Muilenburg, "The Terminology of Adversity in Jeremiah " in TUOT,
P.52.
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4. Accusation,.

a. Covenant-Breaking.

i. To forsake ¥HWH ( 3T7 )

(Ht.32:15b, lie forsook God who made him. ( £333 ))

Hob.4:10, because they have forsaken YHWH. ( 1377)

Jer.2:13, ior they have forsaken Me. ( 13T7)

v.17 19, you have forsaken YHWH your God. ( *]3T7 )
Jud.10:13, Yet you have forsaken Me. ( Q.TI3T7 )

ii. To forget YHWH ( fD7)

Dt. 32:18, you forgot the God who gave you birth. ( rDwTH )

Hos.2:15, she forgot I.e. (1 H3I7 ) cf.13-6.

8:14, xor -srael has forgotten his Maker. ( rD'7'l)

Jer.2:32, My people have forgotten ne. ( ^311137 )

Ps.50i22, you who fprget God. ( TD7)

106:21 They forgot God, their Caviour. ( 11137)

iii. To rebel against YHWH ( 7179 )

Eos.7:13, for they have rebelled against Me. ( '3 .1779 )

Jer.2:8, the rulers rebelled against Me. ('3 17173 )

v.29 All of you rebelled against Me. £3 Oil779 )

b. Three-fold Sphere.

i. The cultic sphere: (see'Apostasy' in A).

ii. The legal sphere.

Hos.8:1, they have transgressed My lav;. ( Tmri )

4:6 you have forgotten the law of your God. (

Jer.2:8b, Those who handled the law did not know I.e. ( 33133)

Jer.2:34 Even upon the corners of your robe, there is
the life-blood of the poor innocent. ( D*> "> 33 D*7 )

Ps.106:38 th§r poured out innocent blood, ^p3 03 )



iii. The international sphere.

Hos.7:11, calling to Egypt.
going to Assyria.

Jer.2:l8, What means this going to Egypt?
What means this going to Assyria?

3. Judgement.

a. YHWH' s Wrath. ( *]K )

lit.32:22 xor a fire is kindled by i.y anger. ( •> )

Hos.8:5 hy anger ( •>£)$<) burns against them.

1^:5 My anger lias turned from them. ( j "> yy •> g )

Jer.2:35> You say, "Surely His anger is turned from me."
( 'iod ISK aw -|X{

Ps.78:21, A fire was kindled against Jacob.

(cf.31)» His anger ( ) mounted against Israel.

106:*K), Then the anger of YHW11 v/as kindled* (*]&)
against His people.

b. YHWH1 s judgement ( )

Dt.32:^1 My hand shall seize in judgement. ( D327D2 )

Hos.5;1» lor the judgement pertains to you.

Jer.2:35» 1 will bring you to judgement. (oS'pj )

Ps.50:6 lor God Himself is Judge. ( QSI27 )

82:1 In the midst He holds judgement. ( DDW )

c. YHWH's discipline ( IDID )

Hos.5:2 I willchastise all of them. ( DD1D )

Jer.2:30 They took no discipline. ( 1D1D)

Ps.50:17, You hate discipline. ( DD1D )

d. In the image of a lion.

Dt.32:2if, I will send the teeth of be^s against them.

Hos.5;1^» I will be like a lion to Ephraim
like a young lion ( T3D ) to the house of Judah.
I, even I will rend. (*pDK )

11:10, He (YHWH) will roar like a lion ( 1W )
Yea, He will roar. ( IKt?' )

Jer.2:15» Upon him the lions roar. ( DP")3D HXSP )
Ps.50:22 lest I rend. ( )
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APPENDIX A.

Terminology common to Dt.32, Hosea, Jer»2

and the Asaph-Psalms.

Some words and expressions are common to Dt.32, Hosea, the

Asaph-Psalms, Jud. 2:1-5 and Jeremiah ch.2. Several terms among
1

them occur rarely in the Old Testament, (such as , *7*1*1 ,'PTK )•

Dt. 32 Hos. Jer. 2 As.Ps. Various

1. YHWH

a. (CP) »n 40 (39)

b. (His) *]*? 22

c. OSIP(D)

d. (His)

Viv ]'k
(His)

D'*l

41

2:1, 4:15

(5:10, 8:5,
(11:9, 14:5,
( 13:11.

5:1

4

Father-image
( 3K etc.) 6,15,18

Mother-image
( )

2. Other gods.

a. CP DT
(NT VX )

18

16

h'ID'n) VK-X1? 17,21

c. Van 21

5:2

13

35

35

30

5

(78:21, 31,38,
( 49, 50.
(106:40.

50:6,75:8,
82:1, 8.

50:17

12:2,4:1 9, 9 74:22

27 (to stock: in apostasy)

27 (to stone: in apostasy)
• • • • •

8:6

25

11

5

81:10
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Pt.32 Hps. Jer.2 As.Ps. Various

d. ( 2:10, 15 8, 23

e. mnK D 2:9 33

□ '117 17 106:37

• • • • *"• •

3. Israel.

a. 43 2:3, 25 (11, 13 (50:4, 7
(31, 32 (81:9,12,14

W 21 (1:9, 9
(2:1, 25

b. Israel- 8-9 12:13 4 81:5, vx.19:
Jacob 105:10, 23 3

78:5,21,71

c. |31 32, 32 ( 2:14 21 80:9, 15
(10:1,14:8

d. nn 5, 20 31 78:8, 8

n KID 8:9 24

nVo 4:13, 14 32

e. DDTll 3K 17 9:10 5 79:8,
106:6, 7,
78:3,8,12,57

4. Israel's apostasy.

a. HIT

b. *nnx i

(2:4,6,7, 3:3, 20
(5:3-4, 4:12,15
(6:10, 1:2,2,
( 9:1.

2:7, 15 25

(106:39 Num.25:
( 73:27 1

1) In the sense of "crooked (perverse) generation", the word
occurs only in these references (Dt. 32:5, 20; Ps. 78:8, 8;
Jer. 2:31) in the O.T.
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Dt.32

c. '27p3

а. nm van

nairna

(nix) mx

sn* K*? 17, 32

nn^nr! 16

5. Some word3

~)7S7

*7T K

111

б. Land.

TH.H's land

( 'XIK )

YH»VH' s heritage
( nVna )

desolate land

( fix nw )

7. Lay, time.

rmy

1171

Hps. Jer.2

2:9 33

4:7 11

11:7, 14:5 19

10:10 24

(2:10, 4:1 8
(5:14, 11:3
( 13:4

7

• ~~ • "*• *— • ~~ • —• *"• "" •

7

2:5, 6:11 15

(4:6, 5:3, 18
(7:2, 8:13,
(10:2,3, 13:2

2:17 2

As.Ps. Various

106:20

106:14 Num.11:
4

79:6
(=Jer.10:25)

79:1, 78:55

which are rare in the 0.T.

17(2) 12 50:3

36 36

12:1 31

9:3 7 79M, 78:55
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Dt. 32 H03. Jer.2 As. ?s. Various

nsn-ny 27, 28

(nj "IS (3) 50:15, 107:13 Jud.10:
81:1,8,78:49 14

(Gen.35:
3)

8. Response.

(YKWH's)
7 on 37

(Israel's) (Israel's)
12:7, 10:12, 2
2:21, 4:2,
6:4, 6

7D

( hid )

32 4:4, 14:1 19 (21) 106:33

78:8, 105:28
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APPENDIX B.

The Covenant-Rib Form and its Contents.

Common to Dt. 32, Rosea, Jer.2 and the riaaph-Psalms.

Dt.32 Hosea Jer.2 Asa.Ps. Various

1. Appeal v.1 v. 12

pxrn
VXTtf' 4:1 50:7, 81:9

50:7, 81:9

2. Historical Prologue

a. Exodus rf?yn 12:14 v. 6 81:11 Jud.2:1

b. In the wilderness.

mrj v. 10 9:10

2:16 v.6 106:9

!TP 12:5

n?V: 11:3 3>i~l3: 78:52

Ktfl v. 11 (11:3) Ex. 19:4
(Eagles' wings)

c. Entry

X'lH v.7 Ex.19:4
Jud.2:1

9U2 v. 21 80:9,16

3. Interrogation

a. no ? v.20 (6:4, 4 (5, 18 50:16 Jud.
(9:5, 14 (23, 33 2:2b
( 14:9 ( 36

b. rPX ? v.37 6, 8, 28 79:10
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n ?

Dt.32 Hosea

v. 6

Jer. 2 Asa.Ps. Various

d. N,l?n ? v.6, 34

e. -pK ?

f. HD1? ?

11, 32 (50:13,
(78:19, 20

17 Jud.10:11
-12

11:8, 8 21, 23

22

73:19

(74:1, 11 Ex.17:2
( 80:13
( 79:10

4* Accudation

a. Covenant-breaking

i. Against YHV/H

3TV 15b 4:10
( vui)

13, 17, 19 Jud. 10:13

roff

kV

18 (2M5, 4:6 32, 32
(13:6, 8:14

15

ii. Covenant

7:13

9:17

13V - 8:1

8:29

(50:22
(106:21

( 81:12 Jud.2:2b
(106:25 6:10

isn - Jud.2:1

b. Apostasy.
(in Appendix A, 2 and 6),

c* The legal sphere

i. mm 8:1, 4:6

ii. Mishpatim.
*j?3 01

house-breaking

iii.On the Decalogue. 4:2

8b

24 106:38 Ex.23:6

34 Ex.22:1

50:18 Ex.20:3f
81:10
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Dt.32 Hosea Jer.2 Asa.Ps. Various

d. International sphere

(7:11, 11 = 5 18
( 12:2 36

ftWX (5:13, 9:5
( 8:9

5. Judgement

a. f]K 22 (5:10, 8:5 ^ (78:21 , 31 , 38 Num.
(11:9, litil (49, 50 25:4
( 13:11 ( 106:40

Hin 23 27, 28

h. 0317 ft 41 5:1 35 (50:6, 75:8
( 82:1, 8

c. 301ft 5:2 19 (30) 50:17

d. Lion-image 24 (11:10, 5:14 15
( VED ) (13:7, 8

^10 5:14 50:22

e. No hope of help.

i. ^Xft pX 39 5:14 50:22

ii. imp'J (38) 28 Jud.10:

(OX 14



III. The Prophetic Tradition in North Israel:

The Covenant Rib Tradition

The Religious Crises as the background of the covenant Rib Tradition

The Israelites were confronted with religious crises as the result

of sin and apostasy throughout the course of their history. In these

crises the covenant-Rib was brought against Israel, according to

biblical tradition, by Moses (Dt.32) the messenger of YHWH (Jud.2:1-5)

a prophfet of YHWH (Jud.6:7), the prophet Hosea, Jeremiah and the Aspph-

Psalms. (Ps.50, 81 106).

Such condemnation of Israel has been preserved in particular
1)

literary forms.

Israel has forsaken Me (YHWH) - DT7 (Dt.32:15 S7Q1 )
Dt.32:15, Hos.^lO, Jud.10:13, Jer.2:13,l7,19.

Israel has forgotten Me (YHWH) - |"D!7

Dt.32:18, Hos.2:15i Jer.2:32, Ps.50:22, 106:21.

Israel did not obey My voice (words) - K1?
Jud.2:2b, 6:10, Hos.9:17, Ps.81:12 106:25.

Such passages have a basic common theme: i.e. the covenant relationship

between YHWH and His people Israel. Whenever Israel breaks this covenant-

relationship the religious crisis arises.

In the history of covenant Rib tradition certain events are recorded

as religious crises.

i. The Murmuring (rebellion) in the wilderness.

ii. The worship of the golden calf at Sinai/Horeb, and Bethel/Dan.

iii. The worship of Baal-Peor in Shittira.

1) This passage is clearly based on the Sinai covenant passage.
(Mx.19:5). See further, pp. 236ff.
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1. The KurmurinK (Rebellion) Motif in the wilderness

a. The murmuring at harah (Ex.15:22-25fa).

The narrative of the murmuring at Marah (Ex.15:22-27) involves the

problem of the extent of the narrative-unit. M. Moth and G.W. Coats

1)
analyse the literary sources and find that vv.22b-25a contain the old

literary source of the "Marah story." The material in this old story is

somewhat complex. There are two elements: one is the aetiology of

"Marah" (v.23) and the other is the "murmuring-motif" at the water (w.2*+-25a)

v.23 is an aetiology concluding with a typical aetiological formula:

Therefore, they called its name Parah ( ftftft nMf-Kftj? )

This aetiological description is connected with the wilderness-wandering

(v.22b). The passage recounts the bitter ( ftft) experience of Israel in

the wilderness-wandering.
2 )

They went three days in the wilderness ( "mftft),
and found no water. When they came to iiarah,
they could not drink the water of Parah,
because it was bitter. ( ft' "lift )

1) K. Noth, Exodus pp.127-129.

G.W. Coats, Rebellion in the wilderness, pp.^7-53*
Their analysis is 'this:

J.(22b),23-25a; P.22a 27; Dts.25b-26.
It is also probable that w.25b-26 is the deuteronomic (or detiter-
onomistic) addition.

The verb 1 HDI ' tested is a play on the place-name "fiassah",
which does not come into this story.

"Massah" occurs in the deuteronomic (or deuteronomistic) sections
(Ex.15=25b, Ps.95:8, Dt.6:l6, 9=22. 33:8).

0. Eissfeldt, opicit. p. 195*

Assigns Ex.15:20-27 to the pentateuch source L. (Lay-source)

2) See further p.^^#
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Vv.24-25a describe a two-sided murmuring-motif: on the one side the

people's murmuring, and on the other YHWH's merciful response.

V.24 offers an introduction to the murmuring-motif.
And the people murmured against hoses, ( "llVm )
saying, "What ( HO ) shall we drink?"

The negative attitude of the people is represented by the expression;

'murmured against'. ( p *? )
Then he (hoses) cried to YHWH ( )0

The cry of Moses to YHWH would involve "nothing more than a request for

1)
help in meeting the crisis.

v.25a describes YHWH's miraculous response to them in their crisis.
YHWH showed him a tree and he threw it into the water
and the water became sweet.

"The whole section of response to bhe bitter murmurj^g of Israel seems to
be dominated by the gift of YHWH's gracious aid."

The connotation of the "Marah"-story is bitterness' ( CP "1Q ): Israel's

bitter experience in the wilderness, bitter attitude to YHWH (hoses), and

■3)
The tradition of "darah" of the bitter" in the relation between YHWH

YHWH's gracious response to Israel in their bitter crisis

ion

and Israel is preserved in Dt.32 Asaph-Psalms 106 and Jer.2.^
Dt.32:32 their (apostate Israel) grapes are grapes of poison,

their clusters are bitter. ( mitt )

Ps.106:53 for they (Israel) had embittered his spirit. ( T")On )
Jer.2:19, Realize how evil and bitter is (t-pDl )

your abandoning YHWH your God.

Jer.2:21, How are you turned into bitterness (Tuxpiav
a strange wild vine.

1) G.W. Coats, op.cit., §.52.
2) G.W. Coats, op.cit. p.52

3) BDB. niO vb. contentious, rebellious, (p.598f)
Qal. towards God, Ps.78:8 105:28, Num.20:10 Hos.l4:1 4:1.
Hiph. Ps.78:17,40, 106:7, 33 43 etc.
"10 adj. bitter, bitterness, of water: Ex.15:23, of wickedness.

Jer.2:19, 4:18.
nmO nf. bitterness (abstr), Dt.32:32.
mmo adj. bitter, Dt.32:24.

4) NEB. p.707.

5) J. Muilenburg "The Terminology of Adversity in Jeremiah " p.52.
6) See further p. 56f.
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b. The murmuring at Neribah (Ex.17:1-7)

The description of the murmuring at Keribah (Ex.17:1-7) similarly

involves the problem of the extent of tie narrative-unit. K.Noth and G.W.

Coats analyse the literary sources and find that the "Meribhh" story

preserves the old material and that the "Massah" story is a deuteronomic
1)(or deuteronomistic) addition. The structure of the old story of "Keribah"

is similar to that of the narrathe of the murmuring at Karah (Ex.15;22b-25a).

There are two elements: one is the aetiology of "iieribah" (w.2,7)

and the other is the murmuring-motif (vv.1b-6).

i. The aetiological story of heribah.

v.7 and he called the name of the place l.eribah ( HD'ID )
because of the dispute ( of the children of Israel.

The literary form of the aetiological story^Ls similar to that of the
Karah-story (Ex.15:23).

"v.2a is the foundation for the aetiology as it now stands, using the

verb ' H'l' with the preposition ' 07 ' to designate Koses as the object

2)
and the noun ' 07H ' to specify the subject."

v.2 Why do you dispute with me? ( }1 IP ID-rift )
The Keribah-tradition, which I.eribah alone is mentioned is preserved

in Num.20:2-13, Ps.8l:8, 106:32-33,and in Jer.2:29.

1) N. Noth, op.cit., pp.137-1^.
C.W. Coats, op.cit., pp.53-71.

'Wassali' occurs (without Keribah) in the Deuteronomic literature
(Dt.6:16 9:22).

'Meribah and Kassah' occurs as a composite term in Ps.95'8 and Dt.33:8.
0. Eissfeldt, op.cit. pp.199-201.

He assigns Ex.17:1-7 to the pentateuch sources J and E.
2) G.W. Coats, op.cit. p.57.

3) Num.20:13» These are the waters of Keribah, where the people
of Israel disputed ( 13-)) with YHWH.

Ps.8l :8 I tested you at the waters of iieribah.

Ps.106:32, They angered YHWH at the water of iieribah,
and Koses suffered because of them.
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Jer.2:29, Why do you dispute with Me? ( 'Vx IIP ID HQ*?)

This phraseology (oer.2:29) is clearly related to that of Ex.17:2.

ii. The Murmuring-at-Heribah-Eotif

The murmurini motif is two-sided: on the one side the people's

murmuring , on the other YHWH's gracious act.

v.3 introduces the murmuring with ' Q7H 1 as subject.

But the people thirsted there for water,
and the people murmured against Moses.

The murmuring occurs through the nature of the crisis, i.e. the lack of

weter (v.1b: no water) and the people's thirst. The crisis is described

in terms similar to Ex.15(Marah-story). The people's negative

attitude is represented in the expression: murmured against ( VS/— f T V)
Moses.

v.*+, Bo Loses cried to YHWH, ( )
"What shall I do with this people?
They are almost ready to stone me".

Loses' cry to YHWH is a plea for help in meeting the grave crisis.

The consent of the murmuring is against the purpose of delivering from

Egypt.

v.3, Why have you brought us ( ) up out of Egypt,
to kill us and our children and our cattle with thirst?

The exodus is YHWH's act of deliveriig Israel, so that this murmuring is

not only against Loses, but also against YHWH. The crisis can be nothing

other than rebellion against YHWH.

Therefore in Jer.ch.2 it is written:

v.29, Why do you dispute with Me?
All of you rebelled ( 7^3) against Me.

1) The similarities betv/een Ex.15:22-25h and Ex.17:1-7 are:

a. aetiology: they called its name - Otp Xlp'! (Ex.15:23,Ex.17 =7)
b. murmuring motif: at the waters ( O'D )
1. The people murmured against Moses iTIftD-'77 Q7H ]V' 1

Ex.15:2V Ex.17:3.
2. Interrogation: Ex. 15^2** ( Hfa ), Ex. 17:3. ( HO1? )
3. Moses cried to YHWH mn'-V>K TO pSttn

Ex.15:2^, Ex.17:**.
k, YHWH's response - Ex.15;25 Ex.17'-5-$*
5. The locus of the murmuring is in the wilderness ( "DID ).
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vv.3—6 describes YHWH's miraculous response to than in their crisis even

in their rebellion.

And YHWH said to Moses -
"Behold, I will stand before you there on the rock at Horeb;
and you siiall strike the rock, and water shall come out of it,
that the people may drinki" (Ex.17:6)

The theme of the gift of YHWH's gracious aid dominates the rebellious

murmuring of Israel.

The connotation of the "Meribah" story in the old source is on the one

hand Israel's "Rib" (dispute), their rebellious murmuring against YHWH,

and on the other hand YHWH's gracious response to Israel in their crisis.

This basic structure and thought in Ex.17=1-7 are expanded in Asaph-

1)
Psalms (Pss.8l, 106) and in Jeremiah ch.2.

1) We note then, the similarities and differences between Ex.17-'1-7 and
Jeremiah ch.2.

1. Similarities (A) in phraseology.

a. Rib. ( H'l). Subject is Israel (the peopled.
Ex.17 = 3 . Why do you dispute with Me? ( } 1 3'in-HQ)
Jer.2:29, Why do you dispute with Me? ( ' Vn 1HO1?)

b. The Exodus formula ( nVyn ) occurs. Ex.17:7, Jen2:6.
brought us from (the land of) EgyptI

c. Israel's rhetorical question.
Ex.17 :7, Saying "Is YHWH among us or not?"
Jer.2:6 They did not say: "Where is YHWH?"

d. The locus of Israel's Rib is related 1d the wilderness ( ")3"7!d)«
Ex.17:1, Jer.ch.2 2,6,2*+ 15»

e. Israel's thirst ( KDY ) Ex.17:3,3 Jer.2:2*+.
f. Concerning 'water' ( ) Ex.17;1,2,6, Jer.2:13,13*

(B) in structure.

Israel's rebellious attitude and YHWH's gracious acts.

2. Differences betx^een Ex.17:1-7 and Jer.2.

a. Rib. In Ex.17=3 the Rib is between Israel and Moses. (Me:Moses)
In Jer.2:29, it is between Israel and YHWH. (i'e:YHWH)

b. Exodus, In Ex.17:7, Why did you (Moses) bring us?
in Jer.2:6, YHWH who brought us.
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1)

2. The Worship of the golden-calf at Siixai/Horeb and Bethel & Dan,

a. The worship of the ,r;olden-calf at Sinai/Horeb. (Ex.32)

The golden-calf incident is the expression of a religious crisis.

This crisis reflects a major clash between Israelite tradition and the

widespread culture of the Canaanites in which bull worship v/as quite common.

A name such as Baal-Zephon (Ex.1^:2f) immediately suggests the worship of
2)

the Canaanite Baal honoured in this area.

Ex.32 describes the rebellion connected v/ith the golden calf at Sinai/

Horeb as apostasy and a breach of the covenant, (v.19b cf.23:28)

v.4: He Charon) made a matten calf -
and they (the people) said,
"These are your gods, 0 Israel who brought jiou up
out of the land of Egypti" (cf.Ex.32:8.)

loses condemned the people denouncing their action as a great sin (v.21).

Asaph-Ps.106:19-20 preserves this tradition with its interpretation:

They made a calf in Horeb,
and worshipped a molten image,

They exchanged their Glory^'
for the image of an ox that eats grass.

In Jeremiah ch.2 the same idea and expression occur (v.11).

My people changed His Glory
for 'No-Profit".

The Jeremiah passage may be rooted in the tradition concerning the worship

of the golden calf at Sinai/Horeb which is preserved in Ex.33 and P's.136.

It is characteristic of Jeremiah that he applied the tradition to his

contemporary situation, i.e., of Israel's apostasy and covenant-breaking.

1) On this subject recent studies are:

M. Noth, op.cit., pp.2A3-252.
S. Lehming, Versuch zu Ex.32, VT 10, i960, pp.16-50.
N.C.Habel, Yahweh versus Baal, pp.20-2^.
K. Moth comments: 'the history of the tradition of the narrative of
the golden calf cannot be separated from the setting up of two
"golden calves" in the sanctuaries of Bethel and Dan by King
Jeroboam of Israel, reported in I.Kings 12:20f.' (p.2*4-6)

2) N.C. Ilabel, op.cit., p.20.

3) See further p.10, 39, 180.
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b. The worship of the golden calf at Bethel and Dan.(I.Kings,12:28-33)

A similar incident concerning the worship of the golden-calf occurs

in I.Kings. 12:28-33;

Jeroboam, Kin/ of Israel, made two calves of gold and
he set one in Bethel and the other he put in Dan. (vv.28 29)

So Bethel was the King's sanctuary and a temple of the kingdom of

Northern Israel (Am.7;13) in which the golden calf was worshipped.

He (Jeroboam I) said to the people,
"Behold your gods, 0 Israel, who brought you up
out of the land of Egypt." (v.28)

This passage is very similar to Ex.32:4,8 but there is no reason to

doubt that the stories reflect two originally separate traditions. The
1)

traditions may have reacted upon one another.

The worship of the golden calf continued in the reigns of King Jehu

2)
and Jeroboam II in Northern Israel:

Jehu wiped out Baal from Israel. But Jehu did not turn aside
from the sins of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, whi& he made Israel
to sin, the golden calves that were in Bethel and in Dan.

(II.Kings.10:28-29)
Jeroboam (II) the son of Joash King of Israel reigned forty-one
years. And he did what was evil in the sight of YHWH. He did
not depart from all the sins of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, which
he made Israel to sin. (II.Kings.14:23-2*0

Hosea condemned the calf worship and Bethel (Beth/Aven:4:15,5*8,10:5).

With their silver and gold they made idols
for their own destruction.

I have spurned your calf, 0 Samaria.
Ky anger burns against them.
It is not God.
The calf of Samaria shall be broken to pieces. (8:4b-5)

1) J. Gray, I-II Kings, p.291.
He suggests that 'the plural of the noun (your gods: Ex.32:4,8)
which lias significance only with reference to gods of Dan and
Bethel, indicates that the Exodus passage has been elaborated
to cast aspersion on Jeroboam's cult.' (p.291)

2) S.K. Driver, Exodus, p.348.
He comments, 'the worship of these calves continued till the fall of
the N.Kingdom in B.C.722 (2.11.10:29 2.K.17:16 Hos.8:5,6,10:5 13=2).'
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In Bethel we perhaps meet the conflict between two confession-

formulae which ascribed the Exodus event to two different Originators:
A J

in the one it is 'YHWH who brought Israel from Egypt1 ( n*?yn) -

a confession which is preserved in the canonical prophetic speech

(lios.12:l4, Ps.8l:11, Jer.2:6, Jud.2:1, Am.2:10, 3:1).

In the other it is 'the golden calves' of whom apostate people said:

Behold your gods, 0 Israel, who brought you up ( )
out of the land of Egypt. (Ex.3if:'+,8, I.Ki.12:28, Neh.9:l8)

In such crises for Israel's faith in YHWH, the prophetic movement

within Yahwism seems to have been active and strong around Bethel in the
2)

Northern Kingdom of Israel.

3)The book of Jeremiah preserves the tradition of Bethel:

As the house of Israel was ashamed of Bethel,
their confiddnce. (Jer. ^+8:13)

1) On the Exodus ' nV^n' formula;

J. Wi jngaards, N' E "I H ' and ' HEyTl ' A Twofold Approach to the Exodus"
VT 13, 1965, pp.91-102.
He suggests: 'the formula must have been at home in the Northern
Kingdom particularly at the sanctuaries of Bethel and Ban.
Osee and Amos testify to its existence as a sacred formula at
their time (06.12:1^, cf.11:1, 12:10 Am.2-10, 3:1, 9:?.' (p.100)

See further pS* 353fr.
2) Bethel is condemned in the mid-eighth century by both Amos and Hosea.

Amo8.k:k-5 - Come to Bethel, and transgress;

5:*+-5 Seek me and live;
but do not seek Bethel,

for - Bethel shall come to nought.

Hosea.^IS, 9 = 15, 10:5,15*

3) On Bethel in the early time of Jeremiah, histofical narratives describe:
'Moreover the altar at Bethel - he (Kin/; Josiah) pulled down and
he broke in pieces its stones, crushing them to dust; also he
burned the Asherah. (II.Ki.23:15)

In the twelfth year Josiah began to purge Judah and Jerusalem -

and throughout all the land of Israel, (w.3 7)
Jeremiah's prophetic activity started in the thirteenth year of
Josiah's reign (Jer.1:2, 25=3)* Now much Josiah's attitude to Bethel
was determined by prophetic activity? hov much by purely political
consideration is difficult to decide.
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5. The Worship of Baal-Peor in Shittim and the Harlotry-Motif.(Num.25!145)

Bhal-Peor in Shittim is the focus of another religious crisis in

the history of Israel. The incident of Baal-Peor is described in

Num.25!1-5*

vv.1-3 While Israel dwelt in Shittim the people began to play the
harlot (niltV) with the daughters of iioab. .

These invited the people to the sacrifices of their gods,
and the people ate, and bov.-ed down to their gods.

So Israel yoked ( IDY'I) himself to Baal of Peor.
And the anger of YHWH was kindled against Israel. ( mil' *]&)

The worship of Baal-Peor in Shittim is condemned as religious harlotry,
2)( HIT ) which was no mere peccadillo.

v.4 YHWH said to Poses, "Take all the chiefs of the people,
and hang them in the sun before YHWH
tliat the fierce anger of YHWH may turn away from Israeli

C?mrp-«]K pin an)

The incident of Baal-Peor is recited as a sin of Israel, using the

harlotry-motif, in Asaph-Psalm 106:28-29, which 'is dependent on the

Num.85:1-5»

v.28, Then they attached themselves ( nDX'l ) to the Baal-Peor
and ate sacrifices offered to the dead.

v.29, They provoked YHWH to anger with their doings.

v.39, Thus they became unclean by their acts,
and played the harlot ( U T * 1 ) in their doings.

v.40, Then the anger of YHWH was kindled against ids people.
(mn> *]K)

1) The god of : oab was Chemosh (Num.21:29, Jer.48:46).

2) cf. N.C. Iiabel, Yahweh versus Baal, p.24.

3) cf. M. Noth, Numbers, p.197*
He comments that v.5 (Num.25- is "an addition by a later writeri"

The description in Num.25:5 is similar to that in Ex,^2:2? which
recounts the command of Moses to the Levites at the destruction of
the golden calf.
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In the book of Hosea this historical allusion has become a type

for Hosea. It contains the basic notion of harlotry of which Hosea makes

1)
so much. He sees the basic sin of Israel as covenant breaking described

under the form of harlotry. ( HIT )

The Baal-Peor tradition recurs in Hos.9>1-10.

v.1, Kejoice not, 0 Israeli
for you have played the harlot ( jp"? 3 p ) forsaking your hod.

You have loved a harlot's hire
upon all threshing floors.

v.10 Like grapes in the wilderness I found Israel.
Like the first fruit on the fig tree,
in its first season I saw your fathers.

But they came to Baal-Peor, ^
and consecrated themsdves to Baal. ("Shame")

This oracle seems to be rooted in the story of Num.25^1-5> and to be

characterised by the repeated use of history to establish the perspective
2)

in which the present is to be understood.

In Jeremiah ch.2, Jeremiah applied this historical allusion in

order to create a realization of the contemporary apostate situation of

Israel.

But upon every high-hill and under every green tree
you bow down and commit harlotry. ( HIT )

Yet I planted you as a Sorek vine,
wholly a genuine seed.

But how are you turned into bitterness,
a strange wild vine? (vv.20-21)

Jeremiah ch.2 stands in the tradition of the harlotry-motif which origi¬

nated in the religious crisis of Baal-Peor in Shittio as described in

Num.25:1-5 and is preserved in. hoaea 9:1-10 and Ps.106.

1) W. Brueggemann, Tradition for Crisis, p.32.
On the harlotry-motif in Hosea: Hos.1:2,2, 2:4-6,7, 5:3-4. 4:12,15,

6:10 9=1, 3=3.

2) cf. J.L. Nays Hosea p.132.

3) BHK 3 suggests reading '

J.L. Lays comments that "'Shame' is an abusive name fcf Baal (cf.2:5,
10:6); the practice of replacing Baal's name with 'Shame' may well
have begun with the derisive interpretation put forward by Hosea."

(p.133)
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It is interesting to find that the tradition of the religious

crises of Israel - the murmuring (rebellion) in the wilderness at

Marah (Ex.1?.22-25) and at Kerib&h (Ex.17:1-7), the worship of the

golden-calf at Sinai/Horeb (Ex.52) and at Bethel and Dan (I.Ki.12:28-35)»

and the worship of Baal-Peor in Bhittim (Num.25;1-5) - is preserved in

the chain Dt.32, Hosea, Asaph-Psalms (Ps.78, 81, 106) and Jeremiah ch.2.

Accordingly it was most probably in the Northern Kingdom Israel

that it was preserved. Even in this tradition of the rebellion of

Israel in the wilderness, then Jeremiah ch.2 builds on the prophetic

1)
tradition of the Northern Kingdom of Israel.

1) cf. A.C. Tunyogi, "The kebellions of Israel", JBL 81, p.390.
His statement that "on the other hand, Amos Isaiah, and
Jeremiah, are not familiar with it (the rebellion of Israel)"
(p.390) is not acceptable.
But his remark that "most probably it (the rebellion of Israel)
was ^ the Northern Kingdom" (p.390J is suggestive.
(preserved in the traditions of)
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B. The Penitential Service in connection with the Covenant-Rib

G.E. Wright suggests that "it appears possible that at one time in North
Israel the covenant-renewal celebration was revised^qnd turned into
a penitential service by the use of the Rib motif." '

t. The Penitential Service at Bethel (Judges)

The passage Jud.2:1-5, as the 'origo' of the covenant-Rib suggests

the association vdth a penitential service at Bethel (cf.Jud.20:26).

The passage (Jud.2;1-5) contains the aetiological narrative giving the

2)
explanation of the place name Bochim' (L . Bethel).

Jtidges 20 provides clear evidence of the great importance of Bethel as

a cultic centre of the tribal confederacy.

Jud.20;18, The people of Israel arose and went up to Bethel,
and inquired of God.

20:26, Then all the people of Israel, the whole army, went up
and Carrie to Bethel and wept. ( TOB'T )

They sat there before YJiWH, and fasted that day until
evening, and offered burnt offerings and peace offering's

v.27, before YHWH. And the people of Israel inquired of YHWH
(for the ark of the covenant of >>od as there in those

v.28, days, and Phineliaa the son of Bleazar, son of Aaron,
ministered before it in those daysJ.

"At that time (of Judges) Bethel was the amphictyonic cultic centre" where

the people of Israel gathered before YHWH (the ark of covenant) and per¬

formed "a ' fast' which vras observed as a solemn lamentation at times of

distress",(cf.Jud.21:2): the penitential service.

Beyerlin suggests t ft ' mphiktyonische Bvss und iasterfeier" might
b)

be the "kultische Bitz im Leben" of the covenant Kib.

Accordingly we may trace a close connection between the covenant-Rib

message and the penitential service at Bethel v'here there was a cultic centre

of the tribal confederacy in the time of the Judges. (Jud.2:1-5)

1) G.E. Wright, "The lawsuit of God", in 1KB, p.59*

2) See further p.255f«
H-J. Kraus, Worship in Israel, p.lb?.

b) W. Beyerlin, "Gattung und fierkunft dee kahmens im Kichterbuch", in
TUB., p.27.
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2. Bethel Tradition and Jacob Tradition (In wenesis)

The Jacob tradition has a close link with the Bethel tradition in

Genesis.

a. Jacob names Bethel.

Gen.28:19, He (Jacob) called the name of that place Bethel.

This is a word play with v.17 ("This is none other than the house of God:

DtnVX rp 3-DK ' D PIT fX)" in an aetiological narrative.

Gen.35;7, (Jacob) called the place El-Bethel.

v.15, Jacob called the name of the place where God had spoken
with him, Bethel.

This is a three-fold story of the naming of Bethel by Jacob.

b. YHWH and Jacob - Ehcounter at Bethel.

In the Jacob-narrative, Jacob encountered YHWH, who revealed

Himself to him and talked to him, at Bethel.

Gen.28:13) Behold, YHWH stood above it, and said,
"I am YHWH, the >-od of Abraham your father and
the Cod of Isaac - .

V.16, Then .Jacob--awoke from his sleep and said,
"Surely YHWH is in this place, and 1 did not know it."

And he was-"afraid, and said,
"How awesome is this placei
This is none other than the house of Cod."

v.21, then YHWH shall be my Cod.

Gen.31 '-11-13 Then the angel of God said to me, "Jacob" -
I am the God of Bethel.

Gen.35:7 (Jacob; called the place El-Bethel
because there God had revealed Himself to him.

Gen.35-15, Jacob called the name of the place where Cod had
spoken with him Bethel.
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c. The Combination of Jacob - (Bethel)- Bacuth.

290

Gen.35;8, Deborah died and was buried under the oak below Bethel
and he named it "Allon-Bacuth (Oak of weeping: JTlOl)"

In this passage the Jacob narrative refers to 'Bethel' and 'Bacuth'

(weeping) - in the context of a "mourning nifte."

d. On the day of distress.

The Jacob narrative features the God who answered him (Jaobb) in

2 v
the day of the di±ress ( ) redeeming him from all evil ( yi ). J

Gen.35;1i God said to Jacob, "Arise, go up to Bethel,
and dwell there

v.2 Co Jacob said to his household -
'hut away the foreign gods that are among you, and
purify yourselves, and change your garments;

v.3, then let us arise and go up to Bethel,
that I may make there an altar to the God
who answered me in the day of my distress ( THX)
and has been with me wherever I have gond."

This refers to the penitential service at Bethel in which there was a

remembrance of the merciful act of Cod in the day of Jacob's distress,

putting away of other gods and a pledge to serve YHWH as their God.

1) mother case of Jacob's weeping occurs in Gen.33:1ff» (la the narrative
of Jacob's meeting with hsau):

Gen.33;1i Jacob lifted up his eyes and looked,
and behold, Bsa.u was coming - .

v«3, He himself (Jacob) went on before tbmp,
bowing iiimself ( in/WI to the ground seven times.

v. 4 But Bsau ran to meet him, and embraced him,
and fell on his neck and kissed him and

they we;>t. ( )

While the weeping here denotes perhaps penitence it has no cultic
significance.

2) Gen.48:l6, -(Jacob blessed floseph and said)
"the angel who lias redeemed me from all evil ( >?"))."
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2.*_ The Jacob (Bethel) tradition in Hosea.12**
In Hosea 12:3-6 "Eosea skillfully incorporates the Patriarchal-

Jacob narratives in a comprehensive description, using key-words and
2)

word-play." The Rib of YHWH, Jacob Bochim (weeping) and Bethel are

all linked up here.
■3)

Hos.12:3fj YHWH has a Rib against Israel
to visit (punish) Jacob -

k) i_
v.5, He (Jacob) strove with ( 7K "W ) an angel

and prev^led. ( <?D'' )
He (Jacob) v/ept ( pDH ) and begged favour.
At Bethel He (YHWH)found him
there He spoke with him.

v.7 Bo you, by (the help of) your i.od, you shall return.
( HW)

This prophetic speech lias the penitential aim of inducing Israel to

repent of "their rebellion and apostasy by the help dfcf God's judgement."

1) The interpretations of lios.12:3-7 are many and varied: among recent
studies:

A. Bentzen, "The Weeping of Jacob Hob.12:5a" VT 1, 1951, pp.58-59.
M. Gertner, "Appendix: n it tempt at an Interpretation of Rosea 12"

VT 10, 1960 pp.272-28R.
P.R. Ackroyd, "Hosea and Jacob", VT 13, 1963, pp.2^5-259.
E.M. ' ood "Hosea and the Jacob Tradition", VT 16, 1966, pp.137-151.

J.L. Mays Hosea, pp.l6l-l65.

2) M. Gertner, op.cit., .278, in "The Masora and the Levites", VT 10.

3) P.R. Ackroyd, op.cit., p.2A8.
He translates 'Israel' and notes "MT. ouaah probably a reapplication."

k) A. Bentzen, op.cit. p.58.
He suggests that "the subject is Jacob. The prophet's version of
the story is the same as in Gen.32."

5) M. Gertner, op.cit., p.2$8.
He.suggests that the subject is Gou in parallel with Gen.35®

(He will reveal Himself to you in Bethel: p.278)
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k. The aim of the dictation of Jeremiah ch.2 (Jer.36)

In Jeremiah ch.36 there is a clear description of the process

1)
whereby Jeremiah dictated the so-called "Ur-Scroll", in which Jer.hh.2

was presumably contained.

a. The word of YHWH came to Jeremiah. (Jer.36:1, cf.251)

In the fourth year of Jehoiakim the son of Josiah, king of Judah,
this v.ord came to Jeremiah from YHWH. (Jer.36 1)

The chronological passage "in the fourth year of Jehoiakim the son of

Josiah, king of Judah" occurs three times in the book of Jeremiah

(25:1 36:1 ^5:1). It might be an important date in the book of

Jeremiah.

"The fourth year of Jehoiakim was the year 60^>/k (April to April).
It will be recalled that it was in the late spring or early summer
of 605 that Nebuchadnezzar crushed the Egyptian forces at
Carchemish on the Euphrates and began his advance into Syria.""

Then J. Bright comments: "It is quite probable that this event was the
3)occasion for the scroll's being written."

Take a scroll and write on it all the words that I have spoken
to you against Israel and Judah and all the rations, from the
day I spoke to you, from the days of Josiah until today. (Jer.36:2)

Concerning the phrase 'from the days of Josiah,* other passages (Jer.25s3

1:2) are more specific:

for twenty-three years from the thirteenth jjtear of Josiah the
son of Amon, king of Judah, to this day.

1) Concerning the "Ur-Scroll":

T.H. Robinson, "Baruch's Scroll", ZAW k2. pp.209-221.
F. Augustin, "Baruch und das Buch Jeremias" ZAW 67, 1955i PP«50-56.
C. Rietzschel, "Das Problem der Urrolle, 1966.

2) J. Bright, Jeremiah, Anc.B, p.181.
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b. The Aim of Dictation of Jeremiah. (Jer.36:3, 7)

Jeremiah ch.36:3 describes the aim in recording the prophetic speech

which YHWH splake to Jeremiah.:

'it may be that the house of Judah will hear all the disaster ( H7in)
which I intend to do to them so that everyone may turn ( S
from his evil way, and that I may forgive their iniquity ( Ql"iy)
and their sin.' ( KOn )

The scroll is intended to provide the people with an opportunity for

repentance ( 312? ). (cf. 36:7 *+5;1f)

Jeremiah ordered Baruch to read the scroll on a fast day (36:*+.).

A. Baumann comments, "Jer.36:6 suggests that already at the time of

writing the original Scroll eremiah had in mind its reading on a fast-

1)
day and that he arranged the subject-matter accordingly."

The fast day thus provided an opportunity for Jeremiah to proclaim

the prophetic Rib-form speech which is the main subject of Jeremiah ch.2.

This linking of fast day (penitence), rib-form, and the call to

repentance, again seems to have the roots in northern tradition (i.e.

Bethel) and to have come to Jeremiah through Judges and Hosea.

1) A. Baumann, "Urrolle und lasttag," BRW 80, 1968, pp.350-373, P-373.



C. The Circle of the covenant-Rib Tradition 2.9k

In the time of Israel's religious crises, the covenant-Rib speech

was successively directed from YHWH against Israel, according to the

biblical tradition, by l oses (Dt.J2), the messenger ( ) of YHWH

(Jud.2-1-5) a prophet of YKVJH (Jud.6:7) the prophet Hosea, Jeremiah

and the circles which produced the Asaph-Psalms.

Th^ have this common characteristic: that they are the prophetic

messengers of YHWH setting forth the covenant-Rib from YHWH against

His people Israel.

1. Prophetic circles in Northern Israel

a. As the prophetic messenger of YHWH.

hoses. (Dt.32 - Covenant-Rib form speech)

Ex.3:8,10, Then YHWH said - "I have come down to -

bring them up out of that land to a good - land,
Come, I will send you ( "jnVtfX) to Pharaoh tliat
you may bring forth My people, the sons of Israel,
out of Egypt."

Ex.3,15,16, Cod also said to Roses, "Cay this to the people of Israel,
'YHWH - has sent me C ' ) to you.'"

The angel of YHWH. ( "jX^D) Jud.2:1.

Jud.2:1, Now the angel ( ~]K) of YHWH went up from Gilgal
to Bethel

When the angel of YHWH spoke these words to all the people
of Israel the people ( ) lifted up their voices
and wept.

A prophet of YliWh. ( X'33 riPX ) Jud.6:8

Jud.6:8, YHWH sent ( n'ptfP'l) a prophet to the people of Israel
and said to them, "Thus says YHWH the God of Israel

Gideon. (Jud.6 31 - Rib)
, | Jud.6:1A YHWH turned to him and said,

"Go, do not I send you?" (

..J
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Samuel. (I.Sam.12:7 Samuel took the controversy with Israel before YHWH)

I.Sam.15^1i Samuel said to Saul, "YHWH sent me to anoint you."
( nVtf)

12:6 Samuel said to the people. ( )

v.8, "YHWH sent ( nV27) l oses and Aaron

v.11,Aand Jephthah and Samuel."(YHWH sent ( nVff) Barak)

Elijah. (I.Ki.19:9)

I.Ki.19;9> the word of YHWH came to him:

II.Ki.1:6, a man (Elijah) said to us "Thus says YHWH."

2:2, Elijah said to Elisha, "YHWH sent me ( ' 3n5ti7 ) t0
Bethel."

Hosea. (kib: 2:k h.l,^,**, 12.5)

Hos.A:1 Hear the word of YHWH, 0 people of Israel
for YHWH lias a controversy (Kib) with the inhabitants
of the land.

In Hosea.12:1^ Moses is described as "a prophet" ( IP 33 )•

Jeremiah. (Hib: 2:9.9)

Jer.2:^, Hear the v/ord of YHWH, 0 house of Jacob,
and all the families of the house of Israel.

Thus says YHWH - the oracle of YHWH.

Jeremiah stands in the tradition of the prophetic line of Moses and

-Samuel (Jer.15;l).

The characteristic of the prophetic messengefc of YHWH is common

to all these figures: their character is that of messengers, commissioned

by YHWH to deliver a message from YHWH to the people ( 07H ) Israel.
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What is the relation between the messenger of YKWH and the covenant

hib? In tills problem Ex.£2:33 seems to occupy a key position. Israel

offended against YHWH in the matter of the golden calf, and broke the

covenant relation with YHWH (Ex.3219). YHWH did not abandon His saving

plan (Ex.32:3^)i yet His direct presence would destroy sinful Israel

(Ex.33:5).

So the question arises: how was Israel still the people of YHWH?

The answer is given: YHWH sends ( ) His messenger ( "JK^O ) to His

people ( D>?n) Israel.
1 )

I will send an nt ol ( ) before you. (Ex.33;2)

The messenger of YHWH is an extension of the mediating office.

YHWH's messenger is the one who shows YHWH's way to Israel that they

may know YHWH (and iiis presence) and His way (cf.Ex.33;13).

On the one hand this office is a sign of the wrath of YHWH, since

His holiness might destroy Israel, but on the other hand it is a proof
p

of His will to save Israel.

YHWH's messenger is YHWH's aid to Israel personalised almost to the

point of becoming a mediating official of the covenant relationship.

Thus His role stresses both human actions and the divine: i.e. Israel's

sin and rebellion, and YHWH's judgement and saving act.^
Concerning the relation between the prophetic office and the Rib,

G.E. Wright-suggests:

"Without the prophetic office no Rib would have been announced in
Israel. Hence the rib form must have originated in Israelite
circles where the theology of the prophetic office was seriously
regarddd as a vital part of C^'s rule over Israel. This must
have been in North Israel

1) J. Gray I-II.Kings, OTL p.301.
He comments on 'an angel or messenger, (
it "is usual in the Pentateuch, particularly in E, and in both
instances (I.Ki.13;18 19:5) we have North Israelite traditions,
which may reflect here the theology of E in introducing an
intermediary between ( od and man." (p.301)

2) cf. G. von lad, Old Testament Theology Vol.1, p.288.
3) cf. G. von Had, ibid., p.288.
k) G.E. Wright, "The Lawsuit of God," in IPH., p.62.
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The role of the Levitical circles in the covenant-Rib tradition

1)calls for somewhat closer examination.

2)The origins of the Levites are obscure.

a. Moses.

According to Biblical tradition, hoses came from "the house of

Levi " (Ex.2:1-2).

Now a man from the house of Le-1 (* 1 TP HO> went and took to
wife a daughter of Levi. The woman conceived and bore a son
(Moses).

1) G.E. Wright, op.cit. p.65.
He suggests: "In that time (of Elijah) the theological reformu¬
lation of the Mosaic covenant tradition (into the covenant-lawsuit
theme; was surely undertaken. Its fruits are only partially
preserved for us in the canonical prophets, in the Levitical
teaching and liturgical elements preserved in the Book of
Deuteronomy, and one may now be permitted to add - in Dt.32."

2) Concerning the etymology of the names, 'Levi and Levites' :

E. Nielsen, Lhechem, p.265f.
R.de Vaux, Ancient Israel, p-359f.

J) M. Noth, Exodus, p.25.

He comments: "What the original tradition means by 'the house
of Levi' remains ektremely questionable - later it was natural
to think of the 'priestly tribe of Levi'; indeed, in view of
Ex.^:lH, we must even ask whether a more accurate translation
might not be 'from the house (the family) of a Levite', or
even 'from a Levitical house' i.e. a Levitical family."
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b. The Levites at Kadesh.

The name "Kadesh" ( uT7j?) in Hebrew means "sacred", so it evidently

referred initially to a holy site.

In Gen.14:7 Kadesh is also called "En Miehpat" ( OS27Q ])i (Well of

Judgement). Another name closely connected with the site is "Keribah"

( ill}''"TO ) which occurs in the expression "waters of Keribah of Kadesh"

(Num.27= 14, lit.32:51, Ez.47:19 48:24), so it is undoubtedly yet another

name either for Kadesh, itself, or a satellite centre. In the books

of Exodus and Numbers there are several traditions which probably are to
1)

be associated with Kadesh (Ex.15=23-26, 17-18, and Num.11-20).

W. Eichrodt pxits forward the attractive suggestion that the Levites

were in fact the primitive priesthood of Kadesh: so that they ivere

from the beginning concerned with the preservation of sacred ( tfHj? )

tradition, especially that of the OD177D (Gen.l4:7, Ex.15 = 251 and the

Lib (Meribah) (Ex.17=2,7).

The relationship of the Levites to Kadesh is best left an open

3)
question, but it is certain that the ark and the Levites did become

closely associated at an early period (at Gilgal: JoBh.3=3f)»

1) The wilderness-tradition, see futher p.
The murmuring-tradition see further ?.* '

2) W. Lichrodt Theology of the Old Testament, Vol.I p.394.

3) R.de Vaux, "The Settlement of the Israelites in Southern Falestine
and the Origins of the Tribe of Judah" in H.C. Kay-Festschrift,
TUOT., p.108-134.

K.L. Newman, The 1 eople of the Covenant pp.72-101.
He posited a diviaon at Kadesh: the result of the controversies
at Kadesh was a separation of the two groups. The group dominated
by Joseph, a Rachel tribe, broke off from that dominated by
Judah. a Leah tribe. The Levites accompanying Joseph were to
form the nucleus of the northern priesthood attached to the ark
of the covenant. Some Levites remained at Kadesh with uudah
(in some dynastic structure of relationship attached to the tent
of meeting). "The Aaronic priesthood was in charge of it (the
tent of meeting)." (p.101)
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c. Levites and 15 .32:25-29.

The section in Lx»32 describes the conferment of priesthood on the

sons of Levi by Loses himself. The narrative explains not only the

priesthood of the --evites but also the characteristic detachment of the

1) 2)Levites from all family ties. Thpy liad survived only as gerirn being

scattered in Israel vfen.L9.-7 . The two t in* e are explained together.

The story is governed by a double meaning a sort of pun or word-play,

on the ambiguous expression ''to fill (the) hand. ( CD*P

v. 29, »oses then saic
"'oday you Lave consecrated yourselves to YhWh,

mrpV errn ddt i
for each one at the cost of his son and of his brother,
that e may g ive a blessin, • upon you this day."

Here the double meaning of the expression DDT IX'PD' comes into play:

the Levites, as a result of their "fillin, their hands" in the slaying of

their kinsmen have "fillet tL eir hands" in the sense of becoming priests.

The description of the important role of the Levites who stand on

YHWH s side against the , olden-calf and apostasy at Horeb (Ex.32:25-29)

compares with their op >osition to the cult of the golden-calves at Bethel

in Northern Israel and the non-Levitical priesthood of Bethel.

1) L. Loth, Lxodus p.2.50-251.

2) t.de Vaux ncient ;.srael p.j6h.

3) cf. der.5:31, W.L. Holiday,"The Lriests scrapie out on their hands,
der.5:31VT. 1)., 1c' .111-113-

L) A. Cody, A History of Old Testament driesthood, p. 15^•

5) h. Ndth, op.cit., p.250.
i .Both su( ; ests. "the insertion of the section into the narrative
of the golden calf may indicate that the claim of the Levites
to priestly privileges, etc., had to be carried through against
the priesthood of the royal sanctuaries of the state of Israel
(cf. deroboam s appointment of non-Levitical priest in I.Ki.
12:31b)."
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da The Levites and 1)t.33:8-11.

In the Blessing of Moses (Lt.33) we find a clear picture of what

Levites were supposed to be (vv.8-11).

The style and content of vv.8-11 surest that the passage may be comprised

of two sections: i. the singular form (Levi/ in vv.8-9a,11, which con¬

stitutes the primitive blessin of Levi; ii. the plural form (Levites)
1 -

in vv.9b-10, which indicates a later addition.

i. The older part (vv.S-9a 11)

G. von had suggests:

"Reminiscences (of historical happenings) are revived here which
were still current in Israel when the saying was composed.
Nevertheless, v.9 recalls .32 26-29 while in v.8 allusions
have been^ijound to .1, 1-7 and i .20-1-13 (the eribah-
story)."

The description in v.8b preserves the word-play of "heribah" and

"Rib" and offers the interpretation that it was Levi with whom YHWH

disputed (Rib) at the waters of eribah.

ii. The additional wart (vv.9b-10

In this section in tie lural or:: (vv.9b-10/ t.e office of the

bevites includes two distinct functions: the first is "to teadh the Law"

( nTim OD37D and the second is 'to offer sacrifice."' ''

Verse 9b preserves the Sinai covenant tradition which is described in

L- .19:3-8.

lor 'D the observer i p vore) "I10B?)
and kept Thy covenant. ( TP ")0 ) (v.9)

The Blessing of Loses upon Levi (Levites) in Dt.33:8-11 preserves

a combination of the Kadesh (i eribah) tradition and the Sinai (covenant)

tradition.

1) cf. . Cody,op.cit., p.114-120.

2) G. von Rad, Leuteronomy p.206-207.

3) cf. G. von Rad, Ibid, p.206.
j .L. Newman o .cit. .100.
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e. The Levites in Northern Israel.

* At tne time of Jeroboam I.

Jeroboam I (king of Israel; made two calves of gold, and set one in

Bethel and the other in Ban.

He also appointed priests from among all the people, who were not of

the Levites (I.Ki.12:28-31)•

According to the description of the Chronicler:

The Levites (tiiat were in all Israel) left their common

lancls and their holdings and came to Judah and Jerusalem,
because Jeroboam and his sons cast them out fron serving
as priests of YliWH, and he appointed his own priests for
the high places and for the satyrs, and for the calves
which he lad made. (II.Chr.11■1^-15)

Even in this situation some of the Levites may have stayed in

Northern Israel: accordhgly after the destruction of Samaria "the

king of Assyria commanded

'Send there one of the priests whom you carried away thence:
and let him go and dwell there, and teach them the law of
the god of the land.'

3o one of the priests whom they had carried away from Samaria
came and dwelt in Bethel, and taught them how tl ey should
fear YHWH." (II.Ki.17=27-28.

ii. Tie ^vites and the ark of the covenant.

In relation to the ark of the covenant, the -invites played a

Irominent role:

Josh.3:3 («.oshua) commanded the people,
"When you see the ark of the covenant of YhWK your
God being carried by the Levitical priests, then you
shall set out from your place and follow it."

Josh.8;8, /II Israel stood on opposite sides of the ark before
the hevitical priests who carried the ark of the
Covenant of YHWH, half of them in front of mount
Geraaim and half of them in frontof Mount Ebal as

Noses the servant of YEWH had commanded at the first
that they should bless the people of Israel.
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In the book of Deuteronomy we find descriptions of the function

of the Levites: the most revealing texts are Bt.10.8 and Dt.31:9> 25f.

nt.lOHi, YHWH set apart the tribe of :evi to cariy the ark of
the covenant of YHWB, to stand be Tore YHWH to minister
to Him and to bless in His name, to this day.

Dt.31 9 And Moses wrote this law, and gave it to the priests the
sons of Levi, who carried the ark of the covenant of
YHWH, and to all the elders of Israel -

that their children may hear and learn to fear YHWH your
God as long as you lie in the land which you are going
over tie Jordan to possess.

Dt.31:25f, Hoses commanded the Levites who carried the ark of the
covenant of YHWH, "Take this book of the Law, and put
it by the side of the ark of the covenant of YHWH your
Cod, that it may be there for a witness against you."

The song of Moses (Dt.32 1-^+3) nay have been preserved by the group

of Levites who carried the ark of the covenant of YHWH. They preserved

the "Kadesh" tradition (Dt.32:51) and the Sinai-tradition (Dt.31:2Lf)

and "the traditiaiof crossing Jordan." (Dt.32:^7)

Such a group of levites must have been the Levites in Northern Israel.

Accor<ing to the Chronicler, the Levites plajed a prominent role

in relation to the ark of the covenant of YLWH in the time of David

(I.Chr.15;2 15) and Solomon (II.Chr.5:if)-

I.Chr.15;2, Then David said, "Mo one but the Levites may carry
the ark of God, for YHWH chose them to carry the ark
of YHWH and to minister for Him for ever."

15:15 And the Levites carried the ark of God upon thdr
shoulders with the poles, as Moses had commanded
according to the word of YHWH.

It would seem valid to conclude, therefore, that some group of

Levites in Northern Israel played a continuing role in the Kadesh and

Sinai tradition, and in relation to the ark of the covenant of YHWE.



3. The People of Asaph

What kind of circle wns there behind the covenant-Rib tradition?

I would like to propose that it was the "sons of «saph" (IDK-'II -

who preserved and transmitted the Asaph-Psalms.

a. A group of Levites, consecrated to YHWii.

Asaph .and the people of Asaph are Levites (l.Chr.15=17f« 6.39-^+3>•

According to the biblical tradition, the Levites took an important role

in the religious crisis connected with the incident of the golden calf

at Sinai/Horeb. (Ex.32-25-29)

Loses said "Who is on YliWH's side? Come to me."
And all the sons of Levi ('I1? '11-*71 gathered ( 13OK) them¬
selves together to him.

And the sons of Levi did accorcfag to the word of loses:
And Loses said, "Today you have consecrated yourselves to YHWH."

( mrpV on' ik'pq ) (Ex.32.26,28,29)

When Jeroboam I. made two golden calves and set them in Bethel and Ban

he also appointed priests from among all the people, who were not of

the Levites (I.Ki.13=31)• Then it is not difficult to suppose that the

Levitical priests in Northern Israel challenged the apostasy of Baal-

worship, stressing the YHWH-worship.

YHWH who brought ( 1*771) Israel out of Egypt.''''
b. Prophetic character - prophets of YHV.H.

In the tradition of Chronicles Asaph was called "the seer" ( nTfiri)

(II.Chr.29=30, II.Chr.35=15)» - He who is now called a :rophet. was

formdy called a seer. (I.oam.9=9 : 1K1! )

In fact the Asaph-Psalms contain the characteristics of prophetic Psalms

particularly in Ps.50;8l.

"Hons" of Asaph under the direction of Asaph who prophesied
( KllH) under the direction of the king. (I.Chr.25-2)

In the genealogy of Gershom - Asaph of Levites, the name "Iddo"

( 117) occurs (I.Chr.6:6 MT.(ET21) II.Chr.29 12, p7 ,kf.S.Chr.15:17f
6:39-^3 ET). He is called "a Leer" (lI.Chr.9-29 12:15, Him 117 < '17' )
and a "Proi het" (II.Chr.13=22, 117 K'll! )

1) See further p. 2-284.
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In II.Chr.20:l4f: we read that "The Spirit of YHWH came upon

Jehaziel - a Levite of the sons of Asaph." ( ^DK 'ID-ID )
Jebaziel then made an utterance which is markedly prophetic in style:

Hearken thus says YHWH to you
'Hear not and be not dismayed at this great multitude."

It seems to me that the'tons of Asaph" ( ^OK 'ID) probably preserved

this prophetic role among the Levites.

c. The relation with the covenant.

According to the biblical tradition, Asaph was selected by the

Levites to lead the music when David brought up the Ark (of the covenant)

to Jerusalem with Heman, and Ethan (I.Chrl5:16-19)•

Asaph was appdnted by David to preside over the services of praise and

thanksgiving in the i'ent where the Ark was placed (I.Chr.l6:4-7,37).

So David left ABaph and his brethren there before the ark of
the covenant of YHWH to minister continually before the ark
as each day required. (I.Chr.lfc:37)

At the time of Hezekiah.(II.hi.18 II.Chr.29f)

Hezekaih instituted a religious reform according to the mosaic

tradition:

He (Hezekiah) trusted in YHWH the God of Israel - .

He held fast to YHWH ; he did not depart from following Him,
but kept the commandments which YHWH commanded Doses. (II.Ki.l8:5?6)
K

In Heze^.ah s reign, Joah the son of AsaTh, the recorder seems to liave

taken an important role (II.Ki.l8:l8, 26f, 37).

According to the Chronicler (II.Chr.29f)i

In tne f3rst year of his reign, he (Hezekiah, said.
"Hear me, Levites:
Now it is in ray heart to make a covenant with YLWH the God
of Israel, that His fierce anger may turn away from us." (vv.5,10)

Then the levites arose: among them the sons of ^saph (Zechariah
and I attaniah) took part in the covenantal service, (vv.12-13)
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Hezekiah the kir^ una the princes commanded the Levites to sing
praises to YHWH with the worcteof David and of Asaph the seer.

And they sand praises with gladness, and they bowed down and
worshipped.

Then Hezekiah said, "You have now consecrated yourselves to YHWH."
( mn'V ddt nnKVn ) (n.chr.29-29 30,31)

This is in parallel with Ex.52 29 where the sons of Levi took the

side of YHWH and Hoses against the apostasy.

Horeover Hezekiah kept the passover to YiiWH the God of Israel, and

they took their accustomed posts according to the law of Moses (II.Chr.30:

1f ,16).

In the reli; ioue reform of Hezekiah when the Mosiac covenant-

tradition was restored, the sons of Asaph played an important role.

At the time of Josiah (Il.hi.22-23, II.Chr.3^35)

The king (Josiah) went up to the house of YHWII and with him all
the men of Judah and all JJ^e inliabitants of Jerusalem, and the
priests and the prophets, all the people;

and he read in their hearing all the words of the book of the
covenant which had been found in the house of YHWH.

The King made a covenant before YHWH -
and all the people joined in the covenant. (II.Ki.23:2-3)

According to the Chronicler Levites played a part in this (Deuter-

onomic) reformation: It describes "the priests and the -evites"

(II.Chr.3^:30)» which is a parallel passage with II.Ki.23:2.

1) In comparison between II.Ki.23 2 and II Chr.3^:30 it must be
noticed that "the prophets" is altered to the term "Levites"
in the close-parallel passage.

A. Welch, Prophet and . riest in Old Israel, p.130, n.2.
He has drawn upon the implications of I.Chr.25:1-6 for the idea
of cultic prophets.

A.R. Johnson, The Cultic Prophet in Ancient Israel p.71-72.

He mentions this as evidence for the existence of cultic prophets.
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The king Josiah said to the Levites who taught all Israel and
who were holy to YHWH,

"Put the holy ark in the house which Solomon, the son of David,
king of Israel, built:-

Now serve YHWH your Sod and His people Israel -
Sanctify yourselves ( WTpJin) and prepare for your brethren to
do according to the word of YliWlI by hoses." (II.Chr.35:3>6)

The king Josiah kept a passover to YHWH in which the sons of Asaph

the singers were in their place (II.Chr.35:15)»

Moreover, the Chronicler describes that

In the eighteenth year of his reign when he (Josiah) had purged
the land and tie house, he sent Shaphan the son of Azaliah, and

Maaseiah the governor of the city and Joah the son of Joahaz,
the recorder to repair the house of JfHWH his tl©d. (II.Chr.3hs8)

This person Joah might be a Levite of the sons of Asaph in a similar

description with II.Ki.l8:l8 37.

In the deuteronoraic reformation of Josiah when the Mosaic covenant-

tradition was restored, the sons of Asaph are again prominent.

In the Asaph-FsalBB indeed, the covenant is emphasized (Ps.50:5*

16 78:10,37* 106:h5) and passages corresponding to the Sinai covenant

tradition (Ex.10:3-8) occur in Ps.8l:8-11.
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ii. The relation with the covenant history.

In II.Ki.l8:l8,37» the son of Asaph "Joah" ( fjDK-J3 ilKT'
was the recorder ( TPTDM ) in the reign of king Hezekiah (cf.Is.36.

p j
3,22). iii.3 office seons to be that of "Chronicler," to record the

historical events in connection with the history of salvation and

judgement.

Among the Psalms only the I saph-Psales contain historical Psalms

U s.78;105 106;. 5 '

In the i'.sap.i-Penins we can find confirmation of the thesis that

the "sons of Asaph" preserved the Sinai covenant tradition and covenant

h)
Aib tradition, and transmitted them down t rough the centuries.

1) L. . IV Ki.l3:l8, ' looac o uioc Sacpa/t o &va|.Hpwricmoy.
Asaph is replaced with "Sacpat" ( DDE? : Judge) in L.L Ct.Ki.l8:l8,'
In Is.36:3*22, which is parallel with 2.Ki.18:18, ,MT is the same
as LXX.

2) J.P. Lumby, The second book of the Kings. Canib.B., 1891, p.189.

3) H. hunkel £. J. Begrich hinleitun., in die Psalmen, 1933*

A.]-.. Johnson, "The Psalms", in OTMS, 19511 pp.162-207.
H. Cunkel classified them as "Die Legende" (Sacred Legend).
Pes.78 105, 106 (pp.323-32^).

k) cf. E.W. Nicholson, DeHueronomy and Tradition, Oxford, 1967, pp.75-'' 2.
"One of the most notable recent problems concerns the circles of
the background of Hosea s preaching in relation to the origin
of Deuteronomy whether it involves the Leviter in Northern

Israel, in bouthorn Israel, or the prophetic circles in Northern
Israel.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Theological Study of Jeremiah Chapter 2

Prophetic Theology (of Covenant-Bib) in oeremiah Ch.2

A. YHWH - The God of Israel

What is the characteristic conception of God in Jeremiah ch.2? In

1 !
Jeremiah ch.2 "YHWH" ( miT occurs very often as the name of the God

of Israel (vv. 1,2,3 3,^,5,6 8,9 12,17,19,19,22 29,31,37; and in certain

variant forms.^

Jeremiah ch.2 describes YHWH as the God who acts in the salvation history

- delivering Israel from Egypt, leading them in the wilderness and bring¬

ing them into YKWH s land (vv. 6-7), planting them as a genuine seed

(v. 21) - and as the living God in contrast with other gods which are

"no-god".

1) 0. Eissfeldt, "Bstalsamen und Jahwe", ~nW 37, 1939 PP-1-31, esp.31-
G. von Had, Old Testament Theology, Vol. 1, p. 180.

The Divine name "YHWH" is the special name of the "God of israel":
which 0. Eissfeldt calls a "revelatio specialis" (p.31) and v°n kad
a "relative and efficacious" name (p.l80j.
i. On the revelation of the name of God (YHWH;, there are countless

studies of the meaning of YHWK.
Th.C. Vriezen "Ehje aser ehje" in Berthelet-Aestschrift pp.k98-
312. An outline of Old Testament Theology, Oxford,1962 pp.171,195-

S. Mowinckel "The Name of the God of hoses" HUCA 32 1961 pp.121-
133-

B. Albrektson, "On the Syntax of rPHX TO rPHK in Exodus 3-*1^",
in D.W. Thomas-; estschrift Words and Eeanings, pp. 15-28.

G.J. Botterweck, Gott Erkennen, Bonn 1951 asp. pp.23-29.
M. Noth Exodus, OTL, pp.
k. de Vaux "The Revelation of the Divine Name YHWH" Lavies-
j'estschrift pp. A8-75-
ii. On the covenant God: YHWH is characterized as the covenant God

in the covenant relation with Israel (His covenant people; in the
Sinai covenant tradition (Ex.19'• 3-8).

"YHWH as the "One from Sinai" (Jud. 5;5, Dt. 33:1)•
0. Procksch Theologie des Alten Testament 1950.
W. Eichrodt, Theology of the Old Testament Vol.1, 1961.
R. Davidson The Old Testament, pp. 40-58.

2) In Jeremiah ch.2 variations of the name of YHWH occur as follows: ...



1. YHWH as the Speaker

YHWH reveals Himself as the Speaker addressing Israel in the "I and

You" form in personal and covenantal communion.

In Jeremiah ch.2 several types of prophetic formula occur in com-

1)
bination with the name of YHWH.

"The word of YHWH came to me" (v. 1)

"Hear the word of YHWH" (v. 4)

"Thus says YHWH" (vv. 2,5)
"The oracle of YHWH" (vv. 5,19 22,29)

These are all indications that YHWH speaks to Jeremiah, and to Israel

by His messenger (the prophet Jeremiah;.

In Jeremiah ch.2, most of the prophetic poetry is written in the "I and

You" style of the covenant message form. YHWH is the real living Speaker

in the personal communion with the prophet and Israel by the communication

of the vvord of God.

At the same time YHWH is the creator of the life of Israel as the people

of YHWH, when they respond to YHWH in faithfulness (hx. 19;5-8).

So Jeremiah proclaimed - "Hear the word ofYHWH" (v.4). When they do not

listen to the word of YHWH and do not obey Him YHWH speaks judgement
2)

to them in the covenant Rib form (Her.2, v.19,55)*

.../vv.17,19,in MT. *]'rf?K mil' in L . . xflpioc o 0soq crou.
v. 19, in MT. mKHY mrP ' in LX-. xupioq o deoc crou.
V. 22, in MT. mfl' ' ITS in L . xuptoc.

1) See further pp. 75» 154-145*
2) YHWH's address to Israel which is described in the prophetic poetry

style and the covenant Rib form is common to
Psalms (50, cf.81) and Jer.2. See further p?



2. YHWH as the God who remembers Israel

In Jeremiah eh.7 YHWH is mentioned as the God who remembers Israel.:

'I remember for you ( "J1? ) the loyalty of your youth
the love of your bridal days (v.2)'.

This particular usage of IDT here is rare in the Old Testament.

1)
The verb DDT is used with YHWH as subject in the first person singular,

2)
with the preposition *7 and in the I-thou style.

What is the meaning of this phrase (*7 DDT)?"^
4)

B.S. Childs explains it as follows:

ay and large, the preposition maintains its basic meaning of aiming;
towards a goal. The emphasis falls on remembrance as an action
directed toward someone rather than on the psychological experience
of the subject.'

The memory of YHWH is directed toward Israel. The emphasis is here laid

upon the personal relationship between YHWH and Israel.

1) The verb "zkr" with God as subject in the first person singular:
Lev.26:42,42,42,45, ls.43:25,26, Ez.l6:60, Jer.2:2, 31:20 54 Hos.7:2.
(Lisowskyl - with *7 Jer.2:2, 31 :3^> Lev.26:45.

2) The verb occurs more than 20 times with the preposition ( *7):
a. in the imperative form (in the complaint intercessory prayer

and confessions of Jeremiah .

Ps.105:8 111:5, 1.Chr.16.15, Pb.98:3, 79:8, 119=49,136:23, 137:7,
Heh.13:l4,22, 31 5=19.
Intercessory prayer: Ex.32:13, Lt.9-27 Ps.132:1, 11.0hr.6:42.
Confession of Jeremiah: Jer.l8:20.

b. In the finite form, the verb occurs several times with the prepo¬
sition ( x?)m der.2:2, Ps.106:45, Lev.26:45 (in affirmative.)

Jer.31:3^» (in negative)

3) H.J. boecker Redeformen des Pechtslebens im Ajten Testament, pp.106-110.
He argues that "IDT" is a technical term (terminus technicus
der Rechtssprache) of specific juridical meaning.

'Pabei hat das zkr le den konkreten Sinn: "Ich halte oir -
um dich auf diese Weise zu verteidigen - vor hugen . p.111.

4) B.S. Childs, Remory and Tradition in Israel, p.31*

He also follows Boecker, stating that

'The preposition has strong forensic overtones - . These
passages (*7 DDT) (Jer.2 2, 31:3^, Ib.43:25) have in common the
forensic usage of the verb', (p.32,p.4l), in distinction from the
covenant idea '(p.4lf )#

But these passages occur in the context of the covenant - new covenant
(Jer.31 ;3^) and covenant Rib (<Jer.2.2).
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When we examine the verb (zkr J used with God as subject "1", we

find that its usage is three-fold.

1. remembering their iniquity (Hos.7-2).
ii. remembering their sin no more (Jer.31:3^).
iii. remembering the covenant with Israel (Lev.26:45, Jer.2:2).

a. 'To remember t) eir sins' (Hob.7:2,cf. Hoe.8:13, 9-'9» Jer.l4:10.).

Hos.7;2, I remember all their evil works.

1)
H.J. Boecker suggests that the idea of Sahweh as Judge lies at the root

of the expression of 'to remember their sins'.

In prophetic judgement speech the verb (IDT ) occurs in combination with

expressions implying punishment (Hos.8:13 Jer.l4:10): *1pD!
2)

B.S. Childs explains the meaning of the verb zkr:

'The verb zkr iniudes both the process of thought and the action.
The parallelism of zkr with such verbs as ffqd indicates the
objective character of the action comprehended in the verb'.

The phrase 'to remember their sins' indicates YHWH's judgement and punish¬

ment of His people Israel.

b. "To remember their sin no more' (Jer.31:3'* cf.Is.^3;25)*

Jer.31:3^» 'for I will forgive their iniquity
and I will remember their sin no more.'

The prophetic use of the verb 'remember' is described in the context of

forgiveness in the New Covenant passage.

B.S. Childs explains

'Jer.31-3^ is a promise which stems out of the ancient tradition
of covenant renewal at a festival.'

The phrase 'to remember their sin no more' indicates YHWH's promise of

His merciful forgiveness of Hi6 people Israel.

1) H.J. Boecker, op.cit., p.110.

'Auch hier liegt wohl ursprunglich die Anschauung zugrunde, dass
Jahwe als Richter gebeten wird -'

2) B.S. Childs, op.cit., p.33.

3) B.S. Childs, op.cit., p.41.
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c. 'To remember the covenant with Israel'.

Jer. oh.2:2 exhibits similarities of expression with Lev.26:L5,

Ps.106:^5 and Ex.l6:60.

The covenant idea is common to them.

Lev.26:^5 I will for their sake ( DilV ) remember the covenant
with their forefathers.

Ps.106:^5, He (YHWH) remembered for their sake ( QH1? ) His
covenant.

E-Z.16:60, I will remember my covenant with you in the days of
your youth. ( )

What is the characteristic of YHWIl's remembering in Jer.2:2?

i. YHWH remembers Israel in the continuation of its history.
I do surely remember him still - (Jer.31;20)

YHWH's memory encompasses His entire relationship with His people.

ii. YHWH's remembering is directed to Israel, as His people.
1 )

I remember for you (Israel) ("|V) - (for your sake)
YHWH's remembering has the selfsame purpose: for Israel's sake -

that Israel may continue to be His people.

B.S. Childs suggests:

"Yahweh remembers in Israel's favour the devotion of her youth
(Jer.2:2). This is not a nostalgic reflection of Yahweh's, but
rather a reckoning of this earlier loyalty to Israel's account."

iii. YHWH's remembering encompasses judgement upon Israel for their sin,

at the same time forgiveness of Israel's sin (Jer.31 •3^-. Is.^3:25) by His

mercy and grace. This is derived from the covenant relationship between

YHWK and His people.

iv. 'YHWH remembers Israel' is the basic root for the covenant Rib.

1) S. Talmon "The 'Desert Motif" in the Bible and in Qumran Literature',
in Hihlical Motifs, pp. 31-63.
He suggests the translation:

" 'I remember for thee' (better: I credit to you)M (p.53)»

2) B.S. Childs op.cit., p.32.
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3« YHWH who plants Israel

1)
Jeremiah Ch.2 describes YHWH's three-fold act in salvation history:

2)i. Exodus (v.6), ii. Leading Israel in the v/ilderness (v.6), iii. Bringing

them into YHWH's land (v.?).

A characteristic description of YHWH's saying act occurs in the

passage v.21 which presents YHWH as the Cod who plants Israel as a Sorek

vine.

'I ( planted thee as a Sorek vine
wholly a genuine seed' (v.21).

The usage of " 701 here is unique in the Old Testament: the

verb 703 is used with YHWH as subject in the first person ( 'DISK )

in I-thou style and with the object Israel as a vine ( pn\7 ).
The act of YHWH is directed toward Israel. The emphasis falls on the act

of YHWH ( 'OIK ) and His personal relationship with His people. The

following meanings will be found in this passage by consideration of the

parallel texts in the Old Testament.

a. It is YHWH Himself who plants Israel.

b. The purpose is that Israel may live in YHWH's land.

c. YHWH expects the fruits (response) of faithfulness to be manifested

in Israel's life.

1) See further p. 368f.

2) See further p.335f. (in'The Wilderness Motif in Jer.ch.2).

3) J. Wigngaards, The Formulas of the Deuteronomic Creed p.31•
J: (2) Ex.15:17, Num.2H:6.
Pre-Pt.(1) 2Sam.7:10.
Early Prophets,Ps.(k) Is.5;2, Am.9;15 Ps.H4:3 80:9 (15)*
Jer. (7) 2:21, 11:17,12:2, 2**:6, 32:^1 ^2:10 k^:k.
Ez. (1) 36:36
Chr. (1) lChr.17:9 (=2Sam.7:10).
Is. (1) Is.61:3»

k) The verb 703 occurs with the noun vine in the 0.1.:
jp-jE? :Is.5:2 Jer.2:21, : Ps.80:9, cf.Jer.2:21.
The verb 701 occurs with the verb JPOH in Ex.15;17 (cf.Jer.2:7
and 21).
With the pronoun of the first person singular: .../



a. It is YHWH Himself who plantB Israel.

1)
The emphasis is laid upon YHWH's I ( "OSx).

It is I - not others but YHWH - who planted Israel as a Sorek vine.

It is the merciful act of YHWH: according to the Jeremianic tradition,

YHWH's planting Israel is interpreted as the faithful act of YHWH.

'I will plant them in this land
in faithfulness with all my heart and all my soul'.

(Jer.32:41).

b. The purpose is that Israel may live in YHWH!s land.

2)YHWH's mighty act of delivering Israel from Egypt has as its goal

Israel's settlement in YHWH's land.

'I brought you into the fruitful land (Jer.2:7)
My land - toy heritage (v.7b).

In Ex.15 = 17, the verb ' ' and K'Hn1 are parallel.

'Thou broughtest them in and didst plant them ( TDKHD )
in the mount of Thy heritage.' (Ex.15=17)

The saving act of YHWH has the particular aim of planting Israel in

YHWH's land ( 'XIX), 'My heritage' ( Tl^ni ) (Jer.2:7)3)
c. YHWH expects fruits (response) of faithfulness.

YHWH's planting Israel has a particular purpose.

'lie planted it with choice vines:
and he looked for it to yield grapes' (Is.5=2, cf.Jer.8:13)»

YHWH looks for Israel s faithful response to YHWH in their way of

life in YHWH's land. Thus YHWH's act of planting Israel is His faithful

and merciful act, which is the continuation of His saving act.

.../ Jer.2:21.
11.Sam.7=10, Ez.36:36, Jer.45:4 (Prose).

1) The similar usage of 1 ''DIX' occurs in Hosea;
Hosea 11:3, It was _! ( ' 01X ) who taught Ephraim to walk.
Heeea 2:10, It was _I (VDIX ) who gave her the grain the wine -
cf. Hos.2:16, Jer.3;19«

2) See p. i78f., 355f.

3) The idea of YHWH's land is based on Ex.19;4,5b.
'for all the earth is mine' (cf.Lev.25=23)
'I brought you to myself' (Ex.19=4). • •./
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k. YHWK as iiuti;,e

L. Wurthwein points out the relation between the Lib form (Anklagerede.

1)
and YHWH s appearing as uudge. C. Westermann accepts Wurthwein's view

that the prophetic judgement speeches are related to the speech of YHWK

as uudge.

The description that YHWH is Judge and the One who judges the people

of breaking covenant is common to Dt.32, Hosea and the Asaph-Psalms.^'
What does it mean that YHWH is Judge in Jeremiah Ch.2? In Jeremiah

ch.2 YHWH is presented as the One who enters into controversy with Israel:

4)
"Behold, I will enter into judgement with thee" (v.35).

( imK '3in ).
The usage of " 02173 " here is interesting . the verb" 0217 " is used vdth

5)
YHWH as subject in the "I-thou" style and with the preposition "TllK ".

YHWH's address is directed toward Israel - the indictment of Israel's sin.

This passage (v.35) contains the following characteristics.

a. YHWH's judgement is wrath against Israel s sin.

b. YHWH s judgement is instructive for repexiance.

.../On My land, my heritage cf. Jer.l6:l8 - it may be the interpretation
of the Jeremianic tradition in Jer.2:?b.

1) E. Wurthwein, "Ber Ursprung der Prophetischen Gerichtsrede," ZTK 49,
pp.19-52. esp.p.15.

2) C. Westermann, Basic forms of Prophetic Speech, p.80.

3) Lt.32:36 M, Hos.5;1 Ps.50:6, Ps.75:8, 82:1 8.
See further p.2-57>275 (Appendix ® :Covenant Kib form,'.

4) BL'B and KBL: Niph of 0217 - "enter into controversy, plead;with
JlX (with) 1.Sam.12:7, Jer.2:35 17-20 20:35,36,36, 38:22.

S.E. Driver, The Book of the Prophet Jeremiah, p.13
He translates it "Behold, I will enter into judgement with thee."

A. Leslie Jeremiah, p.3^.
He translates: "Lo, I am about to enter into controversy with you."

W. Kudolph and A. Weiser, translate as follows:
"Siehe ich gehe ins Cericht mit dir."

5) On " P1K " see further p.40.
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a. YHWH s wrath against unfaithful Israel's sin.

In the book of Jeremiah 'YHWH as Judge*is repeatedly linked with
1)

the phrase 'YHWH s wrath' ( ) against Israel s sin. YHWH's judgement

is a token of His communion with His people Israel.

Th.C. Vriezen explains:

"The prophets always attempt to make it clear in their testimony
that the punishments inflicted by God completely fit the sins of
the people. -
At any rate God's judgement is not a sign of unwillingness but
rather of anger. God's holiness is a consuming fire and cannot
bear the existence of sin."

In Jeremiah ch.2 Jeremiah declares that Israel lias committed sins.

'Yet you say, "1 am innocent:
Surely His anger is turned away from me"

Behold I will enter into judgement with you
because you say "I have not sinned.'" (Jer.2:35)

Only when Israel returned to YHWH (repented 212? ), confessing in faith

3) 4)"We have sinned - we will serve thee"t would Israel be able to hear the

word of SHWH:

'I will heal their apostasy
I will love them freely,
for My anger has turned away from them' (Hos.14:5).

But Israel committed two sins (Jer.2:13) - moreover they killed the poor

innocent (Jer.2534)• Even so they said:

' I am innocent - I have not sinned

Thus Israel provoked YHWH with their faithlessness and apostasy. YHWH's

judgement and His anger are based on the personal communion between YHWH

as Father and Israel as His son - rebellious son.

1) : in the book of Jeremiah: 2:35 4:8 26, 7 = 20 10:24, 12:13, 15 = 14,15,
17 = 4, 18:23, 21:5 23:20, 36:7, 25:37,38 30 = 24 32:31,37, 33=5, 42:19,
44:6, 49:37, 51=45, 52=3. (Lisowsky)

2) Th.C. Vriezen An Outline of Old Testament Theology, pp.274-5*

3) In the covenant renewal- Israel confessed - "We have sinned": ( )
(1.Sam.12:10, 19 Jud.10:15,10 1.Gam.7=6).

4) "We will serve Thee" (YHWH) - Josh.24:l8,21,24, 1.Gam.12:10, (20 24)
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b. YHWH's judgement is instructive for repentance.

In the Book of Jeremiah YHWH's judgement is connected with YHWH's

discipline ( IDID ). This concept of 'discipline comprises Jeremiah s

characteristic understanding of YHWH's judgement. ( D3TO )

'I will chasten you with .judgement (Jer.30:11b)=46:28). ("pmc 1)
'Correct (ID"' ) me (us), 0 YHWHi

but with justice ( E3SI27DD )
not in anger. (Jer.10:2*0

On the other hand chastisement is set in parallelism with repentance

( DV\7 ) in the book of Jeremiah (5 = 3, 31=18).

'they refused to receive discipline ( "IDliD )
- they have refused to repent ( DIDO'. (Jer.5=3)«

(Thou hastchastised me, and I was chastised ( ID' )
Bring me back that I may return (to thee) ( DVJ? )'. uer.31=l8.

In this context YHWH s judgement has the particular purpose that Israel

may receive discipline and at the same time repent and return to YHWH.

Jer.2:30t 'In vain I smote your children
They did not receive discipline' ( DOIDs )«

This passage indicates that YHWH's judgement has as its aim that Israel

might receive discipline ( D01Q ). But they did not.

After YHWH's statement that he will bring them into judgement,

(Jer.2:35)/the call for repentance ( HD127Q HD1 7 ) follows in Jer.3«

The judgement speech of Jeremiah is "not destructive but instructive.

What YHWH seeks to obtain by judgement is the sinner' s return to YHWH and
L)

the possibility of a new life ( DIE? ).

1) Lisowsky: DD1D : Jer.2:30 7 = 28, 17=23, 32 = 33 35 = 13, 5 = 3, 30 = 1*+
10:8. Hos.5=2 Ps.50=17*

TO'7 : Jer.6:8 31=18, 2:19, 10:24, 30:11, 46:28 31 =18.
Hos.10:10, ?:12,15.

2) S.K. Driver, An Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament
p.276. He mentions the phrase "to receive correction" as one of the
"Expressions characteristic of Jeremiah." 2:30, 5=3, 7=28, 32=33,
35:13. (in the poetry: 2:30, 5=3)*

3) cf. L. Kohler Old Testament Theology, p.223*
'Jeremiah, properly evaluated, is a prophet of instructive grace
and not of destructive judgement.'

4) cf. E. Jacob, Theolof;y of the Old Testament p.289.
Concerning ' 3V7 ' =
W.L.Holladay, The Hoot Siibh in the Old Testament, 1958.
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B. yp in Jeremiah Ch2.

In Jeremiah ch.2 there are some characteristic usages of 1 yp ' which

we may classify as follows:

1 • yp - YHWH: in the negative form.

Jer.2:8 'Those who handled the law did not know Me'.

2. yP in the imperative form with a ' ' clause.

Jer.2:19> 'Bo ( 'D ) know and see how bitterly evil it is that
you have forsaken YHWH, your GodJ'.

3. yP in the imperative form with an interrogative.

Jer.2:23, 'See your way in the valley
know what ( HQ ) you have done!'.

In Jer.2:8 it indicates the relationship betweeH YHWH and the religious

leaders in negative form. In Jer.2:19 and 23 it refers to the relation¬

ship between YHWH and His people in an imperative form.

1) For another classification of yp : (See Appendix A)
E. Baumann, " yp and seine Derivate," ZAW 28, 1908, pp.22-41, 110-1^3.
J. Botterweck. Gott Erkennen im Sprachgebrauch dds Alten Testaments.

Bonn, 1951, pp.11-17.

2) Another case of ' yP ' may be represented by the LAX in Jer.2:16.
MT. ( Tp*Tj? ) LXX. syvcoodv as

BDB derives "jiyP from ' ny"V 'pasture' in the sense of 'crop
strip, i.e. devastate' (p.9^+5)•

J. Bright translates: 'they too have cracked your skull. ( "piy).
W. Rudolph reads: 'werden dir den Scheitel kahlscheren' ( *]P}$P )•

with Duhm and Cornill: (they lay bare, i.e. shave).
D.W. Thomas, "The Root yp in Hebrew,II", JTS 36, 1933, pp.^-Vp.

He suggests that Hebrew yp (Arabic £>5) can mean 'to be still,
quiet, at rest' and 'to be submissive, humiliated'.
"The translation (Jer.2.16) will then run: 'caused thee to be
submissive (humiliated thee) as to the crown of the head' i.e.
caused thy head to hang in shameful submission" (p.411).

J.A. Ihierton, "A Consideration of Some Alleged Meanings of yp in
Hebrew", JSS 15, 1970, pp.1^5-180.
He supports Prof. D.W. Thomas's theory on this matter, saying:
"On the whole, Thomas's suggestion about the meanings of $?P
seemed to be the most satisfactory working hypothesis. -" (p.179)
But he continues: "the following verses (Jer.2:l6, etc) must be
excluded from the argument because the text is doubtful." (p.171)
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1. Some Problems connected with the phrase

'to know YHWH' in the Old Testament

The Hebrew verb 'Yada' (to know) is a peculiarly flexible word used

1)
in a broad sense.

J. Pedersen pointed out the following features of *Iada in Old Testament
2)

thought:

'the knowledge is the appropriation, the reception into the soul.
It is not an abstract recognition or a perception of details, but
an appropriation of the totality, and, first and foremost, of its
main features. Therefore, the knowledge of a tiling, a man, or what¬
ever else is identical with intimacy, friendship, fellow-feeling.'

J. Pederaen s contribution is to make clear "that a totality concept of the

soul was basic to Israel's thought (knowledge) structure."

1) Concerning the root 'Yada'
BDB lexicon gives a reference to the Assyrian word 'idu (know).
K-B lexicon mentions the Ugaritic word 'yd* and kkadian 'idu'.
D.W. Thomas, "The Root $rp in Hebrew. I." JTS 53, 193** pp.298-306.

II. JTS.36, 1935, pp.*+09-**12.
"More Notes on the Root $7"p in Hebrew," dTS.38, 1937, p.*+Ohf.

D.W. Thomas suggests another possibility for the derivation of the
root ' ' (Arabic means 'to become still, quiet, at rest').

H.B. Huffmon, "The Treaty Background of Hebrew Yada," BASOR 181 1966.
PP.31-37.
"A lurther Note on the Treaty Background of Hebrew Yada " BASOR 18*+,
1966, pp.36-38.

Recatly H.B. Huffraon has argued that "a technical usage of Hittite "sak"
and Akkadian 'idu' (know) in international treaties provides the
background for the understanding of Hebrew 1Yada'•

2) J. Pedersen, Israel its Life and Culture I-II, 1926, Copenhagen
p.109.

J. Barr criticises Pedersen e method.cf: The Semantics of Biblical
Language, Oxford 1961, p.30f.

B.S. Childs recognises Pedersen's contribution in reconstructing the
'primitive Mentality and the totality of Hebrew thought'.

B.S. Childs op.cit., SBTJI7, 1962 pp.17-30.



In the Old Testament, 'knowledge' means living in a close relatidxl-
1)

ship with something or somelnly, "communion". The communion exists

as a spiritual knowledge in a special way because of the covenant betwean

YHWH and Israel.

2)
S. Mowinckel rightly said 'Kein bund ohne gegenseitiges firkenneni.'

YHWH reveals Himself as Ood of Israel to His people through His

mighty acts. Israel (as the people of YHWH) responds to YHWH by showing

covenant-virtue (faithfulness, covenant-!oyalty), saying,

'we will serve YHWH' (Josh.2^:18,21,2H: repeated three times),

and 'All the words which YHWH has spoken we will do' (fix.19=7 2^:3,2).

In the book of Jeremiah there are two emphatic points of view concerning
3)

'to know YHWH', One is the covenant relationship between YHWH and

Israel, and the other is Israel's response to YHWH in their real life

as the people of YHWH.

1. 2^:7. 'I will give them a heart to know that I am YHWH;
and they shall be My people and I will be their God.

31:3^. 'I will be their God, and they shall be My people.
- For they shall all know Me.

2. 22:15 16. 'Did not your father eat and drink
and do justice and righteousness?

Then it was well with him.
lie judged the cause of the poor and needy;
then it was well.

Is not this to know Me? says YHWH.

1) Th.C. Vriezen, An Outline of 01 d Testament Theology, p.153»

2) S. Mowinckel, Die figkenninis Gottes bei den Alttestamentlichen Profetan,
19^1, pp.6-7.

3) On the usage of ' 7T ' (to know) in the book of Jeremiah,
Appendix A. pp> 326_327.



There has been considerable discussion about the meaning of 'to" Know
1 )

YHWH' ( ), or the knowledge of God'. We cannot deny that there

are various connotations of the term 'to know YHWH' in the Old Testament.

a. 'to know YHWH' indicates the knowledge of YHWH who acts in history -

YHWH's saving activity in history. (Jer.2:6-7, Hos.1j5:4)

Throughout the course of history YHWH intervenes at the moments of crisis:

He leads His people, saving as well as judging them. The Prophets proclaim

the mighty acts of YHWH, that His people might know YHWH and obey Him.

b. 'to know YHWH' indicates the personal communion between YHWH and

Israel which means that they obey YHWH, follow Him, serve Him and do what

He has spoken. In the book of Hosea and Jeremiah this communion is

expressed in the marriage image. (Hos.2 Jer 2:2).
2)

c. 'to know YHWH' indicates the community's response to YHWH in thir

living out the covenant-virtues in their community life. (Jer.22:15 16,31
Hos.2:22, ^:1-2).

1) E. Baumann, " yp und Seine Derivate " ZAW 28, 1908, pp.110-1^3*
"Wissen um Gott bei Hosea als Urform von Theologie?"
EvTh 15, 1955, pp.^16-^25.

He emphasises the marriage-relationship between YHWH and his people
Israel in the usage of ' 7*1' ', indicating 'korrekten Verhehr mit
Yahwe' having 'Respekt, Gehorsam, und Vertrauen'.

H.W. Wolff, "Wissen um Gott bei Hosea alls Urform von Theologie,",Ev'Jhl2,
1952-3, p.533-55^.
"Erkenntnis Gottes im A.T.", EvTh 15, 1955, p.^29f.
He argues that the expression 'knowledge of God' in Hosea designates
specifically a knowledge of the Sinai covenant with its twofold
aspect of salvation history and covenant law.

Botterweck J., Gott Erkennen: im Sprachgebrauch deg Alten Testaments
1951 Bonn.

He explains that 'to know God' is the expression of 1Prommigkeit',
indicating an 'Ausdruck des praktischen Glaubens der Israeliten',
and 'echten Glauben und wahrer Frommigkeit'. (p.59).

J.L. McKenzie, "Knowledge of God in Hosea," JBL 7*. 1955, pp.22-27.
He explains that 'knowledge of God', being derived from 'to know YHWH'
means 'traditional knowledge of Hebrew covenant virtue'.

2)c£N.W. Porteous, "The O.T. and some theological Thought-Forms", pp.31-^6,
in Living the Mystery , Oxford, 1967.

"Wolff, following Noth, does try to separate the proclamation of the acts
of Cod from the community response, whereas We must take them together"
(p.43).
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2. yp KV in the covenant Rib form

The word yp in Jeremiah ch.2 occurs in the covenant Rib form

(cf. Deut.32:17, Hos.4:1f).

a. mrp 7*P in the negative: (Jer.2:8).

We must consider the meanings of 7"P K1? in Jer.2:8 in the context

of YHWH's condemnation of the religious leaders and the reason for

the Rib of YHWH against the apostasy of Israel.

i. The condemnation of the leaders.

v.8, 'The priests did not ask ^'yhere is YHWH?"
Those who handled the law did not know Me,

The rulers rebelled against Me,
The prophets prophesied by Baal,

So they followed No-Profit.'

The phrase 'Not to know YHWH' occurs in parallelism with the other

phrases in v.8 and as the centre point of the condemnation of the leaders.

'Not to know YHWH' may be understood in this context as:

1. "They did not ask "Where is YHWH?" - they did not proclaim YHWH who
acts in the salvation history (vv.6-7a).

2. "They rebelled against YHWH" - breaking the covenant-relation with
YHWH and forsaking Him (v.13)»

3. "They prophesied by Baal" - they were apostate, following the cult
of Baal and serving him.

1) an w nnnn 'ra "
W. Rudolph. Jeremia, HAT, p.12

He explains that it is "nicht eine zweite Gruppe, sondern ebenfalls
die Priester als die Verwalter der Tora".

J.P. Hyatt, "Torah in the book of Jeremiah", JBL 69, 19^1, pp.3^1-396,
esp.386. "Jeremiah", IB 3, p.8l4.
He translates it as "those who are skilled in the Torah" (p.386 in
JBL 60) i.e. "those who were skilled in interpreting andadministoring
the law, such as that in Deuteronomy,, a subdivision of the priesthood
and the predecessors of the later scribes" (p.8l^+ in IB

A. Bentzen Introduction to the Old Testament, Vol.1 p.216.
He suggests the reference to "apparently a special class of 'lawyers'.

2) On K1? '
E. Baumann " y und seine Derivate", ZAW 28, 1908, p.132.

He interprets: they have no"korrekten Verkehr mit Yahwe".

J. Botterweck, op.cit., p.59* He comments: "Es fehlte ihnan nicht 'an
Erkenntnis vom Wesen Jahwes' (P.Volz), sondern an echtem Clauben und
wahrer Frommigkeit".
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The religious leaders aire responsible for the sin of the people.

The people followed 'Emptiness'
and became 'empty' (v.5)

- they followed No-profit (v.8b)
- My people changed His Glory for No-Profit (v.11b).

9:2 'Falsehood and not-truth has grown strong in the land
for they proceed from evil to evil,

and they do not know Me'.

Thus Jeremiah refers to their sinr^ie ( ), no-truth ( Hi IDS S1? ),

aind evil ( ), and then 'not to know YHWH' as the all-inclusive

expression of their rebellion against YHWH and of their breaking the

covenant relationship.

The sin of Israel arises because of the sin of the religious leaders.

In the book of Jeremiah the stereotyped condemnation occurs:

'From the least to the greatest of them
every one is greedy for unjust gain;

and from prophet to priest,
every one deals falsely' (6:13, 8:10).

1)
In the climax of the conflict between Jeremiah and the false prophets

Jeremiah said to Hananiah, 'you have made this people trust in a lie.' (28:15)

The religious leaders do not know YHWH, thus the people of Israel do

not know YHWH. Therefore Jeremiah attacked the religious leaders and

condemned them.

1) In LXX the word 'false prophets' (^euOoTtporrffccu) occurs very often:
6:13, 33=7,8,11,26, 3^ = 9 35:1, 36:1. On the other hand, in the
M.T. only 'prophet' ( LpKHin) occurs in these contexts. (MT.6:13,
26:7,8,11,26, 27:9 28:1, 29:1.

Concerning the 'false prophets':
G.von Had, "Die falschen Propheten," ZAW 51, 1933 pp.109-120.
G. Quell, Wahre und falsche Propheten, 1952

van der Woude, "Micah in Dispute with the pseudo-prophets", VT 19, 1969,
pp. 2M+-260.

On 'falsehood *:
Th.W. Overholt, 'The Threat of Falsehood SBT, London, 1970.
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ii. The reason for the 'Rib of YffVH' against Israel's apostasy.

a. The term 'not know Me' is mentioned not only in the condemnation

of the leaders (v.8) but al30 as the reason for YHiH's Rib against

srael's apostasy (v.9)•

v. 9, Therefore ( ), I must bring this charge ( )
against you, against your descendants I will bring
this charge ( 3' "IX ).

It is a characteristic of Jeremiah's prophetic speech form that

he mentions 'not know Y; as a reason for the judgement of Yh I

^ )
vv ich is written in the 'ID1? ' form. In the prophetic soeech of

Jer miah, whenever 'not knowYH.d' is proclaimed, a judgement-speech

in the ' JD*? or1' form follows: -

5:4b, They (the poor) do not Know the way of Yf H,
the law of their &od.

, therefore ( 'p-'py ) a lion from the forest shall slay
them, a wolf from the desert shall destroy them -

because their transgressions are many
their apostasies are great.

8: ?b, But My people i-c .ow not the ordinance of YHY.H.

9b, no, they have rejected the word of YH'H.

10, There fore ( }3*? ) I will give their wives to others
and their fields to conquerors.

9:2c, For they (my people) proceed from evil to evil,
and they do not know Me, says YHWH,

5, Heaping oppression upon oppression,
and deceit upon deceit,

they refuse to know Me. says YIFVH.

6, There fore ( "jD1? ) thus says Y'HVH of hests,
"Behold, I will refine them and test them,
for what else can I do, because of My people?

8, Shall I not punish them for these things?" says Y'.

i) On the ' 13*7 ' form:
H. .Wolff, "Die Begrilndung der prophetischen Heils- und 'nh~ils-
sprUche", :-v-' 52. 1934, pp. 1-22, in h.S. .f. 1964, pp. 9- 5.
He describes the |DV form as introducing a threat which serves
to confirm the basic declaratory sentence in which the chare is
made.
. och, The Growth of the Biblical Tradition, 1°6- , pp. 210-2.

he calls""5 "[pP ~ form as prediction of disaster, or t reat.
Dote: ' )3? ' form does not occur in Deuteronomy.
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'Shall I not punish them for these things?

the oracle of YHWH
shall I not avenge myself on anation such as this?'

This is the stereotyped form of judgement speech in Jeremiah:(5•9 ,

5:29 9:8)

'Not to know YHWH' (2:8 4:22 5:4, 9:2, 9;5) is the ultimate and total

reason for the judgement of YHWH against the rebellious and apostate

people. Then the 'Kib of YHWH' arises and YHWH the covenant God does not

fail to condemn Israel His covenant people.

b. The Expressions of Apostasy.

In Jeremiah ch.2 there are many expressions for apostate gods.

No-Profit (2:8, 11), No-gods (2:11), iinptiness (2:5)»

Baal and Baals (vv.8,23), strangers (v.25),

your gods that you made for yourself (v.28),

tree and stone (v.27).

These names of apostate gods are described comprehensively as 'other

gods whom you knew not' (7:9, 19:4 44:3, cf. Dt.32:17)»

In the book of Jeremiah ch.2 ' 7T' N7 ' (not to know YHWH) occurs

therefore, in the Kib of YHWH condemning the religious leaders, and in

particular in the judgement speech form with ' p*? ', as the reason of

YHWH's judgement against apostate Israel.

' 71' K7' indicates the breaking of the covenant relation between

YHWH and His people, their failure to respond to 1HWH, in tneir community

life.



3« ' yp ' in the imperative form ^25

In Jeremiah ch.2 'Yada' occurs twice in the imperative form.

Jer.2:19. So (ki) know and see how bitterly evil it is that
you have forsaken YHWH your tod.

2:23. See your way in the Valley,
know what you have donel

a. YHWH's demand for the faithful response of Israel.

This imperative 'knowJ' indicates that YHWH requires the faithful

response of His people.

The term 'kncwi' here occurs with 'seei'. According to the classical

usage of 'see' ( MX"! ) in Ex.19:4, the term is particularly connected with
1)

the motif of the covenant-witness.

"You have seen what I did to the Egyptians
and how I bore you on eagles' wings
and brought you to myself•"

'Seei and knowi' thus YHWH is calling Israel as witness in YHWH's covenant

Rib. (Jer.2:23,19)*

b. YHWH's calling Israel to repentance.

Jeremiah dictated these prophetic speeches to his disciple Baruch

with the particular purpose tha t the people might repent of their sin

(36:3,7). The imperative form 'See and know' was proclaimed for the

particular purpose of inducing Israel's repentance, that they might "know

how bitterly evil it is that they have forsaken YHWH." (Jer.2:19)
"know what they have done in the valley" (cf.Jer.2:23).

Only when the people of Israel obeyed YHWH's demand for faithful

response, would they be the people of YHWH.

Note: The similar usage occurs in Ex.33:12-17*
v.12. Consider ( HX1 )

" -pmrp" - " "
v.16. in what way will it ever be known -

1) cf. Josh.24:7.
1.Sam.12:16,17.



Appendix A. yp in the book of Jeremiah
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I* yp (to know): in the positive usage.

yp with YHWH as Bub.ject

1. Qal. 1:5 Before 1 formed you in the womb, I knew you.

2. tiipb. 11:l8,3fHWH mdde it known to Me.
16.-21 I will make them know.

B. yp with and his words as Object

1. yp with YHWH as the personal object.

9:23 he knows me, that I am YHWH who -
24:7 1 will give them a heart to know that I am YHWH -
31:34 No longer shall each man teach, saying "know YHWH",

For they shall all know Me.

2. 71* with YHWH's attributes as Object.

5:5 They know the way of YHWH the law of their God.

3. 7*P with ' 'D' clause.

a. The Word of YHWH, 32:8 I knew that this was the word of YHWH.
44:28, All the remnant shall know whose word

will stand -

44:29 that you may know that Ky words will
surely stand -

b. The Name of YHWH, 16:21 "They shall know that My name is YHWH."
c. The deeds of YHWH, 2:19» "Know and see how evil and bitter it-

is -"

4. yp with a rhetorical question.
a. with ' HQ ' 2:23 Know what you have done.

b. with 1 ■»£) ' 17 = 9 The heart is deceitful - who can know it?

c. with 1 11 • 22:16 Is not this to know Me?

C. Knowledge ( nyr )

3:15 I will give you shepherds - who will feed you with knowledge.

D. Hodia - Yada (yp.SPTin)

11:18 YHWH made it known to me and I knew.
16:21 I will make them know - they shall know that My name is YHWH.

II• Lo-Yada (Not to know) in the negative usa^e.

A. with YHWK (or suffix) as object

2:8 Those who handle the law did not know Me.
4:22 lor My people are foolish, they know Me not, how to do good

they know not.
9:2 They proceed from evil to evil, and they do not know Me.
9:5 They refuse to know Me.
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B. with YHWH'b attributes as object.

For they do not know the way of YKWH, the law of their God.
8:7 But ray people know not the ordinance of YHWH.

C. with IHWH as ob.ject (Gentiles as sub.ject)

10:25 Pour out Thy wrath upon the nations that know Thee not.

B. with Pagan Cods, foreign land, foragn language,

a. gods (7:9, 19:2*, ^:3), h. land (9:15, 15:1^, 16:15),

c. words (5:15).



C. 'The Wilderness hotif in Jeremiah Ch.2
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1. Some Problems concernina the Wilderness-Motif
in the Old Testament

a« The Nomadic Ideal

The study of the wilderness motif in the Old Testament has played an

1)
important role in Biblical research since introduced by K. Budde in 1895-

In his article the Nomadic Ideal in the Old Testament' Karl Budde pointed

out: 'The nomadic ideal meets us not only in the Rechabites, but
also in another form, in the prophets of Israel' (Jer. Hos.,Is.)
'We have the prophetic transformation of the nomadic life
in full conscious2^evelopment. The nomadic life has a moral-
religious value'.

He goes on to adduce proofs of this in Jeremiah Hosea, and Isaiah: i.e.

Jeremiah appropriates the nomadic ideal as portraying the spiritual life

of obedience to YHWH; Hosea sees it as the life of repentance; and

Isaiah stresses its purificatory moral-religious value.

k)
J.W. Flight followed Budde and expanded his theory of the nomadic

ideal, He traced the development from 'nomadic origins' to 'nomadic ideal'.

He made a distinction between 'a return to primitiveness' in the Rechabites

and 'a return to simplicity' in the Prophets. The Prophets' support of

the nomadic ideal lies in their hope of the people s return to spiritual

simplicities: 'There are chiefly three ways in which the nomadic ideal
presents itself in the prophet s writings:

1. in their references to the time of Israel's youth (nomadic
life) as a time (the golden age) when the people were close
to Yahweh (Jer.2;2-3a). Hos.11:1, 12:13, 13=4f)
2. in their opposition to formalism in religion, to sacri¬
fice and ritual,and to the evils of civilization (Hos.6:6
8:13, 3-5,etc.)

1) K. Budde, "The Nomadic Ideal in the Old Testament", New World 4,
1895, pp.726-7^5.

2) ibid., p.730, p.741.

3) Jer.35=13-17 (pp.730-731), Hos.12:9, (p.736). Is.7=l4f (p.74l).

4) j.S. Flight, 'The Nomadic Idea and Ideal" jbl 42, 1923,PP»158-226.
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3. in the nomadic figures which they employ to depict the
"good time coming"sin the restoration of the people to
Yahweh's favour'. (Hos.12:9j 2:1^f, 5:6 Jer.6:5,53:12).

According to Flight, 'the nomadic ideal' in the prophets indicates

that 'Israel would be brought back to the simple and uncorrupted faith
2)

of the fathers'.

3)
R.de Vaux treats 'theiomadic Ideal of the prophets' along similar

lines and explains that the nomadic Ideal in the prophets contains two

complementary attitudes: a reaction against the sedentary civilization

of Canaan and a nostalgia for the golden age when God made a covenant with

Israel in the desert, when Israel was faithful to its God.

"We do encounter that has been called the "nomadic ideal" of
the Old Testament. The prophets look back to the past, the time
of Israel's youth in the desert when she was betrothed to Yahweh
(Jer.2:2, Hos.13:5i Am.2:10). They condemn the comfort and luxury
of Urban life in their own day (Am.3:15i 6:8,etc) and see sal¬
vation in a return, at some future date to the life of the
desert, envisaged as a golden age (Hos.2:16-17, <E:10). -
If the Prophets speak of a return to the desert, it is not
because they recall any glory in the nomadic life of their
ancestors, but as a means of escape from the corrupting influence
of their own urban civilization". '

Recently S. Talmon has challenged the 'desert-ideal' theory and has itro-

duced instead the 'Desert Motif'"'in the Old Testament.

1) J.W. Flight, op.cit., p.215.

2) J.W. Flight, op.cit., p.223.

3) R.de Vaux, Ancient Israel: its Life and Institutions, p.1^.

k) ibid., p.lL.

5) S. Talraon, "The 'Desert Motif' in the Bible and in <^umran Literature."
Biblical iotifs , pp.31-63.

"The 'desert motif' that occurs in the Old Testament expresses the
idea of an unavoidable transition period in which Israel recurrently
is prepared for the ultimate transfer from social and spiritual
chaos to an integrated social and spiritual order."
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b. Positive and Negative Aspects of the Wilderness Tradition

Some scholars have pointed out that there are two contrasting
1)

attitudes to the period of the wilderness-wandering in the Old Testament.

J. Skinner mentions two sides of the understanding of the wilderness

sojourn (time): one is as the ideal time (Jeremiah 2:2-3) and the other

is as the time of rebelliousness (Lzekiel 20:13).

"Jeremiah idealises the wilderness sojourn as a time when
Israel's relation to Yahweh was perfect -
Ezekiel is the first prophet^ho teaches that Israel had been
rebellious from the outset."

1) J. Skinner, Prophecy and Religion, pp.64-65.
A. Laulia, Die Geschichtsmotive in den Alttestamentlichen Psalmen,
pp.72-91.
lie pointed out an 'idealistischen Deutung' and a 'pessimistische
Betrachtung' in the Psalms. (p.9l)»
G. von Pad, Old Testament Theology Vol.1 pp.280-289.
Chr. Barth, "Zur Bedeutung der Wustentradition", SVT 13, Leiden,
pp.14-23.

2) J. Skinner, op.cit., pp.64-65.
He cites as one of its proofs of the relationship between Hosea
and Jeremiah the fact that -

"Jeremiah accepts and amplifies Hosea's view of
the religious development", (p.65)

Since the wilderness tradition in the Pentateuch involves
'murmuring' and 'rebellion' (Ex.17»1-7, Num.11:-l4) the
problem arises as to whether there is any relation between
the Pentateuchal tradition and Rosea-Jeremiah?

The problem cannot be solved until we see what place a negative
assessment of the wilderness period has in Jeremiah.
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G. von Had has shed new light on the wilderness tradition by 'form-

1)critical' study. He takes up "the wandering in the wilderness" theme,

which 'is, as far as the history of tradition goes the final outcome of

2)
a very long process of growth and combination of traditions.'

He observes that the positive category of descriptions is characterized

by a confessional style (Dt.26:5f Josh,24, Fs.1j6:l6), which features

an "exclusive concentration upon the action of God".

The negative category he then considers a product of reflection about that

action: "the more Israel came to regard Jahweh's leadership through
the wilderness as an extremely marvellous event, the more
urgent became the question: how did she stand up to the test
during this period? The answer becomes more and more negative., x

till it reaches the devastating verdict expressed in Hzek.20".

He pointed out that two different ways of viewing the matter (the

wilderness-wandering) stand out in clear contrast:

1. In Jer.2:1-3, the wandering in the wilderness was the time when

the relationship was at its fairest, the time of the first love of

Yahweh and Israel.

2. In Ezek.20 and Ps.78, the theme has altered - this is the darkest

and most negative picture. Israel's chief sin which is repeatedly

mentioned in an almost stereotyped fashion, consits in her 'tempting

Jahweh'.

He suggests that 'it can be said on the whole that it (the picture given

in the Hexateuch) mae or less holds the balance between Jer.II and Lzek.xx.

It indicates both Jahweh's gracious control of history and Israel's

behaviour*'

1) G.von Rad Old Testament Theology, Vol.1, pp.280-289.
2) ibid., p.280

He traces the process of growth fiat the positive pole in the con¬
fessional style (Dt.26:5f, Josh.2'+) to the negative pole which,
particularly in the Hexateuch, belongs to a later stage of the
wilderness traditions.

3) ibid, pp.282-283.
4) ibid, p.284.
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1)
Certain aspects of the wilderness motif occur in Jeremiah ch.2

?)
using words such as ' "mD ' (w.2,6,24,31) and ' HOE? ' (v.15b).

We may classify the wilderness-motif in Jeremiah ch.2 as follows:

1. The Communion between YHWH and Israel (in the wilderness).

v.2. I remember for you ( "j1? )
your following He in the wilderness ( ""DTOU ).

2. YHWH's leading in the wilderness (the positive aspect).
v.6. Where is YHWH,

who brought us from the land of Egypt
who led us in the wilderness -. ( "lmDH )

3. The Kebellion of Israel is described in the wilderness - metaphor
(the negative aspect)
v.24. A wild ass trained to the wilderness ( ~n"70 )

in her living lust snuffing the wind.
q. The desolate aspect of the wilderness.

v.15. They (lions) have made his land a waste ( HOE? ).
5. The netaphor of the wilderness in the rhetorical question form.

v.31. Have I been a wilderness to Israel? ( 3JIDH ).
or a land of deep darkness?

If not, why do My people say
"we roam, no more we will come to Theei"

1) On the conception of 'Motif', see S. Talrnon, op.cit. pp.38-39»

2) 'wilderness' ( "mo ): Jer.2:2,6,24 31

'waste ( n&ff ) : Jer.2:15b.

'without inhabitant' ( HE" '^HO): Jer.2:15*

•nobody shall dwell there' (QE? D1X HuP-X1?): Jer.2:6.
Some other phrases occur in parallelism with 'wilderness and waste'.
Jer.2:2 NT. 'in the land not sown'.

Jer.2:6, 'in a land of desert and shifting sands,
in a land of drought and deep darkness
in a land no one crosses,

nobody inhabits'.

Jer.2:15 'His cities are in ruins without inhabitant'.

Jer.2:31, 'A land of deep darkness'.
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2. The Communion between YHWH and Israel in the wilderness

The wilderness is the sphere of the communion between YHWH and Israel.

v.2, 'I remember for you ( "[5 ) the loyalty of your youth
the love of your bridal days,

following Me in the wilderness,
in the land not sown.'

Some scholars understand this passage as embodying the so-called
1)

'nomadic ideal': c.f. also Hos.2:17.

2)
Recently S. Talmon has challenged the 'nomadic ideal ' hypothesis.

Some scholars interpret this passage as expressing 'a positive

attitude' to 'the wilderness-tradition' in comparison with Lzek.20:13

3)which contains the negative evaluation.

We must examine this passage.

a. It jniicates the covenant relationship between YHWH and Israel.

1. The time of youth: ( "p ) This is the specific time when YHWH
made the covenant with Israel at Sinai/Horeb.

Ezek.l6:60 I will remember my covenant with you,
in the days of your youth ( *p Tl 71).

4)
ii. Loyalty ( TOH ) indicates the covenant-virtue (covenant-loyalty).

In Hosea the ' TOtl ' is described in the context of the covenant.
(Hoe.2:22)

iii. The marriage image (cf. ) is used for the covenant
ci)

relation, (cf .Hos.2:24).

1) K. Budde, op.cit., pp.726-745-
J.W. Flight op.cit., pp.158-226.
K.de Vaux, op.cit., pp.14-15.

2) S. Talmon, op.cit., pp.34-35•

3) G.von Had, op.cit., p.284 (bee further p231 ).
A. Lauha, op.cit. pp.72-91.
J. Skinner, ap.cit., pp.64»65.
G.W. Coats, Rebellion in the Wilderness, p.15«
Chr. Barth. op.cit.pp.1&,23.

4) cf. N.W. Porteous, "The Old Testament and Some Theological Thought-
Forms", in Living the Mystery , pp.31-46, p.43.

5) See further p.2l4f.
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b. Israel'e response of faith.

The phrase 'following Me (YHWH)' ('"inK ^rD1? ) indicates Israel's

response of faith to YHWH.

In Ex.3:18 'the phrase' (going - in the wilderness) refers to 'They

will obey your voice'. (Ex.3=18).

When the people of Israel made the covenant with YHWH at Sinai, they

answered in faith: 'All that YHWH has spoken we will do' (Ex.19=8) ,

responding to the covenant condition: 'if you will obey My voice' (Ex.19:5).

c. Merciful act of YHWH.

It is YHWH who made Israel His bride.

'When Israel was a youth ( 1^1 ),
I (YHWH) loved him' ( *irnnx*l : Hos.11:1),

'and brought (you) to Myself'. (Ex.19:4).

It is YHWH who led them in the wilderness,

'in a land not sown' (cf.Jer.2:2).

Israel simply followed Him in His nerciful pastor^al guidance.

It i3 YHWH who remembered (for)Israel, in spite of the actual apostasy

2)in the present situation of Israel.

Accordingly, the time of Israel's youth (bridal day) may be called 'the

ideal and perfect' time in the relation between YHWH and Israel "^or 'eine

4)
Zeit der vollen Harmonie zwischen Volk und Gott' (Rudolph), 'the time

when the relationship was at its fairest, the time of the first love of

5)
Jahweh and Israel'. (G.von Rad).

1) On the confirmation: see further p.246> 370.

2) On 'YHWE's remembering Israel', see further pp. 309-311.

3) J. Skinner, op.cit., pp.64-65.

4) W. Rudolph, Jeremiah HAT, p.11.

5) 0. von Rad, op.cit., p.282.
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3. YHWH's leading in the wilderness

The wilderness tradition in the context of 'Heilsgesehichte' is found

in several literary forms which express the personal relationship between

1)
YHWH and His people in the period of the wilderness-wandering,

Jeremiah ch.2 uses one of Hem:

Jer.2:6, 'Where is YHWH
who brought us from the land of Egypt
who led us in the wilderness' (HID! . )•

The merciful act of YHWH guiding Israel in the wilderness is presented.

a. 'Leading' ( "J'VlD). The leading-in-the-wilderness-form contains
p

the verb 'lead' Cj'VlQ ) in the hiphil-participle form1" of the root 'go'

( I1?!!). The "going into the wilderness form" which occurs in Ex.3=18,

Josh.24:17 (cf.Ex.5:3,8:27,15=22) may be its primitive or original form.

The "leading in the wilderness form" seems to be the alternative or expanded

form shaped in theological reflection, representing the merciful act of YHWH.

1) The wilderness tradition in the context of Heilsgeschichte may be
classified under the following forms:-

1.'Leading-in-the-vilderness' form HID! YHWH as Subject.
Am.2:10, Dt.8:2,15,29:4, Jer.2:6. Ps.106:9, Ps.136:16. (cf.Hos.2:16)
Am2:10 Dt•8:2 29:4. with "forty years".
Jer.2:6 Ps.106:9 13H:16. without the phrase of "forty years".

2.'Going-into-the-wilderness' form HID! "[Vn Israel as Subject.
Ex.3:l8,Josh.24:17,(Neh.9=l8),Jud.11:16 cf.Jer.2:2.Ex.5:3,8:27,15=22.

3. 'Finding-in-the-wilderness' form HID! K1SD
Dt.32:10 Hos.9:10 Jer,31:2, Gen.36:24, cf.Ex.15=22.

4.'Garrying-in-the-wilderness' form HID! KI7!
Dt.1:31 cf.Hos.11=3,Is.40:11,46:3,63:9,Ex.19;4 (cf.Dt.32:11) Numb.11:12.

5. 'Ihioviig-in-the-wilderness' form HID! 717
Hos.13;5> cf.Am.3=2.

6. Guiding-in-the-wilderness' (like a flocki form HID! 111
Pb.78:52 cf.Is.49:10.

2) B.D.B. The hiphil participle form "|,'?1D occurs 5 times in O.T.
Dt.8:15, Jer.6:17 Is.63:13, Zc.5=10.

3) In the leading in the wilderness form subject is YHWH: YHWH leads
Israel.

On the other hand in the going in the wilderness form subject is Israel.
n

Concerning the relation "Hiphil" and "Qal" Form, see further pp.
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b. The wilderness tradition occurs in combination with the exodus

1)
tradition. In Jeremiah 2:6, the leading-in-the-wilderness formula is

preserved in combination with the exodus ' ' formula in the historical

prologue or kerygma reciting the mighty acts of YHWH.

c. The element of the old Credo? A problem arises.

G.von had explains as follows:

'this dement ( Jahweh's leading the people through the wilderness)
in the Credo is very old -

While the Credo in I)eut.26:5ff • deals with the events from the
Exodus to the Settlement in one clause - in the text given in Josh.2**
the wandering now las a plac e of its own alongside the deliverance
and the miraculous crossing of the ked^ea ("and then you lived a
long time in the wilderness", v.?b)'.

But his so-called "kernel credo" (Dt.26:5ff) omits the wilderness period
■z)

in its recital. In Dt.6:20-23 also the theme of YHWH'b leading in the

wilderness does not occur. Moreover even in Josh.2^ the theme of YHWH's

leading in the wilderness is not described:- the subject in this text is

Israel. (Josh.2^:17)

What is the background of the theme of YHWH's leading in the wilderness

in tie context of 'Heilsgeschichte'?

In the old sources of the Old Testament, we may find other expressions

referring to the merciful acts of YHWH in tie wilderness:
'YHWH's finding Israel in the wilderness' (l>t.32:10, Hos.9:10)
'Carrying them (in the wilderness)' (Ex.19;^, cf.Dt.32:11)
'Knowing them in the wilderness' (Hos.13;5)
'Guiding (His people) in the wilderness (like a flock) (Ps.78:52,

cf.Is.*f9:10).

1) The Exodus formula and the wilderness motif.
with 'going' ( *]^n ) Ex.3;17,Josh.2^:17,Neh.9:18.
with 'lealng' ("|''1?in )Jer.2:6, Am.2:10.

The Exodus formula and the wilderness motif.
Dt.8:1^+, 29:^ Ps.136:11.

2) G.von Had, Old Testament Theology, Vol.1., p.28l.

3) cf.P.H. Williams, The Fatal and Foolish Exchange: Living water for
'Nothing', p.2^.
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4. The Wilderness tradition in Deut.32 Hosea,

and the Asaph-Psalms

The merciful, acts of YHWH in the desolate-wilderneoo are described

in Leut.32:10-11, Hos.9:10, 11:3» 13:5< and Asaph-Psalm 78:52.

a. The wilderness tradition in Dt«32

Dt.32:10-11, 'He found him ii^a land of wilderness ( "HID )
and in the waste and howling desert ( *1 nn )

He encircled him he cared for him,
he kept him as the apple of his eye.

Like an eagle that stirs up its neat,
that flutters over its young,

spreading out its wings catching them
carrying them 011 its pinions.

i« YHWH's finding Israel in the wilderness.

The wilderness tradition here is expressed in the form of 'MHWH's
i)

finding Israel in the wilderness'. ( "DTft ).

The Subject is YHWH. His action is directed to His people Israel. YHWH's

act finding Israel indicates the initiative of YHWH's merciful act in the

2)
personal relationship (communion) between Himself and His people. The

wilderness picture contains the desolate-aspect in combination with the

word 'void' ( "HIP

The characteristic of this expression is the emphasis upon the greatness

of the grace of YHWH.

1) This form occurs in Lt.32:10, Hos.9=10, Gen.36:24, Jer.31^2.

The Subject is YHWH. Dt.32:10, Hos.9=10.
The Subject is the people. Jer.32:10, Gen.36:24 (Anah).

2) cf.G.von Had, Deuteronomy, p.197.
He comments concerning 'the conception of the finding' (YHWH found
Israel in the wilderness) as follows:

'There is much to be said for the hypothesis that we must consider
this "tradition of the finding" to be an old tradition, by this time
half-forgotten about the origins of Israel which hal, in fact, been
almost completely pushed aside and overlaid by the other traditions
of the election (the Exodus tradition, the patriarchal tradition)'.

3) cf.Gen.1:2, Jer.4:23 Ps.107:40.
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ii. YHWH's carrying Israel

The Carrying ( XT7U ) formula as descriptive of the merciful act of

YHWH occurs in both the eagle-(Ex.19Dt.32:11) and the shepherd-
1)

picture (1s.40:11) in the Old Testament.

In Ex.19the image of the eagle (or vulture) who can safely

carry its youg on its mighty wings is described in combination with the

exodus (the saving act of YHWH in Egypt) and YHWH's bringing Israel to

Himself, to his dwelling place.

In Dt.32:10-11 YHWH's act of carrying Israel might be understood in

connection with the 'Heilsgeschichte' as referring to the .Exodus, the

2)
leading-in-the-ivilderne3s, and the settlement in YHWH's land.

iii. The characteristic of the wilderness tradition in Dt«32.

The Characteristic of the wilderness tradition in Ot.32 is that

it occurs in the covenant Kib form: the emphasis falls upon the great¬

ness of the grace and love of YHWH who found Israel in the desolate

wilderness and carried them into the fruitful land, protecting and

sheltering them in the wilderness of void and deep darkness.

This greatness of YHWH's grace is presented in contrast with the unfaith¬

fulness of Israel: their apostasy and rebellion.

1) The image of the eagle: Ex.19:^, ht.32:11 ( □'~\*'JI *3ID)
The image of the shepherd: ls.*K):11 ^6:3 63:9 cf.Hos.11:3»
The image of parents: Dt.1:31 (a nurse: Num.11:12).

2) On the historical prologue in Dt.32, see further p.)'3»
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The wilderness tradition appears in several forms in the book of Hosea.

'Finding Israel in the wilderness' (Hos.SMO)
'Like grapes in the wilderness I found Israel' ( ~)3"Tft3 )

'Knowing (Pasturing) Israel in the wilderness' (Hos.13:5)
'It was I who knew (or pastured) you in the wilderness ( "DTD3)

in the land of drought.'

The merciful acts of YHWH are described in reference to the wilderness

(Hos.2:1*f, 11:3, 12:9).

1. The emphasis falls upon YHWH Himself, in the reference to the merciful

acts in the wilderness.

'It is I ( ) who knew (or pastured) you in the wilderness' (13=5)
'It is ^ ( 'D1X ) who taught Ephraira to walk,

I took them up in my arms'. (11:3)

The merciful acts of YHWH are mentioned not only as past event, but also

as the future event of salvation.

'It is I ( 'HIK ) who will allure her,
and bring her into the wilderness
and speak tenderly to her.' (2:16)

ii. The greatness of the grace of YHWH's acts in the wilderness is

emphasised by reference to the desolate-aspect of the wilderness.(Kos.13=5)

iii. The merciful acts of YHWH in the wilderness are described in contrast

2)
with the unfaithfulness and rebellion of Israel in the covenant Rib form.

1) Hos.13;5 BHK 3* It was I who knew ( yp ) you in the wilderness.
La... It was I wlto pastured (eraupat, vov) you -.

2) The unfaithfulness and rebellion of Israel.

Hos.9:10b. 'But they came to Baal-peor,
and consecrated themselves to Baal,
and became detestable like the thing they loved.

Hos.13:6. 'But when they had fed to the full,
they were filled and their heart was lifted up,
therefore they forgot Me.

Itos.11:3b• 'But they did not know that I healed them.'
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c. The wilderness tradition in the Asaph-Psalms.

The wilderness tradition of the merciful acts of YHWH occurs in

the Asaph-Psalms.

'Leading in the wilderness', (Ps.106:9i 136:16)

'Guiding in the wilderness (like a flock)' (Ps.78 52),

YHWH's miraculous pasturing acts of giving water manna, and quails
A )

in the wilderness are also described (Ps.78:15-16,23-29, Ps.103 = ^+0-^1 )•

In the Asaph-Psalms (Ps.78 and 106) the central feature is the element

of Israel's rebellion in the wilderness.

The positive aspect of YKWH's help in the wilderness is recounted, in

order to provide the background against which the sin of Israel stands

2)
out. YHWH's merciful acts are mentioned in contrast with Israel's sin;

YHWH's side: YHWH's givhg water in the wilderness (Ps.78:15-16) ( *"0103 )

Israel's : 'Yet they sinned still more against Him,
rebelling against the Kost High in the desert.

They tempted Cod in their heart.1 (Ps.78:17-18)

YHWH's side: YHHH's guiding them in the wilderness as a flock (Ps.78:52)
( )

Israel's : 'Yet they tempted and rebelled against the Kost High God'
(Ps.78:56)

YHWH's side: YHWH's leading them in the wilderness (Ps.106:9) ( IH'TQD )
Israel's : 'But they soon forgot His works -

they lusted exceedingly in the wilderness
and tempted God in the desert.' (Ps.106:13a-1i+)

1) cf.A. Lauha, Lie Geschichtsmotive in den Alttestamentlichen Psalmen,
pp. 7^-83.

He mentions some miraculous events in the period of the wilderness-
wandering which are described in the Psalms.

1. ^uellwunder (Ps.105=^1 78:15-16)
2. Speisungswunder (Ps.78:17-31 105 = ^+0)

a. iiannawunder.

b. Wachtel-wunder.

2) U.W. Mauser, Christ in the Wilderness, p.39.
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5. 'i'he Rebellion of Israel in the wilderness

a. The rebellious lust of Israel in the wilderness*

Jer.2:24. 'A wild ass trained to the wilderness ( HID )
in her living lust snuffing the wind! ' ( 117S1 111X3)

In this passage the wilderness ( IHTQ ) is connected with the lust
A )( JT1K). This combination between the wilderness and the lust of Israel

occurs in Ps.106:l4. (cf.78:18,30)

Ps. 106:14 'They lusted exceedingly ( niKJl 11KJ1"> 1 )
in the wilderness ( "DTD 3 )

and tempted God in the desert.'

Ps.78;17-18 'And they sinned still more against Him
rebelling against the -ost High in the desert ( n'X3 )

And they tempted God in their heart
by asking meat for their lust.' ( 2721 )

2)
These passages are rooted in the tradition of Israel's murmuring against

YHWH in the wilderness (Ex.17=1-7) - cf. Hum.11:4.

This event is not only the Kib (Ex.17=2,7, Jer.2:29) of Israel against

YHWH, or the tempting of YHWH (Ex.17=2,7), but also rebellion against

YHWH Is.78 17 40 .

t is characteristic of Jeremiah that he represents the rebellion

of srael in his proclamation, not as a past event but that thir con¬

temporary behaviour is that of a wild ass even though he stands on the

historical tradition of srael's murmuring against YHWH (Ex.17=1-7)»

cf.Ps.106:l4, 78=17-18.).

1) The noun 1 mK ' occurs in Lt.12:13i 18:16, 20:21 1.Sam.23 = 20, Jer.2:24,
Hos.H:10. Only in Jer.2:24 is the word ( JITS ) connected with the
wilderness ( "DID ).

The verb ' DTK ' in connection with the wilderness occurs in Ps.106:l4
and in the murmuring-motif narrative (Num.11:4, 34).

2) Concerning the murmuring motif in tie wilderness:
G.S. Coats, .Rebellion in the Wilderness, 1968.
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1)

b. The rebellious acts of Israel in foe wilderness.

On Israel's side the wilderness is the locus where Israel took the

Rib against YHWH, tempted Him and rebelled against Him.

In Jeremiah ch.2 several further expressions are used with reference

to the events of Israel's rebellion against YHWH in the wilderness.

i. The murmuring in the wilderness.

Jer.2:29 'Why do you dispute with he?' ( "IH'IJI HQ1? )

This phraseology is related with the passage of Ex.17:2, which

describes the murmuring motif in the wilderness.

Ex.17:2 'Why do you dispute with Me?' C'10^ )

It is quite probable that Jeremiah stands in this historical tradition

of Israel's murmuring against YHWH (Ex.17:1-7). There are many simi-
2)

larities in terminology between Ex.17:1-7 and Jeremiah ch.2.

1) On this subject:

A. Lauha, Bie Ceschichtsmotive in den 'lttestamentlichen Isalmen,
pp. 72-91.

W. Harrelson,"Guidance in the Wilderness," Interpr.13. 1959,
pp. 2^-36.

A.G. Tunyogi, 'The Rebellions of Israel', JBL 81 1962, pp.385-390.
U. hauser, fihrist in the Wilderness, 1963, PP.29-32.

G.W. Coats, op.cit., p.968.
S. Talmon, 'The "Desert-Motif" in the Bible and in Qumran Literature',

in Biblical Motifs, 1966, pp.31-63.

2) On similarities in terminology may be found between Ex.17:1»7 and Jer.2.
(281.

See further pii
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ii. The worship of the golden calf at Horeb.

Jer.2-.11 'My people changed His ( lory
for "No-Profit"

This is related to Ps.106:19-20 and Ioc.32:1-)11 which describes

the worship of the golden calf at horeb. hoses condemned them, denouncing

their adion as a great sin ( PlVll HKiDH ): Gx.32:21).

In Pe.106:10-20 this event is interpreted:

'They made a calf in Horeb
and worshipped a rr.olte^ image.

They exchanged their Glory
for the image of an ox that eats grass.'

It is a characteristic of Jeremiah that he not only recalled the tradition

of the historic criae, but reformulated it so as to make it relevant for

this contemporary circumstance.

iii. The worship of Baal-Poor in Ghittim.

Jer.2:20b. 'you bowed down and committed harlotry' ( HIT).

This terminology is rooted in the harlotry motif in hum.23'■ 1-3

(v.3: fill?), Ho .9:10, and is.106:28 concerning the worship of Baal-
2)

Poor in Ghittim.

These old traditions of the rebellious acts of Israel in the

wilderness are preserved in the stream represented by Hosea the Asaph-

Psalms and Jeremiah.

It is a characteristic of Jeremiah that lie actualises the old

tradition of the rebellions of Israel in the wilderness and applies it

to his contemporary situation.

1) The cribol Correction, see further 10, 39.180.
C.D. Cinsburg, op.cit. pp.3V/f .

2- Gee further pp, 285-287.
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6. The Desolate-iispect of the Wilderness in Jeremiah Ch.2

In the book of Jeremiah the wilderness ( is collected with

the word 'desolation' ( HO27 , nDD27).l)
The Grace-aspect of the wilderness (YHWH's leading in the wilderness)

is replaced by the desolation-aspect of the wilderness with the use of

2)
the term ' HQ27 ' in Jeremiah ch.2.

Jer.2:15b. 'They (lions) have made his land a waste ( H?D27,7)
his cities are in ruins, without inhabitant.'

YHVH's land and heritage (2:7b) is turned over to 'desolation' because

of Israel's sin and apostasy., and YHWH's anger and wrath (cf.12:10-11).

It is characten&ic of Jeremiah that his presentation of the wilderness-

tradition shows a fusion of the two themes: the grace- and desolation-

themes.

Jer.2:6: 'Where is YHWH,
who led us in the wilderness?'

This is the grace-theme, presenting YHWH as the shepherd of Israel; and then,

1) A characteristic of the usage of 'wilderness' ( 131D ) in Jeremiah
is its combination with 'desolation' ( 71027, 71002? ).
12:10 11-12, k:26-2?, 50:12-13,etc.

J. Jiuilenburg, 'The Terminology of Adversity in Jeremiah', in H.G.
May-Festschrift, Translating Understanding the O.T. pp.50-51.
He motions the word 'desolation' ( 71027, 710027) as a terra of
adversity and affliction in Jeremiah:

'One of the words most frequently employed by Jeremiah nearly
always in referring to the destruction of the land is Q02? and
its congeners above all the noun 71002? (10:22, 12:10-11, *+:27,
6:8).

The noun 71027 , always employed in contexts of judgement, is
used similarly.' (2:15i ^:*f), p.51«

2) S. Talmon, op.cit., p.53-

He suggests: "the transition aspect of the 'trek motif' is
replaced by the 'desolation aspect' of the
'Wilderness motif " .
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'in a land of deserts and shifting sands
in a land of drought and deep darkness
in a land no one crosses,

nobody inhabits'.

The phrase 'nobody inhabits' is related to the terra 'desolation'

jp)
to indicate the desolate-aspect of the wilderness.'

By this desolation-idea of the wilderness, the emphasis falls

upon the greatness of the grace of YHWH, who led them in the desolate

wilderness and an uninhabited land.

W. hucciph comments on Jer.2:6,

"the horrors of the wilderness were painted in ever-new
expression in order to make clear the greatness of the
divine help".

Accordingly after all when Israel repents ( .1*112? ) and YHWH heals

them.

- 'They (the remnant of Israel) found grace
in the (desolate) wilderness'. (Jer.31:2b-3).

t) The phrase 'nobody inhabits and similar phrases are frequently
combined with the terra desolation ( HDI2? , PITDDa? )' in the book of
Jeremiah.
- Jer.2:5-6 4:7, 6:8 9:10 12:11 46:19, 48:9, 49 = 33, 50:3, 13fl+0,
51:29,43.
'nobody shall dwell there' (Jer.2:6,49=33 50:40,51:43=

□U7 OIX Itf'-X1? ).

'without inhabitant'

'without inhabitant'

'an uninhabited land(

'no one dwells in them'

These phrases occur with

(Jer.2:15 9 = 10: It!?*!' Pitt ).

(Jer.4:7,46:19,48:9= 227T |'XD ).
(Jer.6:8: HltCHJ XI1? pX ).
'Jer.44:2: TT*I' DHI "} ' X ).

ntttp mti?' or similar expression.

2) VJ. hudolph, Jeremiah, p. 12.
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7. The .Metaphor of "wilderness' in the rhetorical question form

Jer.2:31 'have I been a wilderness to Israel? ( "Dlfan)
or a land of deep darkness?

If not, why do J-iy people say,
"ve roam. No more will we come to Theei"'

1)
The usage of the "wilderness" as a barren, howling wilderness in

this detorical question form is related to another category of 'metaphor'

for ineffectiveness, i.e. the concept of 'No-god'.

a. YHWH condemns the unfaithful response of Israel which they say:

'V.'e roam. No more will we come to Thee'. ( K131 )

This phrase is in contrast to the merciful acts of YHWH:

'I brought you to iyself (lix.19^ - )
*1 brought you into a plentiful land - Vn X'HK )

(My land - liy heritage; Jer.2:7.

So Israel ought to come to YHWH to serve Him.

But they did not come to YHWH but to Lmptiness' 'No-god', No-hrofit'

(Baal). The ineffectivensss of the other gods whom Israd, in thdr

defeneration, have turned to serve, is stressed by the metaphorical use

of the terms 'the wilderness' and 'a land of deep darkness.'

b. On the contrary, YHWH reveals Himself to them as 'the living Cod'(v.13),

1) cf. £. Talmon op.cit., p.*+3»
He suggests 'a mythical conception of "wilderness" in ancient Semitic

mythology.' He explains this category of wilderness in relation with
"Hot", in Ugaritic myth.

"The connotation of '"13*70 ' as a barren awe-inspiring, howling
wilderness is intimately related to another category of a rather
specific brand of "reality" -
In Ugaritic myth it is *ot the god of all that lacks life and
vitality whose Natural habitation is the sun-scorched desert, or
alternatively, the darkling region of the netherworld. i*ot is the
eternal destroyer, who periodically succeeds in vanquishing Baal,
and in reducing- the earth temporarily to waste and chaos.
It may be due to this identification in Canaanite myth of desert
and darkness with ot, that any eouation of Yahv/eh with the wilderness
is anathema to the Biblical writers.* (p.kj).



God of mighty acts (delivering them, leading them, and planting them),

c. In spite of their apostasy YHWH still addresses them as 'My people!'

This rhetorical question form indicates the faithfulness and love of YHWH

towards His apostate Israel appealing to them in order that they may find

their sin before Him and come back (repent) to YHWH as the faithful people

of YHWH.

The wilderness ( "1H1Q ) indicates the sphere where the communion

between YHWH and Israel took place in heir history:

i. God's merciful act in guiding Israel on the one hand (v.6)
ii. the rebellion of the people against YHWH on the other (v.2b)
iii. Wilderness and sin are correlated: whenever sin occurs and apostasy

takes place, even the fruitful land can be turned into desolation

(v.15, cf.12:10 - n?:nu7 inn ).
iv. At last the people who survived the sword found gj ce in the wilderness

(desolation) Jer.31;2.

It is the wilderness that YHWH guides Israel through into the fruitful

land (vv.6-7). It is in the desolate-v/ilderness that YHWH chastizes Israel

(tier.6:8). And then it is in the wilderness (desolation, that Israel will

repent and find YHWH's t,race (<Jer.31:2).

It is interesting to find that the tradition of the rebellious acts

of Israel in the wilderness is preserved in the chain - Ex.17:1-7,Ht.32,

Hosea, the Asaph-Isalms (Ps.78,106).

Accordingly it was most probably in the Northernkingdom Israel that it
2)

was preserved. Even in this tradition of the rebellion of Israel xn the

wilderness ^thenyJeremiah ch.2 stands in the prophetic tradition of the

Northern Kingdom Israel.

1) cf.K. Davidson, Biblical Critisicm, in the Pelican Guide to l odern
Theology, pp.^9-50

2) cf.A.C. Tunyogi, "The l&ellions of Israel," JBL 81, p.390.
His statement that on the other hand, mos, Isaiah, and Jeremiah
are not familiar with it (the rebellions of Israel)' (P.390) is not
acceptable.
But his remark that 'most probably it (the rebellions of Israel) was
in the Northern Kingdom (p.390; is suggestive.
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D. Historical Prologue in Jeremiah Ch.2

1. Some Problems connected with the Sinai and Exodus Traditions

a. The Contribution of G.von Had.

1)
In his book, The Fppm-Critical Problem of the Hexateuch, G.von Pad

pointed out that there are two important traditions in the Hexateuch:

'the canonical redemption story of the Exodus and Settlement in Canaan

(designated "Settlement Tradition") on the one hand and thte tradition of

Israel's experiences at Sinai on the other hand^ stand over against each
2)

other as two originally independent -traditions.'

i. The small historical creed is found in Dt.26:5b-9 6:20-2L,Josh.2*+:2b-13»

The characteristic of these credos is that they contain mention of the

events at Sinai. Von Pad comments: 'here the silence coroerning the

3)
events of Fount Sinai is even more striking'.

The original 'sitz im Leben' of this settlement tradition is the l east of

Weeks celebated at the Gilgal sanctuary near Jericho (Josh.'+f).

ii. The Sinai tradition in the Hexateuch contains two predominating

elements: the account of the theophany (God's appearing to the people) and

the making of the covenant. The Sinai tradition is found in Ex.19-2^,

Ps.50 81, and in the shape of Deuteronomy as a whole. These passages

deacribe a distinct form of covenant renewal. 1. Parainesis, with his¬

torical presentation of the Sinai events (Ex.19f,-Dt.1-11), 2. Pecitation

of the Law (Decalogue and Book of the covenant, Dt.12-26) 3» Blessing and

curses (Ex.23:20f ,Dt.2?'f), Solemnisation of the Covenant (Ex.2*+,Dt.26:16-19)

The Sinai tradition has its cultic setting in the ancient covenant festival

at Shechem namely the Feast of Booths (Jos.8).

1) G.von Pad,"Das formgeschichtliche Problem des Hexateuch/BZAW k, 1938,
ET. "The form-critical problem of the Hexateuch,"
in The Problem of the iiexateuch and other nssays, 1966.

2) ibid, p.13*

3) ibid, p.6.
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'In the two traditions of Sinai and of the Settlement in Canaan we

have what were originally quite separate things(. 1)

iii. The Yahwist gathered up the materials which were becoming detached from

the cultus and compacted them firmly together vathin a literary framework,

that is, the Settlement tradition.

'the incorporation of the Sinai gradition into £he Settlement
tradition should be attributed to the Yahwist'.

And v.Rad concludes :'The blending of the two traditions gives definition
to the two fundamental propositions of the whole message of the Bible:
Law and Gospel' the Sinai tradition and the Settlement tradition.

The contribution of Hans-Joachim Kraus.

In his book, Gottesdienst in Israel: Studien zur Geschichte des

k)
Laubhuttensfestes H-J Kraus posited the third festival in the period of the

Judges, basing his suggestion on the evidence of Hos.12:9-10 Lev.23:

39_M+ 16: i.e. a Tent Festival (Zeltfest), celebrated yearly at the central

sanctuary during the autumn least of Tabernacles. He accepts von Had's

thesis and offers the suggestion: 'Is it not passible that the Tent, whidi
was obviously foreign to the Shechem amphictyony, belonged originally
to the South, perhaps as the sanctuary of the old amphictyony of the
six tribes in or near Hebron?'

He assumes that a nomadic tent festival was observed at an early period,

and that in the camp-arrangement all the twelve tribes of Israel were

assembled: "The amphictyonic worship of the early period was held in
the desert."

This was the festival from the liturgy of which the compilers of the

early history of Israel obtained the traditions about the wilderness

wandering, the Tent of Meeting, and the details of the nomadic camp

arrangements, etc.

1) The Problem of the Hexateuch and other Essays, 1966, p.41.
2) ibid, p.53*

3) ibid, p.5^.
h) H-J Kraus Gottesdienst in Israel, Studien zur Geschichte des

Laubhuttenfestes, Muhchen, 195^•
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Three festivals are thus posited for the twelve-tribe conflieration;

from which most of Israel's historical traditions were derived.

1. The covenant renewal festival originally celebrated at Shechem

every seventh year (Dt.31:10f), Josh.2k, Dt.27, the Sinai covenant

material in Exodus 19-2^, and Deuteronomy - all originally derive from

this celebration, and contain evidence of its liturgical rites.

'the cultic traditions of She«h«tt point to a ceremony of
proclamation of the divine lav; which belonged unquestionably to
the cultic act of the renewal of the covenant.
In the early period the cultic community of the twelve tribes
assembled 'every seven years' at the central sanctuary of S&ejjpijMBi
in order to pledge themselves afresh to the service of YHWH'.

2. A Tent Festival at the central sanctuary which yearly commemorated

God's leading the people through the wilderness and 'tabernacling' in

their midst. This also took place in the autumn.

3. A yearly festival at Gilgal at the time of the harvest, or earlier,

when the Exodus from Egypt and the Settlement were liturgically commemorated.

This hypothesis which separates the Sinai Tradition from the Exodus-

Conquest tradition has been sharply attacked by A.Weiser, J.Bright,
2)

W. Beyerlin M.L. Newman, H.B. Huffmon, and G.E. Wright.

1) H-J. Kraus, Gottesdienst in Israel, 1962, Nunchen.

This is ai enlarged and revised edition of the former book published
in 195^. EC. Worship in Israel, Oxford, 1966, p.1^5«

2) A. Weiser, Introduction to the Old Testament, London, 1961, p.89.
rvon Rad's question should be posed from the opposite end with the
idea that the theophany (Sinai) tradition with the maniTestation
of God's will and the making of the covenant on the one hand and
the account of God's historical acts of salvation as the mani¬
festation of His nature on the other hand were the original basic
component parts of one and the same festival celebrated at the
central sanctuary of the tribes (the holy ark). These components
appear already at the foundation of this union at the"Assembly"
at Schechem (Josh.2k) and from then onwards had a certain normative
significance in the festival of the covenant for the whole of
Israel :i.e./the sacral union of the tribes and for the shaping of
its tradition.* /
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Other scholars have also recognised that "G.von Bad's cultic

credo had its original setting precisely within the covenant form.

This means that the Exodus-Conquest and Sinai theses could not have

1)
bean separated originally."

.../J.Bright, A Hidory of Israel, OTL, 1960, p.115-

He pointed out that the theory of von Had and N. Noth which
separates Exodus and Sinai events is based on presuppositions that
are at best subjective: "The Sinai tradition is in any event quite
as old as the Exodus tradition, and there is no reason to doubt
that the two were linked from the beginning" . (p.115)•

cf. Early Israel in .Recent History Writing, SBT 19i p.105f*
W. Beyerlin, Qtjgins and History of the oldest Sinaitic Traditions-,1961,
contends for the view opposite to Von Bad's:

'As far as its relation to the Exodus-tradition goes, it remains
to otnfirm that the two traditions (about the Exodus and Sinai.)
were linked together from the very beginning of the covenant with
Yahweh: - it is the reason for the union of history and law which
is characteristic of the Old Testament.' (p.169-170).

M.L. Newman, The People of the Covenant, 1965, pp.21-22.

'The exodus event was the foundation of the covenant event -
The exodus event and the covenant event belonged together'.

H.B. Huffmon, "The Exodus, Sinai and the Credo", CBQ 27, pp.101-115*
'The proper understanding of the prologue indicates the essential
connection between the Exodus and the Sinai covenant' - (p.112).

G.E. Wright, "Cult and History", Interp.16, pp.5-20, esp.12-15*

1) G.E. Wright, op.cit., p.15*
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New light has been shed upon the meaning of the historical prologue

in the covenant form and the covenant Rib form by the comparative study

of the Hittite treaty texts and the covenant form in the Old Testament.

In 195^ 0. Kendenhall pointed out remarkably close parallels in

structure andacntent between the Old Testament covenant forms and the

1)international treaties of the Hittites.

On the matter of the historical prologue, he stated:

'The structure of the covenant' (the covenant form in the O.T.
as compared with the suzerainty treaty form of the Hittites)
'is again the same: the delivery from Egypt was the first event
in the previous relationships between the two parties, and this
is the historical prologue which establishes the dsligation of
Israel to their benefactor'.

J. Kuilenburg, K. Baltzer and Beyerlin recognized that the historical

prologue or "proclamation of the mighty acts" is an important part of the

covenant form as described in the Sinai/Horeb (Ex.19:3-8) and Shejchem

Texts (Josh.2k).

H.B. Huffmon G.E. Wright, J. Harvey, andD.R. Hillers mention that

the historical prologue or the mighty acts of God (Kerygma) is contained

h)
as a part of the covenant-Rib form.

We must examine the historical prologue in the covenant Rib form

described in Jeremiah Ch.2 in relation with the two traditions of Exodus

and Sinai.

1) G.E.Kendenhall law and Covenant in Israel and the Ancient Near East,
1955, reprinted from BA 17, 195** pp.26-46 *+9-76.

2) ibid, p.37.

3) J.Muilenburg FSCF, VT 9, 1959: pp.3**7-365.
K.Baltzer, Das Bundeformular, Neukirchen, 1960, p.29f.
W.Beyerlin, Gtigins and History of the oldest Sinaitic Traditions,
pp.69-70. 'The historical prologue one of the elements of the
covenant-outline, found in Exod.19:*f'. (p.70).

k) fl.B. Huffmon, "The Covenant lawsuit in the Prophets", JBI78 pp.285-295.
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2. The Historical prologue in the covenant Rib form

The historical prologue is an important element of the covenant Rib
1)

form. Each example of the covenant Rib form has a different historical

prolgue according to its placd within the development of the covenant

history. The basic principle of the historical prologue is to proclaim

the mighty acts of YHWH for His people Israel,

Jeremiah ch.2 describes the mighty acts of YHWH in delivering Israel
z)

from Egypt (v.6) in leading them through the wilderness (v.6) and in

bringing them into the fruitful land (v.7).

We must examine the theological meaning of the historical prologue

in the covenant Rib form.

a* The Exodus ' nVyn ' formula in Jeremiah ch.2

In Jeremiah ch.2, the Exodus event is described in the ' '

formula which is distinguished from the ' formula.^
v.6 'Where is YHWH

who brought () us out of the land of Egypt?'

•••/ "The Exodus, Sinai and the Credo",CBQ 27.1965, 101-113*

G.E.Wright "The Lawsuit of God" in IPH,pp.26-27, esp. pp.35,£>2.
J. Harvey, "Le Rib-Pattern", Bibl.^3 pp.172-196.
D.R.Killer, Covenant, p.129.

See further pP '* - •

1) cf. H.B. Huffmon, op.cit. p.295*
see further p. 155-1.bo.

2) On the Wilderness Motif in Jer.ch.2, see further pp. 328ff.
3) J. Wijngaards, " iPXin and A Twofold Approach to the Exodus",

VT 15, 1965, P.91-102.

The ' nWn ' formula occurs b times in the book of Jeremiah (2:6,
11:7, 16:1A, 23:7) but in Dt. only once (Dt.20:l).
The formula occurs 5 times in the book of Jeremiah (7:22
11:4, 31:32, 32:21, 34:13), and in the book of Deuteronomy very
often.

See further p. I73f«
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i. This Exodus ' ' formula occurs here with reference to YHWH.

Jeremiah emphasized that it is YHWH Himself who brought Israel from

Egypt. In Ps.81:11 the Exodus ' 71*7*711' formula is connected with YHHH's

self-revelation: 'I ( "OIK ) am YHWH your God ,

who brought ( "[*777271) you out of the land of Egypt.

ii. The Exodus ' 71*7771 ' formula is in radical opposition to the worship

of the golden calf. The unfaithful people at Sinai/Horeb (Ex.32) and

at Bethel & Ban (I.Ki.12) praise the golden calf by ascribing the Exodus

to it.

'These are your gods, 0 Israel,
who brought (~|^*?77! ) you up out of the land of Egypt'.

(Ex.32:4b, 8b, I.Ki.12:28 Neh.9:l8)

The prophets, Amos and Hosea. emphasized that it is YHWH Himself

who brought ( 7l*777i ) Israel out of Egypt, condemning the worship of the
1)

golden calf at Bethel.

Am.2:10 'Thus says YHWH (v.6)
I ( ' D3X ) brought you up out of the land of Egypt (TP *777! )

the oracle of YHWH (v.11)'

Hos.12:l4 'By a prophet YHWH brought ( 7l*?77l ) Israel up
from Egypt'.

iii. The Exodus ' 71*7771 ' formula is in radical opposition to the murmuring

motif, according to which Israel murmured against Moses, questioning his

aims in leading the Exodus:

Ex.17:3 'the people said
"Why dic^-ou bring us up ( 13 TP*77/1 ) out of Egypt,
to kill us and our children and our cattle with thirst?"'

(cf. Num.l6:13, 20:5, 21:5)

1) Concerning 'judgement speech against Bethel':
Amos: 3:14, 4:4, 5:5,6, 7=10-13.

Hosea:(ftethaveni) 4:15 10:5,15. (in La: 'house of Israel' - 10:15)*
See further pp. 2-^"28^* (otxoq -cou lo-parpv.)
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iv» The Exodus ' ' formula is linked with the addition 'to tills

land ( flK-'pK)', which indicates the aim of the exodus,

'I have come down - to bring ( ) them out of that laud
to a good and broad land (Ex.3*8)
to a land flowing with milk and honey (Ex.3:17 33:3)
to the place of the Canaanites, the Hittites, the Amorites,
the Perizzites, the Hivites, and Jebusites.' (Ex.3:17 33:2).

to the land of which I swore to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob'.
(Ex.33:1, cf.Jud.2:l).

v. The Exodus ' PI^H ' formula has undergone an expansion from the

primitive form ("bring from Egypt to the land") to a combination form

whereby the Exodus proper is linked:

a. with the Entry ' K'DIV theme:

'bring from Egypt and bring ( K\in) into the land' (Jud.2:l0

,b. with the leading in the wilderness ( "["'VlH) and the settlement

( K>Hn) theme.

'bring ( nVj/n) from Egypt leading in the wilderness ( "j'Vin )
and bring into the land ( K'nn): Jer.2:6-7«

vi. The Exodus ' nV-Vn ' formula is the hiphil form of ' n57'. The

'going up ( H77 ) from' -form may be its primitive (Ex.33;1>15>etc.)^^
and the bring up ( i"l77n ) from' -form seems to be the alternative or

expanded form shaped in theological reflection to express the mighty
2)

initiative of YHWH.

1) Ex.33:1 'YHWH said tohoses, "Depart go up ( ffpy) hence.

15 'And he (Moses) said to Him,
"If Thy presence will not go with me,
do not bring us up ( HVSATI-VK ) from herei"'.

2) The relation between 'Qal' and 'hiphil' form is found in Jeremiah.
' ' and 'T'Vin' (2:2,6).
' KID' and ' K' 3H' (2:7a,6).
' ' and ' rf?7n' (2:6, 31:6).

See further p. 372f.
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vii. The Exodus ' nlP7n ' formula is connected with a particular person:

1)
the prophetic messenger of YHWH, by whom this formula was preserved.

viii. The Exodus ' n'pyn ' formula has been formulated and preserved

among the prophets in the northern Kingdom of Israel, particularly in

connection with the covenantal sanctuMties (Shechem, Gilgal) and with

the sanctuary at Bethel where the prophets (Hosea and Amos) engaged in

the conflict provoked by the religious crises and condemned the worship

of the golden calf and the breaking of the covenant.

1) Moses at Sinai/Horeb.
Ex.3:8f 'YHWH said "I have come down - to brihg them ( )

up out of that land to a good - land'

33:1-2 'YHWH said to Moses "Depart, go up hence, you and the
people whom you have brought up ( fl'Vyil) out of the
land of Egypt to the land .

Joshua at shechem.

Josh^^f 'for it is YHWH our God who brought ( ) us -
from the lad of Egypt -'.

Samuel at Gilgal. (1.Sam.12:6, 8:8, 10:18)
I.Sam.12:6 'Samuel said to the people, "YHWH is witness, v/ho

apppinted Moses and Aaron and brought ( nVyn ) your
fathers up out of the land of Egypt'".

.The angel ( IK*773 ) of YHWH - from Gilgal to Bethel -
Jud.2:1 'the angel of YHWH said, "I brought you up ( nl?7K)

from Egypt - .

A prophet of YHWH

Jud.6:8, 'YHWH sent a prophet to the people of Israel: and he said
to them, "Thus says YHWH, the God of Israel: I ( 'OIK )
brought you up ( 'Jl'Vyn ) from Egypt"'.

Hosea

^6.12:1^ 'By a prophet YHWH brought ( ) Israel up from Egypt.'
Amos Am.2:10, 3:1, 9'-7.

Am.2:10 'I brought you up out of the land of Egypt'. ( 'fl'V^n 'OIK )
Asa ph (the people of the Asaph-Psalms)
Ps.8l:11,'I am YHWH your God,

who brought you ("['PSftin ) up out of the lad of Egypt.'
Jeremiah Jer.2.6 11:7 16:1^ 23=7.

Jer.2:6 'Where is YHWH,
who brought ( ) us up from the land of Egypt?'
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The Entry ' K? ZIP! ' formula in Jeremiah ch.2

In Jeremiah ch.2 the settlement event is described in the ' KVIH'

1) 2)
formula (v.7) arid the ' 7Q1 ' formula (v.21) which are distinct from

3)
the landgiving ' ]fil ' formula.

v.7 'I brought ( JPHK ) you into a fruitful land,
to eat its fruits and its goodness'.

i. This entry ' formula occurs here in connection \ith YHWH

as the subject of the merciful act - YHWH's bringing Israel into 'My land'.

In Ex.6:8, the entry ' K'HH ' formula is connected with YHWH's

self-revelation: 'I will bring CflK^n) you into the land -
I ( ) am YHWH'.

ii. The entry ' K'DH ' formula is in radical opposition to the rebellion

of Israel against YHWH.

'He(tHWH) will bring us into this land ( K'HH )
and give it to us, a land which flows with milk and honey.

Only, do not rebel against YHWH.' (Num.1^:8)

Thus this formula occurs in connection with the murmuring of Israel

in the wilderness.

'And the people disputed ( ITl) with Moses - and said -

"Why have you made us come up out of Egypt ("] l.TT't?!?n )
tp bring ( ) us to this evil place?"'

(Num.20:3-5-, 16:14).

1) Concerning the distribution of the ' formula in the Old Testament:
J. Wijngaards, The Formulas of the Deuteronomic Creed. 1963, P«J1.

On the formula ' - I made you come to (this land) -
J. W: Ex.13:5 (LXX. 33:3a) Num.20:12, Ex.15:17.
HE. (6): Ex.13:11, 19:*». Num.l4:3,8, (31), 16:1*U
Pre-Dt. (2): Jos.2*t:8, Jud.2:1.
Dt.Law (9): Dt.6:10.2£, 7:1, 8:7, 9:^,28, 11:29, 26:9, 30:5.
Jer. (4): Jer.2:7, 3=1^, 23:8, 31:8.

2) On the ' ' formula see further pp.312-313.

3) On the ' ' formula as it 00010*6 in the book of Jeremiah, see p.
178.
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iii. The entry 1 X'nil' formula is expanded from a primitive form into

a concrete description of Israel's entry "into the land,"

a. Ex,19^ 'You have seen how I bore you on eagles' wings,
and brought you to Myself.' £ ?X DDDK KHX )

B. Jud.2:1 '(I brought you into the land ( flXn-'pX K'HX )
which I swore to give Jo your fathers.'

c. Jer.2:7 'I brought you into a fruitful land' ( flK-Vx X'HX )
(My land, My heritage).

iv. The entry ' K'lil ' formula occurs in the combination forms whereby

1)
the entry proper is linked:

a. with the ' • formula. Ex.15=17, Jer.2:7,21.

Ex.15:17 'Thou wilt bring them in, ( IftKiri )
and plant them ( 1Q713M ) on Thy own mountain,
the place, 0 YHWH, which Thou hast made for Thy abode.'

b. with the Exodus ' ' formula, Jud.2:1, Jer.2:6-7.
Jud.2:1 'I brought you up from Egypt ( nVVK )

and brought you into the land ( X' 3X )

This combination occurs twice in the murmuring motif (Num.l6:12f,
20:3-5)•

v. The Entry ' X'HH ' formula is the hiphil form of ' XT 3'. The 'coming

into ( Kin ) form' may be its primitive expreaaon and the 'bring into

( K^nn) form' seems to be the alternative or expanded form shaped in

theological reflertion to express the mighty initiative of YHWH:

Ex.19 =1,^, 'the people of Israel came into the wilderness of Sinai
( iKn )
YHWH called to Moses, saying -
"you have seen -

how I brought you to Myself ( XHK )

vi. The Entry ' X'Hn • formula is connected with a particular person, the

prophetic messenger of YHWH, by whom this formula was preserved.

Moses at Sinai (Ex.19:^, cf.6:8, 13:5,11. 15=17). Dt.31=20,21.

Ex.19;it- 'YHWH called to Moses saying - "you shall say to Israel -
'You have seen - how I brought you to Myself"".

1) The combination form of the settlement ' K'HH' form and the Exodus
•X'Xin' formula occurs frequently.

Ex.13=3-5, 9-11, Dt.6:10-12, 23, 8:7,1^ 26:8-9, Ez.20:14-15.
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Joshua at Siafcem. Josh.2k L»t.31:23.

Dt.31:23 'YHWH commissioned Joshua the son of Nun and said
"you sliail bring ( K' ) the children of Israel
into the land which I swore to give them

Josh.2i+:8 'your eyes saw wliat I did to Egypt; -
Then I brought you to the land of the morites.' ( PlKTK)

The angel ( "jK^D ) of YHWH - from Cilgal to Bethel

Jud.2=1 'the angel of YHWH went up from Gilgal to Bochim
And he said, "I brought you up from Egypt, and
brought ( K'TK ) you into the land which 1 swore
to give to your fathers"'.

Jeremiah

Jer.2:7 I brought you ( K'lK) into a fruitful land.'
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3. Historical Prologue in the covenant and covenant Rib form

We must examine the relation between the Sinai covenant tradition

and ttie Exodus, wilderness-wandering, and Entry tradition. There are

two literary forme in which the Exodus, wilderness-wandering and entry

traditions occur:

a. the covenant-formulation form (Ex.19;3-8, 24, Josh,24 I•Sam•??.)>
b. the covenant Rib form (Jud.2-1-5, Dt.32, Hosea, Asaph-Psalms and

Jeremiah.ch.2)

a. In the covenant formulation-form. Ex.19'3-8 and 24:3-8
1)

The Sinai covenant message of Ex.19:3-8 contains the proclamation

2)
of YKWH's mighty acts in the covenant history (v.4):

Exodus: 'You have seen what I did to the Egyptians.'

Protecting in the wilderness: 'how I bore you on eagles' wings.'

Bringing to YHWH: 'I brought you to Myself.' ( K3X )

These passages are described in the special covenant 'Gattung'of the 'I

and you style.'

After the proclamation of YHWH's mighty acts in the 'Heilsgeschichte,'

the covenant conditions (w.5-6) are proclaimed:

'Now if you will listen to My voice,
and keep My covenant ( TP "ID )

then you will become My own possession among all people.'

In the Sinai covenant passage, the covenantal response of the peaple is

described in the three-fold style. (Ex.19:8, 24:3, 7)."^
'And all the people answered together and said,

"All that YHWH has spoken we will do.'"

1) See further pj?* - ff*
2) J. Muilenburg, 'The Form and Structure of the Covenant Formulations',

VT 9, p.354.
Muilenburg calls this element 'Proclamation of the mighty acts' (v.4)
K. Baltzer Has Burhesformular, p.37.
Baltzer calls this element 'Die Vorgeschichte' (v.4).

3> See further p. ^70.
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The Sinai tradition ia Ex.19 J3-8 with its description of making

the covenant on the one hand, and YHWH's historical acts of salvation

on the other, is an integral whole, whose parts are not to be separated

from each other.

The proclamation of the mighty acts of YHWH constitutes the historical

prologue of the covenant form.

Accordingly we may agree with W. Beyerlin who says:

•We may conclude therefore that the traditions of the
deliverance from Egypt and of the events on Sinai were
connected at a very early date under the influence of an^,
old covenant-form going back to the pre-Mosaic period.'

In the passage Ex.19:3b-8, the traditions about the Exodus and Sinai,

which are held together in the same covenant-form, are combined.

1) W. Beyerlin, Origins and History of the oldest Sinaitic Traditions,
p. 169.
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b. In the covenant Rib form. Jud.2:1-3

The covenant Rib form in Jud.2:1-5 contains the proclamation of

YHWB's mighty acts in the caenant history (v.1b)

'I brought ( ) you up from Egypt,
and brought ( K'IK ) you into the land
which I swore to give to your fathers.'

i. The combination form.

The proclamation of YHWH's acts is described in the combination

form of the Exodus ' ' formula and the Entry ' K^Hn' formula.

ii. The covenant message style.

This proclamation is described in the special covenant-Gattung

of the 'I and you style.'

iii. The covenant condition (v.2).

After the proclamation, the prohibition embodying the covenant

condition follows:

'You shall make no covenant ( fl'-D) with the inhabitants of
the land; you shall break down their altars.' (v.2)

iv. The breaking of the covenant.

The sin of Israel is indicted here in the light of the Sinai covenant

condition (Ex.19:5&).

'you have not obeyed Ky voice.'

v. The response of Israel to YHWH.

v.k describes: 'When the angel of YHWH spoke these words
to all the people of Israel, the people lifted up their
voices and wept. ' (lD3"'l)

These words indicate that the people repfented before YHWH with penitential

cries and they served YHWH there, (v.5)

In Jud.10:10f a similar situation is described in the following way:

'And the people of Israel cried to YHWH, saying
"be have sinned against Thee.'" (v.10)

'And the people of Israel said to YHWH,
"We have sinned-( IlKWH) and they served YHWH ( )'

(v.15 16b).
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In Jud.2:1-3 the proclamation of the mighty acts of YHWH and the

1)
covenant theme are not separated but joined together. The mighty achs

are an important element because they constitute the historical prologue

in the covenant Rib form.

c. Historical prologue in Dt.32 Hosea and Asaph-Psalms

Examples of the historical prologue (the mighty acts of YHWH) within

the frame-work of the covenant-Rib form occur in Deut.32 Hosea and the

Asaph-Psalms.

a. Deuteronomy 32

D_t.32 constitutes a poetic statement of the wilderness and conquest

2)
theme: what YHWli had done for Israel.

v.11 'Like an eagle ( IS'lD) that stirs up its nest,
that flutters over its young,
spreading out its wings ( VEllD ) catching them,
bearing ("IHK2P ) them on its pinions.'

This idea and expression are rooted in the Sinai covenant message

(Ex.19^) - how I bore you on eagles' wings ( D'TPH DDilK K!7K)

v.10, 'He found Mm ( 1.1KYD' ) in a desert land, ( "DID f )
and in the howling waste of the wilderness.'

G.von Rad comments that 'a tradition according to which lahweh "found
Israel in the wilderness" is obvfausly old' and is still
echoed in Hos.9:10, Dt.32:10.'

In Deut.32 the mighty acts of YHWH which are partly rooted in the

Sinai covenant tradition are described in the covenant Rib form.

Accordingly the wilderness tradition (a part of the salvation history)

and the Sinai (Covenant) tradition are not separated from one another, but

are joined together.

1) cf. J.Wijngaards The Formulas of the Deuteronomic Creed, pp.^9-50*

2) Cn the omission of the Exodus theme in Dt.32:

G.von Rad, Old Testament Theology, p.177i Note 3», Vol.1.
"A tradition according to which Jahweh 'found Israel in the
wilderness ' which is obviously old, has bean almost completely
overlaid by the Exodus tradition which alone became dominant."



b. Hosea. "* ^
The book of Hosea preserves the description of the mighty acts

of YH YH in the Exodus and the wilderness-period in the prophetic s e ch.

o .ea uses the tradition of the mighty acts not only to testify tc. ie

:r ciousness of Yahweh, but also to contrast His continuing deeds of

goodness with present infidelity and unfaithfulness of Israel, in

the covenant Rib form.

i. 'he Exodus tradition.

The Exodus tradition is described in the self-revelation of YHWH,

as the mighty act in some formulae, and the allusions to 'return to

Egypt'. In the self-revelation:

12:10, 13:4, 'I am YH.YH your &od ( ""pnVX mn' 'D1K )
from the land of Egypt.'

As the mighty act in the ' il'ppn ' formula:

12:14> 'By a prophet YH ,ii brought (il'ppn ) Israel up from S ypt. '

In the 'Kip • formula:

11:1, 'Out of ,gypt I called my 3on' ( TlKlj? ).
In the allusion "to return ( OTP ) to Egypt":

8:13» 9s3# 11:5, 'They shall return ( 3W ) to Egypt.'

This allusion implies that Israel came into existence only by gracious

deliverance from Egypt.

ii. The Wilderness tradition.

The wilderness tradition is described as the mighty acts of
2^

YHWH on the one hand and as the rebellion of Israel on the other.

On YHMi's side:

11:3a, 'It was I who taught Ephraim to walk,
I took (□!"!?) them up in my arms.'

13:5, 'It was I who knew you in the wilderness ( "pflSn* )
in the land of drought.'

2:16, 'Behold, I will allure her,
and bring her into the wilderness
and speak tenderly to her.'

9:10, 'Like grapes in the wilderness,
I found Israel. ' ? TlKYD )

1) cf. .Brueggemann, Tradition for Crisis, A tudy in Jo-ea,
Richmond, 19o8, esp. pp. 26f.

2) On the rebellion of Israel in the wilderness, see further, .286,339-
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The combined Exodus - Wilddness tradition occurs in the covenant Rib

form as an expression of YHWH's goodness in contrast with the rebellion

and unfaithfulness of Israel: (Hos.11:1-3, 13:^+-6)

11:1-3 'When Israel was a child, I loved him,
and out of Egypt I called my son,

The more I called them,
the more they went from Me.

They kept sacrificing to the Baals,
arid burning incense to idols,

Yet it was I who taught Ephraim to wak,
I took them up in My arms
but they did not know that I healed them.'

Then follow the descriptions of Israel's breach of the covenant (v.5b,7a)

and of Israel's jddgement by YHWH (v.6, 7b).

13:^6 'I am YHWH your God from the land of Egypt;
you know no God but Me,

and besides Me there is no saviour.
It was I who knew you in the wilderness -

but when they had fed to the full,
they were filled and their heart was lifted up

therefore they forgot Me.'

Again the description of YHWH's judgement follows, because of Israel's

breach of the covenant relationship (v.6: they forgot I e ( ' 3111327).

Accordhgly the Exodus and wilderness traditions of the mighty acts

of YHWH are not separated from the covenant tradition, but are joined

together in Hosea. In the covenant Rib form the description of the

mighty acts of YHWH (Exodus - Wilderness traditions) takes the place

of the historical prologue, i.e., as a prelude to YHMH's indictment
1)

against Israel's covenant-breaking.

1) See further p. 221' 263-264.
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c. The Asaph-Paalms

The Asaph-Psalms contain the description s of the mighty acts of

YHWK in the deliverance from Egypt, in the wilderness, and in the entry

into the land.

i. The Exodus tradition

Several formulae are used to characterise the Exodus tradition in

the self-revelation of YHWH and His mighty acts;

The self-revelation:

Ps.8l:11 'I am YHWH your God,
who brought ( ""[W^n) you out of the land of Egypt.'

The mighty act:

The " n^yn1" formula occurs once (Ps.8l:1l) in the Psalms.

The "X'Xin" formula: Ps.105:37 43 136:11.

The " W formula: Ps.78:12 (43), 105:5 (27), 106:21 (13^

Ps.78:12 'In the sight of their fathers,
He did marvellous things in the land of Egypt -'.

The marvellous acts of YHWH are described in contrast with the unfaith¬

fulness of Israel and their disobedience to YHWH.

Ps.81:12 'But My people did not listen ( yfttP-X'Pl ) to My voice:
Israll would have none of Me.'

Ps.78:11 'They forgot ( ) what He had done,
and the miracles that He had shown them.'

ii. The Wilderness tradition

The Wilderness Tradition is preserved in descriptions of the merciful

acts of YHWH in the wilderness in giving the people the water (Ps.78:16,

105:41)., the manna (Ps.78:24, 105:40b), and quails (105:40a, 78:27), in

contrast with the rebellion and unfaithfulness of Israel in the wilderness-

1)
period.

1) See further pp.340f.
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iii. The Entry tradition

The tradition finds expression in certain formulae, which stress

the might acts of YHWH:

The m ^£33 " formula: YHWH's planting Israel Ps.80:9.

Ps.80:9 'Thou didst bring a vine out of Egypt,
thou didst - plant it ( 117011 "1 )' cf.Jer.2:21.

Significantly this description makes a close link between the exodus

and the settlement.

The " }ni " formula: YHWH's giving the land Ps. 105:11

Ps.105*11 'To you I will give ( |flK ) the land of Canaan,
as your portion for an inheritance.'

iv. The Historical prologue and the Sinai covenant tradition.

In certain Asaph-Psalms the descriptions of the mighty acts of YHWH

(in the Exodus, in the Wilderness, and in the settlement) occur in

conEction with the Sinai covenant tradition.

Ps.81:6 'I tested you at the waters of Meribah. (in the wilderness)

v.7 'Hear, 0 My people, while I admonish youi
0 Israel if you would but listen to Kei' (Ex.190)

v.8 'There shall be no strange god among you;
you shall not bow down to a foreign god.' (Ex.20:3)

v.9 'I am YHWH your God
who brought you up out of the land of Egypt.' (Exodus)

v.10'But My people did not listen to My voice:
Israel would have none of Me'.

In Ps.81 the mighty acts of YHWH and the Sinai covenant tradition are

described together, not separated from one anoths*.

In the cases of Ps.78 and 105, H.B. Huffmon suggests that

"Ps.78 and 105 emphasise the connection of the mighty acts with
the covenant."

1) H.B. Huffmon, "The Exodus, Sinai and the Credo", CBQ 27 1965-, p.107.
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if. Characteristics of the covenant history In Jeremiah ch.2.

a* The three-fold saving acts of YHY.I .

In Jeremiah ch.2 the saving acts of YHWH are described in three-

"old expression: xodus in the ' ' formula, Wildernesr-

wandering in the ' "I'?]?! • formula, and Entry in the ' K'DH ' formula.

This three-fold description of the saving act of IF I! stands on

the covenant and covenant-Rib tradition flowing through x. 1C .*3-8,

Jud.2:1-5, Deut.32, Hosea, and the Asaph-Psalms. At the same time

this three-fold saving act of YKJH consists of an important element

f the Covenant-Rib form in Jeremiah 2 as the historical prologue.

i. mhe three-fold description of the saving acts of YH ' occurs in

x.19:3-8, which is the 'origo' of the covenant tradition.

Ex.19:4, 'You have seen what I did to the Egyptians
and how I bore jtou on eagles' "in s and
brought you to Myself. ' ( X3K )

ii. An expression of YHAH's saving acts identical with that in

Jeremiah ch. 2 occurs in Jud.2:1-5 as the combination of xcdus ' il/^n '

formula and Entry ' X'DH ' formula.

Jud.2:1, 'I broU;- :t you ( nV^X ) up from Egypt,
and brought you ( X'HX ) into the land. '

iii. Deut.32 describes a poetic statement of the wilderness and

entry theme which is partly rooted in the inai covenant message

(Ex.19:4) and partly echoes on Hos.9:10.

In Hosea the combined Exodus- ilderness tradition occurs in the

covenant tib form ( os.11:1-3, 13:4-6).

In the Asaph-Psalms the combined Exodu3-..ilderness theme

(Ps.81:6,11) and Exodus-i ettlement theme (Ps.80:9) occur.
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The Characteristics of the description of the saving acts in

Jereiaiah ch.2 sure that on one side it is the same three-fold style as

the covenant message in Ex.19:3-8, while on the other side Jeremiah

applies this tradition to the contemporary situation indicating the

unfaithful response of Israel:

'Never did they ask, "Where is YHWH?
who brought us out of the land of Egypt, ( nV^Dn)
who led us in the wilderness ( "pVlQn )

I brought you into a fruitful land ( )
But when you entered in, you defiled iviy land

The three-fold saving acts of YHWH play an important role as the

historical prologue in the covenant Hib form, in contrast with the

three-fold negative response of unfaithful Israel.
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b. The Three-fold negative response of Israel

In the formulation of the Sinai/Horeb and Shechem covenants, the

faithful responses of the covenant-people are described in the following
1)

three-fold expressions:

i. At Sinai (Ex.19 =8, Ex.2k:J> 7)i

Ex.19:8 'And the people answered together and said,
"All that YHWH has spoken we will do.'"

( nvy2 mrp iii-tpx nnKn )

2k:J> 'and all the people answered with one voice and said
"All the words which YHWH has spoken we will do."'

( nw3 mn» in ~iick o'Tnn-ba naK»*i )

2k:7 'and they (the people) said,
"All that YHWH has spoken we will do, and we will obey."'

( yctzm nm' nai-npx Vo noK'i )

ii. At Shechem (Josh.2^:18,21,2k)

Josh.24:l8 'Then the people answered (v.16)
"therefore, we will serve YHBH

1 HTTP J1K 1272 IIHIK-Dl)
for He is our God.'"

21 'And the people said to Joshua,
"Ilay; but we will serve YHKH"'. ( WI mrP-JlK '0)

2k 'And the people said to Joshua,
"YHWH our God we will serve, 1272 1mrP-fltf
and His voice we will obey."' ( 71272 1*71711

1) cf. K. Baltzer Das Bundesformular, 1960. pp.38-39.
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Jeremiah Ch.2 described the negative response of Israel in a

similar three-fold style: in one example 1 '3 X1?' is used and in

the other » X? *.

i. In the literary- expression using the negative ' ? D X*?«

A description of Israel's negative respon® unique to Jeremiah Ch.2

is the one concerning the "two sins" of Israel (v.13), which uses the

" " form in three-fold repetition.

v.20, 'You said, "I will not serve (you) ( 127X X1? )
but ( '3 ) (I will go) upon every high hill

and under every green tree."'

v.25, 'You said "It is hopeless. Koi ( K1*7 ),
but ( '3)1 loved strangers
and after them I will go.

v.'You did not ( X*? ) get it by housebreaking,
but ( '3 ) under every oak.

Yet you said, "I am innocent."

These passages indicate two evils. One is transgression against

YHWH and His "mishpatim" - Israel's breaking the covenant.

The other is apostasy and Baal-worship.

ii. In the literary expression using the negative ' X*?'.

Israel's negative response is described in YHWH's indictment

which is couched in the same three-fold style.

v.23, 'How can you say "I am not ( X*? ) defiled,
after Basils I have not ( X5? ) gone?'"

v.31, 'Why do Hy people say "we roam,
no more we will come ( XT31-X11?} to Theei"'

v. 35 'Behold, I will bring you to judgement,
because you said "I have not ( X1? ) sinned."'

It is characteristic of Jeremiah that he altered the covenantal

re§>onse form to the negative response form expressed with the gram¬

matical negative and then applied this to his ontemporary situation

over against apostate Israel.
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c. t-ositive and Negative Structure in the Covenant Kib Form.

In the historical prologue, YHWH's mighty acts are described in

the positive three-fold expression and in the "Hiphil form" of the

verbs. In the accusation against Israel, by contrast Israel's

negative response and her activities are described in the negative

expressions and in the "^al form" of the verbs.

i. "['VlH in the positive and "f^n in the negative ccnetructions.

YHWH's side: v^ YHWH who Led ( *71 fail us in the wilderness'.

Israel's v.23 'How can you say
"After Haals I have not gone"' ( TlD *771 K*7 )

v.?' 'I will go after strange (gocfe;' ( )

v.5, 'They followed "Itoptiness."' ( )

In spite of YHWH's gracious act in leading Israel in the wilderness

Israel has not responded in faith to YHWH, but lias gone after Haals

which are "No-gods" and "Hmptiness."

ii. K'UPi in the positive and Kin in the negative constructions.

YHWH's side: v.7 'I brought (K'HK ) you into a fruitful land.'

Israel's: v.7, 'When you entered in ( IKHfll )
you defiled My land,
and mauv My heritage an domination.

v.J1 'No more we will come ( Ml*7 } to Thee.'

In spite of YHWH's gracious act which brought Israel C K'HK ) to

"Kyself" (Hx.19:^b) and into 'k fruitful land" (Jer.2:7) Israel does

not respond in faith to YHWH, but says "we will not come to (Mill K*lV )

YHWH." This is a fine contrast-expression.
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iii. n^H in the positive construction and in the negative.

YHWH's side: v.6 'YHWH who brought ( n'pyftil ) us out of - Egypt.'

Israel's: v.20 'You said, "I will not serve (Thee)J'" ( "T3J7K K1? )

According to the documents which have come down to us , when the

covenant message was proclaimed in the Shechem covenant ceremony, the

people answered: "we will serve YHWH" (mil* J1K "TR7I )
(Josh.2*M18,21,2*0.

In Jeremiah ch.2 the answers of the people are couched in similar

terms but with this difference that they are now transposed into the

negative: "I will not serve (Thee)J"

In these circumstances, how can Israel be "the people of YHWH"?

How can Israel walk in Israel's way following YHWH and knowing YHWH?

Jeremiah believes that there is one possibility for Israel: i.e.

YHWH's merciful act - His gracious initiative toward Israel.

Interestingly Jeremiah presents this initiative act of YHWH in the

"Hiphil" form."

Jer.2:6, 'YHWH led Israel ( "pVlDn)
v.3, then (they) followed Him'( "]JTDV )

v.7, 'I (HHWH) brought you (Israel) (
then you entered into (His land).' ( YOUI )

In the covenant Rib form Jeremiah presented YHWH's merciful acts

and Israel's apostasy. The covenant Rib of YHWH has as its aim the

restoration of the covenant relationship between YHWH and His people -

there is only one possibility for this: i.e. the merciful act of YHWH.

1) Jer.11:18 'YHWH made it known ( Tin ) to me,
then I knew ( HSHKI ).' (cf. 16:21)

17:1*h '0 YHWH save me ( HSWin )
then I shall be saved' ( H^TTKI )

31:18, 'Bring me back, ( 'IIP /M )
then I shall be restored' ( nUVtfXI )
for Shou art YHWH my God'. ( Ti'pK Din'' HJ1X 'D )

31:8-9 'Behold, I will bring them (K'HiJ ) back from -

with weepingthey shall come.*1 ( IK3' )
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CONCLUSION.

In this thesis a form critical and theological study of

Jeremiah chapter 2 has been made. In particular, the investigation

has demonstrated that the material in Jer-miah ch.2 stands in a

stream of tradition through Deut.32, Hosea, the Asaph-Psalms and

Jeremiah ch.2 - a tradition which has as its centre the covenant

Rib pattern.

i. The terminology and the covenant Rib form and its content

are common to Deut.32, Hosea, Jeremiah ch.2 and the Asaph-

Psalms. The Covenant Rib form contains the following common

elements: -

1. Appeal to the heavens (and earth) and the people of

Israel.

2. Historical prologue: the mighty acts of YHWH.

3. Interrogation: Rhetorical questions in YHWH's address.

4. Accusation.

5. Judgement.

ii. They are rooted partly in the Sinai covenant tradition (the

origo of which is Ex.19:3-8) and in the covenant Rib fradition

(the origo of which is Jud. 2:1-5).

The covenant Rib tradition has been formulated and developed

in face of the religious crises throughout the course of the

history of Israel; to give expression to Israel's repentance, ;nd

for use in the penitential service.



The covenant Rib tradition has its origin and provenance in

orth Israel in the prophetic-levitical circles which may be

connected with the people of the Asaph-Psalms.

The theology of the covenant Rib tradition was regarded as a

vital part of Yrf.VH's judgement upon Israel's rebellion and

covenant-breaking. In each occurrence of the covenant Rib form,

the .bcodus tradition and the Sinai covenant tradition are not

separated from one another, but joined together.

Jeremiah chapter 2 stands on the covenant Rib tradition, but

it has its own special characteristics.

i. The three-fold saving act of YHV.H: expressed in the Sxodus

nV^n , the "Wilderness , and Entry X'SH formulae.

ii. The three-fold negative response of Israel, expressed by the

negatives X*? and XV .

iii. Concerning the three-fold sphere: cultic, legal, and inter¬

national.

Jeremiah does not merely perpetuate the covenant Rib tradition

but also applies the tradition to his contemporary situation, as

seen in the light of his own higher personal experience and thought
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Abbreviations

1. Commentaries.

AncB The Anchor Bible New York

ATD Das Alte Testament Deutsch GUttingen

BC Bible Commentary Missouri
BK Biblischer Kommentar Neukirchen

CambB Cambridge-Bible for Schools and Colleges Cambridge
CentB The Century Bible London
HAT Kandbuch zum Alten Testament TUbingen
HK Handkommentar zum Alten Testament ottingen

Ho Die Heilige Schrift des Alten Testaments :onn

HSAT Die Heilige Gchrift des Alten Testaments Tubingen
IB Interpreter's Bible New York

ICC The International Critical Commentary Edinburgh
on the Holy Scriptures of the Old and
New Testaments

KAT Kommentar zum Alten Testament Leipzig
KHC Kurzer Hand-Commontar zum AT Tubingen

.ew CB The New Century Bible - New Edition London
OTL Old Testament Library London
SAT Die Schriften des A.T Gottingen

So Kurzgefasster Kommentar zu den heiligen f'unohen
Schriften Alten und leuen Testamentes

TB Torch Bible Commentaries London

WestC The Westminster Commentaries London

* * * \

"ewCi ew Catholic Commentary on Holy Scriptures, .ondon, 1969
PCB Peaks's Commentary on the Bible, New :d. London, 1962
JBC Jerome Biblical Commentary London, 1968

2. Bible Translation.

-V Authorised King James Version
ML Die Bibel nach der deutschen llbersetzung

Martin Luther3

RV She Revised Version
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RSV Revised Standard Version 1952

JerusB Jerusalem Bible

NEB The New English Bible 1970

3. Journals and Composite lories.

AMSP The Ancient Near East in Pictures Relating
to the Old Testament, ed. J.B.Pritchard,

ANET Ancient Hear Eastern Texts Relating to the
Old Testament, ed. J.B. ritchard, (2 ed.)

AT^ANT Abhandlungen zur Theologie des Alten und
Neuen Testaments.

BA The Biblical Archaeologist
3ASQR Bulletin of the American Schools of

Oriental Research

BDB F.Brown, S. I.Driver and C.A.Briggs,
A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old
Testament.

Reprinted with corrections:

BEvTh Beitrage zur Evangelischen Theologie

BH(K) Biblia Hebraica, ed. R.Kittel
Bibl Biblica

BJRL Bulletin of the John Rylands Library
BT The Bible Translator

BHHW Biblisch-Historisches Handw'drterbuch

BWA(P)T Beitrage zur Mssenschaft vom Alten
(und xNeuen) Testament

BZAW Beiheft zur Zeitschrift fur die Alttesta-
mentliche issenschaft

BZ Biblische Zeitschrift (new series from
1957)

CBQ The Catholic Biblical Quarterly
ET English translation
AvTh vangelische Theologie

ExpT Expository Times
i'RLA T Sorschungen zur Religion und Literatur

des Alten und Neuen Testaments

Ges.K. G-esenius,W.-E.Kautzsch, ET. G-esenius's
Hebrew G-rammar, by A.S.Coy/ley. (2 ed)

1954

1955

r urieh

New Haven

New Haven

Oxford (1907)

1955

line hen

Stuttgart,1954
Rome

Manchester

London

G-b'ttingen,
1962- 6

Stuttgart

(Giessen)
Berlin

( ■•'reiburg i.Bu)
Paderborn

Washington

MUnchen

Edinburgh

G-'dttingen

Oxford, 1 952
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UAAT

HT(h)R

HUCA

IDE

Interp.

JAOS

JBL

JBR

JJS

JNES
*

JSS

JT(h)S
KBL

JQR

LXX

Lisowsky

MT

SR

Textus

NKZ

OTS

OTL

OTMS

RG-G

RQ

SBT

SBTT

SEA

Gesammelte ufsatze zum Alten Testament
(W. Zimmerli)
The Harvard Theological Review

The Hebrew Union College Annual

The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible

Interpretation

Journal of the American Oriental Society

Journal of Biblical Literature

Journal of Bible and Religion
The Journal of Jewish Studies

Journal of Near Eastern Studies

Journal of Semitic Studies

Journal of r,1heological tudies

L.Kohler-,,.Baumgartner, Lexicon in
Veteris Testamenti Libros

Jewish Quarterly Review

The Septuagint

G-.Lisowsky-L.Rost, Konkordanz zum
Hebraischen Alten Testament, a Aufl.
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